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Abstract
This project examines how the U.S. ethnic authors Ralph Ellison, Maxine Hong Kingston
and Junot Díaz reflect the dynamic, reciprocal process of transculturation by decoding popular
cultural forms. Using strategies made available by cultural studies, hemispheric theory and neoMarxism, critical attention will be directed to each author’s major literary work: Ellison’s
Invisible Man, Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey, and Díaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar
Wao. This dissertation further analyzes a hitherto overlooked area of U.S. multiethnic literary
studies: the ethnic subject’s relationship to encoded popular culture forms and how they impact
identity formation. Recent scholarship has focused on the ethnic subject’s marginalization, which
often assumes a passive, unidirectional interaction between the interpellated subject and the
ostensibly naturalized cultural sign. Ellison, Kingston and Díaz depict how the ethnic subject
successfully decodes and then recodes the popular cultural signs, adopting and adapting them to
his or her emergent identity.
Ethnic subjects possess the agency to decode the cultural product – specifically,
mainstream popular culture forms - and autonomously create their own meaning while
incorporating it into their cultural identity. Overall, these practices reflect cultural theorist Stuart
Hall’s notion that the encoded cultural sign gets processed through a circuit of meaning which
can result in articulations unintended by the sign’s original coding. This dialogical process
extends to all cultural influence, for the U.S. has historically been a contact zone where
transculturation rather than acculturation prevails. The works of Ellison, Kingston and Díaz
reflect transculturation by infusing both “home” and “root” ethnic popular cultural forms and
allusions into their texts, a process that facilitates the decentered ethnic subject’s ongoing
identitary recovery. Canonical authors such as Ellison and Kingston have been cognizant of
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popular culture’s immense influence on ethnic identity even while maintaining in their works the
cultural sign’s open signification. Díaz demonstrates that this strategy is still very prominent in
U.S. ethnic fiction. This project opens a space for more analyses of popular culture’s influence in
multiethnic texts – both inside and outside of the United States. In doing so, it extends the reach
of cultural and literary studies’ examinations to highlight media studies and “low” popular
culture forms.
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Introduction
In Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, the title character declares, "I am invisible, understand,
simply because people refuse to see me. Like the bodiless heads you see sometimes in circus
sideshows, it is as though I have been surrounded by mirrors of hard, distorting glass" (IM 3). In
a postmodern world increasingly defined by globalization, questions of cultural efficacy, ethnic
identity and intersectionality1 remain at the fore of subject formation. By deconstructing
essentializing notions of identity, theorists such as Stuart Hall and Homi Bhabha, among others,
have illuminated the constructed nature and "performance" of ethnicity and race. Unsurprisingly,
contemporary U.S. authors have explored decentered, multiethnic subjects who must come to
terms with their liminality and hybrid identities. This process is especially pronounced for some
writers, who must filter the dominating messages of racialized discourses disseminated through
popular culture to make sense of their characters’ fragmented selves. This study examines how a
set of 20th-century and contemporary U.S. ethnic authors - Ralph Ellison, Maxine Hong
Kingston and Junot Díaz – decode and recode popular cultural texts as a mode of resistance to
reductive ethnic stereotypes and monoculturalist scripts, thereby contributing to their ethnic
communities’ emergent identities’ formation.
These authors’ works parallel and affirm Fernando Ortiz’s and, later, Ángel Rama’s
concepts of transculturation in which cultures meet and intersect within the contact zones,
resulting in “complex transmutations of culture” (Ortiz 98). Transculturation combats traditional
beliefs in acculturation which assumes that the dominant culture unilaterally absorbs its
supposedly less-developed, weaker counterpart. This acculturative mindset has dominated U.S.
discourse which traditionally imposes the belief that the white Anglo/European cultural
establishment has successfully and seamlessly assimilated minority cultures into the U.S.
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“melting pot.” In this way, acculturation denies the synchronistic interplay that occurs amongst
congregating cultures and their peoples, rendering non-white cultures “invisible.” The writings
of Ellison, Kingston and Díaz counter this assumption, reflecting transcultural beliefs strikingly
similar to those of Ortiz, Rama, Hall and Bhabha such as conscious selectivity, individual agency
and reciprocity. Transculturation in the writings of Ellison, Kingston and Díaz is a fluid,
dialogical process in which cultural influence and interchange prove multidirectional.
In this analysis, “popular culture” encompasses mass-produced commercial culture that
has mass appeal and accessibility (Storey 6), such as music, television, film and certain “low”
genres in literature (i.e., science fiction and comic books). A key component of these novelists’
characters' transcultural subject formations involves how they absorb and reinterpret popular
culture. Ellison, Kingston and Díaz embody Hall’s model concerning the production, distribution
and consumption of a given mass cultural text (“Representation” 1). Cultural theorists such as
Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, among other more recent scholars, have critiqued the
mass culture industry for its penchant to reinforce white supremacy through offensive racialized
projections of the cultural or ethnic Other. Hall counters Adorno and Horkheimer’s deterministic
theory, which assumes a passive audience, by restoring agency to the mass cultural consumer.
Hall’s “circuit of culture” model (“Representation” 1) describes how U.S. ethnic subjects can
engage in the strategy (consumption) of decoding and recoding the messages offered through
popular culture. Since Hall posits that each of the communicative circuit’s stages does not
necessarily mean that the message’s prescribed meaning will be transmitted or translated
(decoded) accurately, the moment of consumption emerges as an occasion to express agency
through the act of recoding. In turn, recoding helps combat the nefarious aims of the culture
industry to disseminate established social formulae that standardize experience, as set forth by
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Adorno and Horkheimer. However, the mass culture industry can still corrupt one’s popular
artistry, as Hall and Paddy Whannel argue in their appraisal of mass culture and as Ellison
demonstrates in his novel. Nonetheless, each author in this study highlights the tremendous
potential of that open moment of decoding/recoding, one that allows for subversion and
identitary expression.
Instead of passively accepting stereotypes circulated through such media or assimilating
into hegemonic standards of Anglo-American personhood or aesthetics, the protagonists of
ethnic writers Ellison, Kingston and Díaz autonomously interpret which popular cultural
representations affect their identities while remaining grounded in their respective “home”
cultures. As such, they practice something strikingly similar Hall’s notion of “decoding”
(“Encoding” 91). This study focuses not only on how these characters decode the given cultural
scripts, but on how they recode them to affirm their plural identities. Furthermore, this study
highlights how the novelists’ works correspond with and affirm Hall’s parallel theoretical model
concerning the inherent flexibility and continual evolution of identity formation. For Hall,
subjects constantly undergo identitary “becoming” (“Who Needs” 3-4), rather than “being,” an
idea also taken up by Bhabha in his concept of the “enunciative present” (255).
Thus, drawing from comparative cultural theory and neo-Marxist theory, this project
traces how marginalized, multicultural U.S. subjects emerge as engaged, self-articulating
subjects whose identities prove as eclectic as the heteroglot culture of U.S. society. These
characters' identities are drawn from the “semiotic glut” (Collins 41) transmitted through popular
culture. Cultural theory, because of its emphasis on how identities and nationalities are shaped as
performed social constructs, proves particularly useful in analyzing this process. Similarly,
transnational and hemispheric models have emphasized that national boundaries and
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communities are "imagined" and that multiple paths and conduits across traditional borders of
nation-states exist. Popular culture stands as one such link even though capitalist interests may
disseminate warped messages about U.S. ethnic minorities. Ellison incorporates black popular
forms such as jazz, the blues, and the zoot suit subculture into Invisible Man; Kingston critiques
the highly racialized, Orientalist depictions of Asian Americans in U.S. film and their influence
on Asian-Americans’ self-evaluation in Tripmaster Monkey; and Díaz grounds his novel in the
“geek” culture genres through which his title hero filters his Dominican American subjecthood in
The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao.
Although from different backgrounds, a striking continuity exists between the works of
these three writers, one centered on the incorporation and recoding of popular culture. These
authors interrogate cultural stereotypes and, at times, identify with images not coded for their
would-be, essentialized identities. But, in carving out a "third space" (Bhabha 53) for their ethnic
identities, they reconstruct and re-shape these mass-produced utterances as an exercise in
diversity and pluralism, thereby interrogating assumptions of passive interpellation. The authors'
use of popular culture as a syncretic medium thus represents a cosmopolitan, transcultural
aesthetic that signifies the emerging hybrid or multinational subject of late-twentieth century and
contemporary U.S. literature.
Chapter One, “Transculturation, Multiethnic ‘Becoming’ and the Lure of Popular
Culture,” outlines this study’s methodology. This analysis incorporates several theoretical veins
derived from cultural studies. It draws on Hall’s and Bhabha’s aforementioned theories about the
fluid nature of ethnic identity and, like their work, opposes “nativist pedagogies” (Bhabha 248)
or myths of cultural purity. Hall and Bhabha characterize subjecthood as both present-situated
(Hall’s “becoming” and Bhabha’s “enunciative present”) and future-oriented. Therefore, one’s
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identity is never truly fixed, provided one exercises autonomy and a measure of agency. This
idea of multiplicity captures the guiding principle of “infinite possibilities” (Ellison, IM 581)
available to the multicultural subject if they can avoid falling into the hegemonic trap of
racialized scripts (Hall’s “over-determinism” [“Who Needs” 3-4]) or acculturation’s ideology of
exclusion. Hall and Bhabha explain how the multiethnic agent can encounter various cultural
signs, select and eventually “suture” (Hall, “Cultural Identity” 237) them into one’s subjecthood.
Although Ortiz laid the groundwork for conceptualizing transculturation, this study
predominantly utilizes Rama’s model, which not only underlines active intercultural exchange,
but also emphasizes the active process of donor cultural selectivity, as well as how U.S. cultural
formation involves a “combinatory system” (Rama 22) of diverse selections. Rama’s framework
proves invaluable in examining how Ellison, Kingston and Díaz explain acculturation’s
ideological grasp on U.S. culture while replacing it with a more inclusive, historically self-aware
model premised on transculturation.
Chapter Two, “Falling out of Artistry: Mass Culture and the Zoot Suit Riddle in Ralph
Ellison’s Invisible Man,” examines Ellison's Invisible Man. This chapter addresses Ellison’s
ambivalence toward a mass cultural industry that, in the 20th century, increasingly appropriated
black artistry. The communist organization, the Brotherhood, serves as the representative of the
mass culture industry through its corruption of the Invisible Man’s popular artistic voice in
serving its mass cultural aims. In applying Adorno and Horkheimer’s and Hall and Whannel’s
respective critiques of the mass culture industry, I demonstrate how the Brotherhood exploits the
Invisible Man to disseminate its empty messaging that falsely empathizes with African American
oppression. The Invisible Man degenerates from a popular artist who is connected with his
community’s folk culture to a mass cultural mimic who partakes in the culture industry’s strategy
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of homogenizing diverse experiences. Ellison portrays this transformation through the devolution
of the Invisible Man’s popular artistry, particularly his jazz and blues voice. The Invisible Man
has initially lost his ability to speak to the “soul” of the black experience which results in his
alienation from his identity. The Invisible Man’s estrangement results from his shift to a mass
cultural automaton. As the plot develops, Ellison’s protagonist does not engage in transcultural
selectivity (which may be likened to jazz improvisation) and does not perceive his own
autonomy to do so.
Chapter Two includes an examination of the zoot suit subculture. A key point in the
Invisible Man’s development occurs when he notices three zoot suit youths at the subway
station. Identified as “men of transition” (Ellison, IM 440), the zoot youths fittingly alert the
Invisible Man to his willful blindness to emergent forms of black popular cultural expression due
to his indoctrination into the Brotherhood’s mass cultural mindset. In fact, Ellison also puzzles
over this “zoot suit riddle” in several of his essays. His protagonist mirrors the author’s
uncertainty over the zoot culture’s efficacy in subverting the social power hierarchy. Even so, the
zoot suit subculture represents an emergent form of black popular expression and style, and the
Invisible Man’s observation thereof triggers his identitary development as he “falls out of
history” (IM 434) and away from the Brotherhood’s influence. In all, I interpret Ellison’s zoot
suit episode through a cultural studies lens, applying Hall’s analysis of black popular culture and
Dick Hebdige’s formative exploration of subcultures. As a style popularized by African
American jazz musicians and then adopted by youths across ethnicities, the zoot subculture
stands as both a form of black popular artistry and as a product of transcultural processes. Ellison
encodes the zoot suit as an expression of empowerment.
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Chapter Three, “From Tripmaster to Codemaster: Encoding Kingston’s Transcultural
Consciousness,” examines the multinational Asian subject in relation to the Orientalizing
messages of popular culture in Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey. Kingston’s Chinese American
protagonist transforms into a “codemaster” who undermines U.S. popular cultural Orientalism
and validates his own transcultural heritage. Drawing from classic Chinese texts such as Journey
to the West and Romance of the Three Kingdoms, Kingston re-visions these tales through
Wittman's experiences and frustrations in a contemporary U.S. society that deems Chinese
culture to be “Asian,” and thereby inferior. In his moments of agitation and inspiration, Wittman
takes on the role of the shape-shifting Monkey King of popular Chinese lore. Kingston
emphasizes Wittman's liminality by infusing numerous references to U.S. popular culture
(predominantly films and celebrities) into Wittman's narration as well as into her characters' talkstories. Such influence proves pervasive as Wittman bemoans the Chinese stereotypes encoded
through mainstream entertainment that have influenced Chinese Americans to disavow their
culture even to the point of transforming their bodies through mutilation (i.e., eyelid surgery) to
conform to American ideals of beauty.
Kingston emphasizes the moment where a disconnect occurs between the circulation and
reception stages of Hall’s communicative circuit.2 A lack of reciprocity exists between U.S.
mainstream cultural products and Wittman’s reception. In truth, Wittman re-understands these
constructions via decoding, which spurs him toward recoding Chinese American identity through
the process of transculturation. An example of his subversive decoding involves his ruminations
on the famed U.S. actress Marilyn Monroe,3 whom he reports had rhinoplasty because she “had
not been able to get away with a round nose” (Kingston 27). This is one of numerous illustrations
of the expansiveness of these seemingly naturalized codes; for even the all-American epitome of
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beauty had to reconstruct herself to fit codified constructions of physical beauty. The path toward
self-construction and self-discovery for the minority, or plural, agent involves freely selecting
those authentic cultural fragments that best reflect their subjectivity.
Wittman improvises his way through various performances of Chinese culture. Kingston
reflects this through the improvisational talk-stories and extemporized creation of Wittman's
final dramatic performance, which is performed "off the cuff" in the novel's closing chapters.
Chapter Three closes with an examination of Wittman’s lecture-revue and its reflection of
transcultural principles. Wittman develops a "third space" through the multicultural,
multigenerational community of friends he has gathered to perform his play. Wittman's closing
“one-man show” (Kingston 305) monologue reflects his acceptance of his Chinese ancestry
while simultaneously propounding the need for Chinese Americans to re-form their subjective
"I's" when entering into popular culture.4 My discussion explores how Kingston's syncretic novel
performs this action of toppling hegemonic coding power and Occidental suppositions through
Wittman’s denunciation of the passive reception of monolithic, Orientalizing images. Kingston
models transcultural selectivity through her allusive, transforming text and protagonist. Through
Wittman’s play and subsequent monologue, the author closes with a message espousing peace,
community, individuality and inclusivity – the latter two of which parallel Ellison’s emphasis on
individualism, social responsibility and artistry.
Chapter Four, “Setting a Course for Two Worlds: Junot Díaz’s “’Captain Diaspora,’”
focuses on the title protagonist of Díaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao as a fragmented
Dominican diasporic subject. Popular culture references pervade Díaz’s novel, and Oscar Wao
consumes an abundance of messages from competing discourses – but especially key are those
transmitted through popular culture. This section examines the implications of Oscar identifying
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with such popular culture images and especially how he negotiates his liminality through these
filters. Oscar's character fittingly corresponds with a comic book hero, but he struggles with his
un-heroic stature as a transnational subject in the U.S. and as a third-generation survivor of
Rafael Trujillo’s tyrannical regime in the Dominican Republic. Díaz anchors his protagonist’s
identity in popular “geek” culture since Oscar internalizes his alterity and escapes into the
Western fantasy/science fiction genres as a coping mechanism. This strategy proves too limiting
and potentially lethal as a depressed, lovelorn Oscar attempts suicide while attending college.
The “Genres” is Díaz’s collective term referring to science fiction, fantasy and comic
books. These modes represent the Dominican diasporic experience fraught with time-and-space
displacement, mixed experiences, feelings of alterity and the “un-seeing,” homogenizing ideas of
nation or culture.5 The author highlights how displaced Caribbean immigrants travel back-andforth between their homeland and their adopted country (in this case, the U.S.).6 This contradicts
suppositions that diasporic movement and cultural grounding are unidirectional and lead to a
depreciation of home cultural influence. In fact, this movement continues with succeeding
generations, including those born in the United States. Díaz illustrates this by having the de León
children, Oscar and Lola, freely journey to and from the Dominican Republic on several
occasions, culminating in Oscar’s “Final Voyage” (315) before his murder. Moreover, this
perpetual movement matches Hall’s and Bhabha’s theories of “becoming” in which identity
formation remains in unending negotiation.
This chapter also examines Oscar’s shift from identifying with Western (U.S./English)
popular cultural scripts to expanding his cultural purview to Dominican/Latinx folk or popular
representations. Initially, Oscar denies the existence of the apocalyptic fukú curse which Díaz’s
narrator (Yunior) speculates has resurfaced with Trujillo’s dictatorship after originating from
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Christopher Columbus’ ill-fated arrival into the New World. Oscar’s rejection of this folk
symbol marks his emblematic repudiation of his home (Latinx) culture.7 It is not until he
embraces both donor cultures (Dominican Republic/Latinx and U.S./Western) into his belief
system that he establishes his own subjecthood. Thus, like Ellison and Kingston, Díaz offers a
novelized exercise in transculturation, in this case through a portrait of a U.S. diasporic subject.
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Chapter 1: Transculturation, Multiethnic ‘Becoming’ and the Lure of Popular Culture

This project is grounded in several theories that focus on identitary negotiation, the
influence of popular culture and cultural transmission. These intersecting theoretical paradigms
shape the formation of (mutli)ethnic subjectivity and shed light on hegemonic sociocultural signs
long established and disseminated in U.S. society through popular culture. Popular culture
encompasses mass-mediated commercial culture. The pitfall of mass-produced popular culture
lies in its homogenization of diverse cultural experiences, resulting in the misrepresentations or
the erasure of U.S. ethnic communities. Such social codes or scripts often reduce the cultural
Other – in this study, the African American, the bicultural Asian American and the diasporan
Dominican American, among other groups – to simplistic, totalizing stereotypes. This process
codifies the belief that the United States exists as a monocultural entity that principally absorbs
or assimilates minority cultures into the American melting pot. In their fictions, Ralph Ellison,
Maxine Hong Kingston and Junot Díaz challenge this assumption. They demonstrate that
cultural exchange is reciprocal and dialogical. In doing so, these authors additionally dispute the
view that popular cultural consumers passively accept reductive mass media messaging. The
minority or plural U.S. ethnic subject does not identify with the dominant culture to the
exclusion of their root culture. Rather, marginalized ethnic subjects infuse and encode their own
culture into the dominant culture even while they absorb its influence. Highlighting the
dominance of popular culture, Ellison, Kingston and Díaz advance a transcultural ethos that
reflects how their characters’ identities evolve despite normalizing forces of conformity.
This study ties together two bodies of theory: cultural studies and neo-Marxism. Stuart
Hall’s eclectic body of work explores the development of U.S. ethnic subjecthood, mass cultural
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encoding and consumer decoding, the character and development of black popular culture and a
model that designates the difference between folk art, popular art and mass art.1 Homi Bhabha
focuses on how the hybrid, multicultural subject negotiates the liminal space between his or her
donor cultures. As with Hall, Bhabha contends that these plural identities remain in flux. In
“Encoding, Decoding,” Hall argues that the consumer can decode and autonomously recode the
formulaic message inscribed in a popular cultural product. This coding agency counters Adorno
and Horkheimer’s deterministic critique of the mass culture industry (which produces popular
culture) and its aims toward simplifying and homogenizing diverse experience. These operations
of identitary fluidity and cross-pollination extend to the macro-level of culture, as illuminated by
the hemispheric theorists, Fernando Ortiz and Ángel Rama. Ortiz introduced the model of
transculturation, which opposes acculturative assumptions of unilateral cultural dominance by
arguing that contact cultures converge and engage in cultural interchange. Rama expands on
Ortiz’s model by emphasizing transcultural flexibility and selectivity (paralleling Hall’s
“recoding”). Ellison’s, Kingston’s and Díaz’s protagonists embody (multi)ethnic identitary and
transcultural malleability. They achieve this by subverting the monoculturalist scripts
disseminated through popular culture. In all, Ellison, Kingston and Díaz come to the same
cultural model in their fiction as these theorists.
This analysis utilizes Hall’s and Bhabha’s complementary theories concerning the
configuration of identitary multiplicity. As with Judith Butler and the gendered body,2 Hall
argues that racial identity is produced discursively since the representational system of language
proves political in its production of effects and consequences at a specific historical moment
(“Representation” 6). Hall’s views align with Butler’s in disputing the notion of a pre-existing,
identitarian “essence.” Instead, identity is conceived as an ongoing process of “identification”
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that is “lodged in contingency” such as shifting subject positions, locations, exposure and a
number of sociological or psychological factors (Hall, “Who Needs” 2-3). This “process of
articulation” – one “of becoming rather than being” - never ends, for it constantly faces a lack3 or
a surplus (“over-determination”) of a group’s characteristics, displaying how identification is
based on difference (“Who Needs” 3-4). As Hall explains:
Cultural identities are the points of identification, the unstable points of identification or
suture, which are made, within the discourses of history and culture. Not an essence but a
positioning. Hence, there is always a politics of identity, a politics of position, which has
no absolute guarantee in an unproblematic, transcendental “law of origin.” (“Cultural
Identity” 237, emphasis in original)
Ellison, Kingston and Díaz demonstrate this “process” of identity formation in the face of
acculturative strategies and overall exclusionary practices which aim to subordinate (“position”)
their (multi)ethnic characters as cultural outsiders. Each author counteracts this politics of
exclusion in ways that parallel and embody Hall’s assertion that such subject positions do not
rest in stasis. Rather, characters in their works remain in flux, affirming their autonomy in
choosing how to compose their own identity and rejecting homogenizing racial scripts.
Not only do Ellison, Kingston and Díaz share an emphasis on heterogeneity in
configuring one’s ethnic identity, but they also underscore how this involves an ongoing process
of identitary evolution.4 For instance, Díaz demonstrates how history, culture and power5 “play”
into identity through his focus on diasporic figures such as the de León family and his narrator,
Yunior. Díaz’s characters represent the Dominican diaspora who fled the repressive dictatorial
regimes of Rafael Leonidas Trujillo6 and his successor, Juan Balaguer. The de Leóns, along with
individuals such as Kingston’s Wittman Ah Sing from Tripmaster Monkey, also exemplify the
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cross-generational cultural obstacles that immigrants and their families must overcome in the
United States. Despite these oppressive systems, these characters creatively engage in Hall’s
sense of “play” and endorse U.S. diversity through their interrogation of official history and
social customs.
In The Location of Culture, Bhabha similarly points toward identitary plurality and an
orientation to the future. Bhabha engages with the center-margin dichotomy and repudiates the
colonialist “nativist pedagogies” (248) endorsing that the imperial center unilaterally absorbs the
subaltern and their attendant culture. Bhabha avows that “the time for ‘assimilating’ minorities to
holistic and organic notions of cultural value has dramatically passed” (251). Since the colonial
Other still qualifies as a citizen of the ruling country (i.e., England), the Other can cross into the
center. The resulting contact results in a dialogical give-and-take of supplementary parts between
the interacting cultures (Bhabha 255). Therefore, instead of subscribing to the “pedagogies” that
set the First and Third Worlds in binary opposition, Bhabha argues that the contact cultures exist
in reciprocity which corresponds with the transcultural mindset set forth by the hemispheric
theorists, Ortiz and Rama.7 Accordingly, Bhabha posits a theory of “culture as enunciation”
(254). This enunciative process “attempts to track displacements and realignments that are the
effects of cultural antagonisms and articulations – subverting the rationale of the hegemonic
moment and relocating alternative, hybrid sites of cultural negotiation” (Bhabha 255). Like
Hall’s model, Bhabha’s position aligns with Ellison, Kingston and Díaz’s approach by
articulating how culture is “an uneven, incomplete production of meaning and value, often
composed of incommensurable demands and practices” (Bhabha 247). These novelists explore
the asymmetrical exchange resulting from imbalanced power structures. In turn, their works
embody Bhabha’s conviction that “culture [is] as much an uncomfortable, disturbing practice of
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survival and supplementarity” (Bhabha 251). Their writings affirm their respective cultures’
contributions to the U.S. cultural milieu while delegitimizing “nativist” myths of purity and
inscribing a divergent reality into the American imaginary.
The hybrid subject is conscious of his “in-betweenness” (Bhabha 310), for he straddles
multiple cultures and must negotiate amongst numerous, often contradictory, cultural signs.
Bhabha’s model in this way parallels Hall’s view that identitary formation exists in the present
tense (“becoming”). For Bhabha, the transnational subject thus carves out and constantly revises
a “third space” (312) or “third locus” from this “intersubjective realm” (274) of liminality.
Characters in Ellison, Kingston and Díaz’s fictions similarly maneuver within this
“intersubjective realm” while exhibiting the common theme that articulating one’s identity
persists in the present; it is not historically determined as suggested by monocultural ideology.
Moreover, they demonstrate the necessary distance one must find from “those embedded myths
of culture’s particularity” in order to understand that culture is constructed (Bhabha 248). This is
particularly the case for Ellison’s Invisible Man who reflexively shifts between rigid African
American typecasts before recognizing and embracing the true freedom of identity’s “infinite
possibilities” (Ellison, IM 576).
Like Hall, Bhabha affirms the sense of autonomy for the ethnic subject operating within
the “in-between” of the “third space.” He emphasizes a “strategy of subaltern agency” that
concerns “unpicking and incommensurable insurgent relinking” of the multitudinous cultural
signs one encounters whilst assembling one’s identity (265).8 The multicultural individual serves
as a conduit of cultural interchange. Novelists may engage in this strategy through their eclectic
texts filled with an assortment of intertexts and allusions from a variety of cultures (i.e., Ishmael
Reed). They may also participate through their characters’ efforts to decode and, at times, recode
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social scripts to better fit into their plural realities. Like the jazzmen that Ellison highlights or
Kingston’s improvisational “Tripmaster,” the (mutli)ethnic agent negotiates “the breaks” (the
“in-between”), which means breaking from beliefs in linear cultural development and
monological exchange (i.e., “unpicking”). As Ellison’s title hero concludes, sometimes “the end
[is] in the beginning” (IM 571). Furthermore, Bhabha aligns with Rama’s and Hall’s views that
cultural transmission and identitary assemblage are forward-thinking and constantly fluid.
Bhabha visualizes identity as an “opening out” toward an “interstitial future,” for plural
individuals “find their agency in a form of the ‘future’ where the past is not originary, where the
present is not simply transitory” (313). Ultimately, the (multi)ethnic subject comprehends the
falsity of acculturative ideology that elides the fact that cultures and their communities are
constantly mutating. In their novels, Ellison, Kingston and Díaz effusively portray this model of
“opening out” and cultural “suturing” (Hall, “Who Needs” 5-6).
Identitary development does not happen in a vacuum, and the manner of “becoming”
involves dynamic social webs. To these ends, Hall places identity within a perpetually shifting
“circuit of culture,”9 which exhibits how identity formation is contingent upon its production,
consumption, regulation and linguistic representation in the “circuit” (“Representation” 1).
Furthermore, Hall classifies identity as a “meeting point” or “point of suture” between
interpellative practices and processes that generate subjectivities such as identification (“Who
Needs” 5-6). Hall identifies popular culture as a prime element of this “circuit,” for it serves as a
key location for the struggle of cultural hegemony (“Black Popular Culture” 468). Antonio
Gramsci stipulates that the hegemony’s manufactured consent experiences some flux when
varying marginalized groups attempt to carve a space for their interests (Gramsci 1007). Drawing
from Gramsci, Hall notes that cultural hegemony “is always about shifting the balance of power
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in the relations of culture; it is always about changing the dispositions and the configurations of
cultural power, not getting out of it” (“Black Popular Culture” 468). Hall focuses on black
popular cultural forms such as jazz and the blues, a model which I use to examine these forms in
Invisible Man. But Hall’s model can also be used to analyze other popular cultural forms such as
movies in Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey or science fiction, fantasy and comic superhero
texts/films in Diaz’s Oscar Wao.
Popular culture is subject to normalizing forces that heavily influence its production and
its messaging. It arises as a powerful hegemonic tool in disseminating reductive representations
(i.e., stereotypes) of minority peoples which maintain the racial/cultural hierarchy. As such, what
Adorno and Horkheimer called the culture industry insidiously promotes acculturative attitudes
that have codified white supremacy and the purported cultural deficiency of non-white
ethnicities. Since capitalism dictates messaging and distribution, Hall, here reflecting Adorno
and Horkheimer’s model, believes that the culture industry has degenerated into “the space of
homogenization where stereotyping and the formulaic mercilessly process the material and
experiences it draws into its web, where control over narratives and representations passes into
the hands of the established cultural bureaucracies, sometimes without a murmur” (“Black
Popular Culture” 469-70). Because of the proliferation of signs which objectify people of color,
the U.S. minority subject may even internalize these messages.
In this regard, Hall’s critique draws from Adorno and Horkheimer’s evaluation of the
mass culture industry in their classic work, Dialectic of Enlightenment. However, Hall rejects
Adorno and Horkheimer’s model for its dismissal of agency and its pessimism. For Adorno and
Horkheimer, the culture industry can control or sanction anything that in any way differs from its
own rules, its own ideas about consumers, or above all, itself (32). For example, this industry
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disseminates “popular” scripts that bolster the ideology of white superiority-minority
subordination which, in turn, bolster acculturative practices. Adorno and Horkheimer censure the
culture industry’s homogenizing practices, which stamps “every detail … with sameness” so that
“nothing can appear which is not marked at birth, or does not meet with approval at first sight”
(35). They particularly point to how “culture now impresses the same stamp on everything. Film,
radio and magazines make up a system which is uniform as a whole and in every part” (30). In
this way, popular culture serves as an interpellating mechanism that can misguide the
(multi)ethnic U.S. subject into over-identifying (Hall’s “over-determination”) with the
denigrating, reductive signs popularized through the culture industry or into avoiding any
identification at all through shame. Assimilating into the dominant model also proves hollow
because such mimicry “comes partly from a secret satisfaction that the effort to achieve
individuation has at last been replaced by the effort to imitate” (Adorno and Horkheimer 42).
These critics avow that the culture industry “perpetually cheats its consumers of what it
perpetually promises,” for “all it actually confirms is that the real point will never be reached,
that the diner must be satisfied with the menu” (Adorno and Horkheimer 38). In the end,
particularly for the U.S. minority subject, “the paradise offered by the culture industry is the
same old drudgery. Both escape and elopement are predesigned to lead back to the starting
point” (Adorno and Horkheimer 40).
In The Popular Arts, Hall and Whannel at one level share Adorno and Horkheimer’s
pessimism about the culture industry. On the one hand, mass art marks “not a continuity from,
but a corruption of, popular art,” for it “destroys all trace of individuality and idiosyncrasy which
makes a work compelling and living” (Hall and Whannel 68). The unfortunate result is “no
style,” since “in mass art, the formula is everything” (Hall and Whannel 69). This “no style”
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echoes Adorno and Horkheimer’s and Hall’s own observations concerning the homogenizing
influence of the culture industry. The mass artist has become debased into simulating stock
feelings and stereotypes and exploiting marginalized populations by oversimplifying their realworld experiences, often through a reliance on “technical tricks for projecting an image” (Hall
and Whannel 68-69). As a result, the mass cultural product “destroys all trace of individuality
and idiosyncrasy which makes a work compelling and living and assumes a sort of
depersonalized quality” (Hall and Whannel 68).
Even so, the consumer of mass-mediated culture possesses the agency to subvert the
culture industry’s “tricks.” This project follows Hall’s views that consumers can actively decode
the regressive scripts that perpetuate acculturative attitudes, then recode them as they construct
their fluid and multiple identities. Hall sets forth a model in which the circuit of communication
through which a message is transmitted allows for both encoding and decoding. Although these
stages are connected, they are also “relatively autonomous in relation to the communicative
process as a whole” (Hall, “Encoding” 91). As Hall explains:
While each of the moments, in articulation, is necessary to the circuit as a whole, no one
moment can fully guarantee the next moment with which it is articulated. Since each has
its specific modality and conditions of existence, each can constitute its own break or
interruption of the “passage of forms” on whose continuity the flow of effective
production (that is, “reproduction”) depends. (“Encoding” 91)
My analysis focuses on that moment of interruption within the coding circuit that occurs between
consumption (or reception) and reproduction, for this interval affords a space of contestation
wherein the U.S. ethnic subject creatively subverts and recodes the scripts of acculturation.
Ellison, Kingston and Díaz all engage in this transformative action within the syncretic textual
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spaces they create, demonstrating a strikingly similar process in their protagonists’ acquisition of
code mastery to create transcultural spaces and identities.
This process is fraught with countless snares involving signification and discourse. Like
Butler’s ideas about naturalized gender performances, Hall indicates, “Certain codes may, of
course, be so widely distributed in a specific-language community or culture, and be learned at
so early an age, that they appear not to be constructed … but to be ‘naturally’ given”
(“Encoding” 95). The protagonists of the three novels to be examined battle with such
naturalized codes and exhibit “the degree of habituation produced when there is a fundamental
alignment and reciprocity – an achieved equivalence – between the encoding and decoding sides
of an exchange of meanings” (“Encoding” 95). One such illustration occurs early in Tripmaster
Monkey. Wittman’s conversation with his date Nanci reveals how the producers of mass culture
have encoded ideals of beauty and heroism that align with dominant white standards.
Normalizing such privileged specifications such as larger eyes, lighter skin color, curviness, and
an upturned nose marginalizes and delegitimizes “ethnic” features which, in turn, serves to
codify discriminatory beliefs and practices. Nanci discloses how one make-up artist aimed to
give her a “cute Irish nose” while another insisted, “There’s just so much we can do about those
eyes” (Kingston 24). Kingston thus demonstrates how widespread these standards have become
and the harmful effects of such coding. The Asian American subject, Nanci, is left crying and
downtrodden while rationalizing how “they didn’t mean to hurt me” (Kingston 24). Such
encoding has become so second nature and naturalized, that the producing “they” fail to register
that the codes can change. One is left wondering whether these mechanisms can be transformed.
But, Kingston, like Ellison and Díaz, affirm this possibility through the subversive appropriation
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of the communicative circuit’s stage of consumption. Nanci succinctly voices what essentially
stands as the novelists’ solution: “Yes. I should have done my own make-up” (Kingston 24).
Characters in their novels recognize that consumption and reproduction depend upon the
“degrees of symmetry/asymmetry (relations of equivalence) established between the positions of
the ‘personifications,’ encoder-producer and decoder-receiver” (Hall, “Encoding” 93). At the
same time, Ellison, Kingston and Díaz accentuate the asymmetrical treatment of U.S. minorities
as reflected in popular culture and in U.S. society at large. They emphasize the distortions that
may occur at a particular stage in the circuit, those which “arise precisely from the lack of
equivalence between the two sides in the communicative exchange” (Hall, “Encoding” 94,
emphasis in original). Such “lack of equivalence” or inequality between the racial groups and
their cultures exists as an inherent fact of U.S. society. Ellison, Kingston and Díaz each portray
the struggles their characters undergo in the face of such destructive and demeaning popular
cultural messaging.
A major theme encoded into popular culture involves the homogenization of U.S. cultural
diversity through the script of white hegemonic superiority. Popular culture has codified
acculturative attitudes through its lack of minority representation, whitewashing of ethnic
characters and histories, offensive portrayals of (multi)ethnic Americans, and promotion of white
supremacy. These messages impact the U.S. ethnic subject and greater U.S. society alike, for
they omit the country’s transcultural and multicultural character. The concept of transculturation
arose as a counterpoint to the monolithic, limited perspective of acculturation. Cuban
anthropologist, historian and folklorist Fernando Ortiz formulated the concept in Cuban
Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar as a Latin American alternative to an acculturative view and
to describe how so-called “primitive” societies change under colonial rule. Assimilation implied
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that this process “consisted merely in acquiring another culture,” with the colonized, supposedly
less-developed culture being dominated by the culture of the colonizer (Ortiz 102). By contrast,
Ortiz posits that the cultures interacting in contact zones undergo a process of multidirectional
sharing (102). This process involves both “the loss or uprooting of a previous culture”
(deculturation) and “the consequent creation of new cultural phenomena” (neoculturation) (103).
Consequently, neoculturation results in a hybrid of multiple cultures rather than simply the
reproduction of the dominant culture (Ortiz 103). Ortiz applies his transcultural model to the
relationship between European-origin and Latinx (Cuba) cultures, but his paradigm may also be
applied to ethnic minority cultures within the United States.
Like Ortiz, Rama, in Writing across Cultures: Narrative Transculturation in Latin
America, emphasizes that transculturation “resists considering the country’s own traditional
culture as if it were passive, inferior to the foreign culture that would modify it, destined for
great losses, and lacking any means to respond creatively” (19).10 Rama further adds:
[Transculturation] is developed on a double set of proofs; on one hand, it notes that the
current culture of the Latin American community … is composed of idiosyncratic values
that can be identified as having been active since the remote past; on the other hand, it
corroborates the creative energy that propels it forward, making it quite distinct from a
simple aggregate of norms, behaviors, beliefs, and cultural objects. (19, emphasis mine)
Rama highlights how both the “home” and “donor” cultures prove dynamic and active in their
ability to adjust to the influence of “foreign” cultural formations. The intermixing of ethnic
(Latinx) and dominant (European origin) cultures proves to be complementary and dialogical,
and their respective influences are mutually experienced. Moreover, Rama mentions
“idiosyncratic values” to refer to cultural expressions associated with the root ethnic culture,
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which in this study points to black vernacular culture, Chinese myth and Dominican folklore. As
Ellison, Kingston and Díaz show, these do not disappear with the passage of time, but rather,
maintain their influence and presence by evolving through their “creative energy” in
synchronicity with other cultures with which they are in contact. Folk culture is more ethnically
centered, communal, isolated and smaller in scale than popular culture. However, folk cultural
elements may eventually find expression through popular culture. For example, black vernacular
culture influenced and developed into popular jazz and blues music, which was then packaged to
appeal to the masses. Similarly, Chinese myth and the talk-story narrative form have found
expression in U.S. film and theater, while Latin American magical realist elements are present in
the science-fiction and fantasy genres. These shifts reflect how the transgenerational artifact is
“itself a product of long-term transculturation and in constant evolution” (Rama 19). These
“idiosyncratic values” can be equated with the “lower frequencies” through which Ellison’s title
hero communicates with his readers (IM 581).
Rama outlines the dynamics of interchange and selectivity between the dominant/donor
culture and the “receiving” culture when he states that “the same selectivity is found in the
receiving culture in every case where a predetermined norm or product is not strictly forced on it,
allowing the [dominant] culture to choose from a rich range of foreign contributions, or to search
for other contributions from among the hidden elements of the dominant culture” (22, emphasis
mine). The dominant culture’s “hidden elements” point to the non-traditional, largely
unrecognized contributions by groups that frequently lie on the cultural margins. The act of
selectivity may thus be one of resistance and subversion, for the “foreign” culture (re)fashions
itself through these “hidden elements.” Rama amends Ortiz’s transcultural model by
emphasizing the act of selectivity, decreeing that inventiveness and selection “must always be
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part of the mix in any case of cultural plasticity, for such a state testifies to the energy and
creativity of a cultural community” (22). He continues, “If the community is alive, it will carry
out that act of selection, both on itself and on the introduced foreign elements, and it will
necessarily invent new things through a combinatory system that matches the cultural system’s
own autonomy” (22).
This study additionally focuses on how Ellison, Kingston and Díaz utilize the “hidden
elements” derived from popular culture in their novels and how these influence (multi)ethnic
subjecthood. These authors assert that, even with the passage of time, the originary (ethnic)
culture maintains its foothold within the dominant (Anglo) social regime of the United States.
The “home” culture remains alive and continues to change. These authors capture this
malleability, in part, through the prominence of shape-shifting characters.11 Rama’s transcultural
model illuminates the authors’ representation of U.S. ethnic identity through their protagonists’
identitary development. Rama’s notion of selectivity (or “recoding”) especially frames how the
U.S. ethnic or multicultural agent navigates through the liminal space of hybrid identity.
Ellison, Kingston and Díaz emphasize how popular cultural texts embody the processes
of acculturation and monoculturalism. In Invisible Man, the dogmatic, code-enforcing
Brotherhood serves as an extended metaphor of assimilation and the corruption of popular
artistry. Ellison also explores the problematic manipulation of mass cultural tactics through his
elusive trickster, B.P. Rinehart. But Ellison also illustrates the subversive power of black popular
cultural expression through Rinehart’s zoot suit subculture.12 Throughout Tripmaster Monkey,
Kingston’s Wittman Ah Sing bristles against Orientalist depictions of Asian characters in U.S.
popular film. But, through her protagonist’s resistance to racist scripts through his coding
mastery, Kingston aims to reimagine – to recode - the U.S. cultural landscape to one of
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cosmopolitan transcultural diversity. Finally, Díaz privileges popular “low” cultural texts that
reflect the United States’ transnational character – the Genres.13 Still, his title character must
ward off his penchant for reinstating the reductive stereotypes present in his beloved Genres to
create his own diasporic identity. As do Ellison and Kingston, Díaz incorporates into his novel a
multicultural mix of popular texts and modes which embody a transcultural ethos. In all, these
authors seize the breaks within the circuit of culture to combat assimilationist forces that U.S.
ethnocentric hegemony disseminates through popular culture. Thus, they symbolically
“interrupt” and subvert the U.S. master narrative of acculturation by recoding it to one of
synchronistic transculturation. As demonstrated through the varying strategies these authors
employ and through the over half-century timespan these authors occupy, this endeavor remains
future-oriented and ever evolving.
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Chapter Two: Falling out of Artistry: Mass Culture and the Zoot Suit Riddle
in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man
[Identity] is the American theme. The nature of our society is such that we are prevented from
knowing who we are. It is still a young society, and this is an integral part of its development.
(Ellison, “The Art of Fiction” 219).

Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man traces the narrator’s crisis of identity as he enacts
numerous slippery archetypes of “blackness.” Ellison’s bildungsroman problematizes
assumptions of essentialized blackness while demonstrating the construction of “race” through
how his protagonist “performs” his racial identity. The Invisible Man initially is interpellated
into the performative scripts produced by the dominant white establishment. Later, he discovers
that he can recode them, which leads to his re-articulating his African American subjectivity.
In his theoretical works, Stuart Hall interrogates the construction of cultural and racial
identities. Hall contends that “’black’ is essentially a politically and culturally constructed
category, which cannot be grounded in a set of fixed trans-cultural or transcendental racial
categories and which therefore has no guarantees in nature” (“New Ethnicities” 443, emphasis in
original). Ellison draws upon the “extraordinary diversity of subjective positions, social
experiences and cultural identities” (Hall, “New Ethnicities” 443) that may be categorized under
“black,” such as the accommodationist, Black Nationalist, rural/Southern, hipster, subversive,
folklorist and hustler. Invisible Man may be interpreted through Hall’s process of identitary
articulation of “becoming rather than being” (“Who Needs” 3-4), for its protagonist perceives his
difference from whites and blacks alike and struggles in deploying translational strategies to help
him belong culturally. The Invisible Man also lacks the autonomy to engage in Ángel Rama’s
transcultural selectivity, for he subscribes to totalizing white hegemonic codes foregrounded in
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acculturative attitudes, which mark black culture as subordinate and something to avoid. As a
part of the culture industry, popular culture disseminates the scripts of white supremacy. The
Invisible Man becomes a pawn to the mass culture industry, here symbolized by the monological
Brotherhood, when he disseminates assimilationist messaging into his rhetorical “art” (speeches
and his memoir).
Early in the novel, the Invisible Man’s primary strategy involves mimicry of whichever
black stereotype is presented before him.1 His failure lies in how external sources unilaterally
dictate his social location through “packaged illusions” (T. Butler 318) and in his assumption
that occupying a singular, static subject position means he has completed the process of
identification. Whichever character he performs simultaneously under- and over-determines his
identity.2 The Invisible Man’s frustration derives from his alienation from all groups (and from
himself) while fixing himself in a limited role, exhibiting the harm of assimilating into reductive
identitary codes. Ellison reflects Hall’s concept of identification through the Invisible Man’s
crisis of identity, which leads to the protagonist embodying his “lack” of association by
becoming invisible. The author utilizes black popular cultural modes (the jazz and the blues) in
showcasing the improvisational nature of identity formation. Only through developing his artistic
voice and producing a code reflecting identitary multiplicity and U.S. transculturation does the
Invisible Man express his ethnic, and the United States’ multicultural, character.
Hall states that popular culture, which is an element of the overall “circuit of culture”
(“Representation” 1), is a prominent location for the struggle for cultural hegemony (“Black
Popular Culture” 468). He maintains that the “popular” in popular culture establishes popular
forms’ experiential authenticity, allowing consumers to view the expression of “a particular
subordinate social life” that proves resistant to being relegated to the margins of hegemonic
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discourse (“Black Popular Culture” 469).3 Ellison demonstrates Hall’s premise of inscribing
“other traditions of representation” through his emphasis of jazz and the blues’ “musical
vocabulary” (Hall, “Black Popular Culture 470). His protagonist occupies contradictory positions
of identity to the point of over-determination because he has ceded control over the narrative of
black representation to the hegemony (Hall, “Black Popular Culture” 469-70). The Invisible Man
stands as Ellison’s effort to regain discursive, representational and creative control of black
popular culture as a site of “strategic contestation” (Hall, “Black Popular Culture” 470).
The loss of control may be interpreted through Hall and Paddy Whannel’s distinction
between popular art and mass culture. Hall and Whannel’s definition of a popular artist may be
applied to Ellison’s own description of the jazzman as outlined in “The Charlie Christian
Story.”4 Contrary to folk art, popular art is not necessarily produced organically from the
community. However, it is still “for the people” (Hall and Whannel 59) and “thrives only when
widely varied audiences find something common and commonly valued in their appreciation of
it” while “ha[ving] the pressure behind it to be widely available and understood” (Hall and
Whannel 65). Hall and Whannel emphasize the intimate bond between the popular performer and
his or her audience.5 They posit that mass art is “not a continuity from, but a corruption of,
popular art” (68, emphasis in original). Hall and Whannel highlight how mass art lacks a
personal quality and “destroys all trace of individuality and idiosyncrasy which makes a work
compelling and living,” thus assuming a “no-style” (68). Their model parallels Theodor Adorno
and Max Horkheimer’s criticism of the culture industry in underlining how “in mass art, the
formula is everything” (Hall and Whannel 69). This declaration underscores how the mass
artist’s reliance on stereotypes and formulae simplifies the nuanced experiences once artistically
expressed by the folk and popular artist. The mass artist warps these experiences into stock
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feelings and stereotypes (Hall and Whannel 69). Even though Hall and Whannel are
apprehensive of mass-mediated culture, Hall rejects Adorno and Horkheimer’s deterministic
view that the consumer submits to the product’s messaging. In “Encoding, Decoding,” Hall
affirms that the receiver can decode the encoded messages circulated in a popular cultural text
and recode or reshape it (94-95).

Jazz, the Blues and the Mass Culture Industry
Ellison filters his protagonist’s quest through an affirmation of popular cultural
modalities, coding agency and individual popular artistry. The Invisible Man experiences
dislocation because he believes identification and performance are fixed processes instead of
indeterminate practices that require improvisation and (re-)articulations. He cannot identify as
African American, for he lacks both a jazz/blues identity and a transcultural mentality. Scholars
have affirmed that Invisible Man represents a metaphorical journey of a jazz/blues performer’s
development from his apprenticeship to becoming a virtuoso in full command of his instrument
(Porter 77) as he “rewrites himself as a jazz musician” (Magee 237).6 These analysts aptly pin
Ellison’s prominent usage of jazz/blues repertoires in articulating his protagonist’s struggles to
the Invisible Man’s increasingly spectral identity and existential angst. However, this analysis
delves deeper into how popular cultural mechanisms inform cultural and personal identification,
as well as how the mass culture industry has exploited these processes. Ellison’s focus extends
beyond a concentration on African American identity and problems with acculturation. He
additionally believes U.S. American identity to be in crisis, for it has slipped into assumptions of
white superiority and cultural homogenization instead of acknowledging the country’s plural
identity. This study dovetails with prior criticism in emphasizing the Invisible Man’s emergent
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jazz/blues voice. However, it is framed by Hall and Whannel’s comparison of the popular artist
with the mass artist along with Hall’s theories on identity and coding. This analysis concentrates
on how the Invisible Man breaks free from limiting stereotypes and takes control of popular
cultural “art” by encoding a message of identitary fluidity and a jazz/blues mindset of
transcultural simultaneity and improvisation. This chapter reads the identitary struggles of
Ellison’s protagonist through the lens of a popular blues and jazz artist who has been corrupted
into a mass artist by the Brotherhood, which stands as the manipulative, acculturating overseer
(the culture industry) maintaining discursive, hegemonic control.7 In turn, Ellison instills his
conviction of United States’ transculturalism through his protagonist’s recognition, appreciation
and mastery of black popular cultural artistry.
Jazz and the blues developed out of black vernacular and folklore culture and entered the
American mainstream in the early-20th century. This popularization raised African Americans’
cultural profile as they modified musical techniques and appropriated the public sphere
(Ostendorf 110). Part of these forms’ growth stemmed from their emergence in cosmopolitan
cities which lacked an established cultural profile (Ostendorf 112), mirroring jazz and the blues’
penchant for polyphonal complementarity, improvisational fluidity and innovation. Jazz and
blues practitioners such as Count Basie, Jimmy Rushing and Louis Armstrong augmented
African American visibility. They transmitted the expressive cultural practice of critically
negotiating with the white dominant social order through their music’s antiphonal responses to
social and aesthetic norms (Anderson 286). This “underworld of sound” (Anderson 286)
promised pluralist integration (Anderson 287), reflecting a transcultural ethos with black cultural
products entering and influencing U.S. culture.
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However, the white dominant market would soon pressure jazz/blues artists to tailor their
arrangements toward a more homophonic white ear to increase record sales (Raussert 525). This
homogenization of the jazz sound aligns with Adorno and Horkheimer’s contention that the
culture industry stamps “every detail … with sameness” so that “nothing can appear which is not
marked at birth, or does not meet with approval at first sight” (35). Hall states that this practice
occurs because these circuits of capitalist power are “the space of homogenization where
stereotyping and the formulaic mercilessly process the material and experiences it draws into its
web, where control over narratives and representations passes into the hands of the established
cultural bureaucracies, sometimes without a murmur” (“Black Popular Culture” 469-70).
Disillusioned performers like Charlie “Bird” Parker and Dizzy Gillespie considered these
practices of white market exploitation as an extension of the historical subjugation blacks
experienced under slavery and during Reconstruction (Borshuk 264). Disenfranchised African
American entertainers countered with jazz/blues derivates such as bebop (Borshuk 262) and free
jazz (Raussert 525). These inventions ensured that their musical “voices” remained authentic
while continuing the tradition of black cultural improvisation and critical interrogation of the
establishment.
With these developments in mind, Ellison expresses ambivalence toward these popular
cultural modes in several of his essays. He champions the identity-affirming, improvisational,
and reciprocal features of the jazz and blues aesthetics, but he worries that their shift toward
mass appeal (as directed toward white consumers) has produced less authentic versions of those
genres. Ellison warns, “There is the danger that the rapid absorption of Negro American musical
forms by commercial interests and their rapid vulgarization and dissemination through the mass
media will corrupt the Negro’s own taste” (“Some Questions” 297-8). He illustrates this potential
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corruption in his essay, “On Bird, Bird-Watching and Jazz,” where he laments how a new
generation of out-of-control beboppers create new jazz styles for entertainment purposes only
(265). By solely directing their craft outwardly, these performers have lost creative integrity
because they neglect the component of personal expression integral to jazz/blues performances.
Ellison opposes acculturation and aligns with Hall and Whannel’s later characterization of the
soulless mass artist’s depersonalized style, disconnect from his audience and reliance on
“technical tricks for projecting an image” (Hall and Whannel 68-69). In Invisible Man, the
protagonist’s racialized performances reflect acculturation as he lacks agency in authoring his
identity. A major part of the title character’s misidentification involves how hegemonic forces
such as the Brotherhood have stifled and assimilated his popular artistry and corrupted it into a
mimicking formula. This suppression mirrors the pitfalls of jazz’s and the blues’ absorption into
the mainstream market that Ellison highlights.
Even though Ellison champions the foundations of these popular cultural forms, he does
not believe that they are solely black creations. Instead, the author views them as a hybrid
“fusion of heterogeneous dialogues from the folk traditions of blacks and whites” (Ostendorf
111). This integrative quality is a microcosm of how U.S. culture and history are inextricably
linked with those of African Americans. Ellison insists that black cultural formations are key
contributors to an American national character and style (Ostendorf 97). He states, “There is an
American Negro idiom, a style and a way of life, but none of this is inseparable from the
conditions of American society, nor from its general modes or culture – mass distribution, race
and intra-national conflicts, the radio, television, its system of education, its politics” (“Some
Questions” 300). The author widens black popular culture’s impact to numerous facets of
American life and signals how its dissemination can intensify through technological
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mechanisms. He traces this influence back to the most exploited of American populations, the
slaves: “The master artisans of the South were slaves, and white Americans have been walking
Negro walks, talking Negro-flavored talk … dancing Negro dances and singing Negro melodies
far too long to talk of a ‘mainstream’ of American culture to which they’re alien” (“Blues
People” 286). Ellison attacks the assumption that U.S. culture is a homogenizing melting pot that
has assimilated “lower” or “Othered” cultures into its social landscape. He takes a transcultural
tack that fashions U.S. culture as representative of an inventive “combinatory system” of
selections from multiple cultures, demonstrating its evolution (Rama 22).
The author additionally combats flawed suppositions that black culture and its traditions
carry less value than their white counterparts. He maintains that African American cultural
experiences form “an important segment of the larger American experience – not lying at the
bottom of it, but intertwined, diffused in its very texture” (“Art of Fiction” 214). Ellison observes
that since the United States was built through improvisation, jazz has been so interwoven into the
fabric of the U.S. character that it exists as an inherent component of an American’s identity. He
deems jazz a “national art form” (“Some Questions” 297) and declares that American culture is
“jazz-shaped” (“America without Blacks” 586). The author sustains these designations in “The
Charlie Christian Story” when he affirms, “Jazz, like the country which gave it birth, is fecund in
its inventiveness, swift and traumatic in its developments and terribly wasteful of its resources”
(266). His emphasis of jazz’ “inventiveness” suggests Rama’s model that that quality “must
always be part of the mix in any case of cultural plasticity, for such a state testifies to the energy
and creativity of a cultural community” (Rama 22).
Ellison therefore cautions against discounting African American contributions to the
mainstream because that would deny U.S. pluralism. Mass culture services this acculturative
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strategy, for it standardizes diverse popular forms, stamps them with sameness (Adorno and
Horkheimer 35) and exploits them to oversimplify the real-world experiences of marginalized
populations (Hall and Whannel 69). Ellison regards African American popular music as an
integrative “American landmark” that could offer a foretaste to a postracist America (Anderson
287). He finds this intermixture to be analogous to the paradigm of reciprocity embedded in
American democracy, which he identifies as “not only a political collectivity of individuals, but
culturally a collectivity of styles, tastes, and traditions” (“Little Man” 504). Ellison’s viewpoint
adumbrates Fernando Ortíz’s and Ángel Rama’s respective models of transculturation and
Bhabha’s theory of cultural hybridity, which entails an interactive, dialogical give-and-take of
supplementary parts between cultures (Bhabha 255). These processes replicate transculturation’s
inclusionary course toward exchange, underscore jazz’s and the blues’ reciprocal nature and
honor the authentic popular artist’s inventiveness.
In jazz terms, the Invisible Man initially represents the novice “square” who can only
strum the basic chords in the background while others take charge. His identity and “artistry”
lack flavor. His mimicking sound is only projected outward, and he exists without agency in
composing his subjectivity (i.e., his own “style”). Although he does not qualify as any form of
artist early in the novel, he manifests his susceptibility to stock phrasing and empty formulae.
This pattern appears immediately as he recalls his grandfather’s haunting advice to “overcome
‘em with yeses, undermine ‘em with grins, agree ‘em to death and destruction, let ‘em swoller
you till they vomit or bust wide open” (Ellison, IM 16). The conversation is one-sided
(monological) because he cannot compose a suitable response to his grandfather, introducing a
recurring problem for Ellison’s protagonist. The Invisible Man exists as a passive imitator who is
more comfortable with “always looking at [him]self through the eyes of others” (Du Bois 2). He
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opens as an assimilated subject who accepts codified subordination while he submits to “keep …
running” (Ellison, IM 33) unidirectionally without considering how his identitary “conversation”
can boomerang back or go off course through the creation of his own (identitary) style. By
employing the popular artistic forms of jazz and the blues as “signifier[s] of black presence”
(Borshuk 268) in his novel, Ellison establishes them as sites of resistance to acculturation and as
conduits for transculturation.
In the Prologue, Ellison establishes popular cultural artistry’s presence as the Invisible
Man muses upon Louis Armstrong’s “(What Did I Do to Be So) Black and Blue.”8 The title
character speculates, “Perhaps I like Louis Armstrong because he’s made poetry out of being
invisible … And my own grasp of invisibility aids me to understand his music” (8). The Invisible
Man then indicates, “Invisibility … gives one a slightly different sense of time, you’re never
quite on the beat. Sometimes you’re ahead and sometimes behind … And you slip into the
breaks and look around” (8). This rumination metaphorizes black popular culture’s and the black
subject’s struggle for representation within the dominant white regime. He feels invisible,
displaced and “off time” within the cracks (or “breaks”) of hegemonic codes. Yet, this bluesy riff
shifts to a site of empowerment for the decentered black subject9 as the Invisible Man
deliberates, “The unheard sounds came through, and each melodic line existed of itself, stood out
clearly from all the rest, said its piece, and waited patiently for the other voices to speak” (9).10
The “melodic line” may be interpreted through Hall and Whannel’s description of the popular
artist and his individuality which “exist[s] for itself” while being intimately linked with his
audience members and their real-world experiences. Popular art can combat the Foucauldian
biopower through dialogic collaboration, waiting “for the other voices to speak” in a jazz-infused
mode of interaction where musicians build or “cut” off each other’s sounds. Instead of a univocal
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vehicle for acculturation, this technique marks a transcultural exchange with each participant
heeding his or her counterparts’ contributions to the assembly. In terms of plot sequence, the
Prologue notably occurs after the events of the novel. Armstrong possesses the creative ability to
express the black population’s unacknowledged and spectral existence in the United States.
Ellison situates him as his protagonist’s model for popular artistry because his lyrics speak to the
Invisible Man and spur him to action. Thus, Ellison previews how his protagonist, when free
from ideological and mass cultural influence, exhibits decoding skills11 as demonstrated when
Invisible Man supplies his multilayered musings on a popular artist’s (Armstrong’s) song.
The Invisible Man then slips into his first improvisation (Spaulding 492) that leads to a
drug-induced dream of a traditional call-response church sermon. Like Armstrong, he follows by
switching tempos (Raussert 529) to a bluesy account of a mother who feels ambivalence toward
her children’s father, who also doubles as her master. Ellison describes the blues as an “art of
ambiguity” as well as a purely human “corrective” and “limitless assertion” (“Remembering
Jimmy” 277) in “keep[ing] the painful details and episodes of a brutal experience alive in one’s
aching consciousness, to finger its jagged grain, and to transcend it, not by the consolation of
philosophy but by squeezing from it a near-tragic, near-comic lyricism” (“Richard Wright’s
Blues” 129). According to Ellison, the blues exists as a medium for limitless possibility driven
by the human spirit (“Richard Wright’s Blues” 143).12 The call-response method demonstrates
the rootedness of dialogism in black folk culture which has transferred to the popular cultural
forms of the blues and jazz. Transcultural exchange and self-discovery prove integrative, organic
and fluid, requiring more than a one-sided musical conversation of a soloist without a backing
band of equals or of a performer who does not react to his listeners.13 The mass artist’s empty
formulations pervert the popular blues form that stands as an art of ambiguity and ambivalence.14
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This scene is rife with possibility because of its contradictions of a mother both loving and hating
her oppressor along with the preacher sermonizing how black “do … an’ it don’t” (Ellison, IM
10). It serves as a springboard to the Invisible Man’s identitary quest of “becoming” through
popular artistic translations.
However, he remains decentered and has not yet mastered the ability to control
representation. The old woman voices the Invisible Man’s inadequacy: “It’s all mixed up. First I
think it’s one thing, then I think it’s another. It gits my head to spinning” (11). Then, after
slipping into a hectic cacophony in his dream-state, the Invisible Man admits, “At first I was
afraid; this familiar music had demanded action, the kind of which I was incapable” (12), before
closing the Prologue bemoaning how he “became too snarled in the incompatible notions that
buzzed within [his] brain” (14). Before relating his experiences in the novel, the Invisible Man
has been so indoctrinated into acculturative attitudes that he is unaware of the limitless
possibilities offered by a transcultural approach where paradoxical impulses can co-exist in
simultaneity. He has not decoded the ideologies determining his life or divested himself of the
mass cultural scripts determining his art. Consequently, he does not control his identitary
narrative because he must articulate and then translate it. He performs these decoding actions by
detailing his misadventures. The protagonist will remain invisible so long as he denies his
individual artistic style and maintains an acculturative mindset.
At this point, the Invisible Man has not resolved to redefine himself through responsible
action. Instead, he “cope[s] with despair by offering a simulacrum of action within inaction”
through “the perpetual promise of future action” (Barker 44). Both the Invisible Man’s agency
and body lack substance. His relation to Armstrong is similarly tenuous as his hallucination
concludes by boomeranging back to the musician’s bluesy complaint.15 Like the record player
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whose defective needle does not move, the circuit of delegitimizing codes repeats endlessly
without any progression. The Invisible Man has not shed his mass cultural tastes. Ellison thus
initiates his protagonist’s identification through both a black popular cultural artist and form, and
he uses them as a starting point for the Invisible Man to “discover and play with the
identification of [himself]” to imagine himself for the first time (Hall, “Black Popular Culture”
474).16 As a method of “mak[ing] music of invisibility” (Ellison, IM 14), popular culture17
enables the Invisible Man to begin taking on a transcultural position, to become more socially
interconnected through his art and to “perform” his black identity into existence.
The Invisible Man’s rousing speeches at the Harlem eviction and first Brotherhood
assembly exhibit how he possesses the ability to cultivate and articulate popular jazz/blues
personae before the Brotherhood corrupts him.18 His successful blues voice in both situations
paints him as a potential popular artist because he displays an individualized style whose art
“thrives only when widely varied audiences find something common and commonly valued in
their appreciation of it” (Hall and Whannel 65). This is evident when he stirs a group of
Harlemites to obstruct an old couple’s eviction. Upon encountering the pair’s personal effects
left strewn on the sidewalk and hearing the elderly woman’s appeal for aid, the Invisible Man
reveals, “I turned away, feeling myself being drawn to the old couple by a warm, dark, rising
whirlpool of emotion which I feared. I was wary of what the sight of them crying on the
sidewalk was making me begin to feel,” and then admits, “I wanted to leave, but was too
ashamed to leave, was rapidly becoming too much a part of it to leave” (Ellison, IM 271,
emphasis mine). This admission signifies his familiarity with the community’s oppression within
U.S. society. He voices African Americans’ frustrations with racism, which enables his message
about black dispossession to be received and understood amongst his listeners.19 Ellison situates
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the couple’s personal effects as a metaphor for U.S. black cultural memory. Among the pile, the
Invisible Man notices a small Ethiopian flag (origins), a faded tintype of Abraham Lincoln
(Emancipation), a set of knocking bones (folk culture), a straightening comb and false hair
(aesthetics, the body), a greeting card to a grandmother (kin), a mitt-shaped baseball scoring card
(the Negro leagues20), a yellowed newspaper picture of Marcus Garvey with a caption
announcing his deportation (Pan-African Garveyism) and, most poignantly, the husband’s
(Primus Provo) free papers (271-72).21 The Invisible Man’s visceral anger and shame point to his
understanding of the systemic oppression he has inherited from his ancestors. This parade of
black cultural experiences provides a deep reservoir from which an authentic folk and eventual
popular artist can draw and make his or her performance truly communal.
The Invisible Man follows suit by delivering a “show” that emphasizes his community’s
dispossession while infusing a bluesy message of hope through action. He pronounces, “Look at
all he’s accumulated in eighty-seven years, strewn in the snow like chicken guts, and we’re a
law-abiding, slow-to-anger bunch of folks turning the other cheek every day in the week … What
is to be done? I propose we do the wise thing, the law-abiding thing” (277, emphasis in original).
By Signifyin(g) on “law-abiding” and “slow-to-anger,” the Invisible Man operates through
subversive black vernacular style in exposing how passivity will lead to his brethren’s continual
subjugation. In echoing the “shock-absorbing phrases that [he] had learned all [his] life” (275),
he captures his listeners’ attention and induces them to action. Therefore, he participates in what
Oscar Handlin identifies as folk culture which “deal[s] directly with the concrete world intensely
familiar to its audience” (qtd. in Hall and Whannel 53).22 The protagonist similarly exposes how
the white hegemony has discursively subordinated African Americans by codifying civility and
legality (“phrases”) in the face of blatant racism. The ensuing storming of the couple’s
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apartment23 results from the Invisible Man’s folk artistry with its “origin and feeling close to the
oral traditions and forms of an earlier culture … a communal art” (Hall and Whannel 54), here
generated through the “oral tradition” of call-response. But the Invisible Man has not yet
graduated to popular artistry, for he does not emerge as a “known performer” (he disappears
amongst the enraged crowd), so he has not stylistically individuated (Hall and Whannel 66). If
left to his own wares, he could develop that style and emerge as a popular artist, leading to an
articulated African American subjecthood based on the encoding of possibility. However, the
Brotherhood’s specter looms24 to interpose itself and warp his development through its reductive
mass cultural mindset.

The Brotherhood’s Corruption of Popular Artistry
His fueling a neighborhood insurrection to stop the eviction impresses Brother Jack, and
the Invisible Man enters the Brotherhood. The Brotherhood is a Communist organization driven
by a Marxist ideology of dialectical historicity. The organization soon solicits the Invisible Man
to speak at one of their rallies. Beforehand, the Invisible Man’s comrades command him to listen
to the others’ speeches for pointers on how to speak at (rather than with) their audience before
giving his own oration. The Brotherhood follows a monological strategy which stunts the
prospective popular artist’s growth by modeling disconnection from the audience and relegating
him to the shadows. While the organization wants him to serve up a communal style, it is not that
of the folk or popular artist who connects with his or her listeners. Rather, it represents the
Brotherhood’s cold, calculating rhetoric that is not attuned to the listeners’ existence on the
social margins. The Brotherhood’s acculturative mindset posits a simplified view of cultural
domination instead of cultural exchange. Upon meeting his new brethren, the narrator is told that
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he “shall be the new Booker T. Washington” (307), discursively forcing him back into the
pigeonhole of black accommodator which rests within the stereotyping, “racialized regime of
representation” (Hall, “Representation” 249). This regime works in tandem with the mass culture
industry’s deployment of reductive formulae. Consequently, the Brotherhood proves not to be as
ideologically “revolutionary” as it claims. Instead, it maintains the status quo of cultural
assimilationism and white supremacy.
Despite operating on the margins of U.S. capitalist society, the Brotherhood projects
racial hegemonic power dynamics, and the Invisible Man is its newest, naïve member to be
inculcated into its ideology of Western logocentrism and historical linearity. Brother Jack lauds
the Invisible Man’s “try-out” speech for the Brotherhood; however, other influential members
judge it to be unsatisfactory, undisciplined and wild (Ellison, IM 349). These mixed reviews
recall the “contradictory voices shouting inside [the narrator’s] head” (259) prior to the Invisible
Man’s eviction speech. Even though the Brotherhood defies the economic establishment, Ellison
casts it in the role of the culture industry and its production of mass art. Hall and Whannel
characterize mass art as “destroy[ing] all trace of individuality and idiosyncrasy which makes a
work compelling and living, and assumes a short of depersonalized quality, a no-style” (68). The
members’ critiques also reflect how they intend to keep control of narratorial coding. The
Invisible Man’s rhetorical wildness does not fit into the scripts regulated by the culture industry’s
superintendents - it is too idiosyncratic and must be controlled. Later, he is told to “follow
instructions” (308) and to study with Brother Hambro for a “period of intense study and
indoctrination” (351). In fact, the Invisible Man reaches the point where he can repeat the
Brotherhood’s arguments in his sleep (358), and he is given a new name (309). The Brotherhood
demonstrates mass art’s reliance on a formula which marks “an escape from rather than a means
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to, originality” (Hall and Whannel 69).25 This indoctrination into the Brotherhood provides an
example of Hall’s positioning of the subject within discourse. Ellison’s protagonist acquires the
typical attributes one would expect from a black person during the Jim Crow era because he
proves passive, malleable and accommodating. He does not even name himself. He, therefore,
personifies the particular forms of knowledge produced by the ruling discourse (Hall,
“Representation” 56). Brother Hambro “disciplines” the narrator’s technique of improvisation
and blues-toned rhetoric of self-generated hope. In effect, the Brotherhood “picks Robin clean”
which damages the Invisible Man’s polyphonic popular artistry. Like the jazz and blues
entertainers bending to the dictates of a commercially homophonic white ear, the Invisible Man
panders to the Brotherhood’s homogenizing mass cultural codes. The resulting distance from
popular artistry dislocates him from his identity and forestalls the process of self-articulation.
The Invisible Man does not completely submit to the Brotherhood’s constraints, for he
establishes himself as a civic leader through his vocal charisma and strategies geared toward
unifying the community. He retains the stylization and “creative surprise” (Hall and Whannel 69)
of a popular artist. He similarly maintains a transcultural ethos that strives toward transformative
integration instead of exclusion. However, the Brotherhood staunches his popular artistic voice’s
flow when it convenes over the Invisible Man’s interview for a picture magazine. In an unwitting
act of syncopation, the Invisible Man has interrupted the Brotherhood’s Western template of the
linear progression of their cause (i.e., time). But he proves unable to harness this ability to slip
into the breaks, so this episode leads to further estrangement from his identity. Even though
Brother Wrestrum witnesses the Invisible Man’s attempts to deflect the interviewer, Wrestrum
labels the narrator an “opportunist” (400), a ruinous brand in a conformist communist
organization and in the mass culture industry, for supposedly controlling the movement uptown.
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Wrestrum complains about the Invisible Man’s virtuosity, for the trumpeting magazine profile
draws him into the spotlight before the homogenized collective. Although the protagonist still
echoes the Brotherhood’s scripts, he comes dangerously close to diverging from the
organization’s formula by forming his own code and “style.” With his ability at “feeling the
audience in his bones, [while] concentrat[ing] everything on making anew and creating” (Hall
and Whannel 70), the Invisible Man has committed the sin of individuating himself as a popular
artist while working for the mass cultural machine. This is analogous to a band leader fronting
his ensemble and embarking on a solo riff that breaks from the record label’s script. Ellison’s
protagonist experiences his greatest comfort up to this point. Ellison links this spike in his hero’s
subjective well-being with the Invisible Man being most attuned to transcultural
complementarity and the reciprocating voice of his popular artistry. Nevertheless, the narrator
has not fully negotiated his identity because he functions as an agent for an exclusionary entity
and defers to its directives. Ellison demonstrates this shortcoming when the Invisible Man
submits to his reassignment away from his African American public in Harlem to the Woman
Question downtown.
The Brotherhood’s reasoning for reprimanding and disciplining the narrator conveys their
prescriptive, mass cultural attitude. When the Invisible Man protests the committee giving
audience to Wrestrum’s accusations, Brother MacAfee interjects, “We are forced to think of the
organization at the expense of our personal feelings. The Brotherhood is bigger than all of us.
None of us as individuals count when its safety is questioned … This is simply a matter of the
safety of the organization” (405). The Brotherhood advocates societal standardization which
negates diversified interests. The organization acts as a discursive social agent in transmitting the
idea that identity includes a natural internal homogeneity (Hall, “Who Needs Identity” 5). During
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that era, the Communist Party displaced racial identity in the name of class solidarity. As such,
the Brotherhood’s insistence on effacing individuality corresponds with Hall and Whannel’s
assertion that “mass art has no personal quality” (68). By disregarding racial identity, groups like
the Brotherhood reflect the mass culture industry in their obedience to the social hierarchy driven
by white evaluative codes, and they propel artistic products toward a state of absolute imitation
(Adorno and Horkheimer 38).
In “The Little Man at Chehaw Station,” Ellison comments on this collective, willful
blindness toward heterogeneity: “Perhaps the mystery of American cultural identity contained in
such a motley mixture [found in gathering places] arises out of our persistent attempts to reduce
our cultural diversity to an easily recognizable unity” (504). The Brotherhood stifles creative
mastery and helps efface U.S. society’s transcultural plurality. This enables these authoritative
systems to govern over a greater amount of people with less rhetorical effort. Furthermore, the
Brotherhood’s decision to punish the Invisible Man by sending him away from Harlem strikingly
reflects Adorno and Horkheimer’s avowal that the executive authorities of a mass cultural
institution agree “not to produce or sanction anything that in any way differs from their own
rules, their own ideas about consumers, or above all, themselves” (32). The Brotherhood
includes a mixed membership where its black comrades sacrifice their subjectivity to the
collective. To ensure the “safety of the organization,” all players must remain “squared,” and the
Invisible Man briefly breaks this code by displaying his individuality (his artistry) in front of the
cooperative and consumer.
The Invisible Man prompts this dispute through a magazine publication. The
Brotherhood’s wariness displays how their dogma of determinate social categories can be
subverted through mainstream distribution. Ellison links this with his protagonist’s jazz affinity
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toward sonic (social) innovation. Mass media such as magazines can disseminate popular art
more swiftly than grass-roots efforts and speaking engagements, so the Brotherhood must curtail
the burgeoning popular jazz and blues artist’s distribution to the masses. The monolithic
Brotherhood promotes submission to passive, rote education. Its modus operandi is indicative of
mass style which “develops as a set of technical tricks for projecting an image” (Hall and
Whannel 68). Meanwhile, jazz involves improvisation which functions as innovation, creative
activity, open-endedness and masking, plus, it is dialogic, polyvocal and contentious (Ostendorf
112). The committee’s earnest reception of Wrestrum’s complaint astonishes the Invisible Man
because he does not grasp the subversive power of recoding through the jazz/blues stylizations
which captures his listeners’ imaginations. While awaiting judgment, the Invisible Man feels a
“blighting hurt” (406) which silences him. This pain signifies his suffering under the
establishment’s panoptic glare. He submits to “running” within his prescribed social boundaries
as a parroting spokesperson. The narrator rationalizes that the Brotherhood has his best interests
in mind and acquiesces to suppressing his “musical” (oratorial) talents by taking his place in the
back of the band until he works his way up in the organization. This entails a closed system
where he lacks agency and displaces him from black popular cultural style (Rama’s
“idiosyncrasies”) and U.S. transcultural fellowship. His popular artistry and self-identification
atrophy due to his conformity to the Brotherhood’s mass artistic strategies.
This degeneration advances as the Invisible Man slides into an imitation of Brotherhood
values after his demotion, complying with the Brotherhood’s mass art approach where “the
formula is everything” (Hall and Whannel 69). Although his soporific existence is roused when
he watches the police murder Tod Clifton, and he appears to awaken from his square-like stupor
after observing the zoot suit youths on the subway, his identity remains stagnant because he
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maintains his ties to the Brotherhood. The Brotherhood keeps dictating his “instrument” (his
voice) with determined speeches on social questions addressing the marginalized, leaving him
rusty and unprepared when faced with an opportunity to improvise in front of his community. He
has lost touch with black popular artistry, which accordingly leaves his identity as hollow as the
hole securing Brother Jack’s glass eye.
This is evident when the Invisible Man goes rogue from the Brotherhood by organizing
Clifton’s funeral in the Harlem streets. Ellison again powers this scene through black popular
cultural stylings to exhibit their influence and to demonstrate the tragedy resulting when the mass
culture industry corrupts such artistry. While the attendees await his speech, the Invisible Man
discloses, “It was time for final words. But I had no words,” before questioning, “What were
they waiting to hear? Why had they come?” (454). He recognizes the need for a dialogical
interchange with his audience for his speech to be effective and profound, but he experiences an
existential distance from his listeners. Moreover, he displays a lack of autonomy as he bemoans
the little support he receives from the crowd, let alone the microphone. As the corrupted mass
artist, the Invisible Man stands naked before the figurative “band,” where he must amplify his
voice without the executives’ script. Additionally, he must “make meaning out of human
suffering” (Shaffer 3) by generating meaning for Clifton’s and the community’s suffering like
the advanced bluesman.
Faced with a quintessential circumstance for a blues song, he attempts to compose the
proper lyrics. However, he fails and misses the opportunity to produce his own code of
“brotherhood” that may connect to his black community’s deepest experiences and help it heal.
The Invisible Man invents an ardent refrain, “His name was Clifton,” to which he pins a
descriptive phrase signaling torment (e.g., “And his face was black and his hair was thick with
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tight-rolled curls” [455]) as a symbol for the black community’s suffering. He yearns to enflame
the same passionate discontent he achieved at the old couple’s eviction; however, the
Brotherhood has since intervened and damaged his instrument. In fact, the Invisible Man
interrupts his speech to ponder how the Brotherhood would regard his oration and its content.
Mid-speech, he contemplates, “It wasn’t the way I wanted it to go, it wasn’t political. Brother
Jack probably wouldn’t approve of it at all, but I had to keep going as I could go” (457). These
doubts manifest the Brotherhood’s co-optation of his artistry. Mired in Sartrean bad faith, his
style has become inauthentic, for it stands as a soulless stereotype that is restricted by the
rhetorical (artistic) conventions of the mass artist (fronting the Brotherhood’s “industry”). To his
credit, he presses on with his speech as if searching for the masterful swoops that would enrich
both performer and audience alike as he attempts coding agency, but he cannot decode the
situational script or produce the proper messaging to instill action from his disenfranchised
listeners. He stands exposed as a mass artist when the situation calls for a popular artist.
His solo performance does not move his audience emotionally, nor does it inspire its
members to take any meaningful action. Consequently, his empty messages do not fulfill the
“reception” element of Hall’s coding model. Throughout the eulogy, he repeats questions to his
listeners, most of which prove rhetorical (i.e., closed). For instance, he queries, “You’ve heard it
all. Why wait for more, when all I can do is repeat it?” The Invisible Man then observes, “They
stood; they listened. They gave no sign” (456). He resembles the mass artist who stands “in total
subjection to his audience, nervously aware of it, desperately afraid of losing touch” (Hall and
Whannel 70). The crowd does not heed the speaker’s cues for its response which ruptures the
customary call-response structure of black vernacular discourse.26 The Invisible Man thus speaks
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unidirectionally at instead of dialogically with his audience. This glaring disconnection
demonstrates how his popular artist’s sensibility has devolved into that of a mass artist.
This monological discourse ultimately causes his would-be blues song to fall flat, for his
staccato rendering of the brutal facts of Clifton’s life and death lacks any nimble lyricism.27 This
portion reveals a sense of determinism reminiscent of naturalistic protest novels such as Richard
Wright’s Native Son. For the purposes of creating a worthy blues lyric, naturalism lacks a
spiritual component of hope. Instead, the Invisible Man eliminates “hope” through his fateful
imagery. He alludes to the three bullets28 that killed Clifton, which represent the Trinity as they
unify in destroying Clifton’s black body: one each enters the heart (spirit/hope), the spine
(mobility) and the back (strength/power). Ellison’s protagonist even announces that only God
knows where the last of those bullets traveled, signaling the Invisible Man’s deterministic tack as
his speech winds down. These images imply that the African American will continue to be
subjugated under white authoritative power. This flop of a performance degenerates into another
product of the culture industry which “perpetually cheats its consumers of what it perpetually
promises” with a “promise, which is actually all the spectacle consists of, is illusory,” for “all it
actually confirms is that the real point will never be reached, that the diner must be satisfied with
the menu” (Adorno and Horkheimer 38). The Invisible Man leaves his audience hungry for a real
hope that is not part of his mass artist’s script.
His listeners’ lack of response could result from being held rapt in the Invisible Man’s
oratory solo. The narrator represents Clifton’s biography as that of a black Everyman,
highlighting an oppressed cultural history marked by an erasure of and separation from kin.
Thus, he approaches a “blues perspective” that tells of the meanings embedded in the black
experience and its myriad incongruities (Shaffer 6). This premise connects to the blues
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sensibility Ellison outlines in “Blues People.”29 By appealing to his hearers’ cultural memory of
displacement and dispossession, the Invisible Man satisfies the tragic half of Ellison’s equation
for the blues. But he relies on the conventions and messaging spread by the culture industry
instead of relying on his earlier (popular blues artist’s) ability to stir his audience by reenacting30 the shared experiences of disaffection he and his audience have endured in the United
States. He has slipped into the mass artist’s standard chords of performative stereotypes, leading
to his eulogy’s inability to inspire his community.
In his praise of how Wright reflects the blues in Black Boy, Ellison declares that the
blues’ “attraction lies in this, that they at once express both the agony of life and the possibility
of conquering it through sheer toughness of spirit. They fall short of tragedy only in that they
provide no solution, offer no scapegoat but the self” (“Richard Wright’s Blues” 143). Ellison
also regards the blues as “an assertion of the irrepressibly human over all circumstance,” which
exhibits man’s “limitless assertion” (“Remembering Jimmy” (277). Given these provisions, the
Invisible Man’s eulogy does not qualify as a blues “song,” for it does not offer hope to overcome
the black community’s dispossession. Ellison’s protagonist gripes, “What are you waiting for me
to tell you? … What good will it do?” before commanding, “Go home, he’s as dead as he’ll ever
die. That’s the end in the beginning and there’s no encore. There’ll be no miracles and there’s no
one here to preach a sermon. Go home, forget him” (454-55). Although he has grabbed the
attendees’ attention (they whisper amongst themselves and look up at him), his blues starts at a
deficit. He does not instill any hope in possibility. It is “the old story” (456) with nothing to pity
or to mourn (457) since the community has become accustomed to their subjugation. The
Invisible Man reaffirms codified exclusion, subordination and helplessness instead of inventing a
new, empowering popular script that can re-brand and invigorate the black experience. Hall and
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Whannel state that “the blues have to be felt to be sung. They cannot be turned on and off
according to some formula. They must represent deep and authentic human experiences and
feelings, or they are nothing” (94). His listeners discern that he does not authentically “feel” the
soulful angst about which he orates. Moreover, the Invisible Man learns that he cannot easily
apply blues expression with the flip of a switch. He has subsisted so long on the Brotherhood’s
oratory formula for the mass artist that he has become detached from the communal experience
governing the blues. This unidirectional determinism does not empower his listeners, and Ellison
symbolizes this lack of connection with the crowd’s silence (a symbolic “nothing”) to the
Invisible Man’s calls.
The titular character’s flawed blues maintains his tone of angst and submission as he
highlights the futility of Clifton’s life and matches his death to that “like any dog in the road”
(457).31 By viewing Clifton’s life and death as futile and deferring to the “same old story”
treatment given to lower beings, the Invisible Man cuts off possibility, and his “assertion” proves
limited. Accordingly, he reproduces the culture industry’s endgame, as stipulated by Adorno and
Horkheimer: “The paradise offered by the culture industry is the same old drudgery. Both escape
and elopement are predesigned to lead back to the starting point” (40). He possesses the tools of
a popular cultural artist to affirm his identity and the community’s interests (they listen in
anticipation for some form of “paradise” from the Invisible Man). But, in line with Hall and
Whannel’s model, he allows himself to be consigned to the margins of ideological power and
treats the black experience with the sameness of a mass artist. By referring to his fallen comrade
as a “dog,” he has mimicked the racialized discourse of dehumanizing and animalizing African
Americans. The Invisible Man cannot give his identity living form until he becomes skilled in
developing his popular artistic style which encodes a more representative and dignified account
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of the black experience. The Harlem denizens resist acculturation into the same tired discursive
strategy of “tragic,” hopeless subordination under white hegemonic power. During this speech,
the Invisible Man acts as a normalizing force for this prescriptive ideology by ventriloquizing
this dogma. Yet his hollow, passionless delivery betrays his resistance to his own message,
which parallels his blood (i.e., his race) figuratively and literally suffocates him for advocating a
Booker T. Washingtonian, accommodationist stance during his Battle Royal speech.
The Invisible Man’s address continues its problematic course when explaining the
systemic reasons why Clifton had been cut down: “It was a normal mistake of which many are
guilty: He thought he was a man and that men were not meant to be pushed around. But it was
hot downtown, and he forgot his history, he forgot the time and the place” (457). He implies that
Clifton has died because he did not acquiesce to the master narrative’s code of black
subordination. Clifton undercuts the politics of representation by presenting a dual-faced
counter-narrative through musical vocabulary (J. Hall 470) via the narrow thread controlling his
Signifyin(g) Sambo doll performance. Clifton stands as a popular artist who has decoded the
white establishment’s (the Brotherhood’s) repressive messaging and has individuated by leaving
the organization. The coercive white power regime (the police) symbolically cuts Clifton down
before he further develops and disseminates his own scripts to undercut the system. Ironically,
the Invisible Man ignores Clifton as his popular artistic forbear because Clifton has “fallen out of
history” (Ellison, IM 434) by defecting from the Brotherhood and interrogating it by Signifyin(g)
on folklore and black minstrelsy (Lee 470). The Invisible Man’s blunt dismissal of Clifton’s
oppositional act as pointless forwards a sentiment of futility which distances him from the
popular blues perspective that Ellison, as well as Houston Baker, promote.32 Accordingly, the
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Invisible Man loses his “time” and “place,” and he misses on “seizing” this opportunity to hone
his chops as a popular blues entertainer.
Furthermore, the protagonist doubles down on his pitch of absurdity by associating
Clifton’s death to one drawn in a comic book33 “on a comic-book street in a comic-book town on
a comic-book day in a comic-book world” (Ellison, IM 457-58). This comparison places their
plight out of reality with an outside entity (the comic book author/artist) dictating destiny and
suggests how Clifton embodies the black condition’s absurdity. This additional foray into
naturalism approaches the comic “joke” that black citizens laugh at in facing their absurd
existence under hegemonic authority. Even so, the speaker’s dark timbre proves humorless and
does not incite laughter (i.e., pleasure) or any hopeful audience response. This lack of reciprocity
signals how his mass artist messaging has failed. He treats his listeners not as an intermixture of
American pluralism, but rather as a homogenized throng of the powerless underclass. This
erasure of multiplicity reflects the establishment’s acculturating push to label minority groups as
finished cultural products in a closed system, rendering the individuals within these populations
invisible. The Invisible Man’s speech exposes his complicity in this erasure, and it emerges as a
mass artist’s “processing of experience” of “depersonalized quality” (Hall and Whannel 68) with
a complete negation of style which is reflective of his overall invisibility.34
The Invisible Man concludes his speech by admonishing his public to “go home, keep
cool, stay safe away from the sun. Forget [Clifton]. When he was alive he was our hope, but why
worry over a hope that’s dead? … His name was Tod Clifton, he believed in Brotherhood, he
aroused our hopes and he died” (Ellison, IM 459). He declares that their hope has perished which
defies Ellison’s belief that the blues provides the listener the “will to confront the world”
(“Richard Wright’s Blues” 144).35 The Invisible Man has not fulfilled the components of
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community connectivity and self-affirmation with his blues performance. While he does appeal
to a generalized African American experience, he aggravates the misery in what amounts to a
disheartening jeremiad. Instead of challenging the oppressors, he advocates hiding from the
symbolic “light” of knowledge. At this point, the Invisible Man stands in a “liminal/blues space”
(Shaffer 4) at several symbolic crossroads, which evokes Baker’s metaphor of junction as “the
way-station of the blues” (7).36 The Invisible Man exists as the go-between between the
hegemonic Brotherhood and the black community: he presides over a ceremony separating life
and death; he experiences an existential teetering between hope and despair; he governs the
pursuit of collective self-knowledge (light-darkness); and he faces his first meaningful
experience as a solo performer displaying his skill in front of the masses. He takes the wayward
route in all cases, signifying his misdirection in forming his black identity. In similar fashion, he
stands at the crossroads of transculturation but tragically takes on a monoculturalist tack which
subordinates his community’s cultural presence.
After finishing the eulogy, he concedes feeling a “sense of failure” after having allowed
the address to get away from him (459). Part of this performance disaster stems from his inability
to elicit a dialogic interchange between him (the performer) and his audience. In “The Little Man
at Chehaw Station,” Ellison stresses this need for artist-spectator reciprocity (496), which aligns
with Hall and Whannel’s model on performer-audience interaction and synchronicity as well as
Baker’s conviction that the blues signature’s mark “is an invitation to energizing
intersubjectivity” (5). The Invisible Man has not advanced any chance for redemption. He has
diverged from blues’ standards while he cuts off the intersubjective collaboration given through
the audience’s response due to his solo’s denunciatory pessimism. With his alienation from
popular artistry and transcultural principles, his identity remains decentered and invisible.
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The Zoot Suit and Black Popular Culture
Ellison prefigures the Invisible Man’s oratorial disaster with a key scene that highlights
popular cultural influence, which is flanked by Clifton’s death and funeral. Prior to entering the
subway, the Invisible Man espies three boys decked out as zoot suiters.37 With their “too-hot-forsummer suits” (Ellison, IM 440) consisting of high collars, pork pie hats, long coats, wide-legged
trousers and heel-plated shoes, the zoot suiters represent a style popularized by jazz musicians in
the 1930s-40s (Kelley 161). This urban style’s association with music included the trendy dances
such as the jitterbug, jive and swing (Peiss 2). The zoot suit’s development proved to be
transcultural as not only black performers and youths contributed to the street style, but Chicano,
Filipino and English influence also played roles (White and White 252).38 Its appeal traversed
“the main fault lines of social difference in the United States,” including African American,
Mexican American, Japanese American and Filipino youths, as well as middle-class boys, those
of Italian and Jewish descent, Mexican American women and working-class lesbians (Peiss 13).
Thus, the widely appealing zoot suit arose as a distinct marker for popular culture.39 Zoot suiters
utilized their garb as a cultural strategy to broadcast their presence.40 Hall notes that a prime
aspect of the black repertoire within popular culture involves style. He maintains that African
Americans and other diasporic black cultures “have used the body - as if it was, and it often was,
the only cultural capital we had” and so have “worked on [them]selves as the canvases of
representation” (“Black Popular Culture” 470). Black popular artists such as Fats Waller, Dizzy
Gillespie and Cab Calloway accordingly incorporated this idiosyncratic style to accentuate their
individuality. The zoot youths capture Invisible Man’s attention because they defiantly announce
their presence to a society trying its best to ignore their expression.41 They have formulated their
own stylized code. With jazz and blues musicians being valued but not getting full credit
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(popular or financial) for their craftsmanship, talent and mastery (Spaulding 485), they sought to
affirm their presence through their dress. Thus, society could not continue to ignore their bodies.
Ellison’s protagonist reflects this societal blindness when he divulges, “They’d been there all
along, but somehow I’d missed them” (Ellison, IM 443).
The Invisible Man validates the zoot suit’s aim for visibility when he fixates on them, and
he follows them onto the train. He notes the style’s contradictions as he questions, “What about
those fellows waiting still and silent there on the platform, so still and silent that they clash with
the crowd in their very immobility; standing noisy in their very silence; harsh as a cry of terror in
their quietness?” (440).42 These youths embody the internal improvisational contradictions of
jazz and emerge as stand-ins for a continuing popular (sub)cultural presence. Furthermore, their
spontaneous appearance in Ellison’s novel reflects Rama’s assertion that transculturation
involves the unplanned integration of idiosyncratic products from the cultural margins. The zoot
suiters rest within the “breaks” between normalizing formulae, objective time and movement,
and, as with black expressive culture according to Hall, they “clash” as dissonant projections of
the black counter-narrative that will not disappear amidst the noise of racialized discourse. The
Invisible Man has not noticed or decoded them because he subscribes to the unitary codes of the
white dominant regime filtered through the Brotherhood’s reductive lens. Part of the
establishment’s insistence at disregarding the zoot suiters’ presence stems from its inability to
acculturate this oppositional cultural force. The Invisible Man’s viewpoint has been screened
from anything that the mass culture industry has yet to package. Not enough time may have
passed for the zoot suit subculture to have been absorbed into the power/knowledge system.43
Regardless, Ellison utilizes the zoot suiters as a site of popular cultural resistance that
transgresses the hegemonic scripts that mass art reinforces. They are exceptions to the restrictive
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assumption of a uniform black population (a trap into which the Invisible Man falls with his
subsequent eulogy for Clifton). Ellison undercuts these suppositions by featuring the zoot youths
as an emblem of black pluralism and possibility. Not even the “expert” on the Race Question can
place them into the Brotherhood’s model. Ellison here displays the vitality of black identities as
well as how the transcultural processes of selectivity and complementarity take place within
subcommunities.
During this brief interlude, the Invisible Man emphasizes how their bodies move. He
perceives them “walking slowly, their shoulders swaying, their legs swinging from their hips”
and then “mov[ing] like dancers in some kind of funeral ceremony, swaying, going forward,
their black faces secret … the heavy heel-plated shoes making a rhythmical tapping as they
moved” (440).44 Hall characterizes such actions as “rhetorical stylizations of the body,” which
engage the social space via “heightened expressions, hairstyles, ways of walking, standing and
talking” (“Black Popular Culture” 471). A central intention of such stylizations involves creating
and sustaining camaraderie within the community (“Black Popular Culture” 471). They stand as
a form of “folk” communal art that a popular artist can stylize while remaining connected with
the audience. The Invisible Man realizes that these youths symbolize his abject distance from his
community. He concedes, “I was painfully aware of other men dressed like the boys, and of girls
in dark exotic-colored stockings, their costumes surreal variations of downtown styles. They’d
been there all along, but somehow I’d missed them. I’d missed them even when my work had
been most successful” (443). Like his blind models Rev. Barbee and Brother Jack, he proves
similarly blind to those individuals who keep a differently encoded style and who have fallen
“outside the groove of history” (443). The Invisible Man lacks knowledge of a subculture that
further accentuates an African American style rooted in its evolving popular artistic culture.
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The zoot suiters also epitomize emergent youth culture and its popular forms as they read
comic books while journeying on the train. Along with references and images to Dick Tracy and
the Lone Ranger, among others, these allusions help Ellison develop what Jean-Christophe
Cloutier identifies as a “comic book reality” (306). The Invisible Man regards the zoot suiters as
a form of fantasy which he shadows on the train and along the streets. Although they may exist
on the margins, the narrator packs his stream of consciousness with questions concerning their
existence, their purpose, their placement in history and their relation to himself (Ellison, IM 440443). According to Cloutier, Ellison “covertly advises the reader that the fantasies of American
popular culture should not simply be apprehended as trivial” (305). The same may be said about
fringe expressions of social presence such as the zoot suiters. Considering Ellison’s belief that
U.S. popular culture would be incomplete without an acknowledgement of its African American
contributions, the author here reaffirms black influence in the American character. As with how
the zoot style emerged as a transcultural phenomenon adopted and adapted by a host of ethnic
minorities, Ellison also highlights popular culture’s dissemination across racial and
socioeconomic populations through the zoot youths reading their comic books. This parallels the
popularity of African American popular cultural forms, particularly jazz and the blues. Black
popular art consequently reached greater populations and entered the representational fray. The
zoot youths emerge as counter-hegemonic entities that interrogate static, established
acculturative attitudes. Ellison’s interpellated protagonist follows suit with his interrogation of
the zoot suiters’ presence. His curiosity reveals that the youths have awakened the “square.”45
The Invisible Man’s disquietude parallels Ellison’s apprehension over the “zoot-suit
riddle” (Cloutier 309), which the author explicates in his editorial comment to Negro
Quarterly.46 Ellison’s uneasy repetition of “perhaps” reveals his suspicion of the zoot suiters’
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placement in black culture. Kathy Peiss reports that “the zoot suit, and the circumstances in
which it was worn, had a bewildering strangeness no one could quite explain” (2).47 The zoot
youths ostensibly project a flamboyancy which would draw society’s attention, yet their
ambivalent, blasé attitude toward society and their concealing garb “perhaps” represent a desire
to remain hidden underground. Although Ellison (and his protagonist) puzzles over the zoot
suiters’ raison d’etre, he does not “solve” the style’s ontological riddle. In doing so, Ellison does
not reduce it to generalizations but rather recognizes its polyvalent character. The zoot style’s
malleability mirrors the fluidity of identity forming in the enunciative present (Bhabha 255).
The zoot suiters arose as a counter-narrative for black intellectual leaders48 who sought to
solve the aforementioned “riddle” of their “great potential power.” As a member of the
Brotherhood who possesses insight into his own ethnic community, the Invisible Man considers
himself as part of this black leadership. He thinks “it [is] his job to get them in[side] the groove
of history” (Ellison, IM 443). Doing so would absorb them into the monocultural version of
history since the Invisible Man reproduces the Brotherhood’s rhetoric based in Western Marxist
rationalist ideology. As the culture industry has done with popular art, those in power have
warped “history” into a package of master narratives including that of acculturation. Tellingly,
the Invisible Man proves anti-jazz and non-integrative by only observing the zoot suiters from
afar instead of engaging with them personally. Following with the Brotherhood’s assimilationist
views, he yearns to tell the zoot youths their stations in history (i.e., to encode them) instead of
discoursing with them. This impersonal lack of interchange is indicative of the mass cultural tack
of erasing style and authenticity. It additionally signals the dominant regime’s aim to recuperate
the “fractured order” and absorb the subculture “as a diverting spectacle within the dominant
mythology from which it in part emanates” (Hebdige 94).49
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In his Negro Quarterly editorial, Ellison promotes black leadership’s need to become
aware of such symbols through intersubjective fellowship. The Invisible Man does not initially
take this course and consequently feels isolated. After leaving the subway, he divulges, “I moved
with the crowd … It was as though in this short block I was forced to walk past everyone I’d
ever known and no one would smile or call my name. No one fixed me in his eyes. I walked in
feverish isolation” (Ellison, IM 443). He moves as a mass artist alienated from the popular
artistry that can shape his identity and connect him with his brethren. His previous
overidentification with negative signs of blackness (Lee 467) has reversed to an underidentification with positive signs of expressive black identity. His invisibility persists because he
remains estranged from the black community and its evolving popular cultural expressions. The
“lion” of the exclusionary white hegemony has, indeed, swallowed him whole.
As the scene progresses, Ellison again filters his hero’s plight through black popular
musical forms and frames it through a contemplation on history. The Invisible Man ruminates
how the zoot suiters “were outside the groove of history” (443) and beforehand testifies, “They
were men outside of historical time, they were untouched, they didn’t believe in Brotherhood, no
doubt had never heard of it; or perhaps like Clifton would mysteriously have rejected its
mysteries” (440). The mention of “groove” and the time/history metaphor point to how these
countercultural youths have separated themselves like the budding jazz virtuoso, for they are
performing their responding solos through individual style. Hebdige professes, “Style in
subculture is pregnant with significance. Its transformations go ‘against nature,’ interrupting the
process of ‘normalization,’” which ultimately “offends the ‘silent majority’ [by] challenging the
principle of unity and cohesion [and] contradict[ing] the myth of consensus” (18). By stepping
out of the constants of history and time, the zoot youths have symbolically subverted and
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disrupted relied-upon measures of unity, including “naturalized” social formulations which they
expose as constructed myths.50 They are social agents who awaken from their hibernation
(Cloutier 308) and step out from the codified chords of authority by autonomously intoning their
subjectivities through their defiant, recoded stylizations. The zoot suiters embody the jazz/blues
musical grammar of stylistic arrhythmia while evading mass cultural corruption.
The narrator reflects Ellison’s concern that this freewheeling stylization may end up as a
passing fad forgotten over time, but the Invisible Man considers how the zoot suiters could
greatly impact black culture: “But who knew … but that they were the saviors, the true leaders,
the hearers, of something precious? The stewards of something uncomfortable, burdensome,
which they hated because, living outside the realm of history, there was no one to applaud their
value” (IM 441). Like Maxine Hong Kingston’s hero in Tripmaster Monkey, Wittman Ah Sing,
the zoot youths have produced and mastered their own code which subverts the acculturative
paradigm. Drawn as unappreciated performers and purveyors of black popular culture, the zoot
suiters represent the unacknowledged contributions of African Americans to U.S. culture. To this
point, in “The Golden Age, Time Past,”51 Ellison conveys how jazz history has been marked
with transculturality even though the genre has had to combat the mass culture industry’s
appropriation and exploitation.52 The Invisible Man has a fascination with the zoot youths
because he, too, struggles with a lack of recognition. Unlike the mass artist Invisible Man, who
performs variations of hegemonic scripts, these new representatives of popular culture with their
self-affirming codes have yet to be discursively and commercially assimilated. This is a large
part of the protagonist’s discomfort; after all, he has no knowledge of the “rules” (or scripts) of
how to perform this new identitary style. The Invisible Man does not know where to place them
within his corrupted belief system, adding to his stupefaction over their purpose. Meanwhile, he
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discerns that they “mask deeper levels of symbolic and social energy” (Neal 93) which could
lead to future liberation (Neal 94). Ellison affirms that understanding popular cultural
formations’ impact on identity and history can lead to liberation. Detaching oneself from
monocultural attitudes and adopting a transcultural mindset will similarly free one to engage in
integrative processes of identitary “becoming.” The zoot suiters provide a cultural strategy that
can “shift the dispositions of power” (Hall, “Black Popular Culture” 468). Furthermore, the
association of their showy threads and stylized movements with black popular cultural forms
prove resistant to allowing prescriptive discursive forces to relegate them as simply a “low”
culture on the margins (Hall, “Black Popular Culture” 469). Although the zoot suit connects to
mainstream jazz, the Invisible Man’s inability to identify its significance shows the zoot suit’s
potential to subvert discourse yet still contribute to jazz’ popularization. These youths ensure that
U.S. culture remains heterogeneous and “jazz-shaped” (Ellison, “America without Blacks” 586).
Since he continues to conform to the Brotherhood’s mindset, this popular cultural
expression perplexes the Invisible Man. His confusion shows his inability to appreciate jazz and
the blues. After leaving the zoot suiters, he hears a record shop playing a “languid blues,” which
causes him to query, “Was this all that would be recorded? Was this the only true history of the
times, a mood blared by trumpets, trombones, saxophones and drums, a song with turgid,
inadequate words?” (Ellison, IM 443). Mass cultural dictates have reprogrammed his aural tastes,
so he only hears “blaring.” The Invisible Man discounts the song’s lyrics, portending how he
does not understand the messages of endurance and possibility forwarded through the blues.53 He
questions whether the blues has reached its endpoint even though he just encountered the zoot
suiters, who represent a new mechanism to further the cultural expression of resistance. Ellison’s
protagonist continues as a lapsed popular artist passively receiving the blues message and not
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engaging with it. He does negotiate the “zoot suit riddle,” for even though he ponders his relation
to the boys (Ellison, IM 442), he relates this existential query to how the Brotherhood would
consider their worth. Thus, he cuts off the blues possibility of action, resulting in his isolation
during a lonely walk along the Harlem block. Ellison ties his protagonist’s identity to finding his
popular artistic voice because without it, the Invisible Man cannot articulate his identity.
This chapter proves influential in the eventual formation of the Invisible Man’s character.
The zoot suiters inspire an epiphany concerning the variegated nature of society, its signs,
minority culture and identity formation. The Invisible Man’s numerous questions demonstrate
his interrogation of the signifiers he has replicated in his performance of various black identities
and his indoctrination into the Brotherhood’s mass cultural sensibility. This section builds upon
the shock of observing Clifton also stepping outside of history and Signifyin(g) on the minstrel
tradition before being killed. Ellison signifies this turning point and interruption in his hero’s
identitary hibernation through the zoot suiters. Upon viewing the youths, the narrator comments
that they are “men of transition” (440). The Invisible Man then attaches this classification to the
“metaphorical use of the musical vocabulary” and “linguistic innovations in rhetorical stylization
of the body” (Hall, “Black Popular Culture” 470-71) by emphasizing how “the boys speak a
jived-up transitional language full of country glamour [and] think transitional thoughts, though
perhaps they dream the same old ancient dreams” (Ellison, IM 441). This latter comment furthers
his perception that both he and the zoot youths may be linked as “throwback[s]” (442).
His repetition of “transition” indicates his liminal status in the U.S. He has attempted to
carve a space for his identity but has been unsuccessful because he has not comprehended its
plurality. Ellison links his protagonist with the zoot youths as “throwbacks” to a time when black
popular culture was tied to the African American community’s daily experiences. The Invisible
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Man has lost this relationship, but his prior eviction speech has demonstrated his potential as a
popular artist. Popular cultural stylings such as the zoot suit and popular art such as jazz and the
blues represent a multivalent society. The Invisible Man cannot place the zoot suiters because
they do not sit inert in the subway or in society; they are moving targets even in the train as their
bodies are constantly swaying or tapping out “cryptic messages” of hidden beats (442-43).
Ellison symbolically keeps them in perpetual motion,54 which is indicative of the United States’
ongoing transcultural “becoming.” Part of the Invisible Man’s disconnection stems from how he
cannot interpret these youths’ freshly produced codes. They undercut the establishment’s
universalizing mindset, particularly because the culture industry has not ideologically assimilated
or encoded them. Transitions additionally apply to musical vocabulary and the jazz/blues artist.
Songs shift between tempos, chords, scales and timbres while the musician may move to the
front of the performance for his or her solo and interact with his backing band in call-response
improvisation. They do not rely upon the patterns of the mass artist. As with U.S. ethnic identity
and transculturation, the zoot youths exist in the enunciative present.
The Invisible Man’s encounter with the zoot suiters commences his “transition” to
developing his voice which coincides with that of his identity.55 He closes the chapter by
relating, “I’d been asleep, dreaming” (444). His use of the past tense implies that he has
awakened which heralds his more active negotiation with the omnipresent “black aesthetic”
(Neal 78) surrounding him via jazz, the blues and their derivatives. The Brotherhood’s mass
cultural approach has hypnotized him into artistic inauthenticity, so the Invisible Man’s epiphany
sets him up to develop his individual popular artistic style. The number of zoot youths (3)
coincides with that of the Fates, and they appropriately send the Invisible Man on a different
“thread” toward his destiny of locating his ethnic identity.56 As demonstrated through his
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disastrous Clifton eulogy, he experiences growing pains in his transition from apprenticeship to
virtuosity, but the zoot suiters make him cognizant of popular culture’s impact in forming the
United States’ plural identity. Corresponding with Rama’s model, the dislocated subject can
reach toward the periphery of culture (i.e., the zoot style) and incorporate it into his or her
identity. Moreover, Ellison signals the perpetual process of U.S. transculturation as cultures
interlock and coexist with ideas and artifacts constantly “transitioning” amongst them.
The transition takes some time, however, as demonstrated by his botched eulogy for
Clifton. After the eulogy, the Brotherhood sends the Invisible Man to Brother Hambro to be
reprogrammed into the Brotherhood’s philosophy. His interview with Hambro degenerates into
assimilationist, anti-jazz rhetoric. When the Invisible Man grumbles over Ras and his followers57
taking over the district, Hambro responds that the Harlemites “will have to be sacrificed” (501).
In true mass cultural fashion, the Brotherhood’s mouthpiece promotes ignoring the audience and
its input. Hambro homogenizes the diverse black community and exposes how it amounts to a
marginalized social player in his organization’s purview. Hambro then vocalizes the
establishment’s exploitative practices when he admits, “We are making temporary alliances with
other political groups and the interests of one group of brothers must be sacrificed to that of the
whole” (501-2).58 This attitude eclipses the exercise of artistic agency and forestalls
identification, keeping the popular band leader at bay without any musical sparring partner or
listeners with which to interact. Additionally, the indication of “temporary alliances” reflects the
assimilationist mindset, whereas the contrasting transcultural ethos emphasizes continuous
multicultural partnership. This over-emphasis of the homogenized mass is antithetical to
Rinehart’s individuality.59 Still, both strategies are reductive since Rinehart reinforces hegemonic
codes, and his style is based off technical tricks instead of an authentic personality.
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The Invisible Man has a visceral reaction to Hambro’s edict of sacrifice. Driven by the
hazy song of a distant child in the background (the next generation who will express bluesy
dislocation), the Invisible Man confides, “I could feel some deep change. It was as though my
discovery of Rinehart had opened a gulf between us over which, though we sat within touching
distance, our voices barely carried and then fell flat, without an echo,” and adds, “I tried to shake
it away, but still the distance, so great that neither could grasp the emotional tone of the other,
remained” (501). Neither dialogue nor synchronicity exist between the Invisible Man and
Hambro, staunching communication and resulting in separate, discordant performances. The
Invisible Man perceives how the Brotherhood has curtailed his popular artistry and perpetuated
an acculturative mentality that chokes off transcultural reciprocity. He gathers that the
establishment has muted his vocal “instrument” through a lack of self-directed practice and
experimentation. The narrator must negotiate the space between being the jazz leader who
aspires to separate himself from the band through his creative adventuring while simultaneously
adhering to his bandmates’, his audience’s and his community’s needs. He must mend the coding
circuit broken at the point of reception (Hall, “Encoding” 94-5) and direct himself toward the
transcultural spirit of integrative complementarity.
Their tête-à-tête builds to Hambro unmasking the Brotherhood’s acculturative sensibility.
Not only does he grouse at the Invisible Man “stretch[ing] [him] on a rack of dialectic,” but he
also charges that “[the Harlem citizenry] must be brought along more slowly. They can’t be
allowed to upset the tempo of the master plan. Timing is all important” (Ellison, IM 504). The
“master plan” analogizes to the hegemony’s coding practices which reinforce minority
populations’ subordination. Hambro compares intersubjectivity to a torture device, revealing that
the Brotherhood’s dialectical rhetoric is a hollow guise and ideological tactic to achieve their
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monocultural aims. He displays this attitude when he instructs the Invisible Man to channel his
energies to education instead of inciting action. This directive entails utilizing the Invisible Man
as a spellbinding operative of mass culture to distract the consumers from reality and “make
[them] believe that the deception [the culture industry] practices is satisfaction but … [go]ing
further and impl[ying] that, whatever the state of affairs, [they] must put up with what is offered”
(Adorno and Horkheimer 40). Hambro’s musical vocabulary discursively degrades the black
community as simple, pliable vessels into which one can pour the Brotherhood’s dogma.
Similarly, Hambro advocates atrophying jazz innovation by amassing them into a uniform
community of black players, who only follow the Brotherhood’s mechanical tempo. His rhetoric
reflects that which was used during the Brotherhood committee’s investigation into the Invisible
Man’s magazine profile. The organization imposes a systematic, rational-linear pattern that black
popular cultural expressions cannot interrupt. This arrangement is anti-American since it does
not accede to the country’s jazz-shaped, transcultural soul.60 This is suggested when the Invisible
Man attests, “You mean the brakes must be put on the old wheel of history. Or is it the little
wheels within the wheels?” (504, emphasis in original). The Invisible Man subtly highlights jazz’
“breaks” from the assumptions of linear, unidirectional progression. Like the United States’
multicultural identity, jazz does not rotate around the same spoke. It shifts with antiphonal,
arrhythmic innovation and creativity (i.e., “freewheeling,”), which helps black popular culture
maintain its identity while combating acculturation. These unremitting modifications prove
applicable to Hall’s model of identification. The Invisible Man can propel himself toward
another phase of his subjectification by propping himself up on popular jazz/blues artistic
stylings. By disentangling himself from the Brotherhood’s one-note mass cultural orientation, he
can recode his stylistic integrity with black aesthetic and U.S. transcultural principles.
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Hambro shrouds the Brotherhood’s cynicism behind the veil of realism when he
rationalizes, “It’s impossible not to take advantage of the people … The trick is to take
advantage of them in their own best interest” (504, emphasis in original). The Brotherhood
proves as manipulative as Rinehart by exploiting the exploited, but the former’s conspiracy is
more sinister because it reifies the black community under the mask of service to a greater good.
The Brotherhood represents the white musicians and executives who appropriated black popular
cultural sounds to appeal to a white audience (an example of Adorno and Horkheimer’s
accusation of industrial homogenization) by reifying the Invisible Man as its mass cultural
mouthpiece in “blackface.” In turn, the Brotherhood predatorially appropriates black culture and
encodes anti-black messages into rhetorical “art.” Thus, the Brotherhood upholds the
Foucauldian discursive “regime of truth” (Hall, “Representation” 49).
The Invisible Man abhors the Brotherhood’s malicious stratagems, further helping him
awaken from their rhetorical spell and pushing him toward popular artistry. He begins retuning
his identitary instrument when he elucidates, “I was both. Both sacrificer and victim” (506). As
an individual with allegiance to the group, he takes the position of a jazz/blues performer in
occupying the liminal space symbolic of a balanced popular artist. However, the Invisible Man
has not entirely subscribed to multiplicity, for he extrapolates only two subject positions from his
disenchantment with the Brotherhood: exploiter or subversive, with or against the Brotherhood.
Consequently, he continues his myopic binary views and still lacks agency by living in reference
to the mass culture industry since he feels compelled to “settle with Jack and Tobitt” (506). He
then allows Rinehart’s ideological possession to take hold as he employs a problematic tactic of
subverting the hegemony but doing so while flouting his black brethren. These dissonances
qualify as a self-serving performance in bad faith and perpetuate his invisibility. He concludes, “I
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could tell Harlem to have hope when there was no hope. Perhaps I could tell them to hope until I
found the basis of something real … But until then I would have to move them without myself
being moved … I’d have to do a Rinehart” (507). This community-directed plan contrasts with
the despairing course of his Clifton eulogy but rings equally hollow. He intends to promulgate a
message of blues-toned hope for his people, but it will lack soul since it originates from an
automaton (like Clifton’s Sambo doll) going through the motions of mimicked melodies. This
reflects the mass artist’s strategy of manipulating the masses by weaponizing stock scripts and
emotions. His forthcoming musical phrasing will not grow from organic improvisation, for it will
be calculated toward a faux hope which does not heed the audience’s response. He inverts his
prior anti-blues harmony from the eulogy and does not realize that his subterfuge will not only
undermine the Brotherhood, but also the African American community. The “them” of his
grandfather’s directive for machinations (“yessing”) has expanded to an unintended audience.
This distortion in “quoting” marks the protagonist’s decentered identity for, like Rinehart,
he exists as a “little wheel within the wheel” as a subordinate to the white hegemony’s coding
(i.e., another mass artist pushing out imitative recordings). He relies on flawed antecedents when
he “quotes” Rinehart in deliberating how he would solve the problem of information (512).
Ellison underlines this destructive imitative behavior as he quotes his own novel when his
protagonist divulges, “I was and yet I was unseen” (507), recalling the Invisible Man’s revelation
at having viewed his zoot-suited Fates. Here, the Invisible Man negotiates a dreadful deal for his
ethnic identity when he exclaims, “I’d yes them till they puked and rolled in it. All they wanted
of me was one belch of affirmation and I’d bellow it out loud!” and later threatens, “I’d become
a supersensitive confirmer of their misconceptions … Oh, I’d serve them well and I’d make
invisibility felt if not seen” (509). Ellison’s protagonist perpetuates his invisibility through his
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referentiality to the establishment which is “forcing [him] to Rinehart’s methods” (512). He
proves incapable of recoding the narrative for the sake of communal empowerment. The
Invisible Man believes that his sole means of disturbing hegemonic codes, like those
standardized through the Brotherhood, is to perform while manipulating “their” rules and staying
on their formulaic scripts instead of producing his own. He forgets that the proper utilization of
social apparatuses such as the shared reciprocal experiences expressed through black popular art
can disseminate a faithful and sincere validation of heterogeneous black and U.S. identity. The
Invisible Man’s revenge motif counteracts the thematic faith of blues and jazz culture. This
disfigurement of black popular cultural modes signals a dislocated subject. Ellison’s narrator
continues to misidentify due to his indoctrination into restrictive hegemonic scripts and
unoriginal artistic messaging. His choice to perform as an inauthentic mass artist such as
Rinehart results in his eventual plunge into nothingness.

Finding Popular Artistry in a “Riot” of Voices
Ellison paints the riot scene in shades of blue to underpin the blues sensibility of the
dispossessed Harlem denizens and to illustrate the Invisible Man’s slow re-entrenchment into
such popular cultural modalities.61 This synthesis of major musical, narrative and popular artistic
chords crescendos to the climactic Epilogue and resolution. It points to the frustrations
emanating from mass cultural standardization and from acculturation run amok. The resulting
chaos reflects how intrusive, oppressive hegemonic configurations are unworkable. The most
beneficial means to achieve cultural synergy emerges through genuine popular artistry and
transcultural synchronicity.
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Ellison ties the Invisible Man’s developing identity to popular cultural styles as the
protagonist improvises his way through picaresque episodes of chaos, joins a “band” of residents
where he becomes an active member of a collective, and then goes solo before plunging
underground into hibernation to encode a script that celebrates identitary multiplicity.62 Due to
his distance from popular artistry, the Invisible Man underlines how he has forgotten his jazzshaped U.S. ethnic identity. This is one of numerous chromatic references to the blues in the riot
episode as the protagonist strives to conquer his identitary and creative inertia. He aims to burst
through the Du Boisian “veil” to celebrate his multivalent identity’s elasticity and fight past the
double-blind created by his inculcation into the hegemonic mass cultural mindset. He has not
fully developed the coding skills of a band-leading performer, but his desire to step from behind
the curtain indicates his compulsion to engage in a self-directed, self-authored identification.
With the “shattered mirrors” littering the streets, he can no longer depend upon his pre-encoded
identity based on the formulaic “stable meanings.” Since these simulacra have been rendered to
shards, the drifting protagonist peels off the constricting “rind” of his identity to get to its
“heart.” The passage closes, “Somewhere a burglar alarm went off, a meaningless blangy sound,
followed by the joyful shouts of looters” (537). The cacophony represents a dialogic call to
which the Invisible Man responds by joining the group. With the “street sign” signifiers of his
blackness destabilized, he enters the welcome syncopations of chaotic identitary “becoming.”63
In turn, he can put the “chaos of living into form” (Ellison, “Living with Music” 229) and
generate his authentic popular artistic voice.
Amidst the discord, the narrator joins an ensemble of residents who intends to set fire to
their dilapidated tenement. He finds himself caught in a jazz moment where he joins in an
innovative harmonic progression, which is lengthy and captivating enough that it ostensibly
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lacks an origin. Several members of the group reflect this originary vacuum when they debate
about what triggered the riot.64 Ellison recodes the “chaos” to one reflective of Ramaian
transcultural spontaneity. The protagonist’s entry into this band of dispossessed denizens
similarly facilitates his re-initiation into modes of black popular culture (jazz and the blues). This
symbolizes an experiential apprenticeship through which he can participate “live” with all its
improvisational modulations. The Invisible Man rides this antiphonal crest as a backing member
or “just one of the boys” who is “glad to follow” (Ellison, IM 542) the lead instrumentalists in
Dupre and Scofield. Dupre and Scofield inspire a bluesy communal response, for the narrator
admits to being “gripped by a need to see where and to what they would lead” (542). They arise
as the Invisible Man’s new exemplars of popular artistry. The moment envelops the Invisible
Man who relates, “I stood there in the dark feeling a rising excitement as their voices played
around me. What was the meaning of it all? What should I think of it, do about it?” (543-44,
emphasis in original). The manifold voices represent the multiplicity that encompasses the open
system of jazz, the blues and transculturation at their best. Their lyrics fit the blues’ doublevoiced paradigm as they sing of autonomous action and self-expression in the face of
dispossession and subjugation. They inspire self-reflection as the Invisible Man ruminates over
how he, and not anybody else, should interpret their script. This gripping message to “get [the
audience] going” is a more empowering code for the protagonist to decipher. The narrator
ponders what he should “do” about everything occurring at that time and about all he has
experienced. His “history,” in that moment, “boomerangs,” emulating the reciprocal action of the
full-fledged jazz and blues experience as well as the evolution of his black identity. His thought
process evokes that of a musician feeling the music played around him65 and contemplating how
he will quote it, intone his own phrasing and engage in dialogical “cutting”66 with the other
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players or the leader. This arises as a crucial step for the Invisible Man’s growth as a popular
artist, for he starts negotiating in terms of how he can work with the message as an individual
and as part of the greater community to promote uplift and authentic cultural expression (not for
exploitation). A riot does not follow an established script and neither does a popular artist. By
having his hero voice his interpretations while contributing to the collective experience, Ellison
additionally promotes transcultural complementarity.
Aligning with Hall’s model which affirms that identification is an ongoing process, the
Invisible Man’s identity will never be absolute. The completion thereof would amount to a selfrestricting “personality blasted” amongst the mass (Ellison, IM 550) that would parallel
Rinehart’s multiple performative subject positions remaining constrained in a closed system.
Ellison offers two reminders that his protagonist’s popular artistic efficacy remains constrained.
Firstly, the Invisible Man still allows thoughts of the Brotherhood to disrupt his moment of
Dionysian jazz sublimity when he aims to confront Jack at the district to vindicate himself.
Secondly, the State (in the form of the police) intrudes with its weaponized power with the
narrator and his Harlem comrades dodging bullets (one nicks him; another one strikes a fellow
black man). Upon hearing another man classify it as a “race riot” (552), the Invisible Man
conjectures, “It was though the uttered word had given meaning to the night, almost as though it
had created it, brought it into being in the instant his breath vibrated small against the loud,
riotous air. And in defining, in giving organization to the fury, it seemed to spin me around”
(552-53). He attributes this to the Brotherhood’s nefarious objective of having the black
community self-implode so that the Brotherhood’s executive committee could opportunistically
step into the void with faux sympathy through the methodical implementation of its mass cultural
strategies (as Rinehart would do). The hegemonic establishment maintains its physical and
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discursive control because qualifying the riot as one of “race” encodes it as an act of blackcaused violence.
The Invisible Man’s meditations on ideological control momentarily distract him from
his lyrical portrayal of the riot, yet they steer him toward the popular jazz sensibility of
organizing his own “fury.” He comprehends the pointless engagement in hand-to-hand combat
with the authorities because the “other side” (Ellison, IM 553) possesses all the man- and
firepower. This inference parallels the absurdity of the African American individual trying to
negotiate his or her identity by accommodating and operating within totalized racial categories.
In fact, the Invisible Man labels himself a “tool” (553) because he understands how he has
served as a mass cultural accessory to regressive black stereotypes. Even so, the narrator now
takes control of language and articulates his subject position, albeit in a derisive, self-deprecating
manner. He, in part, does so by Signifyin(g) on “tool,” for it suggests multiple constructions.
This self-branding does not solely refer to his association with the white establishment. It also
reflects his irresponsibility to his race because he has subverted its need to break free from the
enslavement of pigeonholing scripts of racial identity. He discerns that his existence has been an
instrument to reproduce and transmit (encode) black stereotypes. Nevertheless, “tool” becomes
forward-thinking because the Invisible Man resolves to end his complicity and become a coding
implement67 on his and his community’s behalf.68 The narrative shifts to the future tense with the
Invisible Man’s anticipation of what action he intends to take, and he resumes his improvisatory
account of the riot. These link to how he establishes his popular jazz style as the most effective
instrument to build his identity and to forward the shared dispossession of his people. Overall,
the Invisible Man represents Ellison’s “tool” toward a reciprocal jazz sensibility, which is rooted
in black popular art and, by extension, the diverse, jazz-shaped U.S. culture. Ellison shifts his
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hero from acculturation’s closed system to transculturation’s open system, fostering boundless
prospects of self- and communal articulation.
The Invisible Man pursues this theme after discerning the night’s absurdity and the
contradictory scripts that have kept him “running” throughout his life. He pronounces that he
knows who and where he is and that he no longer has to run “for or from the Jacks and the
Emersons and the Bledsoes and Nortons, but only from their confusion, impatience, and refusal
to recognize the beautiful absurdity of their American identity and mine” (559). Ellison centers
this “beautiful absurdity” on the United States’ plurality which those in power tend to disregard
to remain comfortable in calcified, racialized codes.69 The Jacks, Emersons, Bledsoes, Nortons
and those representing white hegemonic power overutilize mass cultural messaging that
reinforces stereotypes to make diverse inter- and intracultural experiences uniform. This mindset
contrasts with Ellison’s transcultural perspective that African American popular culture informs
U.S. culture.70 They have not identified the “real secret to the game” - to “make life swing”
(“America without Blacks” 586) - which underlines an authentic style that recodes the genuine
experiences of the popular artist and the public. They have obstructed their vision with the dark,
one-way lenses71 of an acculturative perspective rather than expanding their sightlines to the
myriad possibilities offered through transculturation.
The Invisible Man’s revelation stops him from misidentifying with fixed identity
categories as his body and his mind start to “swing” more into the jazz shapes of U.S.
transculturation. He contemplates the absurdity of dying at the hands of a black man (Ras) who
espouses exclusionary politics, which would ultimately bolster hegemonic power. Instead, the
protagonist transgresses his assigned role and refamiliarizes himself to black popular culture and
identitary sovereignty when he resolves that “it was better to live out one’s own absurdity than to
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die for that of others” (559). The budding coding artist has gone solo. The Invisible Man then
tests his improvisational chops while surviving the chaos. As he heads to his “blues mother” (De
Romanet 111) Mary Rambo’s residence, the narrator divulges how he presses on through
spontaneous inspiration: “[Getting to Mary’s] was not a decision of thought but something I
realized suddenly while running over puddles of milk in the black street” (560). Ellison
symbolizes U.S. cultural cross-pollination with this image of whiteness and blackness
comingling. Moreover, this maternal image signifies his return to his artistic, black popular
cultural soul. But returning to one’s roots may lean too heavily toward essentialism because the
ethnic subject must remember that his or her past interrelates with the present and the future. In
the same vein, the popular artist’s identification cannot regress to an over-reliance on quoting
and commemorative phrasing, especially since these could derive from mass cultural packaging.
The Invisible Man entreats, “Give me a break” (560), vocalizing his growing need to “break”
from his social/musical referents and fill in the discontinuities with his own inventions and selfexpressed scripts. This utterance also foreshadows his necessary break from the panoptic
restrictions imposed by all superstructures of the power/knowledge base (i.e., the culture
industry’s Brotherhood), so he can articulate his identity. Instead of being assimilated into the
ready-made cultural framework, he supplies his self-realized contributions as a popular artist
who “concentrates everything on making anew and creating” (Hall and Whannel 70).
The Invisible Man does not reach Mary’s, which forces him to soldier on independently
in negotiating his identity. The chapter ends with the Invisible Man plunging down a manhole
where he expedites his self-authorship by incinerating the remaining vestiges of his prior mass
artistic performances and hegemonically controlled identities. In a Promethean moment of selfaffirmation and enlightenment, he burns every item enclosed in his briefcase that he has acquired
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on his journey of (mis)identification. He symbolically “light[s] his way out” (Ellison, IM 567)
from restrictive codes.72 The light extinguishes as Ellison sketches a popular artist readying
himself to enter the stage in darkness prior to his upcoming “performance” (his novelconfession). The Invisible Man discloses, “I lost all sense of time,” and then describes
experiencing a liminal state “neither of dreaming nor of waking, but somewhere in between,”
which is reminiscent of Trueblood’s paralyzed jaybird whom the hornets paralyzed in every part
of his body, save for its eyes (568). He enters the disembodying, transitional jazz moment of
molting his limiting social skins. His lyrics intone the blues’ double-sided paradigm, for he sings
of existential immobility yet maintains the promise of action through his eyes, which service the
mind. The Invisible Man now comprehends that the blues “have to be lived and felt to be sung,”
for they cannot be reduced to a fixed formula (Hall and Whannel 94). He is transforming into a
popular artist.
His ensuing rhapsody prefaces the imaginative compositions that he provides in the
Prologue and Epilogue. He croons the black individual’s heterogeneous existence as he combats
the “illusions and lies” of forced adherence to essentialized identity markers. As such, he
arranges his people’s shared experience into a popular artform. Its design proves dialogical with
the defiant narrator responding against the white hegemony’s call to support its discursive and
social power. He broadcasts that he will “free [him]self” (Ellison, IM 569) and invokes the
bluesy, ambiguous tragic-comic nature of African American existence (Ellison, “America
without Blacks” 586) by scoffing at his envisioned castration.73 In a sharp about-face, the
Invisible Man states, “There’s your universe, and that drip-drop upon the water you hear is all
the history you’ve made, all you’re going to make” (Ellison, IM 570). He articulates the selfdestructive position of the acculturating regime because its relationship with marginalized
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communities is actually symbiotic. Castrating its subalterns will eliminate the white dominant
establishment’s frame of reference which relies upon difference (on which to base stereotypes) in
propping up its socially constructed dominion. This symbiosis reflects Ellison’s view of the
United States’ transcultural character, which consists of a conglomeration of the many
comprising the single entity of shared “Americanness.” Repudiating any of its parts undermines
the whole. Tellingly, the only “music” left for such a world is an empty, percussive “drip-drop.”
This description suggests the homophonic sound spreading over mass cultural jazz/blues
recordings during Ellison’s time and envisions an inexpressive, bleak world which does not
appreciate the transcultural contributions of black popular culture. The Invisible Man
understands that that has been the same reduced, residual noise of his decentered identity.
The Invisible Man still grasps the sweeping regulatory power that he is up against. He
compares it to a robot run amok, for it is soulless and unthinking since it has been programmed
(“coded”) according to long-established formulae. His reverie ends with an imploration to stop
the indomitable entity, but he decides to commence his opposition later (570). He realizes he
must reconfigure his identity in isolation away from external promptings and the sway of any
authority. As the narrator observes, “I could approach it only from the outside,” where he can
contemplate everything in peace (571). In “The Golden Age, Time Past,” Ellison details the jazz
entertainer’s development, starting from apprenticeship and progressing through ordeals and
initiation ceremonies (245). Ellison carries his protagonist through these phases, and the Invisible
Man obtains competence in traditional jazz techniques and in knowing his instrument’s
fundamentals (“The Golden Age” 245). Ellison stipulates that the final sphere of training
involves “rebirth” where the artist “find[s] himself” (“The Golden Age” 245). The Invisible
Man’s “hibernation” underground paves the way for his symbolic “rebirth” as a master coder and
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popular artist fashioning his genuine style. According to Ellison, this discovery of his soul and
eventual resurrection arises “through achieving that subtle identification between his instrument
and his deepest drives,” which permits him to voice his “self-determined identity” (“The Golden
Age” 245). This view aligns with Hall and Whannel’s model of popular artistry. The Invisible
Man’s voice stands as his “instrument” to rhapsodize the “deepest drives” of his people while
authoring his identity and deconstructing oppressive hegemonic scripts. In doing so, he follows
Ellison’s credo of the musical wunderkind simultaneously observing social and individual
responsibility. Although he has not yet achieved full mastery of such complementarity, he
aspires to evolve toward dialogical virtuosity. He can then be a proponent of popular artistry and
transculturation, with his self-determined inventions contributing to the U.S. cultural milieu.
The riot chapter’s final words read, “The end was in the beginning” (Ellison, IM 571),
which aptly transitions to the Epilogue where the Invisible Man circles back to the Prologue’s
present tense. The Epilogue emerges as a multi-textured narrative of the current segment of his
identitary “becoming,” where he articulates his subjectivity.74 The narrator relates that he had to
seek hibernation to avoid artificial external influences which he synonymizes with a “club”
(Ellison, IM 572) whose members have “nailed down” the world with a false feeling of security
(573). Since he had been acculturated, he admits to serving this “club “(the Brotherhood) by
forwarding the “absurd answers they wished to hear” (573) and confesses that “the old
fascination with playing a role returns” (579) on occasion. However, he fights the temptation, for
such a strategy has choked away his authentic voice, making him “ill of affirmation, of saying
‘yes’ against the nay-saying of my stomach – not to mention my brain” (573). He has disavowed
the culture industry’s (i.e., the Brotherhood’s) template of reproducing imitative and
exclusionary social scripts. The Invisible Man has learned that the administered subject achieves
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only a misleading sense of security, for his or her overdependence on performance labels leads to
a disoriented bemusement, “gazing backward at a swiftly receding – if not quasi-mythical – past,
while stumbling headlong into a predescribed but unknown future” (Ellison, “Little Man” 508).
Even history lacks authenticity, showing why countless people end up dislocated (“invisible”)
like the title character. This stems from exclusionary tactics that encode white cultural
dominance to the detriment of transcultural parity.
The protagonist now encodes his people’s experiences into his popular art. For instance,
the Invisible Man contemplates his grandfather’s deathbed advice, at which point he speculates
on “the principle” (Ellison, IM 574) that his forebear affirmed. This section demonstrates him
decoding and then “cutting” with his grandfather’s cryptic instruction. His track bobs-andweaves from a bleak tone of deterministic submission to hegemonic forces, then shifts to a
dissonant alienation through subversion, before reaching the sublime note of transcendence via
self-articulation and dedication to “the principle.” Although he never explicitly assigns a
definition to “principle,” the narrator rhapsodizes on the unifying idea of a syncretic and
synergistic democratic U.S. society. The Invisible Man sings of “the principle on which the
country was built and not the man” and harmonizes on a value “greater than the men, greater
than the numbers and the vicious power and all the methods used to corrupt its name” (574). He
condemns opportunistic entities such as the culture industry that seek self-interest, undercut
mutual social responsibility and oppress minorities. Ellison equates U.S. transcultural plurality to
the jazz and blues modes, and so he privileges their aesthetics as conduits toward constructing an
authentic ethnic and, ultimately, U.S. identity. The Invisible Man questions, “Weren’t we part of
them as well as apart from them and subject to die when they died?” before contemplating his
desires, which do not consist of the flimsy “freedom” of remaining in static complacency (not to
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run) nor the self-indulgent “freedom” Rinehart and Jack possess (575, emphasis in original). This
affirmation encapsulates Ellison’s transcultural viewpoint: the donor cultures interact, with the
subject selecting which customs, products, expressions and characteristics to incorporate into his
or her identity.
With these polyphonic musings, the narrator elucidates Ellison’s view that existing as an
African American necessitates a “willed affirmation of self as against all outside pressures – an
identification with the group as extended through the individual self which rejects all
possibilities of escape that do not involve a basic resuscitation of the original American ideals of
social and political justice” (Ellison, “World and the Jug” 178). This sentiment aligns with Hall’s
idea concerning the suturing of identity while occupying contradictory positions.75 It also
embodies Hall and Whannel’s characterization of the popular artist expressing his own style in
service to the community. These postulations encapsulate the Invisible Man’s negotiation of his
identity. The individual must author his or her subjectivity while heeding the “principle” of
social connectivity. He must also do so while cognizant of the “rules” such as those of his
community’s experiential reality, musical antecedents, social mores and discursive practices. If
not, an exploitative Brotherhood with mass cultural aims, Rinehartian opportunism or riotous
chaos may ensue. This code aligns with the practiced popular artist’s (or jazz/bluesman’s)
method of self-expression whilst attending to the collective’s (ensemble and audience) needs and
doing so while “feeling” the experiences from which he draws his artistic inspiration. The
Invisible Man admits that he is not completely ready to take the “next step” (Ellison, IM 575) of
proactive coding until he has more time to flesh out and articulate his ideas with more mastery.
He then rearticulates his position by taking some of the responsibility for his invisibility.
Previously, the Invisible Man had been externally oriented in passively vacillating between
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assigned subject positions, causing him to fail at the popular artistic tenet of interactivity. His
passivity also undermined the transcultural premise of autonomous selectivity. However, he
states that he has tried to pin his invisibility “sickness” on the outside world but admits that “at
least half of [the responsibility] lay within me” (575). He compares his identity to an albino who
has lost his dark pigmentation due to some concealed ray. This is the result of the encoded whitewashing acculturation of black culture (i.e., the Invisible Man’s participation in the
Brotherhood). This outcome also would cause America’s transcultural character to fade. His
consequent “soul-sickness” (575) derives from realizing his lack of agency too late. The Invisible
Man relates, “But deep down you come to suspect that you’re yourself to blame, and you stand
naked and shivering before the millions of eyes who look through you unseeingly” (575). This
traumatic image mirrors the inauthentic artist’s nightmare of not connecting with his audience
(as happens with his Clifton eulogy) because he exists as a mimicking doll performing a
mechanical show that reinforces hegemonic authority. By acknowledging his culpability, the
Invisible Man progresses to the “next conflicting phase” (576). His self-awareness jolts him from
his stagnancy, and he continues his identitary “becoming” in isolation, where he can develop his
popular artistic voice.76
The Invisible Man’s creative imagination soon unlocks a world of “infinite possibilities”
(Ellison, IM 576), which describes the spontaneous, synergistic nature of the popular artist’s jazz
moment. This characterization additionally defines the boundless potentiality of transcultural
exchange. The protagonist muses, “What a phrase – still it’s a good phrase and a good view of
life” (576). He draws upon a musical term (“phrase”), linking his revelation to instrumental
performance. “Phrase” proves reflexive since “infinite possibilities” stands as the Invisible
Man’s stylistic innovation (a mantra to be encoded) which his successors can build upon (i.e.,
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through “cutting”). He adds, “Now I know men are different and that all life is divided and that
only in division is there true health” (576), before declaring, “Diversity is the word” (577). Here,
these succinct aphorisms convey transcultural multiplicity and the welcome antiphonal
contradictions present in a heterogeneous, plural society. Within a true democracy, an individual
must operate responsibly within a collective for mutual advancement and potential
transcendence. The same may be said of the true jazz moment produced by the virtuosic popular
artist. Invisible Man features both the societal and personal corruption of this “principle” as the
characters fall into mechanistic formulae through the forfeiture of their American souls.
The Invisible Man combats the establishment’s drive toward homogenization while
striking a chord for transculturation when he proclaims, “America is woven of many strands,”
before professing, “One of the greatest jokes in the world is the spectacle of the whites busy
escaping blackness and becoming blacker every day, and the blacks striving toward whiteness,
becoming quite dull and gray” (577). He punctuates this homily by concluding, “None of us
seems to know who he is or where he’s going” (577). With “diversity” as “the word,” Ellison’s
hero cautions against the U.S. ethnic subject losing his or her personal and cultural authenticity.77
Although Americans unite under a nationalistic banner, their character derives from its jazz- and
blues-shaped multiplicity and mixture of styles. Ellison highlights how U.S. whites have been
socialized into accepting reductive codes of racial difference while being blind (like Brother
Jack) to the richly diverse cultural forms that have contributed to their identities. Some of the
blame lies with the mass culture industry which has homogenized sociocultural experience to the
point that consumers do not realize the folk and popular cultural roots of the products that they
enjoy. Like Rinehart’s parishioners, they, too, have fallen for the establishment’s “technical
tricks” which keep them from “seeing the light.”
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Ellison tinctures the remainder of the Epilogue with inventive jazz and blues
arrangements as his narrator progresses toward identitary articulation. The Invisible Man
forwards the once-missing blues refrain of communal hope as he avows, “Life is to be lived, not
controlled; and humanity is won by continuing to play in face of certain defeat” (577). Despite
his underground isolation, the Invisible Man exhibits his ingenuity in survival by burning the
contents of his briefcase, stealing light from the electric company and displaying black popular
artistry by relating a personal tale reflective of the African American population’s shared
experience. After attending to his personal needs, he intends to resurface in a move toward social
duty. His tenor has transformed from the bleak tone and pre-packaged messaging permeating his
pedestrian eulogy for Clifton. He later reinforces his bluesy faith when explicating why he
tortures himself by writing everything down. The narrator discloses, “Without the possibility of
action, all knowledge comes to one labeled ‘file and forget,’ and I can neither file nor forget. Nor
will certain ideas forget me; they keep filing away at my lethargy, my complacency” (579). He
looks to forward his knowledge by recording his musical composition (his own encoded “fake
book”)78 off which others can “cut.” Additionally, this disclosure exhibits how he has
internalized a dialogical outlook while ensuring that he will not fall into an ideological stupor
which would again render him a vacuous “tool” (i.e., for the mass culture industry) who enforces
reductive hegemonic scripts. “File and forget” defines the practice of assimilation where the
delegitimized, absorbed culture’s trademarks dissolve in the melting pot. Instead, the narrator
takes the transcultural tack of unconstrained selectivity by neither filing nor forgetting the
diverse cultural influences present in the United States. His realization of his evolving identity
reopens both the production and reception stages of the coding circuit.
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Next, the Invisible Man reflects:
So it is that now I denounce and defend, or feel prepared to defend. I condemn and
affirm, say no and say yes, say yes and say no. I denounce because though implicated and
partially responsible, I have been hurt to the point of abysmal pain, hurt to the point of
invisibility. And I defend because in spite of all I find that I love. In order to get some of
it down I have to love … So I approach [life] through division. So I denounce and I
defend and I hate and I love. (580, emphasis in original)
His ruminations oscillate (“swing”) between oppositions to underline a wide spectrum of calls
and responses. These verbal shifts suggest the transcultural ethos of multidirectionality and
spontaneity. The burgeoning popular jazz- and bluesman expresses his pain (generated both
internally and externally), yet he endeavors to improve his own, his community’s and his
country’s outlooks.79 This synchronicity forms the basis of Ellison’s reflection of the U.S.
transcultural ethos. It adheres to reciprocal responsibility and allows for infinite possibilities
without falling into simplistic formulae. Ellison contends that life conditions the African
American to “live [life] as he changes it”80 (Ellison, “World and Jug” 160, emphasis in original)
while grasping life’s complexity. The author concludes, “[The Negro] is a product of the
interaction between his racial predicament, his individual will, and the broader American cultural
freedom in which he finds his ambiguous existence” (“World and Jug” 160). The Invisible Man
relates this idea to his mentor, Louis Armstrong, who does not dispense with all the “Bad Air”
(Ellison, IM 581) because the “bad air” contributes to the blues’ double-voiced standard of
elucidating the U.S. black subject’s movement toward irony after life brutalizes, sensitizes and
goads him or her to action (Ellison, “World and Jug” 160). All these stimuli push the African
American toward “his own self creation” (“World and Jug” 160) rooted in continual
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inventiveness. The Invisible Man articulates his self-creation throughout his confession through a
masterful popular artistry that concurrently addresses his fellow African Americans’ and the
greater U.S. population’s reality. If an individual denies the “bad air” (the discontinuities), then
he or she will not achieve the popular artistry that yields authentic jazz and blues music. His or
her identity will also be disconnected from the past and be severely lacking. The same limitation
occurs from a cultural standpoint where acculturating forces distance themselves from any “bad
air” attributed to cultural minorities and subject them to negative racialized signs. The Invisible
Man looks to manage humanity “through division,” which strikes against encoded uniformity
and reinforces the transcultural ethos “in all its human and absurd diversity” (Ellison, IM 580) of
multiplicity-in-one.81 As a burgeoning popular performer utilizing black popular cultural forms,
the Invisible Man conveys an inventive transcultural message of reciprocity which brings him
closer to a realization of his plural (African) American selfhood. Ellison thus ties the Invisible
Man’s growing mastery of the jazz/blues popular aesthetics to an affirmative expression of his
authentic self.
Ellison fittingly wraps the novel’s end “in the beginning” with the Invisible Man’s final
meditation on his grandfather’s dying words. The author similarly builds off tradition to form a
blues matrix. Ellison achieves this when his hero conjectures whether the stench he encounters
with his reemergence emanates from spring or from death. Ellison alludes to T.S. Eliot’s82 The
Wasteland and its opening line, “April is the cruelest month” (1), which underscores the ironic
connection between Christ’s death and Nature’s rebirth. The Invisible Man accordingly “springs”
to life from his predecessor’s death, which continues his identitary “becoming.”83 The Invisible
Man’s resurrection involves him concluding his hibernation to re-surface and attend to his social
responsibility as governed by his self-formulated identity and newly acquired codes promoting
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cultural diversity. He vows to “shake off the old skin and come up for breath” (Ellison, IM 580),
pointing to how he will no longer partake in inauthentic, mass cultural performances that
propagate racial and cultural stereotypes. This promise voices Ellison’s hope that the U.S. halt its
acculturating attitude and incline toward a transcultural mentality since the country also faces an
identity crisis. U.S. popular culture must recognize, appreciate and encode its diverse character,
or its artistry will not connect with the entire American public in all its diverse infinitude.
As with the jazz maestro that Ellison describes in “Living with Music,” the narrator
“trie[s] to give pattern to the chaos which lives within the pattern of your certainties” (IM 58081). The Invisible Man speaks directly to the reader (“you”) in this final section. He interacts
with his audience through his popular artist’s voice as he steps through the curtain. The
protagonist again features a contradiction of chaos existing within ideological certainties. To the
very end, Ellison maintains his relentless attack against the self-serving hegemonic scripts that
reduce its subjects to simulacra of essentialized roles. The Invisible Man must resurface to be
socially accountable, or else he will remain complicit with the white establishment with his
“buggy jiving” (581). Composing in isolation does not enable others to quote off his
instrumentals or for him to tap into his people’s emotions in a show of solidarity. He reemerges
because at this point, his popular artistry serves only an audience of one.
Ellison concludes his tome with a final flourish as his hero displays swaggering mastery
over his performance.84 The Invisible Man imagines a conversation with a hypothetical spectator
where he validates the extensive literary “performance” he has recorded in the preceding pages.
He accentuates his black popular creativity by justifying himself in inquisitive fashion. He
classifies himself as a “disembodied voice” (581), equating himself with music’s formlessness.
This relation also reconnects him to his grandfather’s spectral presence, which has haunted the
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narrator throughout the novel. The Invisible Man finishes his chronicle by cryptically asking,
“Who knows but that, on the lower frequencies, I speak for you?” (581).85 Ellison concludes his
masterwork with a nod to transcultural dialogism. The author addresses his fictional performer’s
appeal to his own readership and awaits its response to his trumpeting rhapsody on the United
States. In turn, Ellison reinforces mutuality where all participants (or readers) can affirm their
subjectivities through their reactions to his text. Furthermore, Ellison positions his narrator as the
consummate popular artist who “speaks” with and for his community by converting their shared
experiences into art. The Invisible Man has individuated thanks to his separation from the
Brotherhood’s mass cultural influence and its exploitative formulae which denigrate artistry to
imitation and reduce the audience to a homogenized mass.
Ending on a question leaves the text and the future open-ended, reflecting the open
system of black popular cultural aesthetics that feature improvisational spontaneity, which yields
infinite possibilities of progression. The same limitless potential resides with transcultural
practices in their promotion of cultural synchronicity, resulting in an extravaganza of
multitudinous cultural expressions.86 Fittingly, the end falls into a “break,” both musically and as
a blues-like junction point of transition, as the Invisible Man enters a new phase of identification
aboveground. He undercuts white hegemonic codes by characterizing his audience as
representative of “the lower frequencies.” This phrasing proves inclusive by uniting a
heterogeneous audience with hopes of affirming all minority members’ overlooked
contributions. This involves their voices, experiences and artforms, which represent the
“idiosyncrasies” of culture that Rama stipulates in his transcultural model (19). The Invisible
Man hints that his integrative message of willful self-authorship via popular culture will be
disseminated amongst the community. Since he is firmly grounded in that community’s real-
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world experiences, his popular blues message of agency will more readily be absorbed or “get
them going.” Ultimately, the Invisible Man successfully negotiates his subjectivity which
articulates and solidifies his U.S. ethnic identity. Like identity, the lower frequencies evolve.
Ellison suggests that regaining ownership of these popular cultural and artistic styles
provides a pathway to achieving transcendence. For Ellison and his creation alike, it is
“frighten[ing]” (581) if their calls go unheeded. If so, more people and cultures will become
invisible through acculturation, and their creative energies will not be propelled forward (Rama
19). The author affirms black popular culture’s immense impact on the U.S. and its firm
placement within the American landscape. Black popular culture stands as an equal, and Ellison
defends his belief that the U.S. has developed through transculturation. His hero follows suit as
he underscores the vitality of black popular forms and their prominence in fashioning the diverse
U.S. transcultural style: one that is built on inclusivity, multiplicity, mutuality, simultaneity and
ever shaped within the jazz moment.
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Chapter Three: From Tripmaster to Codemaster: Encoding Maxine Hong Kingston’s
Transcultural Consciousness
In all my books, I take the old myths and I play with them, show how the myths change. And
when they change here in America they become American myths (Kingston qtd. In Skenazy 131).

Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book aligns with Ellison’s and
Díaz’s respective novels in its rootedness in popular culture and in its encoding of
transculturation. Kingston’s Chinese American protagonist, Wittman Ah Sing,1 struggles with
his bicultural identity because he has been relentlessly exposed to denigrating Orientalist
stereotypes of various Asian cultures in popular U.S. film and theater. Such racialized coding
denies Asian Americans’ established placement and cultural contributions to U.S. society. As
with Ellison, who claims that the “American” identity would not be complete without
acknowledging the indelible impact and influence of African American culture, Kingston takes
the same tack as Wittman highlights Chinese artistic contributions such as Chinese theater and
employs Chinese talk-story throughout his adventures in Northern California. Kingston has
disclosed, “I can define what a Chinese American is, and I can throw in everything I can think of
as being Chinese American. I want a Chinese American, or an Asian American, or an American,
to have a very large consciousness, to include everything” (qtd. in Jannette 151). This “large
consciousness” equates to a transcultural sensibility which is multivocal and all-inclusive.
Kingston captures this perspective in her eclectic “global novel,”2 which is saturated with a
dizzying array of literary, cultural and popular culture allusions.3 In all, Kingston’s
bildungsroman traces her hero’s negotiation of his hybrid ethnic American identity through his
decoding of popular culture signs.
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The novel’s title immediately points to Kingston’s syncretic sensibility in its blending of
U.S. and Chinese traditions. Kingston alludes to Wu Cheng’en’s 16th century Chinese epic novel
Journey to the West and its hero, the trickster Monkey King, Sun Wukong. Throughout
Tripmaster, Kingston incorporates an array of classic Chinese texts. This strategy of juxtaposing
U.S. with Chinese works additionally metaphorizes the plural subject’s multi-referentiality as
well as the multitudinous cultural unions that have formed the United States’ diverse character.
Wittman embodies the title role as the trickster monkey who can cross boundaries and who has
the power to undergo 72 transformations to help him overpower his enemies and escape danger.
Like Díaz’s Oscar Wao, Wittman thus represents the “Protean” (Royal 148), eclectic,
multicultural subject who can “transform” across cultures and shift between cultural
expectations. In doing so, Kingston foregrounds how U.S. culture is flexible and possesses
global roots (Na 266). Through Wittman, Kingston aims to “transform” the monoculturalist
mentality that has traditionally prevailed in U.S. cultural discourse to one that acknowledges
divergent, multicultural voices and contributions. To accomplish this, she employs the traditional
trickster figure4 who symbolically breaks the hegemonic “rules” and brings chaos by upsetting
those established boundaries. Kingston draws the term “tripmaster” from 1960s argot, signifying
an individual who would guide people who were high on acid by improvising “trips” for them to
keep them from “tripping out.”5 Kingston derives the subtitle, “His Fake Book,” from the custom
of jazz musicians compiling a book of standard chords and songs upon which they would
improvise to create their own tune. The author explains, “I was trying to write a prose book with
basic plots, suggestions for social action, for trips. I hope to trip the reader out and have them
improvise further” (qtd. in Blauvelt 77). This improvisational motif is reminiscent of Ellison’s6
implementation of jazz techniques in depicting his title protagonist’s development as a popular
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artist and acceptance of his fluid ethnic character.7 This emphasis on improvisation also situates
Kingston’s novel within Fernando Ortiz’s and Angel Rama’s models of transculturation with
their emphasis on spontaneity, selectivity, synchronicity and perpetual change. As with Ellison
and Díaz, Kingston identifies popular culture as a key influence in fashioning a transcultural
model for U.S. ethnic identity.
Stuart Hall’s model of encoded message transmission through popular culture further
informs this analysis for its concentration on the “use” or “consumption” phase (During 90) of
Hall’s communicative circuit. Kingston, for example, decisively “breaks” the circuit’s flow as
her protagonist decodes the establishment’s formulaic, Orientalist and marginalizing depictions
of Asian Americans in U.S. popular culture. Wittman’s reactions reflect the distortions which
may occur in the communicative exchange. These result from and depend upon the “degrees of
symmetry/asymmetry (relations of equivalence) established between the positions of the
‘personifications,’ encoder-producer and decoder-receiver” (Hall, “Encoding” 93).8 Wittman
detects the great asymmetry between the mainstream (white) encoders-producers and himself as
the Chinese American decoder-receiver. Initially, he operates according to mainstream coding,
especially regarding popular U.S. film and musical theater. Wittman has been interpellated into
these hegemonic codes as he lives in reference to several simulacra such as the American
romantic movie, white hero worship and the Western. This overidentification reflects Wittman’s
prevailing attempt to build an “American” identity that adheres to such white evaluative models.9
Even so, he gains mastery in decoding, and he begins to upset the circuit by “distorting” or
subverting those coded messages while urging his fellow Asian Americans to stop blindly
adhering to them. Thus, Kingston employs Wittman as her community’s integrative “tripmaster.”
As their master decoder, he guides Asian Americans by presenting spontaneous scenarios
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(culminating in his final play) to help them through and out of their hegemonic “trips.” He also
recasts popular culture forms as “sites of contested ideology” (Yang 106) instead of submitting
to their uniform codes. In doing so, Kingston’s trickster hero achieves identitary agency, and the
author advances an inclusionary message of transculturation. Kingston aims to change these
reductive, racialized codes of exclusion (upsetting the hegemonic “circuit”) and pave the way for
recoding by breaking these structures, stereotypes and cultural assumptions.
As with Invisible Man, Oscar Wao and both his own namesakes,10 Wittman’s journey is
episodic, bordering on the picaresque. This analysis follows the novel’s broad chronological
structure in tracing Wittman’s development from a consumer of popular cultural products
(principally U.S. films) with their Orientalist stereotypes and monocultural promotion of white
supremacy to an ambitious and determined creator who rejects such prescriptive ideologies by
promoting transcultural interconnection through the production and content of his community
play. Each episode along Wittman’s path demonstrates his advancing skill in decoding popular
cultural messages and subverting them either discursively or through direct action. Along the
way, he embraces his bicultural Chinese American identity while affirming his belonging as an
acknowledged, respected U.S. citizen. Although Tripmaster has generated a considerable body
of scholarship, this study offers readings of scenes and the popular cultural intertexts Kingston
installs within them which have not been closely examined. These readings are undertaken with
an eye toward applying Hall’s models of coding/decoding and identification to the text.

Wittman Decodes Acculturation
Early in Tripmaster, Kingston demonstrates the power of popular movie codes. Wittman
enters the panoramic San Francisco stage with contemplations of suicide11 by jumping from the
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Golden Gate bridge. He ponders, “So far, two hundred and thirty-five people, while taking a
walk alone on the bridge – a mere net between you and the grabby ocean – had heard a voice out
of the windy sky – Laurence Olivier asking them something: ‘To be or not to be?’” (3). In
serving up this existential question, Kingston does not refer to the source material (let alone the
title character) of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Rather, she alludes to the 1948 film adaptation which is
well-known for its male lead, Olivier. This introduction is indicative of Wittman’s and society’s
reliance on popular culture codes, for he filters even questions of life and death through images
reflected on the movie screen.12 From the outset, Wittman exists in a simulacrum of reality
where a media-generated copy of the original influences his existence. This outlook extends to
Wittman’s understanding of “place.” As he traipses through San Francisco, he associates some of
its landmarks with their uses as settings in movies. For example, he cautions, “Don’t go into the
Steinhart Aquarium either. Remember The Lady from Shanghai? The seasick cameras shoot
through and around the fishtanks at Orson Welles and Rita Hayworth, saying goodbye. The fish
are moving, unctuously moving” (5). Welles’s film noir production has distorted Wittman’s view
of a harmless aquarium and natural history museum. Kingston notably mentions The Lady from
Shanghai, a U.S. film that operates within Orientalist discourse through its escape and chase
scenes in Chinatown and plot of intrigue generated from a woman’s (Hayworth) arrival in the
U.S. from the exotic locale, Shanghai. Kingston extensively criticizes such discourse throughout
her novel, but in Tripmaster’s opening pages, she exhibits the power of such encoding as her
protagonist has slipped into a filmic hyperreality.13 Kingston’s plot aligns with Hall’s model in
showing the widespread influence and effects of popular culture.
Wittman commences his transformation into a capable decoder and recoder during his
early encounter with Nanci Lee. He describes her in typically cinematic fashion as he relates,
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“And, yes, a wondering – a wonderfulness – did play in her eyes and on her face. Two invisible
star points dinted her cheeks with dimples; an invisible kung fu knight was poking her cheeks
with the points of a silver shuriken” (12). He later observes, “This Nanci was smiling one of
those Anne Bancroft-Tuesday Weld sneer-smiles” (14). With Wittman’s later musing that
“[Nanci’s] maybe only part Chinese – Lee could be Black or white Southern, Korean, Scotsman,
anything” (12), Kingston positions Nanci as the syncretic multinational subject who can function
as Wittman’s preliminary muse in transculturation and subversive recoding. These varying
sketches incorporate the East, the West and everything in between.14 She is simultaneously the
distressed damsel being beautified through mutilation by the Orientalized enemy (which encodes
Asian misogyny and brutality for U.S. audiences), as well as the exalted (Caucasian) American
starlet empowered through her sexuality and cleverness. Nanci’s description stands in stark
contrast with that of Wittman, who has tied his hair back “like a samurai whose hair has gotten
slightly undone in battle. Like Kyuzu, terse swordsman in Seven Samurai. A head of his time, ha
ha” (12). Wittman’s ethnicized description mirrors his limited viewpoint due to his passive
acceptance of encoded popular culture messages. Despite Wittman’s disgust toward “Oriental
Tea Garden” caricatures, U.S. popular culture has influenced his perception of his Chinese
brethren (Schueller 74-5). He remains entrenched in his Western heritage’s reservoir (Wang
110). Like Kyuzu, he has essentially “lost his head” in U.S. film and stereotypes.
Wittman is so immersed in popular culture that much of his conversation with Nanci on
their date involves quoting famous lines from movies such as The Misfits. Upon having a quick
disagreement about the origin of the quote, “I’d rather have his one arm around me than be in the
two arms of another man,” Wittman excitedly considers, “Nanci, I think we’re on to something.
That line is so meaningful, they’ve used it in two movies. It’s what you call a perennial favorite
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… I almost turned into a Mei Lan Fan androgyne doing those lines single-handed. I’m ruined for
ensemble work. I haven’t been on the stage since” (26). This admission proves critical in
understanding Wittman’s shortcomings and in presenting Kingston’s dialogical, syncretic and
communal perception of “Americanness.” Wittman concedes he has been “ruined” and cannot
work culturally, creatively and personally as part of a team (i.e., a relationship). He operates
unidirectionally - with one arm (or “single-handed”) - which coincides with his submissive
acceptance of popular cultural coding. Yet, Kingston thematically juxtaposes the U.S. film with
the modern Chinese entertainment form, the Peking opera, where Mei Lanfang15 was famous for
cross-dressing for his customary female lead roles. Thus, the author intertwines competing
gender codes derived from popular culture (the hypermasculine U.S. film with the androgynous
Chinese opera actor) to exemplify the numerous influences housed within U.S. borders. Kingston
likens assumptions that the U.S. is an assimilative nation to the actor performing a dialogue
“single-handedly” (monologically). Instead, the Chinese American and other cultural hybrids
favor still being held (if even by a single arm) by their origin culture instead of their heritage
being squeezed out by the unwelcome “hug” of U.S. white hegemony. Kingston’s protagonist
learns that like the quoted movie line, the encoded message can be received and utilized in
multiple fashions.16 Kingston advances the notion that the U.S. is, at heart, an “androgyne” - a
transcultural mix.
The observation that the above movie quote is “perennial” due to its duplication reflects a
key line of criticism by mass culture theorists Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer. They
assert, “Culture now impresses the same stamp on everything. Films, radio and magazines make
up a system which is uniform as a whole and in every part” (30). Although Tripmaster revels in
popular culture, Kingston acknowledges how it has emerged as a normalizing force which has
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often showcased reductive ideologies concerning race and culture. However, Hall suggests that
the communicative circuit which involves mass culture can lead to misunderstandings which
affirms that the subject possesses the agency to disrupt the system. Nanci crucially inspires
Wittman’s turn toward encoding and eventual recoding in her complaints about the
homogenizing and racialized tactics legislated by the producers of popular cultural codes. In
choosing audition pieces for a play, Nanci prefers to take a speech from a Samuel Beckett play
because “it doesn’t matter what a Beckett character looks like” (Kingston 23). She then vows, “I
won’t play an oriental prostitute, and I won’t speak broken English … I am the leading-lady
type. No ching-chong chinaman for me” (23). After admitting she dislikes the Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical Flower Drum Song, she poignantly relates the plight of the Asian
American individual encountering reductive Orientalist stereotypes.17 Kingston displays the
limiting, insulting and racialized caricatures18 Asian performers have historically been expected
to fulfill in the mass culture industry. Despite the actor’s abilities, this includes restrictive and
underclass roles or, in Nanci’s words, “A grotesque whose bucktoof mouth can’t make
intelligent American sounds” (23). These roles reinforce beliefs in American exceptionalism and
white superiority as the culture industry transmits exoticized and inferior images of the Asian
Other so that the U.S. viewer can feel pride in believing that the Asian portrayal is the “notAmerican.” The author offers a quick but meaningful sketch of how such racialized discourse is
encoded into cultural products. The Asian Other is rendered as part of a homogenized mass with
few options for diversification - in this case, one can play either the peasant or the prostitute.
This scene embodies the power of Hall’s point about production as the meaning-makers implant
certain images which are converted to coded discourse which then yields stereotypes and other
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social expectations such as a Chinese individual speaking broken English, even though that
person may be a fifth-generation American like Wittman.
Such coding proves widespread, as evidenced by the multinational popular culture
product Flower Drum Song, an Oscar-nominated movie employing primarily Asian actors that
was adapted from a musical by the famous and beloved American musical team Rodgers and
Hammerstein, which was based on a novel by Chinese American author Chin Yang Lee. Flower
Drum Song thus has shifted from a literary product to a mass-produced artifact that still depicts
an essentialist idea of homogenized “Asianness.” Wittman also does not like Flower Drum Song,
as he grouses, “A bunch of A.J.A.s19 and ‘Eurasians’ playing weird Chinese. Not that Chinese
have to play Chinese” (23). As happens throughout Tripmaster, Kingston’s Asian characters
decode these Orientalist messages, offering hope that this hegemonic communicative cycle can
be broken. Furthermore, Wittman and Nanci both exercise selectivity in autonomously relating to
the Asian-dominated film and eventually rejecting it. In fact, they consider the final product
offensive to every one of their heritages. Wittman adds, “Chineseness does not come to an actor
through genetic memory” (23). Kingston therefore joins Ellison and Díaz in emphasizing how
race and culture are social constructions and not based in a nebulous cultural “essence.”20 She
exposes how formulaic conceptions of culture prove erroneous and foolish.21 Likewise, she
targets the misguided coding systems (or producers) who institute these damaging assumptions.
It is ultimately a question of whether and how these codes can change.
Wittman becomes Kingston’s conduit for change; after all, he is the Monkey who can
undergo numerous transformations.22 This alter-ego operates as an apt master in instructing
Wittman about subjective flexibility (Martin 513). Kingston adds another transformative
technique to Monkey’s arsenal: that of encoding transculturation to override the established
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monocultural notion of assimilation. For instance, Wittman complains about how all the title
characters in Seven Brides for Seven Brothers are white. He opines, “They took a perfectly good
pro-miscegenation legend and wrote fourteen principal parts for Caucasians” (Kingston 25).
Kingston underlines how an immensely popular U.S. musical film based on marriage eschews
any prospect of promoting the “wedded bliss” of diversity and instead codifies white
homogeneity, beauty and happiness (as well as, patriarchy). Seven Brides likewise epitomizes
Hall’s contention that “the operation of naturalized codes reveals not the transparency and
‘naturalness’ of language but the depth, the habituation and the near-universality of the codes in
use” (95).
The movie is set during the celebrated period of U.S. Manifest Destiny along the Oregon
Trail during the 1850s. This backdrop informs Kingston’s allusion since that was a time in which
countless Asian immigrants were enlisted to help build the expanding nation but would be
effaced from an official history dominated by feats of white expansionism.23 Seven Brides stands
as an obvious example of whitewashed monoculturalism that Kingston attacks in her book.
Kingston subverts the master narrative of U.S. homogeneity when Wittman adds, “I know
legends about seven Chinese brothers named Juan; they were part of a nation of one hundred and
eight heroes and heroines. What I’m going to do, I’ve got to wrest the theater back for you.
Those Juans were hermanos chinos” (Kingston 25). Here, Wittman engages in transcultural
selectiveness and simultaneity as he shifts from the U.S. popular cultural product to a reference
to the classical Chinese novel Shui Hu Zhuan (Water Margin) by Shi Nai’an. Wittman reveals
how the “seven-brother motif” has crossed cultures, and he extends this point by traversing
another cultural boundary by his improvisational code-switching to Spanish and highlighting the
traditional Spanish name (Juan).24 Wittman subverts the assumption of U.S. cultural supremacy
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by placing the high cultural Chinese literary product alongside the low cultural U.S. film.
Wittman’s statement and extemporaneous allusion offers a syncretic blend which promotes
intercultural exchange while underscoring the faultiness of encoded hegemonic beliefs and
“official” knowledge.
Of key importance is Wittman’s avowal of wresting the theater back for Nanci. This
equates to “do[ing his] own make-up” (24) as he looks to shift the encoding practices by
becoming an active producer, i.e. to “make [his] own movies” (325).25 This recoding involves
adjusting the standards of beauty and overcoming Orientalist practices as well as affirming his
Chinese American identity. Wittman promises Nanci, “I’ll write you a part … where the
audience learns to fall in love with you for your ochery skin and round nose and flat profile and
slanty eyes, and your bit of an accent” (27). Breaking hegemonic tendencies concerning
privileged cultural assessments of beauty and character is a starting point for Kingston. Wittman
aspires to shift the coding paradigms related to physical, linguistic and romantic attributes to a
juncture where beauty and hero-association become all-inclusive. That way, Asian subjects are
not continually reduced and racialized with backhanded compliments such as, “You don’t look
Chinese,” which Wittman decodes as “too pretty for a Chinese” (27). At this point, it becomes
apparent that Kingston is signifying that moment where a misunderstanding occurs between the
circulation and reception stages of the communicative circuit. A clear lack of reciprocity26 exists
between these U.S. mainstream products and Wittman’s reception. In truth, Wittman is reunderstanding these constructions via decoding, which spurs him toward recoding Chinese
American identity.
Wittman and Nanci’s date thus emerges as the catalyst for Wittman’s identity formation
and in Wittman’s desire to change the code, or as he puts it, to “make of my scaffold, a stage”
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(30).27 The date ends with Wittman’s outburst in which he declares, “I’ve got to tell you the real
truth. No lie. Listen, Lois. Underneath these glasses … I am really: the present-day U.S.A.
incarnation of the King of the Monkeys” (33). This “truth” involves America’s diverse and
elastic character and the need to undercut and recode mass-distributed racial messaging. Granted,
like Oscar Wao, he falls in line with encoded images of U.S. heroism from “nerd” culture (via
the Superman reference); however, he problematizes the assumption that the encoded allAmerican white superhero savior is concealed underneath the mild-mannered garb of his secret
identity. As a fifth-generation28 U.S. citizen, Wittman is indeed “all-American,” and he affirms
U.S. syncretism by importing the Chinese hero Monkey into its borders as a multicultural
replacement for Superman. He bellows, “Bee-e-een!”29 at a retreating Nanci before he begins
typing “like mad” for the sake of “action” (34).30 The narrator31 explains that “Bee-e-een!” is
what Monkey yells when he changes – a superhero-like verbal act reminiscent of Oscar Wao’s
favored hero, Shazam. Wittman aspires to take “action” not by changing his body, but rather the
communicative circuit which has naturalized Orientalist discourse and affirmed codes of cultural
inferiority. This project involves installing oneself as a producer while challenging and
destabilizing the established codes the audience receives upon circulation.32
Wittman’s extensive cultural engagement with America extends to his identification with
U.S. literary texts (Yang 107), including American literature33 with its traditional default toward
assumed white protagonists such as Ishmael from Herman Melville’s Moby Dick.34 The U.S.
consumer’s imagination has been encoded with images of homogeneity for far too long, effacing
a large portion of the U.S. population from the collective cultural consciousness. Kingston
locates the New England roots of American Literature as “Back East,” slyly connecting it to its
Orientalized Asian double from a different, Asiatic “Back East.” Like Ellison and Diaz, Kingston
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affirms that the U.S. “imagination” must be more comprehensive and inclusive. For minority or
multicultural American subjects, the distributed messages of a monochromatic populace and
cultural assimilation are not received with reciprocity, stimulating writers such as Kingston, Diaz
and Ellison to take the “action” necessary to break the coding cycle. Wittman aims not to give
any of his characters’ racial profiles, linking his aesthetic with that of Samuel Beckett.35 This
connection proves symbolic, for his attempt at such de-racialization may be considered similarly
“absurdist” while operating within racialized U.S. discourse.
Nevertheless, the distorted message must enact some form of meaningful change, and
Kingston’s hero has larger goals in disrupting the coded status quo. Upon ruminating about
whether to confess his cultural identity with his prospective play’s authorship,36 Wittman taunts,
“’Dear reader, all these characters whom you’ve been identifying with – Bill, Brooke, and Annie
– are Chinese – and I am too.’ The fiction is spoiled. You who read have been suckered along,
identifying like hell, only to find out that you’d been getting a peculiar, colored, slanted p.o.v”
(34, emphasis in original). Kingston meta-fictively displays the arbitrary and socially constructed
nature (“fiction”) of coding power in this illustrative reversal of the roles of empowered minority
encoder and passive white receiver. Typically, the subject does not have to contend with cryptic
authorship since the establishment makes one acutely aware of which race the writer or producer
hails from. Yet, the author focuses on identification with assumed white protagonists37 who
reinforce attendant model behavior, characteristics, desires and ambitions. Using traditional
Anglo names further undermines expectations and sets the nominal trap in which to lure readers
into identifying with the assumed, legitimized (white) ideology. Additionally, Kingston utilizes
heavily loaded and racially coded language to emphasize her challenge to coding power
structures. “Peculiar” draws attention to discursive Orientalization and linguistic demonization of
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the racial Other; “colored” is employed both as a callback to a racist appellation and as a blanket
term for all “non-whites” who traditionally lack coding power; “slanted” upsets the sanctioned
“point of view” and reflects racist, Orientalist discourse that attributes Asians’ supposedly
secretive or inscrutable behavior to differences stemming from their eye size. Overall,
Kingston’s hero recognizes the power of encoding in navigating one’s identity. With Nanci’s
help, he is budding into an accomplished decoder and comprehends the necessity of championing
his own and others’ cultures as well as their far-reaching contributions to the U.S. Kingston
affirms that the key to achieving a more beneficial form of reciprocity from a larger audience
involves embracing the United States’ pluralist, polyglot, transcultural character via recoding the
status quo. With a strident shout of “Bee-e-een!” Kingston’s Monkey commences this
transformative identitary journey.
However, Wittman’s interjection scares Nanci away, ending their courtship. Nanci’s
departure indicates that Wittman must further develop his coding talents so that his progressive,
inclusionary messaging can be properly received and reciprocated. It additionally shows that he
is still inculcated in the determining scripts spread by popular culture. He soon works at a toy
store where exploitative U.S. capitalism surrounds him in the form of Barbie dolls and war
toys.38 With popular cultural figures that do not remotely resemble him, Wittman again
exemplifies Hall’s idea that the encoded message is not always received and that it can be
subverted. Kingston encapsulates her distaste for monocultural practices in Wittman’s final
action while employed at Mattel. After a litany of annoying customer requests, a fed-up Wittman
unpackages an organ grinder’s monkey and places it atop a Barbie Bride. Kingston39 describes,
“[Wittman] put her on her back with her arms and veil and legs and white dress raised, and the
monkey on top of her. Her legs held it hopping in place and clapping her with its cymbals. Her
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eyes opened and shut as the monkey bumped away at her” (64-5). Regarding coding schemes, by
placing whiteness atop the social hierarchy, the Tripmaster forthrightly rejects and recodes the
mass cultural and capitalist messaging that sets whiteness as the imitative standard.40 Wittman
symbolically invokes his agency by placing the batteries in the monkey’s back. He takes
subversive action and recodes the roles of the servile organ grinder and the popular, dignified
Barbie doll - one of corporate America’s most successful brands. Wittman’s message is received
differentially between a child who believes the dolls are fighting and a mother who declares it
“perverted” (65), showing the potential destabilization caused by an utterance coded outside of
the status quo from a non-traditional meaning-maker. Wittman preys upon bigoted
miscegenationist fears of mongrelization with the organ grinder representing the animalized
Other often codified within Orientalist discourse. As such, he “unboxes” and befouls
assumptions of white U.S. cultural purity and superiority. A multitude of other cultures have
“inseminated” 41 the U.S. with their customs, practices and genetics, and denying this multiplicity
proves myopic and prejudiced. In turn, U.S. ideology should reflect its cross-cultural nature, for
it is “wedded” to a multiplicity of contributing cultures. The chapter concludes with the final
lines (“Ah, Bartleby. Ah, Humanity” [qtd. in Kingston 65]) from Herman Melville’s short story,
“Bartleby, the Scrivener,” a critical social commentary on the dehumanizing effects of U.S.
modernity. With Wittman as her voice, Kingston condemns how mass culture reifies persons of
color and uses them merely as props (as Melville’s narrator does with the title scrivener) upon
which to boost hegemonic power. This condemnation serves as a thematic bridge to the
remainder of Kingston’s novel which continues to track Wittman’s plural subject formation
through the author’s integrative tack and interrogation of popular cultural coding systems. The
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individual and the collective are connected42 in an evolving marriage where reciprocity is
tantamount to community, inclusiveness and peace.

Wittman’s Rehearsal for Recoding
After quitting the toy store, Wittman contemplates attending a party being thrown by his
childhood A.J.A. friend, Lance, and his wife, Sunny. Before reaching his friends’ fête, however,
Wittman continues to negotiate his love-hate relationship with U.S. cultural influence. For the
most part, he decodes and resists the negative cultural stereotypes present in American film. This
trend is exemplified in his scathing critique of the 1962 Academy Award winner for Best Picture
West Side Story. This scene offers an illuminating examination of Wittman negotiating his ethnic
identity in the face of problematic mainstream messaging. As much as Kingston has Wittman
affirm his Chinese heritage by insisting on its contributions (opera, talk-story) to U.S. mass
cultural forms, she equally establishes his Americanness through his affinity for popular film.
When viewing West Side Story, Wittman cannot help but be drawn to the love story,
admitting he has also fallen in love with Maria and that he starts crying when Tony and Maria
sing “Somewhere” (71). He earlier likens the opening song-and-dance number to “monkey kung
fu” (70), implying that a cross-cultural mixture of movements and rhythms is embedded within
the movie. He finds himself identifying so much that he forces himself to take a momentary
break from the movie to avoid “get[ting] sucked in anymore” (72). He proves selective as he
absorbs the movie’s themes such as everlasting love and tragedy which do not depend on cultural
or national affiliation. Wittman unsurprisingly revels in these universal messages which are akin
to Kingston’s theme of inclusivity.
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However, although the optics of movies such as West Side Story ostensibly celebrate
diversity, their messaging proves troublesome. Kingston reflects the inner-conflict plural ethnic
subjects face when decoding such mainstream products, particularly when identifying with the
characters and themes. For example, Wittman scolds himself for connecting with the romantic
leads (Maria and Tony) when he should be identifying with “the reject,” Chino (71). Wittman
amplifies the film’s contradictory ideas as he initially rejoices in the narrative of American
exceptionalism and democratic plurality - as drawn from West Side’s most famous songs, “In
America” (with lyrics including, “I like to be in America. Everything free in America”) and
“Somewhere” (“There’s a place for us”) – yet he immediately recalls Chino’s sobering edict,
“Stick to your own kind” (71). As a “reject” of codified homogeneity, Wittman recognizes
Chino’s marginalization and knows the sad realization that not everything, including equality, is
truly “free” in America. Consequently, he, along with countless cultural hybrids, are either
forced or drift to their “own kind” by ghettoizing ideologies. The utopian ideal of culturally
wedded bliss with “Somewhere’s” lyrics43 thus fall dishearteningly short of having been fulfilled
in the U.S.
Furthermore, this glaring failure in accepting diversity is a partial consequence of
dubious transmission concerning whom the producers utilize to spread the message. With West
Side, Wittman continues to demonstrate his Tripmaster’s adeptness at decoding reductive
cultural typologies by focusing on the film’s racialized casting and characterization. He
deciphers how Tony and Maria look “more like each other than anybody else on or off screen”
with the actress playing the Puerto Rican Maria (Natalie Wood) “as dark as a star can be” (71).
True love has been homogenized and associated with whiteness. Wittman then contemplates how
“jet” stands as a leading signifier for the color black, yet the Jets44 represent an Italian gang.
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Instead, the filmmakers codify blackness through Riff’s (the Jets’ leader, played by Russ
Tamblyn) kinky hair. He compares this racial profiling to Mickey Rooney’s infamous “jap
landlord, speaking snuffling bucktoof patois” portrayal of “yellowface” in Breakfast at Tiffany’s
(71). Misrepresentative casting lingers with George Chakiris acting as the Sharks’ leader,
Bernardo, leading Wittman to joke about the “Greek Danish Puerto Ricans of the East Coast,”
and to jest, “This is Back East, where they worry about Puerto Rican gangs, who are Black and
white and blond” (71). Such popular cultural products whitewash the players while serving up
insulting, shallow caricatures that reinforce stereotypes. Despite not having an actor with “a face
… darker than Pancake #11” (71), people of color are villainized, as packaged through the Other
in the form of Chino destroying “true love” by murdering Tony.45
Moreover, these portrayals stoke racial fears and xenophobia, with the European
immigrant population in the Italian Jets defending their turf against the Hispanic, darker-skinned
interlopers.46 Kingston emphasizes the unreality and irony of casting white actors for these
gangs, as Wittman proclaims, “White boys don’t need a gang because they own the country.
They go about the country individually and confidently, and not on the lookout for whom to ally
with” (71). This hegemonic dominance extends to the producers and disseminators of mass
culture, who misrepresent other cultures while claiming they are responsibly attending to U.S.
diversity. Wittman encapsulates this mindset after observing Tony talking to the Jewish candystore owner Doc: “Get it? – this movie is not prejudiced” (72). As a skilled decoder, Wittman
sees through West Side’s and other movies’ hollow attempts at conveying that “bad guys … are
bad for reasons other than innateness” (72). Yet, the movie does not explicitly make this point, as
evident in the final scene with the American Natalie Wood disguised as a Puerto Rican
appropriating Spanish (“Te adoro, Anton” [qtd. in Kingston 72]) before several members of each
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gang take Tony’s corpse away. The thought that this ending is even remotely supposed to
represent the idea that the American community can co-exist as “one hand, one heart” (qtd. in
Kingston 72) is comical to Wittman. The disenchanted Monkey punctuates his anecdote by
inquiring, “Where are you, Bugs Bunny? We need you” (72). He and other knowledgeable
viewers will recognize that the conclusion amounts to a pithy declaration of, “That’s all, folks,”
which closes most Bugs Bunny cartoons.47 Even though the movie does not portray any Chinese
Americans, other popular films such as Breakfast at Tiffany’s have been similarly dismissive and
offensive in their depictions of that population.48 Overall, Kingston highlights this sinister pattern
of sanctioned profiling nested within mainstream culture.
Wittman’s oscillation between identification and resistance emerges as a metaphor for
transcultural complementarity. The protagonist suggests Rama’s selectivity in connecting with
those values (i.e., love) that appeal universally. He also alludes to the potential Asian influence
(“monkey kung fu”)49 inscribed within the musical’s “fight-dancing” (70). Like jazz and the
blues for Ellison and the magical real for Díaz, this is a silent and unacknowledged contribution,
despite being fully interwoven within America popular culture. Moreover, the transcultural ethos
proves spontaneous and fluid. Wittman’s opinion of the movie constantly shifts; he gets drawn
into the plot, but he cannot accept its supposed recognition of U.S. multiplicity because of its
non-representative casting and hugely troublesome renderings of people of color who are
ghettoized, whitewashed and implicitly connected to villainy. As a result, the message is only
partially reciprocated, but Kingston’s Monkey sifts through the tacit legitimization of coded
monoculturalism to retranslate the film so that it fits into his emergent identity. He affirms the
principle of open-ended inclusivity when he recognizes that “white guys, lonely also, borrow
movie stars’ faces, movie stars having inhabitable faces, and pretend to be out with Natalie, and
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to have a gang” (72). Identification through popular culture is a common phenomenon, no matter
one’s race or culture. This connection could lead to a greater respect for divergent voices and
faces. However, the privileging of whiteness entrenched in popular cultural scripts must be
subverted and dismissed; otherwise, those “lonely white guys” will leave theaters with skewed
ideas about the numerous other cultures entrenched within the U.S. Wittman admonishes himself
for not being the only human being ever to walk out of West Side: “He’d stayed, and let the
goddamn movies ruin his life” (72). Such is the plight of the multicultural subject besieged with
popular culture’s reductive cultural messaging. But Wittman’s proficiency in decoding keeps
him from “learning” to loathe himself as a Chinese American or vilifying other cultural
minorities. Kingston’s protagonist is vulnerable to the allure of popular culture because that is
everybody’s reality in the late-twentieth century. Still, this does not “ruin” one’s life unless
someone (like Díaz’s Oscar Wao) slips into overidentification. Kingston hints at the possibility
of reaching all audiences with more conscientious popular culture creations.
Kingston continues to transmit her vision of an expansive American cultural
consciousness as her protagonist moves onward in his hybrid subject formation. Wittman’s next
adventure develops once he arrives at Lance and Sunny’s party. This get-together involves
people from numerous cultures and varying walks of life. This intercultural exchange presages
Tripmaster’s final act in which Wittman gathers a similarly eclectic and transnational community
to perform and to view the play he begins formulating at this gathering. Lance and Sunny’s bash
emerges as Wittman’s practice run for this creation. This multicultural assemblage stokes
Wittman’s fire to form a polyvocal community that appreciates its diversity and promotes
dialogue. Kingston clues the reader into Wittman’s developing integrative outlook during two
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important moments from the party: his sober “trip” while watching television static and when he
meets fellow invitee Taña De Weese, whom he eventually marries.
Despite not having attempted the televisual “snow show” (94) without being high,
Wittman undergoes a mind-altering experience while staring at the static. Kingston thematizes
the mental and creative freedom an individual can experience once one escapes from the clutches
of standardized coding. Wittman drones, “Regular t.v. programs are for zombies who allow
N.B.C., A.B.C., and C.B.S. to take over the sacred organizing of their brain impulses into
segments, sitcoms, the news, commercials” (94). This statement echoes Adorno and
Horkheimer’s contention about mass culture’s artificiality, sponsorship of homogeneity and its
mind-numbing, systematizing effects. Moreover, Wittman refers to the network conglomerates
(Hall’s “producers”) who have the power to “program” our minds according to the codes they
disseminate, push and market. Turning the knob to a screen of static represents a subversive act
as it arrests the communicative process and undercuts the mass industry’s desires to dictate one’s
subjectivity. This is particularly important for the dislocated ethnic subject because, as Kingston
has established with films, television shows also distribute reductive representations of minority
cultures. Mass culture’s power is so far-reaching that its imaginings infiltrate Wittman’s trip. The
Tripmaster admits, “You can sort of control the pictures, but they are not strict mirrors of your
thoughts. They’ll do things you don’t know what they’ll do next” (94). The confetti forms into
images of a Volkswagen car commercial that morphs into an action scene where the same car has
flipped over, which later resurfaces as a car chase often present in cop shows. As with West Side
Story, Wittman combats the allure of conventional codes. As his trip progresses, he wrests more
control independent from the establishment.
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Wittman’s vision spree embodies the process of multicultural fusion. Kingston paints it
as a free association that invokes multiplicity as Wittman draws from numerous influences,
ranging from U.S. popular culture (Porky Pig, Captain America, Doctor Zhivago), Eastern
religion (Buddha), immigrant actors (Egypt’s Omar Sharif) and Indian popular music (sitarist
Ravi Shankar) (94-95). These diverse allusions blend into Wittman’s collective trip which
reflects Kingston’s metaphor for America’s plurality. Furthermore, these pictures arise
spontaneously, signifying the extemporaneous and improvisational quality of cultural
transmission.50 As indicated through Wittman’s visions of clowns on unicycles, transculturation
resembles a “circus” with its numerous moving parts that somehow collect under a singular “big
top.” All of these visions derive from what Wittman characterizes as dots on a black-and-white
set; however, he tersely states, “Snow is not white” (94). He challenges the false black-and-white
binary mentality often embedded within hegemonic discourse. This includes totalizing depictions
of minority cultures and prohibitive constructions of the nation which delegitimize multicultural
subjects.51 Wittman voices Kingston’s conviction concerning the United States’ true
multidimensional character: “It’s a parade. No tanks, please. No drill teams presenting arms. No
nationalistic flags. Every single thing different and not repeating” (95). Discourse that
mythologizes U.S. monoculturalism is analogous to viewing all of this country’s multihued
confetti through a black-and-white lens.
Wittman’s trip culminates in another vision reflective of widespread cultural
partnerships. He concentrates on several significations of a “star.” The Tripmaster again draws
from a medley of cultural signifiers including those stars appearing on the U.S. and other
nations’ flags, on a sheriff’s badge, on military uniforms, in constellations, as kung fu weapons,
as a mandala, on Captain America’s forehead and shield, famous actors in movies (i.e., Omar
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Sharif) and those cartoonishly circling over Sylvester the Cat’s head (from Looney Tunes) when
the animated feline takes a concussing blow to the head (95). Wittman questions whether he is
achieving the Buddhist form of comprehension in satori, a term that includes letters that form
“star.” Kingston’s protagonist further encodes multiculturalism when he relates his potential
achievement of enlightenment from numerous cultural locations. Many of these sources derive
from the societal fringes of popular culture, exhibiting its influence on Wittman’s identity since
he filters his mind’s ascendance through such intertexts. He engages in self-driven selectivity as
well as expressing elasticity through his shifting thoughts. He notably metonymizes the U.S. flag
as the “stars and stripes” and relegates China’s star-studded flag to a group of “other nations.”
This delineation signals how Wittman identifies as American with his Chinese heritage standing
as an adjective instead of an exclusive marker of his subjectivity. Wittman here functions as
Kingston’s continually expanding American consciousness. Even when the Tripmaster attempts
to single out a particular star on a couple of occasions, it explodes into “smithereens of stars”
(95), which is a nod to his namesake’s proclamation that his unfettered being “contain[s]
multitudes” (Whitman 1325).52 Wittman’s and, by extension, the United States’, identity houses
an infinite amount of potentialities, rather than only mindless conformity to prescriptive
ideologies such as tribalism, monoculturalism and outright racism. These identitary possibilities
may leave one in a daze, but they are worthwhile because the transcultural approach of
recognizing all the cultural “stars” leads to a Buddha’s enlightenment (95).
Wittman’s other formative interaction involves meeting his future bride Taña. His project
to promote “tying the knot” via intercultural exchanges runs parallel to his own romantic
coupling with Taña. The Tripmaster believes he has met his soulmate in the figure of Taña, who
seizes his attention with her recital of Robert W. Service poems including “The Shooting of Dan
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McGrew” and “The Men that Don’t Fit In.” The latter poem’s account of the title men who
bravely wander the land because “they’re always tired of the things that are, / And they want the
strange and new” (qtd. in Kingston 114) reflects Wittman’s feelings of dislocation due to his
marginalized bicultural status and desire to break from hegemonic codes in affirming his
“strange and new” ethnic identity. Kingston draws from a British-Canadian poet writing about
the Klondike Gold Rush to extend the concept of Americanness beyond U.S. borders.53 The Gold
Rush stretched across the North American continent into the upper reaches of Canada. Kingston
highlights how this common experience extends the breadth of what should be considered
“American.” This serves as Wittman’s ultimate goal with respect to his identity and creativity, so
it is unsurprising that Taña and her recital would pique his interest. She later discloses that her
name means “the shape I am” (128), standing as a model in the self-affirmation and selfarticulation to which Wittman aspires. As demonstrated through his earlier rants against plastic
surgery (to the eyes and nose) to make Asian faces more “American,” Wittman is easily drawn to
another individual who mirrors his pride in preserving identitary difference. Fittingly, Wittman
anticipates Taña developing into his “continuity and direction finder” (152). She enables
Wittman to further explore his shifting identity and allows him to delve deeper into the
prescriptive codes prevalent in mainstream culture.
Taña matches Wittman’s grounding in popular culture as she not only is familiar with
most of his allusions, but she, too, relates to the world through a filmic frame of reference.
Initially, Wittman regards her as the Hollywood starlet love-object as he casts their first meeting
in a romanticized tableau with her capturing his attention through the Service poems atop a
staircase, and with him climbing the staircase to reach the “glimmering girl,” and her turning
away with her tresses described as a “golden curtain” (114). He later compares her to one of Roy
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Rogers’ Sons of the Pioneer female singers, Dale Evans, who “looked like Marilyn Monroe but
not so unstrung” (128). But this idealization does not aver that Wittman projects his desires onto
the silent female object, for Taña readily interacts with Wittman as a capable scene-mate.
Kingston gives Taña lines in the novel’s “script” as well, so they engage in a true dialogue
reflective of the author’s theme of mutuality. For example, Taña envisions a romantic scene of
Wittman thinking about her the whole party before their long-awaited reunion when she is about
to leave under the moonlight.54 This scene and the one preceding it where Wittman acts like a
burdened, “blue” James Dean because “girls’ hearts break to pull Dean’s head up by the
forelock” (129) allow Wittman to assume the role of the romantic lead although he does not
resemble the traditional white American movie hero.
The mixed couple (Taña is Caucasian) experiences a whirlwind romance that involves a
quick feeling-out process that increases to in-depth conversation, intensifies to intimacy and
culminates in an impulsive marriage. Kingston foregrounds the cinematic quality of their
narrative. They “visit the lighthouse … as a theatrical family on a drive would do” (160), drive
through town in a showy Porsche55 (159), exchange vows using the wedding ceremony from the
Book of Common Prayer “that we all know from the movies” (163) and share a “movie kiss
against the sea and sky” atop Telegraph Hill (164). Their excursion to Telegraph Hill leaves
Wittman feeling an uncanny effect as he recalls memorable movie scenes from Pal Joey, Vertigo
and Bye Bye Birdie set in different spots around San Francisco. Kingston exhibits popular
culture’s dominance as the couple exists in a simulacrum of cinematic romance. Wittman’s
filmic mania speaks to his interpellation into hegemonic visual discourse; however, this does not
imply that he has fully assimilated. Kingston offers substantial space for her protagonist to
exercise his agency. Upon reaching the lighthouse, Wittman perceives, “We’re inside somebody
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else’s brain” (160). Here, Wittman recognizes the communicative coding loop in which he has
been embedded. He proves capable of decoding the hyperreality that he and Taña inhabit which
allows for the potential to break the cycle. Indeed, Kingston upholds this action by placing her
Chinese American protagonist in the same roles as leading men like Jimmy Stewart and James
Dean. She underscores how Asians should not solely be represented as the Oriental Other
relegated to stock characters in kung fu movies, exoticized villains, passive servants, enigmatic
prostitutes and emasculated sidekicks. These are the stereotypes of “somebody else’s brain” –
that of the white hegemonic establishment.
Furthermore, Kingston demonstrates how even if a multicultural subject is well-versed in
popular culture and its codes, he still stands as an outsider. After the minister officially marries
them with the Book of Common Prayer’s closing line, Wittman ponders, “O lovely peaceful
words. What if I were to think in that language? I would not have the nervous, crimpy life that I
do” (164). Kingston plays with the notion of alienation since Wittman is proficient in his first
language, English, and not struggling because of his foreign tongue. Instead, “language” here
refers to discursive practices firmly embedded in U.S. culture. Chinese and all populations of
Asian Americans feel delegitimized, for mainstream culture does not champion their images or
their heritages. This occurs even though they have contributed to the United States’ plural
cultural identity. Legally marrying into it does not ensure recognition. Wittman finds it difficult
to articulate his subjecthood since he identifies with a mass culture that does not include him.
Comprehending his coded marginalization shows he is not the media “zombie” proposed by
Adorno and Horkheimer. This allows him to exercise agency while negotiating his identity. He
celebrates the romanticized narratives but desires to recode them so that they are more reflective
of America’s diverse character. Wittman fashions a transcultural sensibility reflecting
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improvisational cultural flux as the narrator reveals the Tripmaster “had a principle about
spontaneity” (163). The chapter fittingly concludes with a marriage of two individuals with the
“same color … but a different tone” (155) as Kingston symbolizes U.S. cultural intersections and
convergence as well as its ongoing hybridization. She recodes the aforementioned Seven Brides
for Seven Brothers by casting a person of color as one of the husbands. This may seem a small
step, but it is necessary in reformulating monoculturalist scripts into those that are more inclusive
and, hence, more reflective of American diversity. Taña has materialized into Wittman’s
“direction-finder” as she jolts Wittman from his “crimpy life” of living in another’s brain and
helps cultivate his goal of self-articulation through creative polyglot processes.
Beyond being the site of Wittman’s introduction to Taña, Lance and Sunny’s gathering
proves significant in transforming Wittman into an encoder-producer. The party changes into a
workshop and rehearsal for Wittman’s eventual dramatic transnational masterpiece. He aspires to
empower people in all their plurality through their inclusion and respective contributions to the
production.56 The Tripmaster aims to accomplish this homage to diversity by combining a
variety of cultural tableaux into his production.57 Likewise, Wittman’s creative project serves as
a microcosm of the transcultural spirit of Kingston’s global novel as she interweaves myriad
cultural influences within her novel’s pages. Such creations – the novel and Wittman’s play –
stimulate the hybrid subject’s self-coded authorship, for they allow the ethnic subject to address
and reconcile each cultural component of his or her divergent character. Although Tripmaster
concentrates on Chinese Americans’ hybrid anxiety, Kingston’s strategy stretches to all peoples
and their shifting subject positions. The United States, as well as its citizens, exist as sites of
multiplicity and are thus illustrative of Hall’s identitary process of “becoming.”
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The Codemaster’s Multicultural Production
Kingston first stages this multidirectional process through Wittman’s brainstorming for
his subject matter, plot and themes. As expected, Wittman draws inspiration from cinematic
tropes such as the show-stopping arrival of the movie heroine amidst a glamorous backdrop.58
His listeners’ universal understanding of this tableau indicates mass culture’s pervasive scope.
The thrills Wittman describes highlight the physical effects that popular culture can stimulate. It
disseminates such uniformity to the point that emotional and physical reactions have become
virtually programmed. However, Wittman indicates that these effects are superficial, and that
they merely dazzle and distract the viewer from what should be important: the plot and the
themes. Mass cultural products generated from a flawed perspective are also artificial. They fail
to address the nuances of the plot, much as monocultural conceptions of Americanness59 have
elided the “plot” of the country’s pluralistic legacy. Discursive labels such as “Chinese
American” are also shortsighted, for they enforce conformity to binary conceptions of identity
(us versus them, Chinese versus American, outsider versus insider) instead of acknowledging
and endorsing identitary multiplicity (i.e., “a world of infinite possibilities” [Ellison, IM 576]).
Kingston aims to deprogram these conventional absolutes through her marginalized hero’s code
mastery. The author shows how this project of an expanded and inclusive American
consciousness can be achieved through an integrative, global imaginary such as Wittman’s
theatrical creation.
Kingston does not naïvely believe that an entire hegemonic structure can be overthrown
simply by disputing its paradigms. But individuals can counter the regime by subverting it from
within. The author goes beyond “overcome[ing] ‘em with yeses” (Ellison, IM 16) by having her
protagonist work the system while simultaneously expanding its expectations. It would be
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inauthentic and simplistic if Wittman disavowed the influence of U.S. popular culture. The glitz
and glamour serve as a lure to his viewers before Wittman immerses them into a production that
champions diversity and community. Wittman’s creative choices additionally reflect selective
sovereignty as he recodes the theatrical war epic. He aspires to become a “producer” of his own.
Wittman baits his audience with a curtain of tinsel and lighting effects that simulate the rain, and
he plays with the viewers’ expectations when he divulges, “I want to suggest mermaids and
flashing salmon, fluke tails flipping in the sun, sequins of water” (134). However, he does not
seek conformity, but rather he “shoot[s] for transcendence” (135) as he proposes that the curtain
opens to a group of acrobatic monkeys at a waterfall. This scene comes from Journey to the
West, as the Monkey King drills his troops. Thus, from the play’s outset, Wittman strives to
undercut the audience’s expectations of watching a typically glamorized American plot. The
trickster playwright imports the Chinese epic and Americanizes it only for show; he operates
within numerous codes reflective of the multicultural subject’s expansive existence.
He also employs cultural agency through his planned importation of the Chinese plot to
project his dislocated U.S. identity. The scene depicts the Monkey King, depressed on his throne.
Wittman explains, “He is Aware of Emptiness … His far-hearing ears have heard of a wonderful
party being planned to which he has not been invited. He hardly knows the people giving the
party, neither hosts nor guests; it has nothing to do with him” (137). Monkey’s exclusion leads
him to ask, “Whyfor did they overlook him? He was most handsome. Was it his personality? His
lower-class members? His clothes not good enough for them? He’s as good as anybody” (137).
Monkey voices the angst and doubts of any marginalized and disenfranchised U.S. minority who
has been subjugated under the ideology of acculturation. As outsiders, they lack an invitation to
the American social “party,” leaving them to feel devalued. Monkey focuses on superficial
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signifiers such as appearances, socioeconomic status and clothing which the hegemonic
establishment has traditionally used to delegitimize cultural and racial Others. As with Ellison,
Kingston takes a macro-level view of this delegitimization, for Asian Americans have followed
their African American minority brethren60 in being excluded from the United States’ official
history, including the country’s cultural history. Their contributions have been overlooked, and
Kingston connects with Ellison in affirming their Americanness and deserved inclusion in the
U.S. historical record. For Kingston, Asian American cultures are “as good as anybody[‘s],” so
they should be welcome guests at the multicultural wedding reception. They also should not be
ostracized because of Orientalist discourse and ongoing racist caricatures that depict Asian
Americans as unattractive foils to the “handsome” American hero. Wittman includes the Monkey
King’s torment as a recoding measure to call attention to exclusionary social and discursive
practices.
Much like the multiple subject’s shifting identitary position, Wittman shifts his projected
plot to include several other eminent Chinese legends and myths, including the Romance of the
Three Kingdoms, the legend of Gwan Goong and the 108 Stars of Destiny from Water Margin
(138).61 Kingston both introduces these prominent Chinese tales to her U.S. readers as well as
writes them into the record by inserting them into her “American” novel. Kingston has
elaborated on this illuminating transcultural strategy of marrying various traditions.
It’s a belief that we can allow one another’s myths. All we have to do is hear them, and
then they become ours … People worry so much about assimilation, losing culture. They
are so possessive of myths. I am saying these myths belong to all of us. I’m saying, “I’m
going to give you one. When you hear this myth, you’re Chinese also. (qtd. in Janette
155)
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This statement encapsulates Kingston’s ethos of syncretism as she advocates for the crosscultural exchange of myths while undercutting monolithic nationalist assumptions that cultural
products solely belong to the originary culture. It also highlights the dialogic nature of such
exchanges, hence contradicting the common belief that the U.S. monologically absorbs other
cultures through acculturation. Instead of the Chinese automatically becoming American, the
inverse can also occur. Cultural cross-pollination is an ongoing dynamic.
These myths additionally belong to the mass cultural “party,” because they can be
translated into mainstream cinematic genres, including the action, war, horror and superhero
film. For example, Wittman relates one of the Monkey King’s encounters with an enemy
monster to “The Fiddler against the Batman and the Flash” (Kingston 139). He then speculates,
“If this were a movie, we could use a split screen. Walt Disney ought to make the animated epic
cartoon” (139). The Tripmaster notes that these plotlines are universal, for they are reminiscent
of popular genres presented to wide audiences. They would easily recognize the legends’ generic
tropes. He surmises that the primary reason Hollywood (or Disney) have not produced these
stories lies in how they undercut codified monoculturalism. U.S. mass cultural production
conforms to a monological viewpoint, so the ethnic minority “outsider” must only receive
sanctioned messages privileging Anglo culture while the Caucasian viewer does not have to
consider anything that lies outside the white evaluative model such as Asian heroes, let alone
Asian history. Kingston repudiates this unidirectional, unbalanced depiction for its egregious
oversimplification and exclusionary sensibility. It is reductive and, ultimately, un-American.
Wittman’s speculation on his blossoming play’s readiness to be encoded through
Hollywood’s myopic vision does not mean Kingston wishes for such cultural productions to be
assimilated into and reified within a homogenizing communicative process. The author
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emphasizes the importance of maintaining creative discursive power. That way, the message of
expansive cultural inclusivity will not be distorted through an Americanized translation.
Consequently, multicultural subjects would better retain their cultural origins while articulating
their plurality. After offering a catalogue of Chinese warriors, Wittman declares, “We keep the
men’s Chinese names, we keep the women’s names untranslated too … Let the gringo Anglos do
some hard hearing for a change” (138). Anglicizing the Other’s name stands as a customary
means to generate discursive dominance.62 Instead, Wittman maintains cultural authenticity as a
shield against mass cultural uniformity. Hybrid subjects like Wittman and Oscar Wao require
such a polyglot space to advance toward self-articulation. Moreover, this undercuts the U.S.
mainstream’s default to monologism, for U.S. diversity commands following a dialogical model
which preserves and promotes cultural multiplicity.
Kingston emphasizes this latter point as her hero expresses his dramatic conceit:
“Everybody has come from eras and places to unite together on the same stage” (138). His ideal
end game consists of inviting “everybody to marry everybody” (143). The author thus formalizes
her guiding metaphor of how Wittman’s stage (and by extension, her novel) stands as a
microcosm of U.S. multiplicity and transculturation. Wittman’s statements prove expansive
(location, history), inclusive (“everybody”) and syncretic (marriage), and they uphold the notion
of perpetual evolution through the play’s ceaseless intermixing.63 Wittman intends his play to be
an “immense” epic as he hopes to “bring back to theater the long and continuous play that goes
on for a week without repeating itself” (149). With a quick nod to the length of the JudeoChristian tradition’s production of the world, Wittman hints toward some inspiration derived
from the film, The Saragossa Manuscript, a Polish movie with multilayered, interwoven plotting
that forces the viewer into multiple viewings in order to apprehend everything that occurs. Such
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a drama must be “brought back” because rigid hegemonic ideologies have overtaken the cultural
marketplace, leading to the oversimplification of identity, history and culture. Kingston’s
trickster also exposes how U.S. popular culture derives from cultural convergence which has
been long overlooked.64 Wittman supplies this brief on theatrical history to verify that American
culture includes Chinese cultural products. Here, Kingston again aligns with Ellison’s
assessment that U.S. culture would not be the same without minority cultural contributions.
Kingston gives voice to the silenced influence of Chinese culture – one that many people in the
past were exposed to (i.e., in the mainstream). As part of the “deep roots” of U.S. theater, which
eventually includes the very films Wittman frequently watches and decodes, its influence is
widespread and ongoing. This accords with Kingston’s conviction that the U.S. has been built
through transcultural, instead of assimilative, processes. Multicultural subjects such as Wittman
feel a similar sense of erasure, despite being born in the country or firmly knowing of its
variegated, mutating character. Ethnic subjects’ cognizance of these contributions can help them
negotiate the liminal space and inspire them to affirm their belonging.
Wittman’s allusion to The Oath in the Peach Orchard proves highly symbolic, for it
refers to a key event in Romance of the Three Kingdoms where Liu Bei, Guan Yu and Zhang Fei
participate in a ceremony where they take an oath of fraternal loyalty. Kingston employs the
Peach Orchard ironically to signify how the U.S. has broken its own oath to U.S. minorities and
effectively “divorced” from its multicultural partners through their continual marginalization.
Kingston, like Ellison, underscores the absence left in the cultural record due to this erasure.
Kingston subtly intimates several reasons why the Chinese culture has been edited out. Firstly,
like all people of Asian descent, the Chinese were grouped together with the Japanese as U.S.
enemies after the Pearl Harbor attack. Thus, Kingston underlines the United States’ Orientalist
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mentality which homogenizes all Asians into an undifferentiated population. To this point,
Wittman often comments on how the film industry employs this homogenizing mindset when
casting only a few Asian actors to play an entire horde (324). This issue extends to problematic
practices of racial stereotyping. The Orientalist defines oneself in direct contrast to the exotic
Other, feeding into discursive stereotypes that consider Asian Americans untrustworthy (and,
hence, they should be imprisoned in internment camps) while Anglo Americans are assumed to
not commit sneaky, treacherous acts. Kingston avers that the Chinese are collateral damage for
being guilty by (Asian) association. Consequently, they have disqualified themselves from
cultural recognition. Secondly, Kingston takes aim at how the U.S. has discursively painted the
Chinese as a political enemy. U.S. democracy stands in opposition to its communist Chinese
shadow. This jingoistic attitude is so strong that Wittman feels it necessary to clarify he is not
suggesting importing communist aesthetic principles. This exclusionary mindset can be so
normalized that “community” can be misread as “communism.” The irony for Kingston involves
how such discourse functions to prop up false constructions of cultural purity when people of
non-white descent have been citizens and an important part of the country for generations.
The same can be said of contributions to entertainment. Wittman later decrees, “Yes, we
invite foes too to a theater of blood that cuts through t.v. souls” (145). He yearns to annihilate
televisual uniformity by taking on the role of a “producer.” His drama will instill his own codes
of heterogeneity and diversity. In an act of revising (recoding) the historical register, Wittman
emphasizes that “deep-roots American theater” is transcultural, for it includes Chinese influence.
In “seek[ing] the historical past through … pop images” (Jameson 1853), Wittman accordingly
negotiates his emergent identity.65 His desire to restore the Peach Garden as a key donor to U.S.
popular culture serves as the primary avenue by which he can fuse his past with his present.
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Kingston performs a similar task through Tripmaster in her restoration of America’s transcultural
character. Wittman’s finalized play will be fashioned as a celebratory amalgamation of cultural
multiplicity – a true demonstration of Kingston’s expansive American consciousness.
With a mantra of “we make theater, we make community” (261), Wittman invites
everybody to view his play.66 He formulates it as a “combination revue-lecture,” whose purpose
“to entertain and educate the solitaries that make up a community” (288) resonates with the
Horatian platitude of dulce et utile.67 Kingston has verified that Wittman’s play represents the
“desire I had for a communal art” with the same intended audience (“everyone, forever”) she has
for her writings (qtd. in Janette 150). Theatrically, Wittman performs the same dialogical
exchange as the actors take center stage for the bulk of a performance that will “include everyone
and everything” (277) before he closes with a virtuoso flourish of decoding and self-articulation
in the “one-man show” (305) that concludes the novel. Like a jazz performance, Wittman’s script
contains “lots of holes for ad lib and actors’ gifts” (277). Identity here is unfixed, elastic and
improvisational, providing enough space for constant self-creation. Any ideology that contains
the multitudes of identity within fixed categories proves rigid and reductive.
The performance68 includes a Siamese twin act (Chang-Eng),69 circus performers, a war
epic, love story, kung fu action scenes, Western sequences, vaudeville, horror and comic book
imagery before culminating in his talk-story of how to recode future theatrical works.70
Consequently, the play goes “beyond the hyphen” 71 because “instead of presenting a stable,
unitary vision, [it] embraces a protean, unquantifiable one, which cannot be apprehended from
any individual perspective” (Furth 40).72 Kingston titles the chapter in which Wittman assembles
and stages this eclectic array of acts “A Pear Garden in the West” (Kingston 269), referencing
the first royal acting and musical academy in China73 as another endorsement of Chinese
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theater’s influence in U.S. drama.74 This nod to shared origins also operates as a new starting
point for a truly “American” community theater that acknowledges, recognizes and celebrates
U.S. plurality75 through its “plot[ting] of our ever-branching lives” (288).76 The Pear Garden
stands as a catalyst for Kingston’s transcultural mentality, which includes “everyone and
everything” (277).
After his diverse cast completes its assortment of performances, Wittman’s play
culminates with him in the spotlight giving a monologue. True to his “tripmaster” moniker,
Wittman guides his readers through the hegemonic imaginary that has reified Asians as the
exoticized Other, with popular U.S. film standing as the primary culprit in the dissemination of
these false constructions. Kingston’s protagonist subverts and debunks these myths through his
own aria, demystifying and decoding the mainstream scripts so that all audiences – minority,
multicultural and white – can reject such reductive identitary formulations. Wittman forestalls
the communicative circuit by not reciprocating the demeaning Orientalist messages. His task is
“to spook out prejudice” (332), and he substantiates his plural identity in the process.
Wittman focuses on the codification of Asian ethnic inferiority in popular film. This
messaging includes Asian performers’ supposed lack of “Star Quality” (281), attractiveness,
virility and inspiration toward romance. In all, Wittman vows, “Don’t trust the movies, that stars
are born. In a democracy, Star Quality can be achieved … I’m going to unbrainwash you from
believing anymore that we’re a people who don’t kiss and don’t hug” (329). Kingston’s
dramatist cautions against allowing oneself to be interpellated into such limiting codes. He
highlights the un-democratic norms implanted within the U.S. film industry which operates
through essentialized notions of beauty and “star power” predominantly associated with being
white. In a free, heterogeneous and democratic society, any individual – no matter one’s color,
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place, or creed – can attain success (synonymized here with commercialized “Star Quality”).
Since U.S. movies disseminate the opposite message, the multicultural subject should not
identify with it. As happens with the Invisible Man and Oscar Wao, overidentifying with these
hegemonic codes can be problematic and hinder the development of the authentic self. Perhaps
worse, being socialized into such destructive ideologies can lead to an inauthentic identity, social
exclusion and, ultimately, self-loathing.
One way that U.S. film debases Asian subjects is the totalizing strangeness or exoticism77
attached to their eyes. Amidst his rant decrying Orientalism, Wittman explains, “History being
trapped in people means that history is embodied in physical characteristics, such as skin colors.
And do you know what part of our bodies they find so mysteriously inscrutable? It’s our little
eyes … They think we’re sneaky, squinnying at them through spy eyes” (312). Wittman alludes
to how discourse characterizing Asians as “inscrutable” has been verified through the racial
marker of their “scant eyes” (312). This has been a conveniently racialized way of treating
Asians as the demonized Other due to Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor and the later, complicated
U.S. involvement in the “unreadable” Asian countries, Vietnam78 and Korea. Consequently,
Asian Americans develop a disgust for their own eyes, leading them to a form of mutilation
through eye surgery79 or artificiality through fake eyelashes (312). Submitting to white aesthetics
of beauty as circulated via popular culture results in further homogenization (Adorno and
Horkheimer’s uniformity) and artificiality.
However, Wittman has learned not to let the “movies ruin his life” (72) as the expert
decoder recodes film’s visual discourse. In doing so, he asserts cultural elasticity. In a key
sequence, Wittman proudly endorses his Asian physical characteristics and later revises the
filmic record concerning “movie-star eyes” (314). He affirms, “I declare my looks – teeth, eyes,
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nose, profile – perfect. Take a good look at these eyes. Check them out in profile too. And the
other profile. Dig the three-quarter view. So it’s not Mount Rushmore, but it’s an American face”
(314). In a striking affirmation of his Americanness, Wittman acknowledges that he does not
possess the qualities of the standard “American” face because those qualities are as hyperbolized
as the mythicized features that have been sculpted into Mt. Rushmore. In an oppositional act, he
draws particular attention to his eyes – a trait that has been traditionally used to mark his
difference as the American “not-me” – and confirms his American identity through that trait.
Wittman’s shifting profile proves symbolic of his ever-shifting identity which supplies him with
a broad-minded view of himself and of his country. Accordingly, his consciousness is more
expansive to the point that he eschews binarisms by taking a third (“three-quarter”) angle. In
championing his multiplicity, the divisive hyphen80 has thus disappeared.
Kingston posits that this message of cultural self-acceptance can be spread to a wider
audience through the recoding of popular films. Wittman rebrands81 his “Chinese eyes” as a
positive attribute that white movie heroes have actually possessed.82 His audience follows with a
further catalogue of famous actors with “Chinese eyes,” including Lee Marvin, Steve McQueen,
Gary Cooper and Clint Eastwood.83 The Tripmaster links the Chinese eyes to U.S. western
expansionism which the master narrative has employed as a symbol of American exceptionalism,
much like the “exceptional” heroes who portray the frontiersmen in the movies. In turn, he
underscores the Chinese population’s historically occluded role U.S. history. This message is not
evident in popular culture dramatizations of westward expansion, for it has been masked, similar
to how “the Lone Ranger masks his Chinese eyes” (314).84 Wittman recodes the narrative and
“unmasks” the ongoing obscuring of multicultural influence in codified monoculturalism and
myths of cultural purity. Listing prominent movie performers and recharacterizing them as the
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Other undermines these accepted codes. Although these actors and actresses would not qualify as
ethnically Chinese, Wittman’s relabeling their assumed white characteristic (eyes) as one of
multiplicity shows how seemingly determinate categories or established beliefs do not have to
remain static. Reclassifying “Chinese eyes” and imprinting them on white performers illustrates
how culture and the racialized body are socially constructed. Likewise, the perception that the
United States assimilates its diverse citizens into a homogenized collective must change, for the
country’s own character has always been in flux. Popular culture disseminates these
categorizations, but if an organic intellectual85 like Kingston (or her protagonist) can become a
code-producer, then discursive paradigms can shift.86
Still, Wittman must go beyond physical attributes and continue his project of recoding the
Chinese American’s position within the American zeitgeist through a message of transcultural
complementarity and multiplicity. This involves “unbrainwashing” people from the degrading
Orientalist stereotypes inscribed in popular film. For instance, mainstream cinema such as Alfred
Hitchcock’s Vertigo has popularized supposed Chinese customs such as, “If you rescue someone,
you’re responsible for them forever,” and that “the oriental has to have a master, and will tail
after a white man until enslaved” (320). These attributions encode Chinese American
subjugation. They become entrenched within the American psyche and are later ventriloquized
through mainstream works such as when white actors like Jimmy Stewart and Kim Novak
transmit them through movie dialogue. Since they reinforce hegemonic scripts of white
dominance and the subaltern’s desire to be acculturated, they circulate throughout the culture
industry. The resulting cycle thus persists in indoctrinating new audiences.
Kingston’s hero counters this “machine” as he skillfully decodes these messages,
stressing how they have been hegemonically constructed and disseminated through popular
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culture. He alerts, “Think carefully; you’ve never heard a real Chinese say that; the ones in the
movies and on t.v. say it over and over again. Every few days they show us a movie or a t.v.
episode about us owing them” (320). Wittman later suggests, “Next time you watch insomnia
television, you can see their dreams about us. A racist movie is always running on some channel”
(320). Mass culture’s breadth is so widespread that one may find it difficult to avoid
encountering these demeaning stereotypes. Wittman translates these mainstream cinematic
visuals as having been constructed through a white hegemonic, Orientalist lens: “We’re deballed and other-worldly, we don’t have the natural fucking urges of the average, that is, the
white human being” (320). As does Ellison and Díaz, Kingston attacks cultural essentialisms.
She points out the messages’ producers who set their (white) culture as the standard for
“normalcy” which sets all others – minority or mixed – as abject. They discursively translate the
Other with false messages which fortifies their place atop the constructed hierarchy. Popular
culture falls in line with this undertaking, leaving minority or hybrid subjects decentered and
experiencing their own inescapable, figurative “vertigo,” as if existing in a dream (or movie) of
another’s creation. The Tripmaster has developed since his own dizzy spell viewing West Side
Story. As a “real Chinese,” he can better aid his fellow Chinese Americans (and other plural
subjects) in breaking these codes by articulating their true cultural experiences and traditions,
including his incorporation of classic Chinese theater and literature. Wittman’s active resistance
against these encoded depictions is indicative of how “minority discourse reworks, rewrites and
performs against stereotypical identities” because it understands that dominant national culture is
fluid and unfixed (Yang 107). In doing so, he relies on a transcultural script that reflects U.S.
cultural mutuality and inclusivity. Therefore, the guiding, virtuoso Tripmaster restores and
validates his own and his community’s multiple subjectivities.
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Kingston posits that such a celebration of cross-cultural diversity and complementarity
must be encoded within popular culture forms. That way, the pathologization of Chinese features
and exoticization of invented, false Chinese traditions can be counteracted. For instance, the
Chinese American character must be cast in the heroic, leading role.87 Much as Wittman
envisions legendary U.S. literary characters to be of Chinese descent, filmic culture should
follow suit. This would legitimize Chinese American belonging and rightfully locate them (and
other minority and multicultural subjects) within the country’s national consciousness as
welcome and recognized contributors. One of the primary complaints Wittman lodges against the
mainstream film industry is how it “castrates” Chinese Americans, marking them as subordinate
and stripping them of their physical and cultural virility (322). One cinematic example includes
The Bitter Tea of General Yen starring Barbara Stanwyck, which “kills off the Chinese guy for
loving a white lady” (320-21). Once again, the “Chinese guy” is played by a Caucasian actor
(Swedish-born Nils Asther) in yellowface who “has tape on his eyes” and orchestrates a
nefarious plot to convert Stanwyck, whose character is married to a missionary (321). Wittman
comments that this plot “is racially and religiously very fucked up. Chinese don’t convert white
people but vice versa” (321). The film is yet another product used to inculcate American viewers
into the demonization of all Asian cultures. The inscrutable Oriental Other schemes to assimilate
the “pure” white heroine by “colonizing” her mentally and physically. The skilled decoder
Wittman exposes this misleading encryption’s fictionality to make his audience aware of how the
racist hegemonic regime suppresses and misappropriates Asian cultures. These media products
instill a fear of the East that props up Orientalist ideology. Beyond reversing the reality of white
cultural dominance through the General’s wicked plan, the plot insidiously reinforces
acculturative assumptions. But cultural encounters are not intrinsically antagonistic. Instead, they
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are multidirectional and dialogical with each culture offering its own contribution, selecting and
integrating those of their counterparts. With a novel filled with numerous cultural allusions
ranging from the U.S., Britain, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Poland, Canada, Argentina, Germany
and a multitude of other locales,88 Kingston displays a comprehensive transnational sensibility.
Her protagonist does the same through a community production that does not vilify any cultural
group or race and includes an eclectic variety of cultural forms.
The messaging of movies such as The Bitter Tea of General Yen also encodes Chinese
sexuality as abnormal and abject. The title Chinese villain embodies the trope of a Chinese
individual resorting to conniving and predation to trick the preferred white female object into bed
to defile her. Kingston’s hero also remarks on the linguistic emasculation evident in the film’s
title: “They named him that to castrate us. General Yin instead of General Yang, get it? Again
the chinaman made into a woman” (322). Even though his friend Charles Bogard Shaw points
out Wittman’s error (his name is General Yen), the Tripmaster waves it off since “that movie
was a death-wish that Confucius and Lin Yutang take poison as co-operatively as Socrates”
(322). The implication is that the movie supplies a message of Chinese self-destruction through
its conflation of great Chinese thinkers and scholars such as Confucius with the Confucian
General Yen. Furthermore, Wittman’s fifth-generation American ear not distinguishing between
“yen” and “yin” shows how the title’s meaning can be confused and easily decoded as
emasculating. In alignment with the title, General Yen has become abject as a castrated man
(transsexualized as feminine through the act of his self-poisoning), as a devious cultural Other
and as a corpse. A popular cultural text has thus helped encode Chinese American sterility. This
implies that the heritage Chinese culture cannot legitimately “seed” itself into the American
national character. Any indication it has done so must have resulted from some underhanded
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means which treats Chineseness as a spreading virus like the pods in The Invasion of the Body
Snatchers. As with Ellison and Díaz, Kingston insists that the minority subject must negate these
embedded racialized stereotypes to affirm their cultural ties and articulate their identity.89 Even
though “they started in on [brainwashing] us with the first movies, and they’re still at it” (319),
Kingston combats this strategy through her documentation of Chinese influence in American
popular culture from the Pear Garden to Wittman’s performance. The U.S. consciousness is
much larger and deeper than has been represented historically.
Wittman also examines D.W. Griffith’s 1919 American silent film Broken Blossoms or
The Yellow Man and the Girl, which is based on English author Thomas Burke’s short story,
“The Chink and the Child.” Wittman’s synopsis exhibits how even the earliest of U.S. films were
imbued in Orientalist discourse.90 Wittman draws attention to another Caucasian actor (Richard
Barthelmess) in yellowface who transmits Chinese sexual perversion and abjection. The film
preys upon monocultural fears of miscegenation with a lurid scene depicting a symbolic rape of
the silenced female child. She already seems to be entrapped, since she wears a Chinese gown,
so the scheming Other has thus penetrated the child’s bedchamber. The Yellow Man’s desire
proves more reprehensible since a child is the object of his predation. Thus, the emblem of white
purity and youthful beauty may be corrupted by an ugly, unkempt cultural outsider. The message
is that the white establishment must protect its most vulnerable from the far-reaching and
everlasting stain of cultural mixing. In his description, Wittman emphasizes the racialization of
“the Chink’s” hand, focusing on its non-whiteness as prominently as the director in setting it
ashine in the moonlight and against the child’s lightness. Perhaps most disconcerting is how the
audience anticipates that the sinister Chinese subject will perform a “sexy oriental fetishy thing”
(319) on her. This anticipation signals how totalizing formulations of the exotic Chinese
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character have already been disseminated and internalized by a large viewership. Wittman deftly
lists several degrading signifiers attached to the Chinese. Fittingly, the short list concludes with
the fetishist frame through which Chinese culture is appropriated in mass culture and the
dehumanizing “thing,” which intimates Chinese objectification in U.S. culture. As Wittman
mentions, this pattern has continued to the modern era in mainstream films such as General Yen.
However, Wittman desires to subvert the status quo and break this cycle of
misrepresentation. He urges, “Don’t ever kill yourself. You kill yourself, you play into their
hands” (319). Kingston aims to enlighten her readers on such constricting codes and to expose
their utter falsity. By not reciprocating those messages, the plural Chinese (and any ethnic)
subject will disrupt the circuit and upset the pattern. She synonymizes committing suicide with a
self-inflicted cultural death. This would only fortify monocultural discourse and save its
proponents from acknowledging the United States’ cultural complexity. As demonstrated
through Wittman’s marriage to Taña, the ethnic subject does not have to employ underhanded
schemes encouraging infidelity to “marry” into the American cultural “family.” These crosscultural nuptials have already been well-established, and they did not require inducement
through drugs, intoxication or even body snatching. Wittman’s insistence to stay alive doubles as
another instance of his pride in his Chinese roots and desire to continue blending them with his
variegated American mindset. Popular cultural messaging may lead many to quit in this effort
toward hybrid subject affirmation, but Kingston’s hero remains steady in his yearning to recode
the script to one that reflects the transcultural ethos of inclusivity and syncretism.
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Wittman’s Transcultural “Romance”
Wittman articulates one of Kingston’s key points: “We need to be part of the daily love
life of the country, to be shown and loved continuously until we’re not inscrutable anymore”
(310). In part, this requires reversing hegemonic popular cultural scripts that forward reductive
stereotypes, fetishize Asian cultures, homogenize cultural experience and inscribe discomforting
strangeness on the Asian body. As Wittman suggests, the love story should be shifted where it
“ought to be” (323) to the Asian subject such as Odd Job instead of the white cinematic hero in
James Bond. He reasons that Odd Job merits equal romantic opportunity because “a face as Odd
Job’s should star on the Cinerama screen for the audience to fall in love with, for girls to kiss, for
the nation to cherish, for me to learn how to hold my face” (323). The mass exposure that
mainstream culture provides could reorient the U.S. audience toward a more inclusive outlook.
This shift would result from repeating these newly installed codes where the faces of different
ethnicities are projected onto the screen for adoration (not vilification) instead of the customary
Caucasian visage which has long been appointed as the standard of American beauty,
exceptionalism and heroism. As such, the cultural outsider will be promoted to the lead storyline
instead of being relegated to the subplot. Kingston believes the same equalizing practice should
be applied to American society at large, whose numerous contributing cultures have been
consigned to the “B-plot.” U.S. discourse should be an integrative composite of its eclectic,
transcultural character. The resulting elasticity would reflect the identitary fluidity of all its
citizens (including Caucasians), for they all continue to intermingle (“cherish”) multiple cultural
influences.
Becoming part of the nation’s “daily love life” would also allow Chinese Americans such
as Wittman to take greater pride in their multiple subjecthood and in their culture. More diversity
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on the silver screen would generate more identifiable models, leading to increased cultural
positivity. Up to this point, mass culture has presented a distorted mirror of Chinese culture,
depicting it as exotic, inscrutable, deceitful and unattractive. Implanted within these
Orientalizing scripts is the assumption that Chineseness and Americanness remain separate in
character, plot, looks, emotion and personality. In short, they inscribe “the hyphen” of
difference.91 To this point, Wittman relates his participation with other “Chinese-hyphenatedschizoid-dichotomous-Americans” in a college experiment in which they were asked to place
certain signifying attributes92 under either a “Chinese” or “American” label (328). The
experiment weighs heavily on Wittman’s psyche as he recalls the alienation he has felt since:
“The American side got all the fun traits. It’s scientifically truth now – I have a stripe down my
back … Check out the yellow side, and the American side. I’m not the same after they
experimented on me. I have aftereffects – acid flashbacks” (328). White hegemony has inscribed
liminality onto his body and implanted it into his mind.93 As a result, Wittman must constantly
wrestle with his fragmented identity. However, this ideology of difference is entirely fallacious,
according to Kingston. As her hero demonstrates during the experiment, the deterministic
signifiers can just as easily be reversed so that the “Star Quality” traits fall under the “Chinese”
column (328). Like one’s identity, social constructions prove mutable. To repudiate rigid
typologies, one must engage in the subversion Wittman employs. He does not reciprocate the
message; in fact, he recodes it and produces a new script both figuratively within this experiment
and literally with his play and closing soliloquy. Such modes of resistance combat racialized
discourse and enforced monocultural attitudes. They further enhance the hybrid subject’s ability
to negotiate and articulate his or her fractured identity.
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One of the epigraphs94 for Tripmaster’s final chapter derives from Monkey’s aria in The
Journey to the West in which he repeats “I” nine times (305).95 With this quote, Kingston
emphasizes the continually split subjectivities of all culturally plural individuals, including
Chinese Americans such as Wittman. Like the Monkey King, they must transform and thus
recalibrate the various subject positions they occupy. In turn, all their “hyphens expand and
multiply to connect all terms, to keep them all in play at once” while concurrently undercutting
one another (Furth 37). However, this does not imply a lack of agency or an identity in chaos. As
the narrator reassures the reader, Wittman does not actually set fire to the theater (a “cliffhanger”
possibility which closes the previous chapter) because “he kept control of the explosives, and of
his arsonist’s delight in flames” (Kingston 305). Kingston understands that attempting to destroy
the entire coding system will not result in meaningful change, integration or peace. History
cannot be erased by setting the clock back to zero through an apocalypse, and neither can
cultural heritage be erased because the result would reestablish fundamental homogeneity.
Instead, the author stresses the transcultural actions of continual self and communal (i.e., U.S.
national) re-authorship. Kingston writes, “Wittman was learning that one big bang-up show has
to be followed up with a second show, a third show, shows until something takes hold. He was
defining a community … Community is not built once-and-for-all; people have to imagine,
practice, and re-create it” (306). Multicultural subject formation does not constitute a single “big
bang-up show”; it involves ceaseless improvisation because identity remains unfixed. The same
sentiment can be attached to the United States’ cultural multiplicity which consists of
innumerable cultural “shows,” some of which “take hold” as part of the communal American
imagination.96 Even so, the ethnic subject will shift, leading to another (though expected)
transformation. Kingston’s progressive outlook aligns with Ellison’s and Díaz’s viewpoints as
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her empowered multicultural hero comprehends that his identity is perpetually evolving, while
still relying upon a stable “I” which affirms his cultural multi-referentiality. Ultimately, Kingston
affirms transcultural vitality so that this paradigm of American diversity can produce its own
cross-pollinated, integrative offspring.
Kingston crafts a fitting conclusion for her trickster hero as he and Taña get “married”97
before their newfound multicultural community. Tripmaster thus culminates in a comedic
unification, commemorating the celebrated blending of multiple cultures both within Wittman’s
person and throughout Kingston’s America. She characterizes the event as “a clever wedding
ritual of [Wittman’s] own making” (339), signifying Wittman’s self-authorship of his syncretic
identity. This description also marks how the Tripmaster has embarked on the role as producer
who can inscribe his own codes of heterogeneity and integration into his widely viewed,
mainstream creations. Wittman speculates, “Pretty soon we’ll be all miscegenated and
intermarried, we’ll be patriotic to more than one place” (333). Yang justly asserts that Wittman
has thus teased out a new, more resilient “transnational character,” who draws strength from both
American and Chinese traditions while assisting in constructing a new identity for the
heterogeneous group viewing and performing in his play (116). However, Kingston’s vision
projects well beyond America and China. Rather, Wittman reflects Kingston’s transcultural and
global vision, which welcomes and celebrates complex, multinational allegiances.98 The era of
reductive, monocultural thinking will have ended. Their marriage also constitutes an initial step
toward Wittman fulfilling his goal of the Chinese American entering the “daily love life of the
country” (Kingston 310). In fact, his vision of an ordinary companionship that ends with a
common deathbed scene anticipates a time when such an intermarriage will be considered so
normal that their mixed pairing will not be exoticized. Contrary to previous cinematic scripts, he
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will not feel compelled to commit suicide after having tricked his Caucasian love-object into
marriage.
Similarly, Kingston foresees an American future where acknowledgement and acceptance
of intercultural exchanges will be deemed the norm and not an encroachment upon the myth of
monocultural purity. In a striking parallel to Invisible Man’s Epilogue, Kingston’s Monkey
considers going underground99 if the mood strikes him. Kingston writes, “And [Wittman] was
having a good time. He still had choices of action, more maybe” (340). This echoes Ellison’s
affirmation of the “infinite possibilities” (IM 576) available to his title protagonist. Kingston
advocates for “keeping all options open [and] artistic traditions alive” (Suzuki-Martinez 169).
Wittman and the self-affirming plural subject’s opportunities prove unlimited, for they have
developed as self-encoding producers. They combat inflexible hegemonic coding which then
permits them to author their own identitary quests, as Oscar Wao also does through his
identification with “nerd” culture. Wittman models this approach through his dual subjectivity in
which he expresses his autonomy in choosing to subvert standard hegemonic ideologies while
recoding the popular cultural cinematic scripts with which he frequently identifies. Thus, his
identity, which continually expands outward and remains in the process of “becoming,”
replicates the transcultural mindset. This notion of infinitude may be extended to a greater U.S.
society which revels in its betrothal to diversity and “loves, honors and cherishes” its
international roots. Such marriages will never stop, so U.S. pluralism will become even more
rooted into its character. The novel fittingly closes with Wittman’s final transformation:
“Studying the mightiest epic of all time, Wittman changed – beeen! – into a pacifist” (340). Even
traditional war scripts can be recoded to reflect peace. Kingston’s Chinese American trickster
hero has successfully crossed yet another boundary, where his interlocking subjectivities are no
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longer at war with each other. The author strives for a similar peace to settle upon the American
cultural landscape – one whose eclectic multicultural spirit yields an expansive and inclusive
American consciousness.
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Chapter Four: Setting a Course for Two Worlds: Junot Díaz’s “Captain Diaspora”
Mutants are a metaphor (among other things) for race, and that’s one of the reasons they are so
popular in the Marvel Universe and in the Real. I have no problem re-looting the metaphor of
the X-Men because I know it’s my silenced experience, my erased condition that’s the secret fuel
that powers this particular … fantasy. So if I’m powering the ship at a lower frequency, I’m
going to have a say in how it’s used (Díaz qtd. in Danticat 91, emphasis mine).

Much like Ellison and Kingston, with his novel The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao,
Dominican American writer Junot Díaz interrogates hegemonic power structures within U.S.
(popular) culture. As highlighted above, the “silenced experience” of marginalized minorities
embraces diasporic subjects who have immigrated to the United States, including those displaced
by or escaping oppressive dictatorships. Like Ellison’s and Kingston’s title protagonists, Diaz’s
characters must confront and resist indoctrination into the encoded ideologies from both inside
and outside their communities. Díaz echoes his literary predecessors by debunking reductive
assumptions of acculturation and by positing a revisionary transcultural process of identity
formation. He does so through his eponymous hero’s struggles to navigate the transnational
space between his “adopted” home country (the United States) and his root-cultural homeland of
the Dominican Republic. Oscar de León must combat social prescriptions and uncover what he
has “been socialized not to see” (Díaz qtd. in Miranda 29). He stands as an outsider or cultural
“mutant” in both locales because he does not adhere to U.S. standards of belonging, including
those of race, culture and social “coolness.”
Díaz also rehearses Homi Bhabha’s position that “the time for ‘assimilating’ minorities to
holistic and organic notions of cultural value has dramatically passed” (251). As with Ellison and
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Kingston, Díaz posits a pathway by which Oscar – and, by extension, the diasporic subject – can
negotiate his liminal identity by recoding popular cultural scripts. Oscar’s experiences embody
Bhabha’s theory of “culture as enunciation” (254). This enunciative process is multilogical and
“attempts to track displacements and realignments that are the effects of cultural antagonisms
and articulations – subverting the rationale of the hegemonic moment and relocating alternative,
hybrid sites of cultural negotiation” (Bhabha 255). Brief Wondrous Life traces Oscar’s
continuing “positioning” (Hall 237) of his identity as he threads his way through a surfeit of
discourses and chooses to “suture” (Hall 237) the speculative genres into his identity.1 As
Bhabha, as well as Stuart Hall, would suggest, this does not result in a fully formed identity.
These emergent identities are future-oriented in that they engage with an intermixture of cultural
contributions. Díaz depicts Oscar as a representative diasporic agent who carves out and
constantly revises a “third space” (Bhabha 312) or “third locus” from the “intersubjective realm”
(Bhabha 274) of liminality.
Popular “nerd culture”2 encompasses the counterhegemonic apparatus where Díaz’s
dislocated protagonist articulates his split subjecthood. Specifically, Brief Wondrous Life
includes innumerable allusions to comic book, science fiction and fantasy intertexts whose
subliterary designation mirrors Oscar’s subaltern life.3 Díaz heeds the call that Ellison voices to
operate in the “lower frequencies” and those subversive channels or cultural “idiosyncrasies”
(Rama 19) that exist on the societal margins. These popular cultural sources are transnational in
nature, for their origins and influence extend beyond the United States. Despite pressures to
conform to normative social codes, Oscar utilizes popular cultural forms to forge a multicultural
identity that reflects his diasporic subjecthood’s multiplicity. Similar to Ellison and Kingston,
Díaz emplots and charts his hero’s unstable, plural identity. In doing so, he depicts a process of
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transculturation wherein the diasporic agent syncretically chooses his own (identitary)
“adventure”4 via popular culture registers (particularly via the science fiction genre and comic
books) and produces his own multicultural scripts. Ultimately, through popular cultural lenses,
Díaz metaphorizes the notion of a simultaneous,5 crossover existence similarly posited by
theorists Fernando Ortíz and Ángel Rama.
This analysis tracks how Díaz counters the codified U.S. narrative of monoculturalism by
depicting transcultural processes posited by Rama and Ortíz. Transculturation proves
complicated and arduous as Oscar initially falls into an assimilationist model. It is not until Oscar
embraces the magical real and historical components of his Dominican character and then
articulates his identitary elasticity that he begins to “morph” into a fulfilled plural ethnic subject.
This discussion attends to how Díaz blends multiple registers deriving from or involving the
“lower frequencies” of popular culture to illustrate cross-cultural blending and carve a space for
the liminal, marginalized diasporic subject.
Throughout Brief Wondrous Life, Díaz’s speculative and comic book genres emerge as
Rama’s “hidden elements”6 of the United States’ donor culture that diasporic figures can sow
and cultivate (encode) into their plural subjectivity. “Nerd” culture operates on the outskirts of
normativity. Díaz discloses, “I felt a great kinship to these [speculative] narratives, which served
as a backbone for so much of what we call ‘America’ but are completely ostracized; it felt like
the history of the immigrant, the minority, the woman” (qtd. in Celayo and Shook 15).7 Díaz
finds echoes of New World and Caribbean history in the aforementioned “marginal, hybrid
forms” (qtd. in Moreno 541).8 Consequently, the multiply marginalized Oscar embraces the
Genres even though they are “dismissed as illegitimate, as unimportant, as make-believe” (Díaz
qtd. in Jay 6). Since “nerd” texts feature expansive cultural possibilities, they assist Oscar in
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conveying Dominican (American) experiences (Sanchez-Taylor 96).9 However, Oscar can only
find brief respite in these alternative narrative modes, because they do not fit within the
hegemonic establishment and its monological mindset.10 Oscar’s alterity serves as Díaz’s entry
point to challenge the dictatorial hierarchies of power that oppress nonnormative agents through
naturalized customs and discourses (Vargas 17).
Oscar initially overidentifies with the Western nerd genres to the neglect of his
Dominican roots. This cultural one-sidedness limits him from integrating the varied elements of
his multivalent experience. His alienation causes a cultural vacuum (Bhabha’s critical space)
which leads to Oscar’s initial overidentification with U.S. popular cultural forms. He slips into
an encoded hyperreality of Genres and their reductive scripts11 whereby he shifts from playing
the role of the romanticized superhero, the questing underdog or the subaltern mutant. This
comfortable “nerd space” gives him a secure space in the face of the unnerving flux of his
identity (Schulenburg 507). To his detriment, however, his overdependence on the fantastic
realm leads him away from his root ethnic culture. Díaz warns against this overidentification
since it borders on acculturation. Although Oscar invests in an outsider cultural tradition, it is
one that still aligns with the Western imaginary and cultural hegemonic scripts of white
superiority. The novel ultimately depicts Oscar’s development of a transcultural ethos through
his incorporation of Dominican popular influences, particularly the magical real fukú
americanus.12

The Fukú, Magical Realism and Fantasy
The concept of the fukú serves as Díaz’s primary channel for the magical realist mode.
The narrator, Yunior, commences his narration of Oscar’s life by reporting, “They say13 it came
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first from Africa,14 carried in the screams of the enslaved; that it was the death bane of the
Tainos, uttered just as one world perished and another began” (Díaz 1). The fukú also ruined
“The Admiral” Christopher Columbus, whom Yunior identifies as having led the Conquest of the
New World (Díaz 1).15 This folkloric, transgenerational legacy reflects what Rama poses as a
community’s “idiosyncratic values” that indicate how it is “itself a product of long-term
transculturation” (19). That Yunior cannot authoritatively identify the fukú’s specific origins
(i.e., the phrases “they say” and “it is believed”) speaks to its fluid transnational character, since
it has evolved over five centuries. From the beginning, Díaz introduces an idea linked to the
magical realist trope of using “the marvelous” to come to terms with political and social
oppression (the Conquest, the Trujillato).
Yet, whenever the magical realist Golden Mongoose materializes to save Beli and Oscar,
Yunior’s narratorial voice interjects with a disclaimer that questions16 the plausibility of its
existence.17 In this way, Díaz also challenges the ongoing religio-fantastic readings of the
contemporary Caribbean that privilege explanations in a self-explicatory autochthonous
Caribbean culture (Lanzendörfer 138). Any totalizing conceptions of ethnic identity can be
questioned because the myth of origins, not to mention perception and history, remain fuzzy.18
Díaz recognizes the magical real as a key “idiosyncrasy” of Latinx expressive culture, but he
does not present it as a static paradigm that cannot be revised. Likewise, the diasporic experience
proves variegated and pluralistic. But the author casts the fukú as the signature of
Dominican/Caribbean influence. By denying its existence, Oscar both disregards the New
World’s transcultural spirit and disavows his Dominican identity.
Díaz places magical realist potentialities on an even plane with Western popular cultural
modes. Rather than placed in conflict, these cultural formations are complementary and
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dialogically form a “pluriverse”19 narrative model. Dominican reality cannot be fully understood
solely through Western fantasy; instead, fantasy exists as a key tool in shaping and
understanding Dominicanity (Lanzendörfer 131). For example, Yunior compares the fukú to
Darkseid’s Omega Effect and Morgoth’s bane, directing the reader in a footnote to quote
Morgoth’s edict (Díaz 5).20 This pairing of models from the American global south (diasporic
popular folklore, magical realism) and north (comic books and fantasy, respectively) symbolizes
the cultural exchanges and reciprocity that create Oscar’s identity. For example, Superman’s
enemy Darkseid can use his Omega Effect to erase, teleport, transform or even disassemble his
victims (Neilson 269). These actions describe the conditions of transmigrancy21 as individuals
traverse various social and national borders and “reassemble their [cultural] fragments” (Hanna
498) during the process of transculturation.22 Outsiders like Oscar can thus rely on these
intercultural exchanges to counteract the cultural and personal “apocalypse” of a fragmented
identity. The Genres reflect the multiverse that diasporic Dominicans like Oscar experience.
Transnational figures such as Oscar recognize their multiplicity and simultaneity while
exercising agency in choosing which codes to incorporate into their identities. Brief Wondrous
Life engenders such a “combinatory system” (Rama 22). This cultural elasticity enables “infinite
possibilities” of subject formation similar to what Ellison thematizes in Invisible Man (IM 576).
Ultimately, Díaz depicts Oscar as a mild-mannered superhero developing his transcultural
“powers” and eventually embracing his Dominicanness and merging it with his nerd identity.
Once Oscar achieves greater equilibrium between Western and Dominican influences, his
identity achieves a balance.
Díaz prefaces his novel by encoding an example of blended registers. Díaz’s pastiche
technique of juxtaposing a wide variety of intertexts from high (“The Schooner Flight”) and low
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(Fantastic Four) culture points to his integrative transcultural aesthetic and representation of the
plural subject’s identitary complexity.23 He draws his first epigraph from Stan Lee and Jack
Kirby’s Fantastic Four comic and follows it with a passage from a Nobel Prize-winning Saint
Lucian author Derek Walcott’s poem “The Schooner Flight.” Díaz first quotes Fantastic Four’s
villain Galactus who states, “Of what import are brief, nameless lives … to Galactus?” (Díaz ix).
Most scholarship on this epigraph focuses on Galactus’ parallels to former Dominican dictator
Rafael Trujillo’s cruel, inhumane tyranny with the “nameless lives” representing the Haitians
and Dominicans (along with their descendants) who fell victim to his dictatorship.24 Galactus
also establishes Díaz’s apocalypse-motif, which connects his text to similarly apocalyptic themes
often present in the Genres.25 Yet Galactus also voices how American society marginalizes its
immigrant population, reducing them to a “nameless” collection of people. “Import” carries a
double meaning, punning on how these immigrants exist as cultural “imports.” The elliptical
pause indicates a moment of reflection and leads to an emphasis, as in Galactus’ selfreferentiality in the third-person point of view. Here, however, the ellipses also suggest Hall’s
and Bhabha’s diasporic subjects. The de León family26 and Yunior, for example, negotiate their
shifting subjectivities and affirm their multiplicity while living within U.S. borders. Díaz
emphasizes the last point by ending the query with “Galactus,” which is the sentence’s end
“border.” Bhabha identifies this “in-between” pause as the “enunciative present” (255).
Galactus’ announcement is posed as a question, with Walcott’s poem as well as the entire novel
presented as Díaz’s liberating and decolonizing zafa, which is a “counterspell” Dominicans use
to keep them safe (Díaz 7).27
Díaz draws from an Antillean poet and his theme of “creole double consciousness”28 to
capture the hemispheric interdependencies prevalent throughout New World history. Walcott’s
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“The Schooner Flight” exhibits the self-articulation of the colonial subaltern. The speaker
Shabine is a hybrid subject from Trinidad.29 Shabine laments, “But they had started to poison my
soul / with their big houses, big car, big-time bohbohl, / coolie, nigger, Syrian, and French
Creole, / so I leave it for them and their carnival” (Díaz xi). The poem details the colonizers’
attempts to indoctrinate Shabine into racialized codes of otherness. Part of this reductive practice
involves homogenizing diverse Caribbean peoples, which discounts the difference within those
ethnic communities (Mermann-Jozwiak 2).30 Walcott underscores how Shabine reconfigures his
own identity while distancing himself from the hegemonic “carnival” of soulless, exploitative
wealth. In short, he resists acculturative coding. The passage closes with Shabine pronouncing,
“I’m just a red nigger, who love the sea, / I had a sound colonial education, / I have Dutch,
nigger, and English in me, / and either I’m nobody, or I’m a nation” (Díaz xi). These lines
strikingly resemble Rama’s and Hall’s conceptions of transnational simultaneity since Shabine
highlights his liminality through his negation as a “nobody” and self-affirmation as a “nation.”
His hybrid identity encompasses all cultural and colonizing influences.31
Like Shabine in “The Schooner Flight,” Oscar exists as a cultural outsider in both U.S.
and Dominican contexts. Noticeably absent in his litany of favorites are Dominican cultural
forms. This may stem from some combination of suppression of Dominican popular culture
during the Trujillato, lack of exposure to folklore due to his primary residence in the United
States (amplified by Beli’s silences) or estrangement from Dominican hypermasculinity32 (i.e.,
his socialization into accepting the “un-seen”).33 As with the Invisible Man and Wittman Ah
Sing, Oscar’s identity is overdetermined by hegemonic restrictions. In this case, he escapes into
the popular cultural Genres. His strategy conforms with Bhabha’s idea that arbitrary closures
brought about by dominant discourses become the cultural space for unlocking new forms of
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identification (257). Oscar finds his Dominican side (often linked to hypermasculinity) to be
closed and un-evolving,34 so he channels his cultural uncertainty into the Genres, which in turn
alienates him from Dominican identity and history. For example, Beli refuses to discuss the
immense psychological and physical trauma she experienced during the Trujillato, one of a
multitude of such paginas en blanco that demonstrate how diasporic subjects become alienated
from their home culture. Since Oscar was born in the United States and is 2nd-generation
diaspora, this Dominican and historical legacy are initially absent.

Oscar, the High School “Nerd”
Yunior describes how Oscar feels his agonizing dislocation during his high school years.
His classmates (i.e., the normative establishment) ignore and ridicule Oscar for his “nerdy”
interests. As Yunior divulges, “By high school his commitment to the Genres had become
absolute … Dude wore his nerdiness like a Jedi wore his light saber or a Lensman her lens.
Couldn’t have passed for Normal if he’d wanted to” (Díaz 20-1).35 Yunior emphasizes that Oscar
is too inflexible (“absolute”) in those tastes. Although he possesses a distinct palate as he
borrows from both global East and West donor cultures, 36 initially he has little interest in his
Dominican heritage.
Oscar’s fanboyism does not benefit him in either the Dominican Republic or the United
States. It helps him cope with his outsider status, but it socially marginalizes him. Yunior reveals
that Oscar “had always been a young nerd” (Díaz 20) who owned a Planet of the Apes lunch box
and played with Star Trek dolls. Yet his attraction to “nerd” culture arises in part from his
distinctive Dominican experience. Yunior speculates that it may stem from being Antillean and
because he was brought to the United States at a young age. This echoes Díaz’s own explanation
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of “diasporic time-space travel,” from the Dominican Republic to the United States with an
immigrant’s green card serving to “shift not only worlds (from Third to First) but centuries (from
almost no TV or electricity to plenty of both)” (Díaz 21-2).
Oscar had been exposed to a variety of popular and folkloric cultural models. As Yunior
notes, “Maybe37 it was that in the DR he had watched too much Spider-Man, been taken to too
many Run Run Shaw Kung-Fu movies, listened to too many of his abuela’s spooky stories about
el Cuco and la Ciguapa?” (Díaz 22). In fact, Oscar’s grandmother introduced him to Dominican
folklore, in the form of the mythical boogeyman el Cuco, and to the bewitching monster la
Ciguapa.38 In this sense, his “geek” cultural leanings are “simultaneously a natural outcome and
appropriate expression of the peculiar mixture of change and tradition that marks his immigrant
experience” (Bautista 44-5). But early in the novel, Oscar fails to link myth to history, el Cuco to
Trujillo, nor does he heed the heteropatriarchal warnings against the man-eating siren, la
Ciguapa. Though Díaz syncretically interweaves diverse cultural forms, Oscar has not yet
adopted his dialogical paradigm. He carries the kung fu movies and comic books with him to the
United States, but he has left the Dominican forms behind.
Oscar articulates his reality and identity through his creative writing. As a künstlerroman,
Brief Wondrous Life charts both Oscar’s and Yunior’s development as writers.39 Oscar imagines
himself becoming the “Dominican Stephen King” (27). His passion for writing helps him cope
with his splintering relationship with his friends, Al and Miggs. It serves to mask his loneliness,
announcing to his friends that he is working on his fifth novel, as when he explains his absences
from their get-togethers (Díaz 33).40 Importantly, Oscar launches his writing career while
spending the summer in Santo Domingo. As Yunior documents, “The trip turned out to be
something of a turning point for him” (Díaz 31). Beforehand, Oscar had started “scribbl[ing] …
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just rough facsimiles of his favorite stories [with] no sign yet that [those] half-assed pastiches
were to be his Destiny” (Díaz 22), though Beli reprimands him for staying inside to write, which
she considers effeminate (Ramírez 395). La Inca allows Oscar to cultivate his writing skills by
chasing away any distractions. These contradictory messages suggest Oscar’s straddling of two
clashing worldviews. Writing two fantasy books while in the Dominican Republic, Oscar
creatively imports the North American popular form into the Caribbean. As Hall conveys, the
diaspora crisscrosses borders, so selectivity does not solely take place within the dominant nation
(the U.S.). Oscar’s plot of a young man battling mutants at the world’s end reflects his
unresolved struggle with his cultural outsider status. Science fiction embodies his ideal genre,
conveying his hybrid anxiety in the face of hegemonic restrictions, which he analogizes with
“the end of the world.” Díaz foregrounds how the diasporic Dominican occupies an unreal world
through Oscar’s writing.41
Yunior recounts that Oscar “took crazy amounts of field notes too, names of things he
intended to later adapt for science-fictional and fantastic purposes” (Díaz 32, emphasis mine).
Oscar here dialogically engages in cross-cultural interchange by inscribing Dominican contexts
and “adapting” them into an American form. Moreover, like a comic book aficionado, he begins
to “collect” or archive (Gantz 150) his notations to re-visit them when necessary. Díaz anchors
this process in the “hidden elements” or “lower frequencies” of popular “nerd” culture. Oscar has
not adapted socially, but he employs syncretic integration when writing.
However, Oscar’s method is flawed because he denies his Dominican identity by overprivileging U.S. speculative fiction over its Latinx counterparts.42 In an aside, Yunior mentions
that Oscar “heard about the family curse for like the thousandth time but strangely enough didn’t
think it worth incorporating into his fiction” (Díaz 32). By mistakenly viewing the magical
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realist fukú and science fiction/fantasy traditions as mutually exclusive, Oscar denies his
Dominican heritage.43 Díaz emphasizes that the fukú of domination, which started with
Columbus44 and has continued, cannot be destroyed without confronting and then “zafa-ing” it.45
As Lola declares, “The only way out is in” (Díaz 209). Oscar’s visit to his family’s Dominican
home steers him toward ethnic self-articulation, but he must recognize his Dominican cultural
roots and discontinue his acculturative tendencies.

Oscar’s Collegiate “Apocalypse”
At this point in the novel, Oscar has begun to construct his multicultural subjecthood.
But, like Frodo in Lord of the Rings,46 he has a perilous journey ahead as he embarks on his
“Sentimental Education” (167).47 Upon entering Rutgers University, any progress Oscar had
made toward self-authorship disintegrates.48 Initially elated upon entering college, Oscar’s peers
awaken him from his fantasy: “The white kids looked at his black skin and his afro and treated
him with inhuman cheeriness. The kids of color, upon hearing him speak and seeing him move
his body, shook their heads. You’re not Dominican” (Díaz 49). This criticism from the “kids of
color” stings Oscar because they stem from homogenizing racial and linguistic markers.49
Despite his new home, Oscar returns to the X-Men “mutanthood” of his subalternity, where “his
happiest moments were genre moments, like when Akira was released” (Díaz 50).50 Like Akira’s
post-apocalyptic setting, Oscar’s identity remains shattered, requiring a painstaking process of
piecing himself back together.
The narrator Yunior presents two occasions for hope. After students challenge his ethnic
heritage, Oscar retorts, “But I am. Soy dominicano. Dominicano soy” (Díaz 49).51 With
linguistic reflexivity, Oscar affirms his Dominican identity, underscoring his identity’s cultural
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multiplicity. Oscar repeats this point to convince himself as well. Up to this moment, Oscar has
denied much of his heritage (i.e., the fukú), because he simply cannot uphold Dominican cultural
expectations, including hypermasculinity.52 Even so, Oscar encodes his Dominican heritage and
“geek” culture into his social interactions. Upon meeting Yunior, Oscar introduces himself (and
his sister) with: “Me Apokolips … she New Genesis” (Díaz 170). In Jack Kirby’s Fourth World
series, the evil Darkseid rules Apokolips, which the fictional New Genesis planet counters with
its benevolent New Gods (DC Wiki, “Apokolips”). The Old Gods’ destruction created these new
planets. Díaz utilizes this comic book intertext as a metaphor for the “next” diasporic generation
living in the United States that has evolved to the “new gods” of popular culture, even though
one must still recognize the classical “old gods” of the home culture. This cultural crosspollination is reflected in Oscar’s first greeting to Yunior, who recalls:
Hail, Dog of God, was how [Oscar] welcomed me my first day in Demarest.
Took a week before I figured out what the hell he meant.
God. Domini. Dog. Canis.
Hail, Dominicanis. (Díaz 171)
As with his novel’s epigraphs and other intertexts, Díaz affirms transcultural fusion. Oscar
welcomes Yunior via the science fictive register of a leader addressing a senior counterpart. Yet,
Díaz links the popular cultural expression with etymological Dominicanness. Moreover, “God”
and “Dog” are mirror images, symbolizing the diasporic subject’s multidirectionality.53
In college, the other promising development for Oscar is that he upholds his core self by
remaining faithful to the Genres. The narrator mentions that Oscar “wanted to blame the books,
the sci-fi, but he couldn’t – he loved them too much. Despite swearing early on to change his
nerdly ways … he joined the university’s resident geek organization, RU Gamers” (Díaz 50).54
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Díaz suggests that Oscar’s choice of popular “geek” cultural modes embodies his hero’s most
efficacious method for negotiating his identity. In turn, Oscar, instead of adhering to social
pressures, keeps filling in his identity’s paginas en blanco [blank pages]. But Oscar still
struggles with self-expression, so that his audience (in this scene, Yunior) is baffled instead of
appreciative of Oscar’s syncretic code. Like the Invisible Man and Wittman Ah Sing, Oscar
grasps the “lower frequencies” of popular culture but must learn to transmit them more fully into
his identity.
Oscar contributes to his own isolation by his reliance on esoteric scripts from the
speculative genres, which are inaccessible to his audience. For example, he posts a Sindarin
(Elvish) riddle from Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings onto his dorm room door (Díaz 172) and
later tells “some hot morena” [dark-skinned woman] that he would assign her an eighteen rating
for Charisma (Díaz 174). The riddle requires the visitor (and the reader) to be well-versed in
Tolkien’s fictional world and to know that the Sindarin mellon translates to “friend.” Without
this password, one cannot enter Oscar’s “world.”55 Oscar here symbolically reverses the insideroutsider configuration that has relegated him, “nerds” and transmigrants to the margins of
society. He comprehends his difference, but he does not accept it. Instead, Oscar falls back on his
speculative hyperreality where he “talk[s] like a Star Trek computer” (Díaz 173) and swears
oaths of obedience to his faux-benefactor, Yunior (Díaz 176). He only mimics these
predetermined codes instead of integrating them into his plural ethnic character.
Oscar’s writing follows a similar pattern of mimicry, for his efforts are unoriginal (Lee
39). Yunior summarizes the content of one of Oscar’s texts: “Drop the phaser, Arthurus Prime!”
(Díaz 173). This content derives from the “phaser” of the original Star Trek as well as the
Autobot leader in the Transformers, Optimus Prime. Oscar fuses his name to King Arthur.
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Despite the syncretic mix of sources, Oscar’s writerly voice is still inauthentic,56 demonstrating
his assimilation into Western “nerd” cultural codes.57 The true “passwords” for Oscar involve
authentic recognition of his multicultural subjecthood. In this way, Díaz advocates for selfinvention through “nerd” culture. Or as Oscar states, “Nothing else has any efficacy, I might as
well be myself” (Díaz 174). At this point, Oscar has under-invested in his Dominican heritage.
Díaz exemplifies his anti-hero’s dislocation in the scene depicting how Oscar attains his
nickname. Despite never having sex with a woman, which would confirm his hypermasculine
Dominicanness, Oscar responds to his acquaintances’ taunts by again proclaiming, “I am
Dominican, I am” (Díaz 180). This time, Oscar does not code-switch to “Dominicano soy,”
which suggests a distancing from his home culture. The closest he gets to his cultural heritage is
the fukú. But as always early in his journey, he substitutes this magical realist element for its
Westernized counterpart, the Genres. For example, even though he insists he has been cursed
(Díaz 171), this sentiment is based on a science fictional version of “doom” instead of the
folkloric fukú. Oscar dresses as Doctor Who for Halloween (Díaz 180), the British time-traveler
whose name signifies plural subjects’ search for “who” they are. Doctor Who, moreover, is an
alien who crosses time and space, mirroring the diasporic subject’s multidimensional reality, and
his ability to set the world right exemplifies Oscar’s yearning for rule-based order (Schulenburg
508). However, given Oscar’s background, this, of course, is all fantasy. Oscar’s choice of a
popular cultural and transgenerational English character, along with his continued fascination
with the U.S. Genres and Japanese forms like animé and kung fu movies, at one level attests his
transnational worldview. But his cultural repertoire still lacks any Dominican culture referents,
so his identitary development (or quest) remains limited.
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Díaz places his protagonist’s costume selection alongside his ongoing lack of true coding
ability when Yunior nicknames him “Oscar Wilde” because while in costume “he looked like
that fat homo” (Díaz 180). Díaz juxtaposes an Englishman of popular cultural creation (Doctor
Who) against the canonical, high-cultural British author, Wilde.58 Invoking Wilde underpins
Oscar’s intersectional alterity.59 In Wilde’s time, the establishment relegated him to outsider
status, deeming him a “dandy” for his flamboyant garb and lifestyle. In a display of hegemonic
power’s extensive reach, Wilde was sentenced to jail for his homosexuality.60 Oscar feels
similarly “imprisoned” within multiple coercive ideologies which is why he continues to seek
out the “hidden elements” for self-affirmation. Additionally, when the last name is creolized to
“Wao,” the new moniker captures Oscar’s marginality.61 This discursive “Othering” exhibits
how Oscar does not really belong alongside a similarly marginalized personage (Wilde). On the
surface, his hybrid sobriquet appears to be another example of transcultural fusion. However, this
is in fact a type of submission, for he does not participate in its selection. His classmate Melvin
aptly asks, “¿Quién es Oscar Wao?” (Díaz 180). A key component of identity is one’s name, but
Oscar’s acceptance of the insulting “Oscar Wao” allows others to strip him of his Hispanic
surname.
When his college crush, Jenni Munoz, gives him the “coup de friendship” (Díaz 187) and
spurns him, Oscar loses his ability to self-invent. He acknowledges his “dream[s] about
oblivion” (Díaz 186) and stops writing. In sniveling, “My heart is overthrown” (Díaz 187), he
expresses himself in the passive voice, signaling his lack of self-realization.62 Further stigmatized
by his dorm mates who consider him a “major psycho” (Díaz 188), Oscar falls into a severe
depression before decreeing that, “Everybody … misapprehends me” (Díaz 189). He voices his
frustration with straddling incommensurable cultural worlds. He seeks alternative significations
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through popular culture, but because he has allowed the “nerd” registers to be as exclusionary as
the hegemonic customs he resents, these channels have only added to his marginalization. When
he soon after abandons his writing, Oscar loses his sole outlet for self-expression. He then
misapprehends himself, which presages his decision to enact his own form of “apocalypse,” his
suicide.
Oscar’s attempt at suicide reflects Díaz’s admonition against monocultural
overidentification. While standing on the bridge’s edge, Oscar envisions a Golden Mongoose
described by Yunior with the serenity of a Buddhist (Díaz 190). The Mongoose is also a
transnational figure representative of transculturation. In an earlier footnote after it appears to a
near-dead Beli, Yunior documents that the Mongoose “accompanied humanity out of Africa and
after a long furlough in India jumped ship to the other India, a.k.a. the Caribbean” (Díaz 151).
Yunior adds, “Many Watchers suspect that the Mongoose arrived to our world from another, but
to date no evidence of such a migration has been unearthed” (Díaz 151). The Mongoose’s lack of
origin is reminiscent of the bacá’s63 lack of form, which allows multiple cultures to mold it
according to their epistemological needs.64 In this case, the Mongoose materializes when Oscar
succumbs to his traumatizing alterity. As Yunior notes, “Dude had been waiting his whole life
for something just like this to happen to him, had always wanted to live in a world of magic and
mystery, but instead of taking note of the vision and changing his ways [he] just shook his
swollen head” (Díaz 190). Oscar does not realize that his fantasy knowledge base connects him
with those Dominicans (Lanzendörfer 137). Rather, he has been acculturated to lean heavily on
the Westernized version of the fantastical. But it is notable that Díaz positions his dejected hero
on a bridge, which symbolizes the crossroads Oscar has reached in his (identitary) life even as he
contemplates suicide.
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The bridge similarly symbolizes the plight of the transnational subject who traverses
multiple cultures. While on the bridge, Oscar stares at his diasporic mirror image in its goldlimned eyes (Díaz 190), disavowing his own ethnic hybridity. Although Oscar defies the
expectation that he would welcome the Mongoose as a fantastical element that reinforces his
hyperreal, popular cultural perspective, he also rejects its potential as Caribbean magical realistic
emblem. Instead of syncretizing these cultural formations, he jumps. Fortunately, Oscar lands on
a divider instead of the street, giving him the “extra life” of a video game character or beloved
superhero.65 This potential act of self-erasure is obviously antithetical to Hall’s and Bhabha’s
models, which argue that subjecthood is a future-oriented process. His survival proves pivotal,
for it enables him to right his previous identitary wrongs (á la Doctor Who). Like the Mongoose,
Oscar becomes a survivor. Díaz presents both of them as totems that come to suggest Bhabha’s
conviction that “culture [is] as much an uncomfortable, disturbing practice of survival and
supplementarity” (251).

Oscar’s Post-Apocalyptic Recovery
Surviving his suicide profoundly affects a “regenerated” Oscar (Díaz 192). His attitude
shifts, as demonstrated through his increased expression of cultural simultaneity. Díaz maps
Oscar’s identitary regeneration through his hero’s writing efforts. An inspired Oscar completes
the first novel in a planned tetralogy.66 Although the “same ole Oscar” (Díaz 196) tends to dwell
in an alternate reality, he is now also grounded in reality in that after his suicide, he thinks more
about his family. The section closes with Oscar’s insightful reflection in which he combines
several popular cultural scripts: “Nothing more exhilarating … than saving yourself by the
simple act of waking” (Díaz 201).67 This rumination recalls the fairy-tale damsel awaiting her
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prince. However, Oscar modifies this trope to match his own reality, for his failed romances
mean that no kiss will save him. Secondly, the passage alludes to the ending of The Wizard of
Oz, in which Dorothy clicks her ruby slippers to rouse her from her dream. But Dorothy’s
refrain68 carries a different meaning for transmigrant subjects who simultaneously have multiple
“homes,” but who feel dislocated from all of them because no magic wish exists to rouse them
from the “nightmare” of cultural displacement. Finally, Oscar’s comment refers to the myriad
comic book and speculative heroes who resurrect themselves (“regenerate”) after a period of
dormancy. Restrictive social practices have been Oscar’s primary “enemies.” Their “curse”
alienates Oscar from his authentic self.69 He has also contributed to his own alienation through
his inflexible disregard of his Dominicanness. As suggested in this passage, in the latter parts of
the novel, Oscar asserts his autonomy and “rescues” himself70 by “bridging” his multiple
realities: Dominican-American, dreamworld-reality, self-family/community, citizen-immigrant,
low-high culture.71
In a crucial exchange, Yunior probes Oscar about his suicide attempt:
It was the curse that made me do it, you know.
I don’t believe in that shit, Oscar. That’s our parents’ shit.
It’s ours too, [Oscar] said. (Díaz 194)
Oscar accepts fukú’s transgenerational influence, refastening him to his Dominican heritage.72
The fukú represents the “lower frequencies” that Dominicans used to subvert the Trujillo
dictatorship’s version of official history.73 Yunior also characterizes the fukú as “speculative,”
which he foregrounds by questioning Trujillo’s supernatural abilities and by casting doubt on
numerous plot events.74 Díaz likewise views fluid diasporic identities as “speculative.” Oscar
concedes the fukú’s transhistorical impact but recognizes it evolves because, like the Mongoose,
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it has undergone numerous mutations. Oscar and his family are a generation removed from
Trujillo’s tyranny, but its impact remains since they live in the U.S. because of his dictatorship.
The generational “trauma”75 now centers on diasporic identity. Oscar now classifies the
Dominican fukú as both magical real and science fictive, reflecting the multiethnic subject’s
simultaneity.
Oscar still experiences identitary complications, even after re-establishing his connection
to his Dominican heritage. After college, publishers snub his writings,76 and he discovers that his
beloved “geek” culture has left him behind. Yunior reports how Oscar discovers that “overnight
the new generation of nerds weren’t buying role-playing games anymore. They were obsessed
with Magic cards!” (Díaz 269). Oscar learns that “nerd” culture also evolves. His outmoded
“geek” tastes parallel how first-generation Dominicans’ “old” trauma (the Trujillato) has shifted
to the next generation’s struggles with hybrid identity.77 Yunior describes the new Magic card
wave as “no more characters or campaigns, just endless battles between decks. All the narrative
flensed from the game, all the performance, just straight unadorned mechanics” (Díaz 270). The
narrator characterizes games as restrictive because they strip away the human quality of
(narrative) choice. Their stack-building model relies on random flips of the cards, Oscar’s
treasured role-playing games which center of players’ creativity (authorship).
But these games do reflect elements of diasporic subjects’ plight in identity formation.
Oscar experiences give-and-take clashes between cultural expectations (“decks”). He participates
in the Magic craze but finds it unsatisfying.78 Yunior classifies Oscar’s lack of care as the “first
sign that [Oscar’s] Age was coming to a close,” because “the latest nerdery was no longer
compelling, when he preferred the old to the new” (Díaz 270). Despite the temptation to
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maintain continuity for his “nerdy” self-image, Oscar reflects transcultural selectivity when he
does not accept the deck-game trend in “geek” culture because of its creative deficiencies.79
Nonetheless, Oscar’s “heroic” identitary turnaround stalls because he still retreats into
hyperreal Genre scripts. Oscar has yet to “suture” his Dominicanness into his subjecthood, so his
post-college escapes do not solve his real-life shortcomings. He fears “turning into the worst
kind of human on the planet: an old bitter dork” and loses faith in his efficacy, for he “didn’t
want this future but he couldn’t see how it could be avoided, couldn’t figure his way out of it”
(Díaz 268).80 He must break free from his affected victimhood and resume on the pathway to
self-realization. 81

Oscar Rediscovers “Home”
In a conversation with Lola, Oscar relates a revealing nightmare,82 where he compares his
existential distress to an apocalyptic meltdown. The “burned-out ruins” signify his prior
strategies’ obsolescence because they keep him disconnected from reality and leave him
vulnerable to hegemonic social structural “radiation.” Oscar has reached a crisis point in which
these acculturating forces have “melt[ed] down” his ethnic multiplicity. Due to losing sight of his
Dominicanness, his identity has crashed and splintered, and Oscar fears he cannot reassemble his
disparate cultural parts. After Lola insists that nothing remains permanent in the world, Oscar
retorts, “There is in me” (Díaz 267). His “geek” identity’s durability has been a blessing at times,
but his allegiance to outmoded “nerd” cultural scripts continues to be a self-generated fukú. As
Hall’s and Bhabha’s models attest, Oscar must keep his fluid identity future oriented. Simply
acknowledging the fukú’s existence is not enough because “fattening” up (“Gordo”) on the same
menu (scripts) leads to identitary lethargy.
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Another turning point occurs when Oscar listens to his “elder spirits” (Díaz 272) and
vacations home to the Dominican Republic.83 Yunior harkens back to Oscar’s prior nightmarish
vision, but he has now steadied himself.84 By adopting the voice of Stan Lee’s exultant narration
from his comic books, Yunior modifies it by syncretizing the U.S. popular script with the
untranslated Spanish for “Son of Sacrifice.”85 Yunior reflects Díaz’s diasporic time-travel
analogy by placing Oscar back on his rocket but with eyes wide open, “saving” himself through
“awakening” to more cultural options. Yunior describes Oscar as “feeling resurgent” for the first
time in a decade86 (Díaz 271), and neither publisher rejection letters nor Doctor Who’s
cancelation perturb Oscar. The British show’s demise portends how this Dominican trip will
inspire him to answer the overwhelming question: “¿Quién es Oscar Wao?” (Díaz 180) by
suturing in his Dominican heritage’s fukú.
Yunior prefaces Oscar’s return to the Dominican Republic by ruminating:
Every summer Santo Domingo slaps the Diaspora engine into reverse, yanks back as
many of its expelled children as it can … Like someone had sounded a general reverse
evacuation order: Back home, everybody! Back home! From Washington Heights to
Roma, from Perth Amboy to Tokyo, from Brijeporr to Amsterdam, from Lawrence to
San Juan. (271-2)
Yunior underlines the tri-state area’s multicultural character, which represents a microcosm of
the transmigrant presence throughout the United States. The narrator verifies that these subjects
embody the multidirectional diaspora, undercutting acculturalist assumptions that immigrants
never return to their homelands. The ensuing transcultural exchanges result in syncretism such as
when Oscar beholds U.S. fast-food establishments such as Burger King standing vis-à-vis local
restaurants whose logos he cannot register (Díaz 273). Oscar’s lack of recognition signals his
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ambivalence toward Dominican culture. Like Oscar, Santo Domingo also sits in a liminal space
of multiple realities. Oscar then notices that “it seemed in many places like a whole new country
was materializing atop the ruins of the old one” (Díaz 273). This observation foreshadows the
magnitude of Oscar’s trip, during which he assembles a fresher, more fluid identity over his
older remains. Díaz’s novel corresponds by constructing a transcultural mindset over the
acculturative rubble.
Yunior highlights Oscar’s dissociation from his Dominicanness through a list of “how
much he’d forgotten” (274),87 which includes a parade of the commonplace sights that Oscar
views during the beginning of his stay. This “epic” catalogue of events “re-culturates” Oscar into
the home Dominican experience.88 The list involves all facets of the country, including its
“mind-boggling poverty” (Díaz 277), its citizens and its popular cultural forms such as its dances
(salsa, merengue, bachata) and telenovelas. However, Díaz does not depict the traditional
multiculturalist script with his ethnic hero “questing” back to the homeland to find immediate
empowerment from relocating his cultural roots (Mermann-Jozwiak 7-8). Instead, the Dominican
Republic is unidyllic and Oscar feels displaced, despite his reintroduction to Dominican reality.
Afterwards, Yunior reports how Oscar “refuse[s] to succumb to that whisper that all longterm immigrants carry inside themselves, the whisper that says You do not belong” (Díaz 276,
emphasis in original). The narrator voices transmigrants’ anxiety of losing their cultural roots,
especially when “not belonging” to both the home and adopted countries. As with his pre-college
excursion to the Dominican Republic, Oscar “collects” and archives these moments for future
reference. In defiance of his dislocation, Oscar stays in the Dominican Republic under the pretext
of “clear[ing] his head and his heart of the gloom that had filled them these months” (Díaz 278).
He opens himself up to his identity’s multiplicity because he does not escape into the
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hyperrealities of the Genres, nor does he escape back to the U.S. Moreover, Oscar records this
reality in his notebooks, which he will write alongside the speculative fiction, where he will
encode his diasporic hybridity into the Genres.
Following his pattern, a woman fuels Oscar’s evolution as the “semiretired puta” (Díaz
279), Ybón Pimental, 89 becomes Oscar’s muse for articulating his diasporic subjectivity.90 Her
name translates to “archer,” referring to several intertexts such as Cupid, which qualifies since
Oscar devotes himself to her. The huntress-goddess Artemis also applies, for Oscar befalls the
same tragic fate as Actaeon for his transgressive affections.91 Due to her job, Ybón qualifies as
the hypersexual satyr, which is often depicted as an archer. These divergent meanings mirror the
contradictory positions a multinational person inhabits. Yunior, in fact, describes Ybón as “one
of those golden mulatas that French-speaking Caribbeans call chabines, that my boys call chicas
de oro; she had snarled, apocalyptic hair, copper eyes, and was one whiteskinned relative away
from jaba” (Díaz 279).92 “Chabine” circles back to Walcott’s speaker in “The Schooner Flight.”
Yunior associates Ybón with transcultural simultaneity through her crossover existence and
frequent movement. Ybón’s description fashions her as otherworldly and as the embodiment of
reality mixed with fantasy. She epitomizes transcultural fusion because her profession has made
her “mad worldly” (Díaz 280) through her travels all over the world as “one of Santo Domingo’s
premier exports” (Díaz 281).93 While discussing her return to the Dominican Republic, Ybón
discusses her chameleonic (i.e., bacá) ability to adjust to any scenario, as she confides, “I never
wanted to come back … It was hard at first. Once you’ve been fuera, Santo Domingo is the
smallest place in the world. But if I’ve learned anything in my travels it’s that a person can get
used to anything. Even Santo Domingo” (Díaz 289). Ybón likewise underlines how she has
existed outside (fuera) her homeland, causing its influence to shrink. Although they have
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traveled different paths and possess different values, Oscar and Ybón are both dislocated from
their Dominican homeland. Ybón occupies the role of Oscar’s multinational mentor when she
advises him to “travel light” (Díaz 290), promoting identitary flexibility and countering the
overdetermination wrought by history and hegemonic social scripts. As Bhabha and Hall aver,
identity is always in motion so reducing one’s ideological “burdens” is beneficial.
Ybón also matches Oscar’s life as an outsider, validating his non-normativity. Society
marginalizes Ybón due to her profession, but Ybón maintains her authenticity.94 Moreover, Ybón
and Oscar possess harmonizing tastes as Oscar discovers that Ybón peruses astrology books and
Brazilian author Paulo Coelho novels. Their reading patterns evince a common fixation on
destiny with Ybón’s pseudo-scientific astrology paralleling Oscar’s speculative fiction.95
Diasporic subjects may be “fated” with a cultural inheritance and displacement; however, they
can exercise autonomy over their malleable subjectivities.96 The virginal Oscar and his prostitute
companion Ybón emerge as strange bedfellows in dislocation, for they both rely on
delegitimized social and cultural scripts in self-realization.
Any urges to plunge into an alternative universe leave Oscar when Ybón’s boyfriend (the
capitán) and his goons (Grundy and Grod) assault him in the canefields. The canefields’
reintroduction from Beli’s prior beating underlines the sobering reality of circular trauma97 and
violence still haunting the global south.98 Authoritative oppression’s reemergence through the
fields’ reappearance parallels Bhabha’s notion that cultural hybridity “articulates its problems of
identification and its diasporic aesthetic in an uncanny, disjunctive temporality that is, at once,
the time of cultural displacement, and the space of the ‘untranslatable’” (322, emphasis in
original). This idea reflects Díaz’s focus on the diaspora, for the assault on Beli leads to the de
Leóns’ displacement to the United States, where they have difficulty “translating” their
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identities.99 This scenario reverses its pattern since Oscar’s survival results in him returning to
the Dominican Republic, where he still feels dislocated. Furthermore, the Mongoose’s accented
voice, Oscar’s initial dismissal of its presence and its later redacted advice100 after his beating
point to their cultural untranslatability. This scene contains numerous references to Western
popular cultural phenomena. Yunior likens the capitán to Lee Van Cleef101 and his accomplices
as DC Comics villains Solomon Grundy and Gorilla Grod. This episode converges on
simultaneous cultural planes through its overlapping of magical realist elements with “nerd”
scripts to reflect the transnational “pluriverse.”
Oscar’s confrontation tempers his reliance on “nerd” culture’s substitute realities. Once
Ybón kisses him, Oscar rejoices with a heroic exaltation of, “Transcendence is miiine!” (Díaz
294). The triple “I’s” symbolizes the three subjective “I’s” of Oscar’s cultural multiplicity: the
Dominican, the U.S. American and the liminal subject. Their contiguity portrays the author’s
route to multiethnic “transcendence,” which involves acknowledging one’s multiplicity.
However, life is not a fantasy like The Lord of the Rings, and reality encroaches upon Oscar’s
reverie with the capitán’s intrusion, undercutting Oscar’s PG-13 victory.102 “Nerd” cultural stock
characters (the villainous goons) “imprison” him while riding to the canefields between Grod
and Grundy. Oscar marvels, “How could this be happening? To him? He was boring, he was fat,
and he was so very afraid” (Díaz 297). Oscar reconnects with the harsh reality that he exists as
the mild-mannered civilian who does not, in fact, possess superpowers. He realizes he cannot
escape from his real-life choices through forays into popular cultural fantasies. Although the
goons have locked his body down, his mind has escaped acculturative rigidity.
In the aftermath of Oscar’s beating, Díaz depicts Oscar’s increasing identitary balance
through an increased interlacing of heteroglot elements. Díaz titles the next subsection, “Close
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Encounters of the Caribbean Kind” (301), superimposing the hemispheric locale onto Steven
Spielberg’s film about alien abduction and first contact. The alien(ated) Oscar has just survived
his own abduction while reestablishing “contact” with his Dominican heritage. A recovering
Oscar now intertwines magical realism with the Genres when he dreams about the Mongoose
and then awakens to the sight of his Planet of the Apes lunchbox.103 During the dream, the
Mongoose asks Oscar, “What will it be muchacho? … More or less?” and Oscar resists
responding with “less” after remembering his family (Díaz 301). He now opens himself to the
“infinite possibilities” impelled by his common love for his Dominican ancestry (family) and for
popular culture. The Mongoose’s redacted response illustrates this multiple reality, for the
protagonist will inscribe his own identitary “text” onto his paginas en blanco.
Díaz illustrates Oscar’s intersubjectivity in the succeeding “Briefing for a Descent into
Hell” section, which opens with a description of Oscar’s syncretized dreams while he is
unconscious in the hospital.104 Oscar’s three-day absence from consciousness synonymizes him
as a Christ-figure, who has been “resurrected” after the capitán has “crucified” him. Oscar has
paid for his “sins” in self-limitation and reemerges as a “shepherd” for transculturation. Oscar’s
reverie combines this canonical Christian mythology with C.S. Lewis’ own Christ-figure, Aslan,
from The Chronicles of Narnia, mixing in a “hidden” popular cultural element that modifies the
original source. Díaz also modifies the Christ-figure by connecting it to the magical realist figure
of the Mongoose when Yunior refers to its golden eyes. Díaz reflects Rama’s processes of
modification and consolidation by demonstrating how the figure of the omniscient “Being” has
been differentiated across cultures. The merengue, a Caribbean popular dance music form,
obscures the spirit’s guidance, and Oscar consumes a common Latin American soup. keeping
him from only relying on Western fantastical scripts. This segment closes with Oscar dreaming
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of the old faceless man, whom he envisioned in the canefield holding up a blank book before he
“[breaks] through the plane of unconsciousness into the universe of the Real” (Díaz 302). Oscar
crosses into a blended reality where he can configure his identity. He punctuates this realization
when he observes, “The book is blank” (Díaz 302) since he will now fill those pages with his
multinational subjecthood.
After surviving his “apocalyptic” thrashing, Oscar articulates his integrative character
such as when he interpolates Latinx popular cultural forms into his life. His yearning for Ybón
takes on the melodramatic sensibility of the telenovela, for he awakens from a short coma and
declares his devotion to his “forbidden” love.105 Oscar visualizes Ybón suffering various
“Sucesos-style endings” (Díaz 304), which refers to a telenovela title and infers that she will
fulfill the soap opera trope of a violent death. Even so, Oscar remains attached to “nerd” culture
because right after he envisions Ybón’s death, Oscar tries connecting with her through telepathy.
He also reassures Yunior by avowing, “I still had a few hit points left” (Díaz 305). The titular
hero now orients himself through a syncretic popular cultural lens, which better reflects his
malleable multicultural identity.
Oscar exhibits this shift when he cannot finish reading Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings
trilogy. Yunior discloses that Oscar stops in the third novel after decoding, “And out of Far
Harad black men like half-trolls” (qtd. in Díaz 307). Oscar’s negative reaction to a line of
codified bigotry against black people106 exhibits his maturation. Even his most cherished book
series encodes the problematic stereotypes and “villainous” social structures (i.e., Negrophobia,
hypermasculinity) that he has battled. He also recodes at the linguistic level by placing the fukú
into reality when he “roll[s] the word experimentally in his mouth. Fuck you” (Díaz 304). He
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translates the term from Caribbean vernacular to U.S. slang,107 demonstrating how
transculturation affects all levels of culture, even in the smallest of utterances.
Oscar’s emergent diasporic consciousness stimulates his writing efforts, which become
more variegated and introspective.108 On the ride to the Dominican airport, Yunior remarks how
Oscar deciphers his scribbles from the previous night. Oscar’s writings remain a mystery, so they
cannot be defined, much like multiethnic identity. The single word that Oscar divulges is “fukú,”
attaching it to the cryptic preamble, “Bigger game afoot than my appearances” (Díaz 306).
Considering his newfound appreciation for his Dominican legacy, Oscar cannot concretize his
transnational subjecthood, even to himself.109 Contrary to his earlier use of the Western mellon110
password to enter his dorm room, Oscar now produces a new enigmatic “code,” but with an
Antillean foundation. Yunior interrupts this segment with a reiteration of Ybón’s advice to
“travel light,” but adds the stage direction of her “extend[ing] her arms to embrace her house,
maybe the whole world” (306). This gesture embodies the “infinite possibilities” that diasporic
movement and transculturation generate. Part II closes with an ideal strategy for encoding
cultural heterogeneity: “He listen[s]” (Díaz 307).

Oscar Achieves “Transcendence”
The novel’s final section opens with a prologue to Oscar’s secret “final voyage” (Díaz
315) back to the Dominican Republic. Titling this section “final voyage” alludes to a space opera
spaceship, as well as to a Star Trek plot where the crew journeys to a distant galaxy for an
important mission. Oscar demonstrates a newfound efficiency in cultural selectivity by trimming
his collection of science-fiction/fantasy books111 to the “core of his canon,” in preparation for his
move to commence a “new life” in the Dominican Republic (Díaz 312).112 Matching the spread
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of Ybón’s arms, Oscar “opens out” and directs himself toward an “interstitial future” (Bhabha
313), which places reality vis-à-vis science fiction’s futuristic settings.113 He has now become an
intermediary for cultural transmission through his transfer of Western “geek” culture forms to
the Caribbean. Although the reader can infer that Oscar returns to the Dominican Republic to
pursue Ybón, his “new life” also symbolizes an embrace of his multinational identity.
Oscar’s final conversation with Yunior is framed as movie dialogue. It concludes with
Yunior asking, “Is she beautiful?” with Oscar answering, “She is” (Díaz 313). Oscar concludes
by claiming he is going back to Paterson, New Jersey, for a date, which is a front for his real
“date” with Ybón in the Dominican Republic. Oscar embodies the diasporic agent’s “two-placed
gaze” (Page 227) as he indicates both of his “homes” for his next move. “She” doubles as Ybón
and the Dominican Republic, confirming Oscar’s reconnection to his homeland.114 With Ybón as
the representative transnational figure, Oscar’s final voyage arises as a transcultural undertaking
in identitary articulation on Oscar’s own terms.
The novel’s concluding segment that discloses Oscar’s final moments lacks dates,
reflecting the countless erased histories of those subject to the Trujillato’s oppression and the
diasporic aftermath.115 The missing dates also signal transculturation’s temporal and spatial
boundlessness. In contrast with his earlier trip to the Dominican Republic, Oscar displays his
boosted cultural confidence when he claps with his fellow passengers as the plane touches
down.116 Oscar then confides with Clives117 that his unexpected return is attributable to the
“Ancient Powers” which “won’t leave [him] alone” (Díaz 315). He syncretizes “low” cultural
formations, for these Ancient Powers constitute a reference to the “nerd” cultural mythos and to
Caribbean folklore (i.e., the fukú). Both formulations involve ancestral knowledge and “magic”
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that impact future generations with the common belief in “Ancient Powers” underlining
transcultural processes.
Oscar now escapes from the popular cultural script by focusing on his personal and
cultural history. Ybón notifies the capitán of Oscar’s insolence, but Oscar ignores the capitán’s
provocations so that he can examine La Inca’s photographs. By realizing that “the only way out
is in” (Díaz 209), he has become proficient in dictating his subject position because he now
selects his own (un)reality.118 Yunior reports that after looking through La Inca’s photo
collection, Oscar “researched-wrote” for the twenty-seven days preceding his demise (317). This
multitasking, as signified by the hyphenated “researched-wrote” and by his attention to the
photographs amidst his melodrama with Ybón, reflects diasporic simultaneity. Oscar’s research
centers on the stacked experience of his personal, familial and Caribbean history, through which
he can now fill the paginas en blanco of his own self-authored transnational identity.119
Oscar now encodes the transnational worldview of both “going in” and “opening out”
into his life. In a key moment, Oscar questions monocultural binaries when he responds to
Ybón’s plea for Oscar to return to his U.S. “home” by questioning, “A person can’t have two?”
(Díaz 318). He recognizes that cultural affiliations overlap, so he rejects having a sole national
membership. This succinct statement expresses Díaz’s attitude toward hegemonic codes
propping up monocultural “fantasies of purity” (Díaz qtd. in Jay 3), which homogenize
multinational subjects. Oscar’s question is rhetorical because the affirmative answer is implied,
even though it has traditionally been unacknowledged.
In turn, Oscar follows through with his post-suicide avowal: he listens. He heeds his
Dominican heritage’s “hidden elements” such as his abuela’s secreted photographs and the
unofficial information he unearths in his research. Even so, he does not allow his newfound
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connection to his Dominicanness to overdetermine him. Yunior exemplifies this syncretism
when La Inca attempts to exert her power by using “the Voice,” which is a commanding “force”
synonymous with filial authority, folklore and science fiction/fantasy magical powers. But La
Inca’s effort goes in vain as Yunior relates, “[Oscar] was no longer the boy she’d known.
Something had changed about him. He had gotten some power of his own” (Díaz 319). This
“power” pertains to Oscar’s indefatigable faithfulness to his authentic “nerd” self. Yunior’s
remark on Oscar’s metamorphoses highlights diasporic identitary elasticity. Beyond his
authenticity, Oscar’s “power” consists of his grasp of cross-cultural synchronicity. Likewise,
Oscar’s writing efforts carry him closer to the “holy grail” of self-articulation.
Oscar’s most prolific writing period occurs in the twenty-seven days preceding his death.
He composes around three hundred pages, but their contents are unknown except for some vague
comments from Oscar. The character’s creative explosion coincides with his extensive research,
so its subject matter likely focuses on his interpretations of his familial and Dominican history.
His multinational status is connected to these histories, so his new writings are more authentic
than his prior unoriginal science fictive efforts. Oscar divulges to Yunior, “Almost had it too,”
and assures his puzzled confidant, “You’ll see,” when asked what “it” means (Díaz 320). “It”
carries numerous interpretations, such as he has discovered the truth about Abelard’s
disappearance as a representative of the lost personal histories silenced under the Trujillato.120
But Oscar’s enigmatic “it” also relates to his renegotiated, evolving identity. As Hall and Bhabha
suggest, Oscar can only “almost” attain his multicultural subjecthood.
Oscar reflects his successful identity reconfiguration in his final moments. Oscar displays
his multicultural competence in this syncretic episode as Grod and Grundy drive him back to the
canefields after he defies the capitán’s demands to stop pursuing Ybón. Díaz underlines Oscar’s
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growth into the everyman “hero,” who surpasses personal and societal obstacles to achieve
identitary “transcendence,” by juxtaposing this episode with Oscar’s prior beating. The scene
opens with a mingling of Hispaniola’s multiculturalism (“krїyol voices”), a popular cultural
allusion (John Wyndham’s post-apocalyptic science-fiction novel The Day of the Triffids)121 and
a nod to Spanish conquistador influence (the “Zafra,” which is the early autumn harvest season)
(Díaz 320).122 Oscar maintains his “nerd” cultural worldview, showing that he has sustained a
core part of his identity.123 Oscar advises Clives not to worry because “they’re too late” (Díaz
320). This ambiguous utterance again defies assumptions of acculturation because hegemonic
social forces (i.e., the capitán and Grod and Grundy) have not thwarted Oscar’s identitary
“becoming.”
The scene continues within a transcultural framework, as Oscar acknowledges his
heritage and Latinx magical realist forms when he visualizes his family (dead and alive)
boarding a bus with the Mongoose as its driver and the Man Without a Face as its ticket collector
(Díaz 320-21). He engages in his ancestors’ mysticism (i.e., La Inca) by sending telepathic
messages to his loved ones and to all the women he had ever loved. Telepathy encompasses a
special power incorporated into speculative and comic book fiction. Oscar’s thoughts are
hybridized through popular cultural lenses such as when Yunior deems Oscar’s family reverie a
“final fantasy.” This label portends that this will be Oscar’s last imaginative creation (linked to
the Genres) and alludes to the popular multi-player video game quest series. Finally, Oscar’s
psychic message to Ybón triggers a footnote that refers to “The Watcher,” an early issue from
the Fantastic Four comic book series. Not only does this message124 reflect Oscar’s maintenance
of his “geek” cultural viewpoint, but it also doubles as Díaz’s mantra for transnational subjects
who are wrestling with their plural identities. Transmigrants do not exist “alone,” for they are
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part of a massive collective who have been forced to travel far throughout “this limitless
universe.” Moreover, diasporic subjects do not operate within “a lone” culture, for they
encounter myriad customs from which they can select numerous diverse elements during selfidentification.
Oscar’s final moments are a fitting reflection of multicultural crossings. Yunior narrates,
“[Oscar] told them that what they were doing was wrong, that they were going to take a great
love out of the world. Love was a rare thing, easily confused with a million other things, and if
anybody knew this to be true it was him” (Díaz 321). Oscar comports himself like one of his
“nerd” cultural heroes, bravely facing his attackers and giving an impassioned speech that
champions ideal love. Díaz depicts his hero as the mouthpiece for “good” to counter the “evil” of
acculturative hegemonic power. Díaz features “love” to promote interconnectivity and to offset
the displacement resulting from monocultural traditions that prey upon difference. Oscar
expresses himself with “words coming out like they belonged to someone else, his Spanish good
for once” (Díaz 321), highlighting his successful transmission of the Western popular cultural
script into his mother tongue.125 Oscar’s phrasing mirrors the comic book trope where the mildmannered citizen morphs into the “someone else” of his superhero identity. At this point, Oscar
“transforms” into a diasporic “superhero,”126 who embraces his cultural multiplicity. The
triumphant end of Oscar’s homily proves syncretic,127 for he avows that authoritative figures
such as Grod and Grundy who prop up prescriptive ideologies such as hypermasculinity,
“coolness” or “Americanness,” cannot interrupt (i.e., they are “too late”) a transmigrant’s
engagement in cross-cultural exchanges (“the thing that he had done”). Oscar’s adoration of the
syncretic Ybón has inspired his identitary growth, and he has crossed numerous referential
borders, helping him come to terms with his “mutant” alterity.128 He stands up for the “little guy”
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and high ideals, while also constructing a comeback and vengeance plot where the “good guy”
recovers from a momentary defeat129 to conquer the evildoer (i.e., acculturation).130
Oscar’s lecture models transcultural processes. While Oscar’s vow to return mimics
comic book discourse, it also qualifies as a transgenerational curse reminiscent of the fukú. Oscar
inverts the curse by casting it on behalf of plural ethnic subjects, who have been afflicted with
subscribing to regressive monocultural constructs. In turn, he critiques the “non-believers”131
who restrict themselves to homogenizing cultural scripts.132 Oscar recodes himself as both a
transnational everyman and as a hero in identitary authenticity. His fanboy passion for the
Genres, combined with his growing appreciation of his Dominican heritage, buoy his declaration
that “anything you can dream … you can be” (Díaz 322).133 The “fantasy” of self-realization has
now become reality.134
Díaz, however, does not provide a convenient endpoint for diasporic identity completion.
He forces readers to choose their own endings,135 mirroring his conviction that transnational
agents can choose for their own identities. As has been his tendency to “take his discourse or
leave it,” the narrator Yunior supplies multiple valid options to view the novel’s denouement
(Miller 100). Oscar’s life is cut short early in his process of identitary (re)discovery.
Furthermore, the package containing his conclusions, which are intended to be “the cure to what
ails us” (Díaz 333) disappears. This open ending fits the “geek” cultural tropes of allowing for a
sequel where the characters’ voyage continues. For the multicultural Oscar and his family, the
journey toward building their identities will remain in process.136
Upon recovering Oscar’s personal effects, Yunior documents how Oscar has circled a
panel toward the end of Alan Moore’s Watchmen, in which the pragmatic übermensch, Adrian
Veidt, consults with Dr. Manhattan after having eliminated countless “nameless lives” in New
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York for the sake of humanity’s salvation. Veidt inquires whether his humanitarian ends justify
his apocalyptic means, and Dr. Manhattan replies, “Nothing ever ends” (qtd. in Díaz 331), before
leaving Earth and its petty human squabbles behind.137 Díaz reflects Hall’s and Bhabha’s models
in suggesting that transnational subject formation “never ends.” This “nothing” also signifies the
state of immigrant subjecthood and its lack of acknowledgement in the United States.138 The key
message from this Veidt-Manhattan scene, however, involves the Veidt’s doubt and the
disappearance of his omniscient counterpart without receiving reassurance. Manhattan embodies
fate or determinism, which Díaz thematizes with the fukú “curse” of acculturation139 Díaz
underscores how no comforting zafa “counterspell” exists for diasporic subjects who are
“questing” for identitary comfort.140
But Brief Wondrous Life does not end in hopelessness and pessimism.141 Díaz affirms,
“Then, if you’ve got the opportunity and the breathing space and the guidance, you immediately
– when you realize it – begin to decolonize yourself. And in that process, you relearn names for
yourself that you had forgotten” (qtd. in Céspedes and Torres-Saillant 896). Oscar has forged his
own “breathing space” with his clandestine trip back to the Dominican Republic. Oscar’s return
and his subsequent research reunite him with his neglected Dominicanness. Oscar touts a
forthcoming package that “contains everything … [Yunior] will need,” which Yunior will
“understand when [he] reads [Oscar’s] conclusions” (Díaz 333). Oscar then assures his friend,
“It’s the cure to what ails us … The Cosmo DNA” (Díaz 333), hinting at a possible future where
Dominican experience moves beyond narratives of oppression (Sanchez-Taylor 101). This final
statement suggests that Oscar has “cracked the code” to ethnic cultural multiplicity, and in
typical speculative fashion, he stretches the reaches of existence to the cosmos,142 mirroring how
migration is a planetary phenomenon. This outsider’s “DNA” is comprised of a prevailing
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sentiment of liminality which generates hybrid anxiety, alienation and displacement. However,
as demonstrated through Oscar’s triumphant identitary “quest,” these ailments can be treated so
long as one subscribes to a transcultural perspective.
The parcel that contains the “cure” does not arrive,143 leaving Yunior to fill his own
multinational subjecthood’s paginas en blanco. Yet readers can unravel part of its mystery
through the package that does arrive, which includes a letter to Lola and a manuscript of his
“never-to-be-completed opus, a four-book E. E. ‘Doc’ Smith-esque space opera called
Starscourge” (Díaz 333). To his death, Oscar has remained connected to the Genres, continuing
his self-invention through his science-fictive writing efforts and embedding the “code” of
transculturation into his beloved Genres. The missive signaling his deep connection to his family
(and, by extension, his culture) arrives with his space opera manuscript. This casts the nationcrossing package as a site of polyvocality. As Díaz suggests, part of decolonization consists of
relearning forgotten names. The novel’s closing reflects this notion with Oscar reassuming his
actual name since he does not include the bastardized “Wao” as part of his book signature, and
Ybón has only referred to him by his first name throughout their dalliance. Finally, Yunior
comments that Oscar’s opus remains incomplete, mirroring the continuation of ethnic identitary
“becoming.”
Oscar’s death prohibits him from crossing back to the United States with his reconfigured
identity in tow. However, even after death, Oscar participates in identitary evolution because his
role has shifted to being Yunior’s writing “sensei.”144 The novel emerges as Yunior’s own
science fiction/fantasy creation, representing another stage of cross-cultural modification. The
“final” Oscar has acquired the transcultural knowledge of “the beauty” (Díaz 335) of
interconnection.145 By listening, observing, experiencing and selecting a diverse mix of cultural
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modes, Oscar can understand the syncretic “intimacies that he’d never in his whole life
anticipated” (Díaz 335).146 The result is a self-authored multicultural individual who can “call it
life” (Díaz 336), with “it” encoded as another enunciative moment through a process of cultural
suturing. Oscar embodies Hall’s and Bhabha’s affirmations that transnational identity is always
poised toward that next future.147 This journey stands as the zafa-password that unlocks a
fantastical multicultural pluriverse of infinite possibilities.
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Conclusion: Embracing the Chaos of Possibility: Shape Shifting from
Rinehartism to a Bacá Existence
“Yes, we’re in a world of multiple identities and people have to deal with these shifting sort of
subject positions, but simultaneously to that, people have become more deeply wedded to
fantasies of purity” (Díaz qtd. in Jay 3).

Ralph Ellison, Maxine Hong Kingston and Junot Díaz employ in their novels the process
of transculturation to underline the “shifting subject positions” and “infinite possibilities” of U.S.
ethnic identity. Their characters mirror transcultural improvisation by adapting to overlapping
and contradictory cultural signs. Ellison’s trickster character Rinehart, the zoot-suited hustler
rooted in the jazz and blues spirit, embodies a cautionary statement against encoded acculturative
stereotypes which undercut U.S. cultural integration. Kingston’s protagonist Wittman Ah Sing
associates with both the mythic Monkey King’s transformations and with malleable U.S. popular
cultural characters in promoting transcultural complementarity. Díaz captures how the diasporic
Dominican subject experiences a chaotic bacá existence. At the end of Brief Wondrous Life,
Lola’s multiethnic daughter, Isis, represents a future world of infinite possibility. Díaz forecasts
an unsettled future when the “fantasies of purity” will be eliminated, producing a wondrous
“chaos” of identitary possibilities. Similarly, though Ellison expresses apprehension about this
“chaos” due to its vulnerability to monoculturalist scripts, much like Kingston and Díaz, he too
affirms it through his character’s mastery of transcultural messaging.
During the Rinehart episode in Invisible Man, the title character pilfers the Harlem
hustler’s identity. Through the amorphous Bliss Proteus Rinehart, Ellison suggests that although
identitary malleability can be beneficial, it can also fall down a slippery slope into nihilistic
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“chaos” if the minority ethnic subject adopts the hegemonic establishment’s reductive cultural
scripts. Rinehart embodies the consummate jazz improviser as he shifts between identities
(runner, pimp, preacher, rounder, hustler) associated with the African American urbanite.1 He
also reflects the Protean trickster figure, who crosses boundaries through his manipulation of
hegemonic power structures.2 Ellison positions the Rinehart segment after the Invisible Man
notices the zoot suiters reading comic books, and the protagonist’s recognition of them and their
“magazine” (442) summons up a larger-than-life character in the chameleonic Rinehart who
could, indeed, inhabit the comics’ pages.
However, Rinehart is not a viable model for authentic self-articulation, for he has
decoded society’s racial scripts but exploits them for self-interest3 instead of using that trickster
knowledge to encode black cultural empowerment. According to Ellison, Rinehart stands as the
“personification of chaos,” who has “lived so long with chaos4 that he knows how to manipulate
it” (“Art of Fiction” 223). The author characterizes Rinehart in terms of jazz mastery5 by
deeming him a “virtuoso” who can adjust to the syncopations that the black subject encounters
while fighting through the caprices of American life.6 But, Rinehart’s tactics prove misleading.
Sported in the zoot style, Rinehart represents a “m[a]n of transition” (Ellison, IM 440),
and the Invisible Man assumes an inadvertent apprenticeship in “transitioning” under the elusive
hustler after acquiring some dark glasses. However, Rinehart’s method as a master improviser
and “twilight figure [of] multiplicity in erratic motion” (Radford 125) is flawed. He limits
himself to African American stereotypes, so, despite his subversiveness, he still occupies a space
dictated by the white hegemonic establishment. Like the Invisible Man, he is kept “running”
(Ellison, IM 33), and his role as a “runner” depends upon him being in cahoots with the police.
This arrangement highlights how Rinehart has not escaped the encoded formula of black
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subordination because even if African Americans’ identitary possibilities have increased, they
are still limiting when they reinforce white dominance.7 Rinehart’s jazz-fueled virtuosity stems
from his fluidity in shifting between normalized roles. However, he has not created the
characters himself,8 so his “chaos” is not his own.9
The Invisible Man follows suit while Rinehart “possesses” him, extending the “depthless
simulacra” (Weinstein 32) of Rinehart’s impoverished performance.10 The Invisible Man
imitates empty signs, reflecting the “no-style” (Hall and Whannel 68) of mass art. Rinehart’s
assimilation conveys Ellison’s displeasure with how jazz and the blues had been contaminated
by catering to white industry leaders, white aesthetic tastes and a fetishization of black cultural
formations in service of tokenism.11 Despite personifying exceptional American industriousness,
Rinehart does not model Ellison’s ideal of U.S. syncretism, so the hustling confidence man is as
invisible as the site of faux resistance Rinehart propounds. Fittingly, Rinehart never appears in
the novel because he is a cipher of black identity.
A jazz song plays in the background during the Invisible Man’s altercation with Brother
Maceo in the Jolly Dollar.12 Its lyrics read: “Jelly, Jelly / Jelly, / All night long” (Ellison, IM
486), which recalls the early jazz singer, Jelly Roll Morton. This popular song frames the
Invisible Man’s inexpert “performance,” which is juxtaposed with Rinehart’s mastery.13 The
song’s imagery corresponds with the Invisible Man’s identitary state since jelly is untidy until it
is molded into form. This reflects the Invisible Man’s acculturated existence, as he earlier
bemoans, “All my life I had been looking for something, and everywhere I turned someone tried
to tell me what it was. I accepted their answers too, though they were often in contradiction and
even self-contradictory” (15). Although Rinehart’s elasticity necessitates a larger mold, he
nonetheless accedes to constructed social roles. Rinehart’s overdetermination leaves the Invisible
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Man “rolling” in confusion, for he cannot “reduce the chaos of living to form” (Ellison, “Living
with Music” 229). He lacks the creative coding prowess to break from white hegemonic scripts.14
The Invisible Man soon muses on the “real chaos” (Ellison, IM 499) of negation that
Rinehart represents.15 This rumination reflects Ellison’s own desire to find form out of chaos,
and it also alludes to the author’s distaste for the frenzied rhapsodizing by some free jazz or
bebop musicians. Ellison laments how instead of affirming their individuality while retaining
fidelity to the communal consciousness, these artists slip into reckless self-indulgence.16 He
describes bebop as a “near-themeless technical virtuosity … a further triumph of technology over
humanism” (“Harlem is Nowhere” 325). The author’s critique of bebop’s themeless “chaos”
parallels Hall and Whannel’s observation that “the typical ‘art’ of the mass media … is not a
continuity from, but a corruption of, popular art” (68, emphasis in original).
Rinehart’s religious service illustrates this devolution of popular artistic expression
through its manipulation of African American folk cultural spirituality. Instead of an organ and
choir, an electric guitar and boogie-woogie piano open the service (Ellison, IM 497). The
spectral preacher’s “uplifting” message panders to communal needs while undermining them.
His pamphlet reads, “Behold the seen unseen / Behold the invisible / Ye who are weary come
home!” (496). This evangelization reflects the blues’ principle of generating hope to push past
existential weariness through collective effort and dialogue. However, his brochure’s boast, “I
See all, Know all, Tell all, Cure all. / You shall see the unknown wonders” (495), undercuts this
pledge because it is monological, and Rinehart never attends his own service. He is an absent
god and a ghost in zoot clothing, symbolizing his nihilism.17 Ostentation “triumphs” over a false
humanism fashioned in the alluring guise of empathy. The Protean hustler thus resembles the
Brotherhood in “getting them going” by simplifying experience through the employment of
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formulae and stereotypes (Hall and Whannel 69). Rinehart taunts his congregation when his
leaflet thrice beckons, “Behold the invisible.” Rinehart (im)materializes as Ellison’s
personification of disorder through his disavowal of any rules or framework (Radford 114). This
brand of invisibility encompasses the culture industry’s prevailing strategy of homogenization of
experience (Adorno and Horkheimer (35).
Before leaving the service, the Invisible Man espies a gold-lettered notice exclaiming,
“Let there be light!” (Ellison, IM 498), manifesting how “mass style develops as a set of
technical tricks for projecting an image” (Hall and Whannel 68). Rinehart is a projection of stock
feelings, minus the humanity necessary to authenticate them. With a final indication of
Rinehart’s fraudulence, the Invisible Man experiences an epiphany that Rinehart’s techniques,
although appealing, will not help him articulate his black identity. He recognizes that chaos
governed by restrictive hegemonic codes supplies limited prospects for self-realization. This
objectification leads to misidentification and an inauthentic subject who may as well be (and is,
in Rinehart’s case) invisible.
Rinehart, in turn, represents an unrestrained jazzman who relies on the shallow bells and
whistles of staging and “technical tricks" instead of the communal “soul” of his performance.
Ellison disparages this type of empty “clowning” (“On Bird” 261) but depicts his protagonist as
a momentary disciple because Rinehart appeals to the Invisible Man’s dislocated identity. The
narrator ponders, “Could he be both Rind and Heart?18 What is real anyway? … The world in
which we lived was without boundaries. A vast seething, hot world of fluidity … Perhaps the
truth was always a life” (Ellison, IM 498). Identity entails the dynamic interaction between the
evolving “rind” and “heart” of an individual,19 and any essentialist belief in the “truth” of racial
stereotypes is “an illusion … creating a counter-illusion” (Ellison, IM 515).20 The Invisible Man
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diagnoses this shortcoming when he thinks, “And sitting there trembling I caught a brief glimpse
of the possibilities posed by Rinehart’s multiple personalities and turned away. It was too vast
and confusing to contemplate” (Ellison, IM 499). He lauds Rinehart for fashioning himself as an
“exploiter rather than one of the exploited” (T. Butler 322), but Rinehart is also exploiting the
already exploited (his black brethren) and manipulating the conditions of their optimism.21 The
Invisible Man’s would-be mentor for identification proves problematic because he has entered
the lion’s mouth but only ventriloquizes the white establishment’s reductive codes.
The Invisible Man cannot achieve identitary “enlightenment” until he removes the
dummy Rinehart lenses and experiments with his own “instruments” for identitary selfarticulation. Although the shape-shifting Rinehart proves disruptive, Ellison challenges this
“chaos’” effectiveness because it re-forms into calcified norms that reinforce white supremacy.
Ellison instead recasts the U.S. black experience as one of infinitude, beyond Rinehart’s varied
options. In validating his community’s cultural contributions, Ellison thereby substantiates U.S.
transculturation. Although Ellison does not embrace the “chaos,” his literary successors,
Kingston and Díaz, adopt this theme in affirming U.S. transculturation and ethnic identitary
plurality through popular culture.
Unlike Ellison, Kingston embraces this chaos because it typifies the U.S. ethnic subject’s
open-ended experience. She emphasizes shape shifting as a mode of resistance to reductive
coding practices. Kingston’s protagonist, Wittman Ah Sing, desires to “transform” the United
States’ acculturative mentality, which U.S. popular culture has propagated. Kingston foregrounds
the morphing motif by depicting Wittman as the personification of Sun Wukong, the Monkey
King from Journey to the West, who undergoes 72 transformations. Kingston does not present
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the Monkey King as a static “Chinese” product22 but, instead, highlights how he possesses
Hollywood “star” qualities, including possessing superhero powers (i.e., “infinite possibilities”).
Kingston exhibits this syncretism at the close of her opening chapter (“Trippers and
Askers”). Wittman tells Nanci of his “Gold Mountain trunk” (29) which has morphed into a
“theatrical trunk” that is “big enough to hold all the costumes for the seventy-two
transformations of the King of the Monkeys in a long run of The Journey to the West in its
entirety” (29). The Tripmaster confides, “I’ve got to tell you the real truth. No lie. Listen, Lois.
Underneath these glasses … I am really: the present-day U.S.A. incarnation of the King of the
Monkeys” (33).23 This mixture of Chinese and U.S. cultural contexts embodies Rama’s
transcultural “combinatory system” (22). This Chinese epic hero and the U.S. superheroes share
the conceit of utilizing a secret phrase or word to trigger their transformation. Like his Monkey
King counterpart, Wittman yells, “Bee-e-een!” to signal his changes. This bodily mutability
epitomizes U.S. multiculturalism and the U.S. ethnic subject’s multiplicity.
Two further illustrations demonstrate Kingston’s embrace of chaos as an expression of
transculturation. The final segment of Wittman’s talk-story “trip” over the television static
involves him decoding popular cultural messages of apocalypse (i.e., “chaos”) and recoding
them as expressions of ethnic pluralism. He discusses the plot of Dr. Strangelove, which ends
with a montage of nuclear explosions.24 This conclusion cautions against humankind’s
destructiveness,25 but Wittman retranslates this message to one of regeneration.26 The resulting
blank slate would allow the outsider “monkeys” to generate their own codes and to exercise
agency over their subject formation,27 without facing the white hegemonic influence. With
Wittman staring at a formless, open channel, his mind “flash[es] through time” to “enlightened”
inclusivity.28 The Tripmaster heeds the movie subtitle’s guidance29 by envisioning a life-
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generating Bomb that creates “nuke mutants” (96). He then predicts, “We’re going to have a
mutating generation. Nature will sport at an accelerated rate” (96),30 forecasting the growth of
the United States’ multiethnic population. Kingston critiques the mythos of racial purity while
preying upon the bigoted fears against cultural cross-pollination through Wittman’s depiction of
different mutant species such as minotaurs and Werecoyotes deriving from species that signify
Americana such as rodeo riders and dairy farmers (96). The author champions this syncretic
phenomenon and recodes fear-mongering scripts that pander to the monoculturalist mythology
that equates “Americanness” with “whiteness.”31
Kingston connects with Díaz by also alluding to the Shazam comic book. For his epic
play, Wittman and his actors devise a scene where a kung fu monk walks down the main street of
a California ghost town before a host of good and bad guy “kung fu jocks” fly through the crowd
(Kingston 279). When he explains the monk’s background, Wittman pictures, “Billy Baston
going down the hallway between the statues of virtues and vices, and reaching Shazam on his
throne, who gave him the holy-moly herb32 and the word that changes him into Captain Marvel”
(279). Wittman’s reference to Shazam connects to the Chinese trickster Monkey’s 72
transformations, again linking Eastern and Western traditions under the shape-shifting trope.
Wittman then transposes comic book character features onto those of Chinese heroes,33
demonstrating how he identifies with both Eastern and Western frameworks because they are
more similar than different. His sprawling play develops into “the weirdest, most foreign thing
an American audience will ever see” (280) because he recognizes that the American viewer has
been programmed into East-West binaries that enforce cultural purity and homogeneity. The
monk stuns the American onlookers because he morphs into a bee. Kingston’s Tripmaster
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represents her bee and her Shazam, for he cultivates transcultural multiplicity. Wittman’s
creative strategy reflects Kingston’s problematization of the restricting identitary “hyphen.”34
Díaz continues his literary predecessors’35 transcription of identiary and cultural “chaos”
through the Dominican formulation of the bacá, which he describes as the “shape-shifter that has
no original form” (qtd. in Miranda 37).36 The bacá’s lack of an original form underwrites Díaz’s
dispute with the “fantasies of purity” and echoes Judith Butler’s theory concerning the social
construction of gender, which she avers is a repeated copy without an original (2550).37 Brief
Wondrous Life also focuses on this deferral of origins by relating the transculturation of figures
such as the Golden Mongoose.
Díaz’s novel represents the multinational diasporic subject with the titular character
experiencing numerous changes due to identitary negotiation. These range from his physical
fluctuations in weight and body type to Yunior’s observation that love “transforms” Oscar (Díaz
185). One example of Oscar’s malleability arises with Yunior’s initial comparison of Oscar with
the X-Men.38 Created by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, Marvel Comics’ X-Men is a group of human
mutants whose superpowers lead to their ostracism because the hegemonic establishment fears
them for their differences.39 Although they have “origin stories,” these mutants possess the key
bacá quality of shape shifting. The metamorphosis motif fits Díaz’s popular cultural conceit
since numerous comics and speculative fictions focus on character or societal transformations.40
Díaz embeds these modes within the traditional literary genres of development and change (the
epic,41 bildungsroman and künstlerroman) which supplement his novel. To be multinational
equates to being bacá, and Díaz depicts his hero as fighting the essentialist stereotypes that
police Dominican and American normative behavior.
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Díaz emphasizes how transculturation does not end with Oscar and Yunior’s generation,
symbolizing this perpetuity with the introduction of Lola’s daughter, Isis.42 Her description
foregrounds her multiethnic inheritance: “Eyes of Oscar. Hair of Hypatia. Her gaze watches
everything. A little reader too” (Díaz 327).43 Yunior highlights Isis’ resemblance to Oscar’s eyes
and that speculates that she will examine everything, suggesting that she will also possess an
inclusive frame of reference that can scrutinize multiple realities and welcome that multiplicity
into her subjecthood. Yunior describes Isis as “neither Captain Marvel nor Billy Baston, but the
lightning” (Díaz 329). He alludes to how the ordinary citizen Billy Baston transforms into the
superhero Captain Marvel by speaking the wizard, Shazam’s, name.44 “Shazam” represents the
unstopping process of identity formation for diasporic subjects, who exist between multiple
cultures and carve their own cultural third space. Isis, at this time, is not old enough to make
such choices, but Yunior anticipates her becoming his and Oscar’s transcultural apprentice who
will learn to control the “lightning” (i.e., the liminal space) of identitary multiplicity.45
After comparing Isis to the transforming “lightning,” Yunior links her to her Dominican
heritage through the three azabaches that she is wearing. Yunior “transculturates” these cultural
formations as he invests the talismans with “powerful elder magic” and insists they will protect
Isis against “the Eye” (329). Elder magic flows in both cultural directions since the azabaches
are passed down from her “elder” Dominican family members, while also referring to the
magical enchantments present in the Genres. The Eye also denotes both the “evil eye” (Mal de
oro) curse prevalent in Latinx cultures and Sauron’s panoptic Eye, which Díaz employs as a
metonym for Trujillo’s inescapable tyranny and malevolence. In turn, unlike Rinehart’s shades
for the Invisible Man, Isis’ azabaches protect her from the acculturative ideologies that the white
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hegemony employs to promote the “fantasies of purity.” This liberates Isis to better utilize her
ever-watchful Eye(s)’ in screening her identitary prospects.
Díaz therefore depicts Isis as an exemplar for transcultural futurity and flux. The goddess
Isis’ background involves her utilization of magical powers to resurrect her husband Osiris.46
Yunior envisions a scene where Isis visits him, and he allows her to examine what remains of
Oscar’s writings.47 He anticipates Isis “resurrecting” Oscar by ingesting her tío’s writings,
enabling him to pass down his legacy of multiethnic identity affirmation through the Genres. The
historical Isis proved to be transnational and fluid, for her influence spread beyond Egypt to
throughout the Mediterranean during the Hellenistic period of Greek rule. As often happened
with ancient deities, Isis was “transculturated” with varying civilizations blending her attributes
with existing gods. Isis thus represents the Dominican Republic’s shape-shifting bacá, and
Yunior assumes that Isis will follow in her namesake’s footsteps.
In addition to referencing Isis’ mythological origins, Díaz pays homage to the DC
Comics superhero, Isis. This character came into prominence through the 1970s live-action U.S.
television program The Secrets of Isis (DC Comics). This show was the second half of The
Shazam!/Isis Hour, much as the Shazam-like diasporic subject, Oscar, precedes his female
counterpart, Isis. This sequencing suggests that Lola’s daughter will continue the heroic
“adventure” of transculturation. The comic book character wears the “Amulet of Isis” which gifts
her its powers. Díaz’s Isis dons her own comparable “amulets” of power: her azabaches. Another
correlation between the superheroes is how Isis also transforms into her superhero persona by
proclaiming, “I am Isis” (DC Wikia, “Isis”). Yunior envisions how the Dominican Isis will
introduce herself by saying, “Soy Isis” (Díaz 330). Díaz positions his title character and his next
“hero” Isis in the enunciative space of diasporic “lightning.” As manifested through Isis’
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affirmation of her subjectivity, Díaz advocates for identitary self-articulation, for it empowers
transnational subjects with a potent “command” over their subjectivities.
Yunior punctuates his musings by predicting Iris’ inspiration behind their first meeting
and his wished-for outcome. He anticipates that Isis’ protective bubble will burst and fail “as
Circles always do” after she dreams of the No Face Man and hears the word fukú for the first
time (Díaz 330).48 Yunior contemplates, “And maybe, just maybe, if she’s as smart and as brave
as I’m expecting she’ll be, she’ll take all we’ve done and all we’ve learned and add her own
insights and she’ll put an end to it” (Díaz 330-1).49 This rumination again casts Isis as a
continuing link in the process of transculturation because as with Oscar, her Dominican heritage
will resurface via the “curses” of transgenerational trauma and cultural passage and through her
alienation for being a cultural outsider.
Yunior’s despondence implies that a fantastical “circle” of protection will end, but the
reader can put a positive spin on its collapse because of the novel’s grounding in the speculative
genres and how Díaz crafts it as a counter-history against tyrannical (Trujillo) or imperialistic
(Conquest, the U.S.) regimes. Díaz dots his novel with numerous references to Tolkien’s The
Lord of the Rings, so the Circle also alludes to the One Ring of Sauron,50 which “fails” once
Frodo Baggins deposits it into Mount Doom. Sauron creates the One Ring, which then ultimately
becomes the cause of his downfall (Lanzendörfer 135). This simultaneity of creation and death
corresponds with the simultaneous, push-pull effect that U.S. multiethnic subjects endure in
formulating their identity. Sauron’s demise ushers in an era of freedom and opportunity, much
like the liberation multicultural subjects experience when embracing their identitary diversity.
Yunior hopes Isis’ wider historical perspective will put an end to the “curse” of alterity, but Díaz
has emphasized through his multidimensional text that (in Dr. Manhattan’s words) “nothing ever
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ends” (333).51 Yet hope remains because Isis will contribute to the ongoing process of
“wondrous” transculturation through her own insights.
Shape shifting symbolizes the site of perpetual identitary negotiation for U.S. ethnic and
multinational subjects. This theme similarly represents U.S. transculturation as a multitude of
donor cultures interact in formulating the country’s fluid “combinatory system” of cultural
“idiosyncrasies” (Rama 19). Ellison proves apprehensive of the cultural “chaos” because he has
justifiable reservations concerning the white hegemony’s coding power. The white establishment
controlled the messaging during his era and corrupted black popular cultural forms through the
mass culture industry. Through Rinehart’s nihilistic, hollow performances, Ellison warns that
one’s metamorphoses could bolster monocultural authority until African American subjects
embrace their social formlessness, opening them to the possibilities to invoke change and encode
African American empowerment. Ellison’s literary successors reimagine this “chaos” as a readymade opportunity to deconstruct the reductive assimilationist scripts disseminated through
popular culture. Kingston’s and Díaz’s characters participate in recoding the historical and
cultural record with their own “eyes” toward a transcultural ethos. Kingston’s Tripmaster
encodes a spirit of syncretism through his reimagining of popular cultural scripts and his showstopping revue-lecture that celebrates the “marriage” of U.S. multiculturalism. Díaz’s narrator,
Yunior, speculates that the generations (reflected through Oscar and then through Isis)
succeeding the Dominican diaspora will generate the transcultural zafa counterspell to the
acculturating fukú curse that has plagued multiethnic subjects in the Americas for centuries.
Ellison, Kingston and Díaz thus relay a progression in affirming American diversity and
inclusivity. As with U.S. culture and these characters’ identity formations, transcultural
processes are forever open to “a world of infinite possibilities” (Ellison, IM 576).
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Notes
Introduction
1

“Intersectionality” is a term introduced by Kimberlé Crenshaw to address the overlapping oppressions that

individuals from targeted (non-hegemonic) groups experience in society. For example, a queer black woman faces
the stacked discrimination wrought be racism, sexism and heterosexism on simultaneous (not individual) identitary
axes. Crenshaw affirms, “Intersectionality draws attention to invisibilities that exist in feminism, in anti-racism, in
class politics, so obviously it takes a lot of work to consistently challenge ourselves to be attentive to aspects of
power that we don’t ourselves experience” (Crenshaw and Adewunmi 172).
2

Hall maintains, “What naturalized codes demonstrate is the degree of habituation produced when there is a

fundamental alignment and reciprocity – an achieved equivalence – between the encoding and decoding sides of an
exchange of meanings” (“Encoding” 95)
3

Earlier, Wittman comments on Monroe’s casting in The Seven Year Itch for a role labeled “The Girl. Not The

White Girl. She’s just a girl in New York on her own” (Kingston 25). The implication here is that the universal
“Girl” is actually coded as a buxom blonde Caucasian beauty with not even a thought of the role going to a minority.
Fittingly, Nanci admits that she loathes the movie.
4

A crucial component of piecing together one’s identitary fragments within the “enunciative present” involves

affirming one’s subjectivity. For instance, Kingston underlines how mainstream films have consistently undermined
Chinese American subjectivity when its actors in yellowface replace the subjective “I” with the objective “me” in
their insulting broken English. She encapsulates this dynamic when her protagonist, Wittman Ah Sing, seethes at
how Mickey Rooney, Jerry Lewis, and Lon Chaney perform linguistic castration with formulations such as “Me no
like,” “Me find clue to identity of murderer,” and when Chinese characters refer to themselves in the third-person as
in, “Ming of Mongo conquers the Earth and the universe,” and, “Confucius say” (318). Similar to the Brotherhood
reifying the Ellison’s Invisible Man in dictating his identity, the movies reify the Chinese American and take away
his subjectivity. Wittman fumes, “They depict us with an inability to say ‘I.’ They’re taking the ‘I’ away from us.
‘Me’ – that’s the fucked over, the fuckee. ‘I’ – that’s the mean-ass motherfucker first-person pronoun of the active
voice, and they don’t want us to have it” (318). Kingston’s Tripmaster exhibits his virtuosity in decoding as he
explains how the hegemonic establishment (“they”) upholds its discursive power. In this case, the Chinese American
outsider’s self-articulating subjectivity has been coded out of the script. The affirmative American “I” can be
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extrapolated to the multicultural or minority subject’s disenfranchisement in U.S. society. Discourse has
programmed the homogenizing belief that the objectified “me” (outsider) cultures will be assimilated into the main
“I” of the white dominant milieu. Kingston features this same dynamic in popular films, where the characters of
color operate as subordinate extras or foils to the white hero who solely possesses Star Quality. These operations
accordingly leave the hybrid agent in a state of identitary passivity as one filters one’s subjecthood through the
distorting lens of white evaluative models. This misdirected compliance potentially leads to overidentification (as
happens with the Invisible Man and Díaz’s Oscar Wao), inauthenticity, stagnation, and cultural erasure. One cannot
enter the “love life” (Kingston 310) of the United States without self-recognition. Reciprocating coded suppression
of one’s multiplicity proves damaging, resulting in cultural denial and, at worst, cultural erasure.
5

Díaz has likened the Caribbean diasporic experience of simultaneity to the science fiction tropes of time and space

travel:
I think that the narrative that would logically be most useful would be not only space travel – traveling
between two planets – but time travel. Jumping between two entire existences, two entire temporal
moments, is what it feels like. These conventions you find in science fiction are awesome in trying to
discuss some of the tensions and weirdness of being a person of color, being a third world person traveling
between the third world and the first world. And even the terms “first world” and “third world” already
intimate science fictive travel between planets. (qtd. in Lewis)
This correlates to Bhabha’s explication of a postcolonial identitary third space which springs from the “nonsynchronous temporality of global and national cultures” (312). Bhabha emphasizes that the tension from
negotiating considerable disparities in the third space is peculiarly present for borderline existences (312).
6

Therefore, Díaz’s assorted tributes to the Genres operate as an “aesthetic tool” for understanding the assortment of

Antillean historical narratives which can be read from both the inside and the outside (Blanco 53).
7

This is ironic since Oscar subscribes to the apocalyptic visions and fantastic narratives prevalent in the Western

Genres.

Chapter One
1

Hall conducts this last task in corroboration with Paddy Whannel in The Popular Arts.
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2

Butler challenges essentialist assertions that identity can be defined via “natural,” simplistic frames of reference

and discursive categories. She posits that identity is a contingent construction which is actually plural and
multidirectional even though it is presented as a “natural fact” or stable unity (J. Butler 2541). Corresponding with
Michel Foucault, Butler asserts that categories such as gender reflect hegemonic classifications that have been
erected over time; they are a repeated inculcation of a norm and stylization of the body (Butler 93). Since a subject’s
identity is formed within these norms, that person effectively becomes a simulacrum - “an imitation without an
origin” (J. Butler 2550). Ultimately, one’s identity becomes “fashioned rather than given” (Dickstein 134).
3

Hall does not label this “lack” as “under-determination” even though this may be implied through his terming the

surplus as “over-determination.”
4

Hall foregrounds this stance in “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,” in which he suggests, “Perhaps instead of

thinking of identity as an already accomplished fact … we should think, instead, of identity as a ‘production’ which
is never complete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside, representation” (234). Bhabha
similarly affirms, “Culture as a strategy of survival is both transnational and translational” (247). Hall challenges the
reliance on essentialist notions of identity that reduce differences to a superficial “oneness” and assume
transhistorical constancy (“Cultural Identity” 234).
5

For Hall, cultural identity “belongs to the future as much as to the past” and is “subject to the continuous ‘play’ of

history, culture and power” (“Cultural Identity” 236).
6

Many critics have analyzed Brief Wondrous Life as a reimagining of the dictator novel. See Daynalí Flores-

Rodríguez 91-106; Victor Figueroa 95-108; Jennifer Vargas 8-30.
7

Similarly, a staple of Hall’s formulation concerns the concurrent operations of the two vectors of

similarity/continuity and difference/rupture (“Cultural Identity” 237). He explains, “Caribbean identities always
have to be thought of in terms of the dialogic relationship between these two axes. The one gives us some grounding
in, some continuity with, the past. The second reminds us that what we share is precisely the experience of a
profound discontinuity” (“Cultural Identity” 237). Hall asserts that this paradox originates with the African diaspora
due to the slave trade and colonization. Although Díaz instead focuses on the Dominican diaspora in Brief
Wondrous Life, Hall’s perspective is applicable to Díaz’s novel.
8

This notion of “unpicking” resembles Rama’s concept of transcultural selectivity (Discussed below).
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9

The steps of this process are (in sequence): production, circulation, use (distribution or consumption), and

reproduction (During 90).
10

Rama does not directly use Ortiz’s terms of deculturation and neoculturation, but his model relates to these ideas.

11

This motif will be explored in the Conclusion below.

12

The section on the zoot suit subculture will additionally be interpreted through Dick Hebdige’s seminal study

Subculture: The Meaning of Style.
13

Science fiction, fantasy, superheroes (comics) and, at times, horror all fall under this umbrella term.

Chapter Two
1

He articulates his frustration with this passive approach throughout the novel such as when he complains, “I had

kept unswervingly to the path placed before me, had tried to be exactly what I was expected to be, had done exactly
what I was expected to do – yet … here I was stumbling along” (146), after Dr. Bledsoe expels him from the
College.
2

Julia Lee observes that Ellison casts his protagonist as a “ghostwriter” whose undertaking of multiple incarnations

of blackness parallel his oscillation between both white and black discursive vocabularies (465).
3

Specifically, in terms of black popular culture, Hall observes:
In its expressivity, its musicality, its orality, in its rich, deep, and varied attention to speech, in its
inflections towards the vernacular and the local, in its rich production of counter-narratives, and above all,
in its metaphorical use of the musical vocabulary, black popular culture has enabled the surfacing, inside
the mixed and contradictory modes even of some mainstream popular culture, of elements of a discourse
that is different – other forms of life, other traditions of representation. (“Black Popular Culture” 470)

4

Ellison explains:
There is in this a cruel contradiction implicit in the art form itself, for true jazz is an art of individual
assertion within and against the group. Each true jazz moment … springs from a contest in which each
artist challenges all the rest; each solo flight, or improvisation, represents (like the successive canvases of a
painter) a definition of his identity as individual, as member of the collectivity and as a link in the chain of
tradition. Thus, because jazz finds its very life in an endless improvisation upon traditional materials, the
jazzman must lose his identity even as he finds it. (“Charlie Christian” 267).
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5

Hall and Whannel assert that the transition from folk to popular artistry is less creatively draining than the shift

from popular to mass artistry. They claim that folk art involves familiar material “since it had been handed down,
with slight variation, from one generation to the next, the forms simple and traditional” (53-4). Additionally, they
characterize folk artistry by its “origin and feeling close to the oral traditions and forms of an earlier culture … a
communal art” (54). According to Hall and Whannel, the popular artist is more connected to folk art. Folk art
accurately reflects the audience’s reality or situational life patterns and also involves a “direct relationship between
performer and audience” (53). The popular artist maintains this close connection through passed-down artistic
conventions and a continued expression of “shared experiences and moral attitudes, and a shared quality of humour
and pathos” (Hall and Whannel 56). The primary differences between the folk and popular artist are that the former
remains anonymous and stays rooted in a communal style while the latter establishes a more individuated
performance style (Hall and Whannel 59). In distinguishing popular art from its folk artistic forbear, Hall and
Whannel emphasize how the popular artist generates his or her own style. The popular artist maintains the folk
artist’s “direct relationship between performer and audience” (Hall and Whannel 53). The artist embodies this
intimate connection through inherited artistic conventions and an expression of “shared experiences and moral
attitudes, and a shared quality of humour and pathos” (Hall and Whannel 56). Like folk artistry, popular artistry is
“for the people” (Hall and Whannel 59).
6

A host of scholars have evaluated Invisible Man as a blues or “jazz text” (Porter 74) and have investigated how

Ellison utilizes these musical modes aesthetically, thematically and schematically. Horace Porter famously compares
the Invisible Man’s journey to that of a young jazzman’s education in learning to translate his self-determined
identity successfully (77). Ellison likewise displays his own literary virtuosity through his improvisation upon
modernist techniques and appropriation of several literary genres (Porter 76). Although he reads Invisible Man as
more representative of the bebop aesthetic, A. Timothy Spaulding generally concurs with Porter as he highlights
how the Invisible Man shapes his unique voice which not only pays homage to, but also builds upon, the jazz
tradition (487). Spaulding notes how the protagonist has difficulty flowing into the tradition because he cannot
initially incorporate the complex voices he encounters into his own, which proves emblematic of his inability to
distinguish between the permutations of black expressive culture and those that racialized discourse has codified as
“blackness” (488-9). Berndt Ostendorf argues that Ellison offers jazz and its quality of inclusivity as the synthesis
between the competing prospects of his fluid anthropology and uncompromising modernism (96-7). Wilfried
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Raussert also assesses Ellison’s affiliation of jazz with his hero’s identity, underlining how jazz’ differential time
conception (placed within the “now” of the jazz moment) from Western linear time is vital for an African American
to assume shifting, transitory identities (530). Andrew Radford contends that Ellison documents how jazz’
inventiveness serves as an expressive counterpoint for the Invisible Man to combat his disheartening experiences
(114).
7

Several studies have extended beyond a primary concentration on Ellison’s examination and implementation of the

jazz and blues aesthetics as representations of popular culture. For example, Jean-Christophe Cloutier focuses on
Invisible Man’s “comic book world” (294) in arguing that Ellison “strategically underscores the productive,
imaginative dynamism comics possess as models of urban nimbleness and adaptability necessary for the promise of
future leadership” (296). Cloutier observes that the “comic reality” that develops as the novel progresses culminates
in the “Dick Tracy-esque Harlem riot” (306). Thus, Ellison alerts the reader that American popular culture and the
fantasies embedded within its products should not be cast off as being trivial (305). In addition, Shelly Jarenski
focuses a portion of her analysis of the Invisible Man’s invisibility as a cultural space of “empowered abjection on
the ‘lower frequencies’ of the cultural imaginary” (86) on how “’seeing race’ acted merely as a conduit for the white
culture’s appropriation and commodification of black cultural forms” (85). Jarenski briefly scrutinizes how in the
1950s (through popular culture phenomena such as Elvis Presley and Amos ‘n’ Andy), the dominant white society
and its media produced a “packaged blackness” not to empower black consumers, but rather to “drain both white
countercultural movements and black subjectivity of their revolutionary potential” (97). My analysis expands upon
both Cloutier’s and Jarenski’s studies by delving deeper into how the white dominant culture industry skewed the
popular artist’s creative integrity through its assimilationist ideology.
8

J. De Romanet identifies allusion as Ellison’s initiation of his readers into his “blues landscape” (109), where he

establishes the popular blues as a primary symbol of the Invisible Man’s invisibility. Similarly, Donald Shaffer
argues that Ellison uses the blues as a site of painful introspection (3).
9

Michael Borshuk claims that such irony conveyed through black sound serves as a focal point for the Invisible

Man’s attempts to locate his identity (269).
10

This contestation of competing voices summons up Gramsci’s notion that subordinated populations vie against

each other to have their voices heard within the hegemonic establishment.
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11

In characterizing the blues matrix or “web of intersecting, crisscrossing impulses always in productive transit” (3),

Houston Baker declares that “the blues singer and [his] performance serve as codifiers, absorbing and transforming
discontinuous experience into formal expressive instances that bear only the trace of origins, refusing to be pinned
down to any final, dualistic significance (8, emphasis mine). Thus, the Invisible Man decodes the blues text while
simultaneously qualifying as another “codifier” of the blues after having dictated his blues-toned story. As a
bluesman ever in “productive transit,” the Invisible Man’s identity is always “becoming” (Hall, “Who Needs” 3-4)
and remains in the “enunciative present” (Bhabha 255).
12

Baker identifies the blues as “offer[ing] a phylogenic recapitulation – a nonlinear, freely associative,

nonsequential meditation – of species experience” that is an amalgamation of a host of black cultural expressive
modes, including “work songs, group seculars, field hollers, sacred harmonies, proverbial wisdom, folk philosophy,
political commentary, ribald humor, elegiac lament, and much more” (5). Ellison’s and Baker’s respective
classifications of the blues generally align.
13

Moreover, the mother’s ambivalence mirrors the multidirectional, tragic-comic contradiction which Ellison claims

that the blues interprets. De Romanet remarks that this modal distinction is analogous to how the blues (like most
forms of Western music) follows two melodic scales with the major corresponding to the comic side with the minor
framing the tragic mode (113). Raymond Olderman observes, “Contradiction is the moving force of the novel”
(144).
14

Shaffer deems this a “blues perspective that imagines black folk as always already standing at the proverbial

cross-roads of cultural meaning” (1). Shaffer adds that Ellison utilizes the blues as such a tool because it operates as
“a capacious signifier of black culture and lived experience” (2).
15

Borshuk identifies this as the Invisible Man subtly challenging his predecessor - who prevails as a “metonymic

example of a larger black cultural tradition” (274) - in desiring to depart from that discursive history (271).
16

Olderman argues that the Invisible Man commences “sing[ing] his own blues” in an aim to unearth his own being

and make sense of his reality (143).
17

De Romanet contends that the metaphysical dimension and “existential signification” of the blues (107) pushes

the Invisible Man toward interrogation and redefinition (113).
18

Thorpe Butler aptly observes that the protagonist’s varying identities are often allied with his orations (322).
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19

To further this point, after cataloguing the couple’s personal effects left on the sidewalk, the title character

contemplates:
I turned and stared again at the jumble, no longer looking at what was before my eyes, but inwardlyoutwardly, around a corner into the dark, far-away-and-long-ago, not so much of my own memory as of
remembered words, of linked verbal echoes, images, heard even when not listening at home. And it was
though I myself was being dispossessed of some painful yet precious thing which I could not bear to lose
… And with this sense of dispossession came a pang of vague recognition: this junk, these shabby chairs,
these heavy, old-fashioned pressing irons, zinc wash tubs with dented bottoms – all throbbed within me
with more meaning than there should have been.
This reservoir of shared experience upon which a performer can draw upon is a key component of popular artistry,
according to Hall and Whannel.
20

The Negro leagues stand as another key black contribution to U.S. (trans)culture that has often been occluded

from the master narrative of baseball records.
21

Ellison supplying this index can qualify him as a folk artist, according to Hall and Whannel, who claim that folk

art involves familiar material “since it had been handed down, with slight variation, from one generation to the next,
the forms simple and traditional” (53-4).
22

Hall and Whannel explain that folk culture “dealt with common situations within a familiar pattern of life …

Secondly, there was a direct relationship between performer and audience: the threshold of participation was high,
the material familiar” (53).
23

This “mini-riot” roused by fury and frustration presages the larger riot scene later in the novel. Ellison

characterizes both instances as chaotic, paralleling his protagonist’s continual identitary disorientation. Such anarchy
similarly undercuts assumptions of unidirectional acculturation and, instead, represents the disorder of
multidirectional transculturation.
24

The Invisible Man notices several white individuals participating in the reclamation of the old couple’s apartment.

When asked their purpose, one responds, “We’re friends of the people,” and, more significantly, another calls, “We
believe in brotherhood” (282). Ellison thereafter Signifies on “Brotherhood” through its capitalization, for the
organization stands as a metonymy for the white establishment which has partnered together to subjugate African
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Americans through totalizing discourse, constricting regulations, mass industry and corrupted artistry (among other
means).
25

Hall and Whannel continue, “Mass art uses the stereotypes and formulae to simplify the experience, to mobilize

stock feelings and to ‘get them going’” (69). This arises as the Brotherhood’s primary strategy to stir the masses and
increase membership – as exhibited in its simplistic framing of incredibly complex social issues, i.e. “The Woman
Question” (Ellison, IM 406).
26

As demonstrated in the Invisible Man’s reefer dream in the Prologue as well as during Rev. Barbee’s evocative

retelling of the Founder’s origin myth, a healthy back-and-forth dialogue helps the composition build toward its
resounding crescendo. He capably produces a lyrical, world-weary register, but his rhythms have not stimulated his
audience to move (Wood 5).
27

The Invisible Man orates:
His Race: colored! Religion: unknown, probably born Baptist. Place of birth: U.S. Some southern town.
Next of kin: unknown. Address: unknown … Cause of death (be specific): resisting reality in the form of a
.38 caliber revolver in the hands of the arresting officer … of gunshot wounds received from three bullets,
fired at three paces, one bullet entering the right ventricle of the heart, and lodging there, the other severing
the spinal ganglia traveling downward to lodge in the pelvis, the other breaking through the back and
traveling God knows where. (458)

28

Note that Richard Wright’s protest novel Native Son is similarly divided into three narrative sections.

29

Ellison relates:
The blues speak to us simultaneously of the tragic and comic aspects of the human condition, and they
express a profound sense of life shared by many Negro Americans precisely because their lives have
combined these modes. This has been the heritage of a people who for hundreds of years could not
celebrate birth or dignify death … This is a group experience shared by many Negroes, and any effective
study of the blues would treat them first as poetry and as ritual. (“Blues People” 286)

Shaffer similarly avers that this form “foregrounds conflict and unresolved pain” (3).
30

Hall and Whannel affirm, “[Popular art] is in another sense improvised out of the common experiences which

audience and performer share, and those experiences, known and familiar, are deepened when re-enacted” (64).
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31

Aligning with Ellison’s characterization of the blues, Olderman says the blues presents “challenge, success, hope,

and defeat, and always promise possibility, and the possibility is there for the performer to seize” (143).
32

Baker maintains that “even as [the blues] speak of paralyzing absence and ineradicable desire, their instrumental

rhythms suggest change, movement, action, continuance, unlimited and unending possibility” (8). The Invisible
Man’s refrain that ends with a signature of Clifton’s death arrests any action and continuation in overcoming the
tragic cultural experience.
33

For a compelling analysis of Ellison’s use of comic book conventions in Invisible Man, see Cloutier’s study, “The

Comic Book World of Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man.” Cloutier argues that Ellison poses Harlem as the troubled,
Gotham-like world which calls for vigilantism which teeters between enforcing justice and opportunistic lawbreaking. Cloutier adds that comic books are Ellison’s approach to fit some of American culture’s unreal elements
into the novel genre (316). Invisible Man thus relates the title hero’s origin story (like Batman) as an “urban outlaw
living in an underground lair” (296).
34

Jarenski reads the Invisible Man’s funeral speech as “the anti-commodification of black male bodies” (97). In

sum, she argues that the Invisible Man’s refusal to invest Clifton’s death and body with any meaning “prevents it
from being abstracted into political capital for the white-dominated Brotherhood” and “insistently situates [Clifton]
in the abject realm” (98). Brian Roberts correlates the Invisible Man’s reportorial tone during the speech, which
emphasizes facts while alluding to the press, with the NAACP’s typical treatment of lynching in the early-20th
century (94). This strategy for representing violence against African Americans stands as a method of protest
(Roberts 94). Cloutier highlights how the title character includes allusions to comic books in his eulogy, in tandem
with the Invisible Man’s espying of the zoot youths reading comic books, help congeal “a whole matrix of concerns
underlying Ellison’s project: leadership, history, youth culture, migration to the city, violence, Harlem, fantasy,
myth, power” (309). Cloutier concludes that the “murderous undertones of the comic book world” of the Invisible
Man’s funeral speech reflects “Ellison’s early struggle with the effects of comics” (313).
35

Ellison attributes this effect to Wright’s ability in Black Boy to transform “the American Negro impulse toward

self-annihilation and ‘going under-ground’” to confront such social and political action (144). However, he connects
this impression to the blues aesthetic so this conversion may be extrapolated overall to the blues.
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Similarly, Shaffer observes that “the power of the blues to mitigate that suffering of black people stems in part
from its popular mass appeal. Although the blues performer stands at the proverbial crossroads amidst endless
possibilities, s/he does not stand alone but rather appeals to a larger black experience” (3).
36

Baker characterizes the blues as “polymorphous and multidirectional, scene of arrivals and departures, place

betwixt and between (ever entre les deux)” (7).
37

As characterized in Invisible Man, the zoot suiters qualify as a “subculture,” as stipulated by Dick Hebdige in his

seminal study Subculture: The Meaning of Style. On the purpose of subcultural style, Hebdige writes, “The tensions
between dominant and subordinate groups can be found reflected … in the styles made up of mundane objects
which have a double meaning. On the one hand, they warn the ‘straight’ world in advance of a sinister presence –
the presence of difference – and draw upon them themselves vague suspicions, uneasy laughter” (2-3). Although the
flashy ensemble may not be labeled “mundane,” the style does exaggerate the commonplace suit fashion and was
known to incorporate other objects such as lengthy keychains and the mentioned headwear. On the whole, the
Invisible Man’s confusion and suspicions signal his awareness of the zoot suiters’ “difference” within the “straight”
world he inhabits.
38

The zoot suit’s true origin has been debated with one theory linking its inception to the Duke of Windsor (White

and White 251).
39

Shane and Graham White highlight how the zoot suit appeared in numerous popular cultural texts, i.e., Rhett

Butler from Gone with the Wind and Cab Calloway in Stormy Weather (252).
40

Ostendorf accordingly concludes that the zoot suit is expressive of Ellison’s “frontier paradigm of liminality”

(99).
41

Hebdige argues that subcultures challenge the hegemony indirectly in style. Thus, they present their objections

and exhibit contradictions at the “superficial level of appearances: that is, the level of signs” (17).
42

Hebdige asserts, “Subcultures represent ‘noise’ (as opposed to sound): interference in the orderly sequence” (90).

Hebdige’s examination post-dates Invisible Man by 28 years, but the Invisible Man’s remark on the zoot suiters’
“noisy” silence signals their association with subcultural processes where “deviation … ends in the construction of a
style, in a gesture of defiance … signal[ing] a Refusal” (3).
43

Hebdige contends that the dominant powers can bring the subculture “back into line” via a conversion of

subcultural signs such as dress and music into mass-produced objects (the commodity form) or by re-defining or
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“labeling” the deviant behavior (the ideological form) (94). The ideological form’s two primary strategies consist of
either denying the difference through domestication, naturalization or trivialization or transforming the Other into
“meaningless exotica” (97).
44

See Joshua Hall’s enlightening study “Syncopated Communities: Dancing with Ellison,” where he characterizes

Invisible Man as a “public jazz dance” (58). He identifies each chapter as a different song with accompanying dance
and soloist (as primary character), all of which represent the movements of “syncopated communities” (58) coming
together through Ellison’s “elaborate choreography” (67). As a result, the title character equates to a metaphor for
arrhythmia, more so than invisibility (58).
45

The zoot youths cause the Invisible Man’s to go off-balance, for they have “open[ed] up the world of objects to

new and covertly oppositional readings” (Hebdige 102). They have thus fulfilled a key purpose of a subculture’s
style, according to Hebdige: “The communication of a significant difference, then (and the parallel communication
of a group identity)” (102, emphasis in original).
46

Ellison ruminates:
Much in Negro life remains a mystery; perhaps the zoot suit conceals profound political
meaning; perhaps the symmetrical frenzy of the Lindy Hop conceals clues to great potential power – if only
Negro leaders would solve this riddle … The problem is psychological; it will be solved only by a Negro
leadership that is aware of the psychological attitudes and incipient forms of action which the black masses
reveal in their emotion-charged myths, symbols, and wartime folklore. (qtd. in Cloutier 309)

47

Peiss extensively highlights how the explanation of the zoot suit’s purpose often depended on the social

positioning of the commentator. She summarizes, “Across the country, legions of experts, politicians, commentators
and ordinary citizens reached for ways to explain the zoot suit. In the process, an article of clothing became mainly
understood as a representation of some larger reality, one often at a distance from the lived experiences and
awareness of street-corner sharpies and pachucos” (133). Various explanations Peiss lists included resistance to the
dominant social order and authority (4), rebellion against traditional working-class norms (5), resistance to political
authority and war-time politics (9), the disaffection of minority youth (11), a signal of racial-ethnic and broader
youth identity (13) psychosocial pathology or damage (142) as well as a “choreography of sexual attraction, the
negotiation of gender identity, conflict between generations, and the pursuit of pleasure within a specific music and
dance culture as much if not more than it was motivated by a politics of opposition” (13). In all, Peiss concludes that
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the zoot style did not have a unified purpose across and even within demographic populations – whether political,
social or expressive.
48

White and White relate how the black middle class and intellectuals reacted negatively to the zoot suit by

considering it an “embarrassment for the ‘race,’ disdain[ing] the extravagance and lack of patriotism of the zoot
suiters” (256). The lack of patriotism stemmed from perceived excessive use of material to create the suits amidst a
fabric restriction (to be used for the military) in the middle of World War II (Peiss 13).
49

This strategy involves the commodity and ideological form (See Endnote 43).

50

Hebdige adds, “We should therefore not underestimate the signifying power of the spectacular subculture not only

as a metaphor for potential anarchy ‘out there’ but as an actual mechanism of semantic disorder” (90). The Invisible
Man’s inability both to competently elucidate his impressions of the zoot suiters and comprehend their signifying
purpose reflects such “semantic disorder.”
51

Ellison relates:
[New jazz artists] were also responding to the nonmusical pressures affecting jazz. It was a time of big
bands, and the greatest prestige and economic returns were falling outside the Negro community – often to
leaders whose popularity grew from the compositions and arrangements of Negroes – to white
instrumentalists whose only originality lay in the enterprise with which they rushed to market with some
Negro musician’s hard-won style. (“Golden Age” 248)

52

Jarenski likewise reports that Invisible Man appears at a time when the television and crossover music industry

fused, resulting in white culture appropriating and commodifying black expressive forms (85). According to
Jarenski, this blending would lead to a resultant “white Negroism,” yielding popular successes such as Elvis Presley
who could “be white in the most public venues possible, namely televised performances, but could sing black” (97,
emphasis in original).
53

This is later shown in his failed eulogy for Clifton where he neglects to encode hope into his listeners (See

discussion above).
54

The zoot suiters are also constantly moving along the Harlem streets.

55

Larry Neal succinctly identifies the title character’s development as “one long blues solo” (97).
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56

The subway emerges as a central site and junction for fate, considering that the Invisible Man later chances upon a

disheveled Mr. Norton (who proclaims to the Invisible Man at the college, “You are my fate” [42]) in the subway
train during his sojourn underground (as related in the Epilogue).
57

As black nationalist separatists, Ras and his disciples are also locked into the reductive discursive regime that

over-emphasizes black difference in negative relief to the white establishment. This strategy, too, encodes a closed
monological system that eliminates transcultural interchange and forestalls authentic self-expression. While the
Invisible Man eventually separates himself from ideological constraints and considers recoding a new identitary
script, the Brotherhood and Ras remain confined to homogenizing assumptions of racial identity. In effect, the
Invisible Man continues with identification while the others stay rigidly identified through the calcified codes of
conventionalized absolutes.
58

This assertion metaphorizes Gramsci’s concept of the hegemony in which varying subordinate groups vie to

express their interests while still operating under hegemonic control (1006-007).
59

See the Conclusion below for an analysis of Rinehart’s connection to zoot suit culture and his overall role as a

representative of transcultural multiplicity and identitary chaos.
60

As Wilfried Raussert comments, “Jazz calls for a change of time conception and perhaps for a change of history

(534).
61

In his analysis of Invisible Man, Porter equates Ellison’s skill in intermingling street sounds and surrealistic

images with a masterful jazz improvisation (83). Spaulding extends Porter’s observation in considering these
juxtapositions as evidence of the protagonist’s growing knack for improvisation with a broadening into the bebop
aesthetic (496). These aural and visual factors conjoin with the Invisible Man’s impressions, forming a “gestalt of
the ongoing riot” as interpreted through jazz invention (Porter 84). The Invisible Man partakes in the “old themes” frustration, displacement and dislocation – of blues singers with his community, where possibility is omnipresent,
yet it succumbs to chaos (Olderman 155). This “solo flight” of such themes amounts to Ellison’s “prose rendition of
extravagant chord progressions or ‘changes’ and dramatic recapitulation” (Porter 87).
62

Early on while entering the fray of frantic looters, the Invisible Man deliberates:
There was something I had to do and I knew that my forgetfulness wasn’t real, as one knows that the
forgotten details of certain dreams are not truly forgotten but evaded. I knew, and in my mind I was trying
to reach through the gray veil that now seemed to hang behind my eyes as opaquely as the blue curtain that
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screened the street beyond the safe … Up the street there sounded the crashing of huge sheets of glass and
through the blue mysteriousness of the dark the walks shimmered like shattered mirrors. All the street’s
signs were dead, all the day sounds had lost their stable meaning. (537)
63

Kingston similarly presents a scene of chaos to spur her hero toward identitary affirmation driven onward through

transcultural elements such as spontaneity and complementarity. Like Kingston’s Wittman Ah Sing, Ellison’s hero
aspires to construct his identity out of de(con)struction.
64

Christopher Shinn comments that the riot episode provides emotional catharsis for the Invisible Man, and that it

covers his “initiation” into a “seer” with a clairvoyant “second sight” to regard his numinous possibilities (256).
65

Or, as explained by Kingston, pulled from a jazz musician’s “fake book.”

66

A cutting contest consists of a jazz musician endeavoring to surmount his peers’ musical skills (hence reinforcing

his individuality) by innovatively extending jazz expression’s collective grammar (Ostendorf 112).
67

The next two physical objects which he immediately implements consist of his briefcase and Brother Tarp’s leg

chain. With these, he continues his act of Signifyin(g) (in a physical sense) by shifting their meanings to
empowerment (Hathaway 6). He strikes a dog with his briefcase and readies himself to use Tarp’s link as knuckles
when he comes upon Ras and his followers.
68

This is similar to Wittman Ah Sing’s play in Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey.

69

Ellison expresses this conviction in “The Little Man at Chehaw Station”:
Americans tend to focus on the diverse parts of their culture (with which they can more easily identify),
rather than on its complex and pluralistic wholeness. But perhaps they identify with the parts because the
whole is greater, if not of a different quality, than its parts. This difference, that new and problematic
quality – call it our ‘Americanness’ – creates out of its incongruity an uneasiness within us, because it is a
constant reminder that American democracy is not only a political collectivity of individuals, but culturally
a collectivity of styles, tastes, and traditions. (504)

70

Thus, they deny a key element of U.S. identity that “knows not frontiers” (Ostendorf 96), and which Ellison

identifies as their “soul.”
As Ellison explains, “An expression of American diversity within unity, of blackness with whiteness, [that]
announces the presence of a creative struggle against the realities of existence” (“America without Blacks” 586).
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71

Ellison symbolizes this idea when the Invisible Man happens upon Ras and his devotees. Here, the protagonist

further asserts his subjectivity in sloughing off his performed identities. For instance, he overthrows Rinehart’s
influence by discarding his crushed lenses and follows by renouncing the Brotherhood and its mass industrial
acculturative tendencies. With a relieving “certain new sense of self” (557), the Invisible Man disavows himself of
external controls and metaphorically commences practicing transcultural selectivity. He can construct the lyrics to
his own popular musical composition even though his initial revelatory calls against the Brotherhood’s propaganda
fails to strike his present listeners (Ras and his followers still hanker to kill him). This lack of reception
demonstrates Ellison’s stance that the mutually uplifting transcultural jazz moment must establish the reciprocity of
popular art. However, in this case, the fault of disconnection does not originate with the artist.
72

As Friedrich Nietzsche describes in The Birth of Tragedy, the Invisible Man now commits a knowing, purposeful

Promethean sin against the establishment as opposed to the unknowing Semitic sin of passive assimilation, which he
has carried out throughout his life.
73

In his reading of the Trueblood episode Baker contends that the black phallus “is like the cosmos itself, a self-

sustaining and self-renewing source of life, provoking both envy and fear in Anglo-American society,” with the
Trueblood affair “reveal[ing] the phallus as producing Afro-American generations rather than wasting its seed upon
the water” (183).
74

Spaulding shrewdly observes that Ellison’s protagonist displays that his isolation underground has been spent

refining his identity in the fashion of jazz “woodshedding,” which entails sequestering himself to study and grasp
the essential mechanics before emerging to play in public (497).
75

Hall states, “There is the production of self as an object in the world, the practices of self-constitution, recognition

and reflection, the relation to the rule, alongside the scrupulous attention to normative regulation, and the constraints
of the rules without which no ‘subjectification’ is produced” (“Who Needs Identity” 13).
76

To this end, numerous scholars have highlighted how the novel itself stands as evidence of the Invisible Man’s

improvisational mastery. A key element in achieving expressive virtuosity involves imagination, which provides the
Invisible Man with a freeform approach to reality and helps him give form to social chaos while bargaining with
life’s contradictions (Lieber 98-99). Jarenski remarks that the narrator’s imagination marks a move toward using his
invisibility for deconstruction (moving past solely a strategy of subversion) in an empowering space of abjection
while also doubling as Ellison’s theorized form of agency that uncovers limitless possibilities (103). Indeed, the
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narrator’s lengthy tale manifests his shift from oral to written discourse (Glenn 45) with imagination building off
recollections to form a “creative memory” that utilizes the “magic of words” (T. Butler 323) in enacting an authentic
rendering of self-creation (T. Butler 326). Thus, the narrator figuratively emerges from his hole through a narrative
that has transformed the bedlam of dissonant voices into that generic form (Spaulding 497). My analysis concurs
with these observations but, as has been discussed, it likens the Invisible Man’s novel-length confession to him
transforming from the hollow mass cultural performer to an authentic black popular artist who eventually becomes
highly skilled in the black popular cultural forms of jazz and the blues.
77

In his essay, “America without Blacks,” Ellison opines, “The problem … is that few Americans know who and

what they really are … On [the cultural] level the melting pot did indeed melt, creating such deceptive
metamorphoses and blending of identities, values and lifestyles that most American whites are culturally part Negro
American without even realizing it” (584).
78

According to Kingston, a “fake book” entails a collection of standard chords and songs upon which jazz musicians

would build their own musical compositions via improvisation and other creative techniques (Blauvelt 77).
79

Ostendorf observes that Ellison repeatedly uses the preposition “and” to signify the conjunctive, persistent

qualities of the jazz moment (101).
80

I.e., in Bhabha’s enunciative present.

81

Ellison’s novel thus may be interpreted as embodying Baker’s conception of the “blues matrix,” which

“perpetually achieves its effects as a fluid and multivalent network … [and] effectively functions toward cultural
understanding, that is, only when an investigator brings an inventive attention to bear” (9).
82

See William Lyne’s “The Signifying Modernist: Ralph Ellison and the Limits of the Double Consciousness” for

an analysis of how Ellison Signifies on canonical modernist authors (T.S. Eliot, James Joyce and Fyodor
Dostoevsky) as a double-voiced strategy of resistance in critiquing the modernist sensibility.
83

Moreover, Ellison Signifies on the democratic principle that the ultimate form of equality is death, which was

previously forwarded by the American transcendentalists, including his namesake, Ralph Waldo Emerson.
84

This proves similar to Wittman Ah Sing’s coding expertise during his dramatic performance at the end of

Tripmaster Monkey.
85

Ostendorf keenly detects that the novel opens with “I” and ends with “you,” which consequently fills the

interactive space between protagonist and reader (101).
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86

This tactic moreover creates a dissonance with formalist expectations of a clean resolution established through

declarative statements (“the end”).

Chapter Three
1

Several critics have closely examined the symbolism behind Wittman’s name. For a discussion on how Wittman’s

altered, Americanized surname and Sinicized personal name signal his position within the liminal third space
between cultures, see Jane Yang (103-16). See also Jennie Wang’s analysis of how Wittman’s name represents “a
new model of cultural assimilation in which crossing the boundary from the ethnic minority community into the
white mainstream of American society, does not have to ‘sell out’ in order to ‘fit in’” (108). Furthermore, see Li
Zeng’s compelling study of the Ah Sing surname which possibly derives from both a Chinese gambler in Bret
Harte’s ballad, “Plain Language from Truthful James,” as well as a late-1870s play by Harte and Mark Twain which
includes a Chinese servant named “Ah Sin” (9). Zeng affirms that Kingston presents this name to critically comment
on the dissonance between the social construction of “Chinese Americans” and reality. I discuss such constructions
and social coding of reductive stereotypes into mainstream U.S. culture below.
2

Kingston qtd. in Shirley Geok-lin Lim. “Reading Back, Looking Forward: A Retrospective Interview,” p. 166.

Kingston affirms, “The time of the great American novel is over. If you were going to write a great American novel,
then it is also the global novel.” The author reiterates her objective of composing a “global novel” in an interview
with Neila C. Seshachari and explains why she draws upon a diverse cast of characters and situates them in the
cosmopolitan city of San Francisco: “Every country has had its diaspora and everybody is going everywhere, and so
in order to write a story about any city, any American city or any other city, you have to be able to write characters
from every cultural background. A story of a city is also the story of all the people on the entire planet” (195).
3

According to Yang, this reliance on intertextuality derived from multiple cultures goes beyond “mere surface

cultural borrowing into a truly transnational literature” (115). My argument acknowledges Kingston’s transnational
literary scope but will concentrate on intertextuality generated through mainstream cultural products such as film.
4

For an expansive analysis of Kingston’s employment of “trickster strategies” to criticize the American system’s

exclusionary tactics, see Sharon Suzuki-Martinez (161-70). Overall, Suzuki-Martinez asserts that Tripmaster stands
as “a celebration of the anomalous … Those who escape the system” (161). See also Malini Schueller’s pertinent
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discussion of how Kingston employs the monkey figure as an affirmation of the ethnic subject’s resistance and
difference (77).
5

Kingston, qtd. in Seshachari. “Reinventing Peace: Conversations with Tripmaster MHK,” p. 204.

6

Kingston does not acknowledge direct creative influence from Ellison. However, she does mention that they share

the experience of having lost a book manuscript (in creation) to a fire (Schroeder 90). Kingston would eventually
rewrite and publish that book, The Fifth Book of Peace.
7

A. Noelle Williams contends that Kingston thus “capture[s] the code of the classic text and then recodes it through

its juxtaposition with the ‘fake book’s’ allusive connotations” (89). Williams further argues that the novel’s title is
Kingston’s reaction to critics such as Frank Chin who have faulted her for appropriating Chinese tradition. The
“Monkey” allusion to Buddhist/Taoist teachings leading to enlightenment “becomes a powerful critique of those
who claim knowledge of what is real and what is fake and who assert the permanence of those categories” such as
her critics (Williams 89). Nonetheless, Kingston’s primary aim involves collaborative acts in creating and
transforming culture as well as identity.
To her detractors who condemn her re-visioning of Chinese myths, Kingston responds, “I feel free to draw on
parts of myths that interest me or that I feel are alive, or are applicable, to our 20 th century American lives …
[Critics] don’t like taking the traditional myth and rearranging it or using it as I please. But I defend myself by
saying that … the only way they are alive is if they have today” (qtd. in Carabi 140-41).
8

According to Hall, the distortions at a particular stage “arise precisely from the lack of equivalence between the

two sides in the communicative exchange” (“Encoding” 94, emphasis in original).
9

Accordingly, Na Wu argues that unfortunately for a marginalized hybrid subject such as himself, Wittman can only

traverse that identitary landscape and not inhabit it (263). Wu adds, “In the quest for a narrative adequate for his
own internal landscape, Wittman can only create one by combining and recombining the vast uniformed quantities
of narrative he encounters” (265). As will be discussed, much of these narratives derive from popular cultural forms,
particularly films. Wu’s description of the narratives as “uniformed” relates to Theodor Adorno and Max
Horkheimer’s position that mass culture comprises a system that is “uniform as a whole and in every part” (30).
10

U.S. poet, Walt Whitman and Journey to the West’s Monkey King. See Jamie Calhoun’s (37-53) analysis of how

Kingston revises and critiques Walt Whitman’s model of the self which involves a strategy of overcoming the other
after meeting the other (48).
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11

Isabella Furth observes that this instantiating image is one of “dispersal,” which underscores Kingston’s theme

concerning the impossibility of finding a unitary identity (39). Furth later designates the Golden Gate Bridge to be
the line demarcating “both gateway and exclusion” (41).
12

This mentality corresponds with Oscar Wao’s initial overreliance on coded comic book messaging officiating

machismo and heroism.
13

This is similar to Oscar Wao’s escape into “nerd” culture.

14

Wittman later observes, “There was something Black about [Nanci] too, come to think of it; it was in a fullness of

the mouth, and a wildness of her clothes, and something about her dry hair” (22). This description may be deemed
racialized, but Kingston quickly emphasizes how stereotyped descriptions of the “black French” (“Their faces were
not chary and wary; they were not ‘friendly,’ or ‘bad,’ or ‘loose.’ Their long hands and fingers wafted through a
gentler atmosphere” [22]) have proven misleading – not to mention she characterizes the above physical qualities as
“tres joli” (translated: “very handsome”).
15

Known as the “Queen of Peking Opera.”

16

Ellison’s Invisible Man learns a similar lesson through his misadventures in identity formation.

17

Nanci shares:
[The directors] say, “You don’t look oriental,” I walk in, they can tell about me. They read me, then they
say, “You don’t sound right. You don’t sound the way you look. You don’t look the way you talk. Too
distracting.” … It’s a cold reading, but I know what my part will be – an oriental peasant … A goodlooking talented actor, who’s gotten his callback, who’s been cast maybe, says my cue, which is “Hey
there, mama-san.” And I have to say, you know, something stupid. I have to speak in a way I’ve worked
hard not to speak like. I stand there barefoot saying a line like – like that. And the director says, “Can’t you
act more oriental? Act oriental.” (24, emphasis in original).

18

Sun Hee Teresa Lee categorizes these as “mandated performances” (131). Lee underlines how a young Wittman

lacked agency in choosing to perform as the monkey, but, as an adult, he produces a subversive, differential
performance that exposes mandated performance’s racist narrative (132). The performance of hegemonic codes of
culture and ethnicity is a central premise of my analysis emphasizing their social construction. Wittman’s
“differential” performances may also be construed as him recoding the narrative.
19

Americans of Japanese Ancestry
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20

See Schueller’s (72-85) examination of how both Kingston and Amy Tan contest essentialist conceptions of

ethnicity through a “discursive notion of self” (74). Schueller focuses on the discursivity of both gender and ethnic
identity.
21

Schueller observes that Kingston also shows how the formulation of restrictive ethnic definitions involves

complex processes of representation (74). Jonna Mackin (511-34) argues that the likely impossibility to reconcile
performativity and cultural authenticity is inherently comic. She adds that potentially the “only proper way to
perform Chinese Americanness would be (to perform) a refusal to perform it” (515). Although Tripmaster and its
protagonist do align with comedic tropes, particularly pertaining to subversion, undercutting expectations, wordplay,
odd juxtapositions and concluding with a unification (a “wedding”), Kingston does not appear to be attempting any
such (comedic) reconciliation, given her persistent criticism of essentialist notions of authenticity and the inherent
falsity of performing any ethnicity.
22

Wang claims that Wittman differs from other representations of the plural minority since he is “blessed with his

bicultural heritage” and “is privileged with a choice, a way out” (108). This is a questionable conclusion considering
Wittman’s struggles with the power/knowledge complex, particularly with respect to the negative stereotypes
saturating the U.S. cultural landscape that he encounters throughout the novel.
23

Kingston documents Chinese settlement in and contributions to the United States (particularly their work in

building the transcontinental railroad) in her 1980 nonfiction novel China Men.
24

This could also be a nod to the often-occluded contributions of Latinx peoples to U.S. culture along with how

numerous Latinx cultures were displaced by U.S. expansion into the Southwest as justified by Manifest Destiny.
25

Suzuki-Martinez underscores how Wittman progresses through positions of increasing power – from the object in

question, to the questioning subject, to the creating subject (164). As noted above, she argues that this process is
achieved through “trickster strategies” such as postmodernism and hybridization. My argument differs in applying
Hall’s model to Wittman’s identitary progression.
26

Hall maintains, “What naturalized codes demonstrate is the degree of habituation produced when there is a

fundamental alignment and reciprocity – an achieved equivalence – between the encoding and decoding sides of an
exchange of meanings” (95).
27

S. Lee (126-45) focuses on this quote in her in-depth examination of Kingston’s scaffold metaphor. Lee argues

that the scaffold symbolizes the death and punishment resulting from forming a one-dimensional social identity.
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However, the scaffold can also signify a place of construction (hence, becoming a “stage”) where one can showcase
self-formation, autonomy and subjectivity (127-28). In all, Lee declares that performance in Tripmaster “make
possible empowered subjects who contest cultural ideologies and enable revisionary identity construction” (128).
Like other critics, Lee considers Wittman’s final play to consist of the empowered subject (Wittman) articulating his
subjecthood. My analysis follows suit but will concentrate on how “performers” in popular culture encode cultural
performativity and how Wittman decodes these stereotypes throughout the novel and particularly during his “oneman show” at the close of the novel.
28

Because Wittman’s roots are firmly planted in the U.S., Wang (101-14) considers him unique in that he does not

represent the cliché of the “deprived, disabled, bilingual immigrant descendent from poverty stricken, ethnic
minority communities” who is trapped in a “dual authenticity” (108). Although Wang is correct that Wittman is
hardly a cliché, she errs in claiming Wittman does not experience his share of hybrid anxiety, especially because he
draws so much cultural capital from U.S. popular forms which he generally enjoys while acknowledging their
codification of problematic stereotypes.
29

Juan Li identifies “Bee-e-een” as deriving from Cantonese and argues that by having her protagonist utter a

Cantonese word whose meaning will likely be glossed over by a western audience, Kingston “reaffirms the
indispensability of Chinese American culture in American society and makes clear the ignorance and negligence
surfacing in cross-cultural communication” (284).
30

Yang notes that this is one of many examples where Wittman performs the stereotype under his own terms to

undercut it, allowing him to decide whether or not to adapt performances (107-08).
31

Suzuki-Martinez classifies the narrator as a “plural female” and claims that she and Wittman cross into each

other’s boundaries “to form an androgynous hybrid” This combination of selves offers a more complete voice to
scrutinize the American establishment from multiple angles (166). The narrator frequently interjects her playful
trickster voice into the narrative – at times urging Wittman onward, prompting the reader to continue, and adding
her own analysis of textual events. An in-depth analysis of the narrator’s role in Tripmaster and her potential
doubling as Kingston’s narratorial alter-ego is beyond the scope of this study. For Kingston’s explanation of the
dynamic between her hero and the narrator, see her MELUS interview with Marilyn Chin (57-74).
32

Yang keenly observes that, instead of being the object of another’s gaze, Wittman thus rebels by turning the gaze

back (Yang 108).
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33

He additionally identifies with European and Chinese authors. See Wu (263-69) for a full discussion of how

Kingston celebrates hybridity and reflects the collaborative character of American art through her multinational
bricolage of artistic traditions within her hybrid novel. See also Williams (83-100), who states that Kingston’s use of
Asian and European sources could represent her attempt to locate a “geographic center” among a couple of
American literature’s numerous influences (90). In agreement with other analysts, Williams states that the author
subverts notions of an original or single linear American tradition through her frequent provision of these intertexts.
Ultimately, Kingston thus espouses a transcultural model concerning the creation of “American” traditions such as
literature and popular culture.
34

Wittman challenges, “’Call me Ishmael.’ See? You pictured a white guy, didn’t you? If Ishmael were described –

ochery ecru amber umber skin – you picture a tan white guy. Wittman wanted to spoil all those stories coming out
of and set in New England Back East – to blacken and to yellow Bill, Brooke, and Annie. A new rule for the
imagination: The common man has Chinese looks. From now on, whenever you read about those people with no
surnames, color them with black skin or yellow skin … By writing a play, [Wittman] didn’t need descriptions that
racinated anybody” (34, emphasis in original).
35

Playwright famously known for penning Waiting for Godot, a quintessential representation of the Theatre of the

Absurd.
36

Kingston writes, “And again whammed into the block question: Does he announce now that the author is –

Chinese? Or, rather, Chinese-American?” (34).
Like Ellison and numerous other writers of color, Kingston does not identify herself as a writer solely
representative of her culture. Along with Ellison and Díaz, Kingston affirms her stature as an “American” writer: “I
am creating a part of American literature, and I was very aware of doing that, of adding to American literature” (qtd.
in Rabinowitz 72). Yet, she additionally positions herself more transnationally. She shares, “I never thought of
myself as a Chinese writer. I feel that I descended from Walt Whitman and Nathaniel Hawthorne and Virginia
Woolf, and then a Chinese man told me how much Tripmaster Monkey reminded him of the Red Chamber Dream –
and so they showed me that I have my roots in Chinese writing. I think that’s good, that’s very nice, to have roots
that spread all over the world” (qtd. in Fishkin 790).
37

Later, Wittman continues with his preoccupation toward promoting the United States’ ethnic diversity and

inclusiveness when he avows to start a theater company and name it The Pear Garden Players of America because
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“the Pear Garden was the cradle of civilization, where theater began on Earth” (52). With this remark concerning
inherent contribution to U.S. (and world) theater, Kingston again endorses an expansive multicultural perspective.
As playwright, producer, and director, Wittman pledges, “I’m casting blind. That means the actors can be any race.
Each member of the Tyrone family or the Lomans can be a different color. I’m including everything that is being
left out, and everybody who has no place” (52). These allusions to the legendary tragic American families penned by
Eugene O’Neill and Arthur Miller, respectively, underscore the point that those plays’ tragic themes centering on
familial entanglements and human weakness are universal and thus open for anybody to act in – no matter one’s
race, culture or creed.
38

Wittman immediately undercuts coded American exceptionalism through military power when he reprimands a

shopper for buying her grandson war toys. He scolds, “The harm comes from [the kids’] pretending to kill. They
learn to like the feel of weapons. They’re learning it’s fun to play war,” and follows with, “I’m anti-war. Look, I’m
looking after your grandkid better than you are if you’re going to let him grow up to be a draftee” (47). Wittman
shows that he has not been completely indoctrinated into U.S. popular cultural messaging, despite his great affinity
for American film and music. He maintains his agency via his selectivity and even disputes the normalized practice
of indoctrinating children into blind patriotism – a homogenizing perspective and forced ideal prescribed through the
draft. His admonishment to the customer offers the aforementioned “slanted” point of view which exhibits his
growing skills in subversive decoding.
One of Kingston’s primary themes concerns the damaging effects war has on society, for it causes narrowmindedness and reinforces cultural division. She counterbalances this with her pacifist aesthetic in which she
promotes open-ended cultural interaction and communality. Kingston filters these values through her protagonist’s
and her novel’s expansive, maximalist content. Accordingly, she embeds a code of open-mindedness and
transcultural community through Wittman’s subject formation and in her text’s representation of democratic
American pluralism where the individual and his or her culture assert their subjectivity while simultaneously
working as part of a collective. This latter point allies her directly with Ellison and Díaz.
39

This analysis will refer to the author, Kingston, as being the novel’s narrator to distinguish between Wittman’s

dialogue and the narrative persona who occasionally comments on the novel’s actions.
40

This encoded uniformity aligns with Adorno and Horkheimer’s grievance about the mass culture industry’s aim

toward unoriginal imitation and homogeneity. Wittman encapsulates this issue when the “Government guy” at the
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unemployment office shows his former toy store job’s negative assessment of his workmanship: “In this society,
retailers define sameness” (237).
41

Before Wittman leaves the store, the narrator quickly notes how his necktie’s tongue still sticks out from a bicycle

he was wrestling with earlier. The implication is that the U.S. mass cultural entity as well as Orientalist discourse
have “castrated” the Chinese American and cultural minority. Wittman’s defiant act of posing the monkey and
Barbie in sexual congress thus signifies his regaining his and his culture’s virility.
42

A “democratic” theme that Ellison upholds through his analogy of the jazzman with his band.

43

“Make of our hands one hand, make of our hearts one heart, make of our lives one life, day after day, one life”

(qtd. in Kingston 71).
44

The Jets’ rival gang is the Sharks which is characterized as a crew of Puerto Ricans.

45

The Puerto Rican Bernardo killing Riff in a rumble sets off the sequence of events leading to the tragic

denouement.
46

This plot is analogous to Antonio Gramsci’s theory of hegemony where marginalized groups compete for space to

voice their interests while still operating under the establishment.
47

This entire exercise demonstrates how “the minority perspective is always reworking the received perspective of

the majority, commenting on it, absorbing it, yet also challenging, revising, and undermining that very perspective
as it makes a space for itself” (Yang 107).
48

Wang claims that the effect of such artificial and ridiculous Western projections of Asian culture is “despicably

comic” (110). Even so, these caricatures have become so widespread that their cumulative effects on the cultural
minority’s psyche have been tragic – as evidenced by Wittman’s near-suicide as well as by Chinese American
subjects resorting to plastic surgery to “Americanize” their appearance.
49

The monkey motif figures prominently within the novel as Kingston implies that the appearance of monkeys in

U.S. popular culture signifies the historic Chinese cultural presence in the U.S. In addition to the organ grinder at the
toy store, two other instances involve when Wittman references the monkey that James Dean covers with his red
jacket in Rebel Without a Cause and the evil flying monkeys in The Wizard of Oz. Similar to the non-recognition of
Chinese influence, these monkey characters exist as after-thoughts within these legendary films’ plots.
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50

Their improvisational nature also offers an homage to jazz’s improvisational character which Ellison deploys

throughout Invisible Man. This nod to Black popular cultural influence informs Kingston’s aesthetic as she borrows
from jazz’s (as well as other cultures’) “fake books” and creates her own heteroglot text.
51

Ellison and Díaz take the same position in arguing on behalf of the multidirectional influence from “outsider”

cultures.
52

Kingston’s inclusionary stance thus echoes that of Ellison and Díaz.
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass is often considered the “American epic” for its reflection of “American” themes of

individualism, democracy, freedom (exemplified by its “free” verse form and free-wheeling spirit), self-made
dynamism, and large scope of experience. Kingston has acknowledged Whitman’s direct influence: “I wanted to
sing the Chinese American self. The book actually does literally celebrate a Chinese American man from top to toe.
I write his skin, his eyes, the teeth, ears, penis, the chest, hair, toes. I try to find new words to describe the kind of
skin that we have, the kind of hair” (qtd. in Blauvelt 79-80). Wittman unleashes a fervent diatribe against racialized
inscriptions on the Chinese American body during his one-man show, which is discussed below.
Suzuki-Martinez takes a more complimentary view of the protagonist’s namesake in stating that Wittman
composes a new “Song of Myself” in “claiming an identity and subjectivity created by a wide variety of texts and
contexts” (166). Additionally, Wang classifies Wittman’s “Song” as reflective of “the contemporary American en
masse” (109). Whitman’s cadences and aesthetic influence on Tripmaster are undeniable, but Kingston suggests that
Whitman characterized minorities from an outside position of white privilege. Her protagonist’s self-articulated
“song” offers a more authentic perspective of the American “outsider.”
Derek Royal (141-56) interprets Kingston’s novel as a subversion and reinvention of the epic. In turn, Kingston
reinvents and perhaps reinterprets American identity, shifting it from one of individuality to one of community
(Royal 149-50).
53

A strategy Díaz adopts by including the Caribbean (specifically, the Dominican Republic) as part of “America” in

Brief Wondrous Life.
54

Taña imagines, “As I was about to leave, you caught me in your arms. Now, tell me that happened. Tell me that

was what you did. You chased me, and caught me in your arms. And hold me in your arms” (130).
55

Wittman notes that James Dean died in an accident involving a Porsche.
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56

Calhoun views this creative collaboration as part of Kingston’s model of “indebtedness” to one another, where the

individual recognizes and is hospitable toward his counterparts (39). In a similar vein, Lara Narcisi identifies this
scene as a pivotal moment when Wittman’s monologic creation begins to shift toward dialogic co-authorship (96).
He completes this process from “one who acts to one who interacts” (Narcisi 96) with the actual staging of his play.
See Narcisi’s thoughtful analysis (95-111) which traces Wittman’s progression toward multivocality.
57

J. Smith aptly argues that Kingston chooses the democratic art form of theater to enable her to “theorize a

discursive space that permits interaction, struggle, and exchange” (75).
58

Wittman prompts:
Remember how bedazzled you felt at black-and-white movies when it rained all up and down the screen?
Light and camera through the windowpanes made the lines of rain dripping from the eaves twinkle and
sparkle – setting off bodily thrills. And the star in her mermaid cocktail dress shimmered over to the
window, and crumpled up a letter … And the story-line didn’t matter nor who she was in the shimmying
dress – when that coruscation sparked and popped on the silver screen, you had corresponding feelings.
(134)

59

Wittman later grumbles, “It has to do with looks, doesn’t it? They use ‘American’ interchangeably with ‘white’”

(329).
60

Kingston often links the Black and Chinese minority experiences and cultural interchanges throughout

Tripmaster. This topic extends beyond the scope of this study; however, see Mita Banerjee’s (405-23) compelling
application of race theory and Bhabha’s notion of mimicry and difference to August Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black
Bottom and Kingston’s Tripmaster. Banerjee argues that the texts’ title characters flaunt the “meaninglessness of
their own skin color like a mask” (405) in simultaneously confirming and defying the racist white gaze. For
Banerjee, dancing blackbottom (as well as performing the “yellow blues”) entails a shedding of the stereotype of
Asian passivity (422).
61

Holly Martin observes that these mythical and legendary figures inspire Wittman to fashion new subjectivities

based on those figures’ “flexibility in adapting to change and in reconciling dualities” (511). They allow him to
adapt while simultaneously maintaining his heritage culture’s values (Martin 511).
62

An act that both the Brotherhood performs on the Invisible Man and Yunior performs on Oscar Wao.
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63

In her comparison of the commonalities between Kingston’s novel and Wittman’s play, Furth insightfully states,

“In the quest for a narrative adequate for his own internal landscape, Wittman can only create one by combining and
recombining the vast unformed quantities of narrative he encounters. From a dynamic of intersection and passing
on, Tripmaster Monkey becomes a narrative of involution” (39).
64

Wittman decries:
Every matinee or evening for a hundred years, somewhere in America, some acting company was
performing The Oath in the Peach Orchard, then it disappeared. I don’t know why. The theater has died.
The words of that oath used to be printed on programs, and it was inscribed on walls for the World War II
audience, when we were kids – that recently – to chant along with the actors, community singing. I want to
bring back – not red-hot communist Chinese – but deep-roots American theater. We need it. (141)

65

This emergent mindset does not disregard the weight of popular cultural influence which remains encoded with

stereotypes, caricatures and elitism. For example, Siew Loong divulges that “Haw-lee-woot” producers rejected his
script of an epic “eastern western – Kung Fu” involving the Shaolin monk primarily because Chinese men lack “Star
Quality” (281). Kingston casts her protagonist as one who will directly diverge from the “fake book” of mediagenerated social constructions. He will recode it with a message of inclusivity, opportunity and recognition. In doing
so, he manages to articulate his identity while understanding that it remains everlastingly “in process.” With
reference to Loong’s pronunciation of “Hollywood,” see Li (269-87) for a comprehensive examination of
Kingston’s presentation of an accurate picture of languages used in the Chinese American community through her
characters’ use of pidgin expressions and code-switching.
66

Schueller observes that Wittman’s production thus “literally becomes an arena for alternative enactments of

ethnicity” (75).
67

The “revue-lecture” format draws parallels with Ellison’s jazz maestro who simultaneously maintains allegiance

to his bandmates while also momentarily breaking off from them (and the “fake book”) to exhibit his musical
mastery.
Martin claims that Wittman fashions the finished play in the trickster spirit since it mirrors Monkey’s
transformational abilities and because it is oriented within a liminal time and place (514).
68

Kingston confirms her desire here to show “the history of theater from monkey theater and talk-story theater, story

boats, song boats, Ramayana, minstrel shows – right up to the time of the book which is the one-man show, which
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was Lenny Bruce, Leroi Jones – one actor getting up there and engaging a whole audience” (qtd. in Blauvelt 78). As
discussed, this “history” indicates that theater – U.S. and global – has been formed through transcultural
interchange.
69

Numerous scholars have analyzed the Chang-Eng sequence in Tripmaster. See Furth (33-49) for an extensive and

compelling discussion of Chang-Eng and how they represent “the hyphen” of Asian American ethnicity which
symbolizes American discourse’s ongoing failure to fully inscribe Asian American identity within its confines. See
also Calhoun’s (37-53) compelling study of the Chang-Eng dynamic, in which the critic argues that Chang-Eng
serve as Kingston’s “antidote” (38) to traditional American narcissistic individualism by modeling hospitality,
mutual indebtedness and empathy. The twins’ conjoined status symbolizes a relationship that welcomes difference
“as the ultimate condition of intersubjective experience” (Calhoun 38). Such images of interdependence fortify
Kingston’s prevailing themes concerning indebtedness to transcultural exchanges and individual identitary
multiplicity. In addition, see Narcisi (95-111), who claims Cheng-Eng illustrate the complex construct of
multivocality, as well as S. Lee (126-45), who identifies the Chang-Eng episode as a performance of exoticism
which exposes the Asian Americans’ estrangement from mainstream U.S. culture (136).
70

Narcisi characterizes Wittman’s play as “more circus than script,” for its large scope transcends narrative linearity,

contains a wide range of genres, incorporates every other character in the novel and culminates in Wittman’s oneman show (102). The play is a nested microcosm of Kingston’s novel, signifying transformation as well as both the
fluidity of identity and code (re)interpretation.
71

One of Kingston’s primary ambitions is to make the hyphen disappear when designating all multicultural U.S.

subjects. She voices this desire within Wittman’s monologue:
When I hear you call yourselves ‘Chinese,’ I take you to mean American-understood, but too lazy to say it.
You do mean ‘Chinese’ as short for ‘Chinese-American,’ don’t you? We mustn’t call ourselves ‘Chinese’
among those who are ready to send us back to where they think we came from. But ‘Chinese-American’ is
inaccurate – as if we could have two countries. We need to take the hyphen out – ‘Chinese American.’
‘American,’ the noun, and ‘Chinese,’ the adjective. From now on: ‘Chinese Americans.’ (327)
72

Wu offers a similar viewpoint to Furth in declaring that Wittman’s play goes beyond hybridity in its celebration of

“a protean, unquantifiable [vision], which cannot be apprehended from any individual perspective” (266). Both
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critics are correct in assessing Kingston’s goal of transcending ethnic and national limitations, as evidenced by her
boundless maximalism. U.S. culture does, indeed, mirror multiethnic identities in its limitless potentialities.
73

During the Tang dynasty in the 8th century.

74

See Zeng (1-15), whose thorough analysis treats Wittman as a Chinese diasporic subject who must negotiate his

identity as a cultural Other. Since Wittman is a fifth-generation American, classifying Wittman as “diasporic” may
be problematic, especially in comparison to other first- or second-generation diasporic characters such as the de
León family in Díaz’s Oscar Wao. However, Zeng’s argument concerning the transformation of the Chinese
American identity still holds, considering the ongoing presence of recently arrived Chinese residents relocating to
the U.S. Moreover, Kingston’s allusion to the Pear Garden and other Chinese intertexts underlines Chinese
diasporic movement and influence.
75

Likewise, Kingston has the same intention for her novels, including Tripmaster: “I think that my books are much

more American than they are Chinese. I felt that I was building, creating, myself and these people as American
people, to make everyone realize that these are American people. Even though they have strange Chinese memories,
they are American people” (qtd. in Rabinowitz 71-2).
76

In turn, Wu observes that Kingston reinforces her conviction that American artistic traditions have been created in

multiplicity, not in uniformity (266).
77

In her well-known essay, “Cultural Mis-readings by American Reviewers,” Kingston condemns labeling Chinese

and other Asian peoples as “exotic.” She protests:
“To say we are inscrutable, mysterious, exotic denies us our common humanness, because it says that we
are so different from a regular human being that we are by our nature intrinsically unknowable. Thus the stereotype
aggressively defends his ignorance. Nor do we want to be called not inscrutable, exotic, mysterious. These are false
ways of looking at us. We do not want to be measured by a false standard at all.
“To call a people exotic freezes us into the position of being always alien – politically a most sensitive
point with us because of the long history in America of the Chinese Exclusion Acts, the deportations,
the law denying us citizenship when we have been part of America since its beginning” (Kingston, “Cultural MisReadings” 96).
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These observations echo those of Edward Said in Orientalism as the Occident treats the Orient as an objectified
Other onto which the West reinforces the East’s alterity by projecting negative and mysterious characteristics onto it
– in part to define itself as “not the Orient.” The silenced and fetishized Other serves as the antithesis of Occidental
identity. Kingston details the oft-disregarded Chinese contributions to building the U.S. as well as historical
mistreatment of Chinese immigrants and Chinese American citizens in her novel China Men. Wittman here is
ventriloquizing Kingston’s censuring of these Orientalist discursive tactics.
78

Furth believes that Vietnam casts a haunting shadow over the novel and Wittman’s play, “manifesting through its

excessive absence the truth of the destruction of Asian bodies on both sides of the conflict” (43). Although U.S.
military action throughout the world (including in the listed Asian countries) assuredly informs Kingston’s pacifism,
a sociopolitical analysis lies beyond the scope of this study. See Furth (33-49) for an analysis of the link between
“the hyphen” signifying the mark of a wound and the Vietnam War.
79

Banerjee states that the double eyelid signifies “the utopia of the melting pot,” resulting from having removed

cultural meaning from “the physical screen on which history has inscribed it” (417). Furth maintains that the scars
resulting from these eye surgeries simultaneously “writes [the individual] into the system of national identity … and
cuts her out of it … It reduces her to an impossible, totalizable, hyphenated and scarred duality” (42). Wittman
voices Kingston’s uneasiness at submitting to the totalizing white gaze since its authority has been arbitrarily
constructed.
80

Wang argues that Kingston aims to dissolve the “Chinese-American” hyphenation (103). Kingston achieves this,

in part, by “defamiliarizing the image of a China Man” as well as by “deconstructing the word ‘American’ while
disseminating the word ‘Chinese’” (105).
81

For Wang this recasting would qualify as an example of Kingston painting the “Monkey face” anew. This new

projection of a positive image yields “a new American identity with ‘Oriental Virtues’” (107).
82

He proclaims:
These are the type of eyes most preferred for the movies. Eyes like mine sight along rifles and scan the
plains and squint up into the high noon sun from under a Stetson. Yes, these are movie-star eyes. Picture
extreme close-ups of the following cowboys: Roy Rogers, Buck Jones. John Wayne. John Payne. Randolph
Scott. Hopalong Cassidy … Chinese eyes. Like mine. Like yours. These eyes are cowboy eyes with which
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I’m looking at you, and you are looking back at me with cowboy eyes. We have the eyes that won the
West. (314)
83

After this listing, the women attendees follow suit with a list of their own which includes Myrna Loy, Bette Davis,

Katharine Hepburn and Rita Hayworth (315).
In a humorous aside, the narrator describes “this guy” Eastwood as someone “who can’t get work in Hollywood
because of Chinese eyes, working in Italian westerns now” (314). Here, Kingston playfully highlights the slippery
slope of racialized discourse with even a famous and popular actor being blacklisted due to a demonized physical
characteristic coded as “Chinese.”
84

Wittman earlier references the Lone Ranger just before quitting the toy store. He declares, “The Lone Ranger, no

longer able to disguise his Chinese eyes, rides nevermore” (64) after noting the Lone Ranger’s patented domino
mask is no longer sold. As one of America’s sons, the Lone Ranger could have resulted from a mating not unlike the
organ grinder and Barbie dolls’ pairing. Here, Wittman looks to change the standard of white hero worship by
affirming his multicultural and personal potency while emphasizing how America’s fluid cultural character.
85

This term is taken from Antonio Gramsci’s “The Formation of the Intellectuals,” in which he identifies the

“organic intellectual” as one who articulates a traditionally marginalized social groups’ objectives which have often
gone unexpressed or unrecognized by the established institutions of official power (i.e., the hegemony) (1006-008).
86

Kingston lambastes Western authors who have discursively inscribed an inherently separatist formulation of the

East versus the West. For instance, she attacks Rudyard Kipling for his Orientalist refrain, “East is east and west is
west” (qtd. in Kingston 308). Wittman fumes, “I’m having to give instruction. There is no East here. West is
meeting West. This was all West. All you saw was West. This is The Journey In the West” (308, emphasis in
original). Although the late-Victorian Kipling is non-American, Wittman rages against the continued influence of
his inflammatory racialized discourse. Kipling’s colonialist rhetoric buoyed Britain’s imperialistic mentality as it
expanded its empire. This mantra of cultural purity (“Englishness”) spread to the United States which has helped
promulgate its Orientalist outlook. Kingston’s emphasis signals the fallaciousness of the East-West binary,
particularly considering the United States’ culturally plural composition. The author aptly modifies the title of her
novel’s canonical Chinese source text (from “in” to “to”) in affirming Chinese Americans’ establishment and
enduring location in the West. The trek “to” the constructed West occurred long ago, so any encounters amongst the
varied cultures populating the U.S. (metonymized as “the West” in this case) involves a meeting between co-
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members of a transcultural Western community – not one of estrangement between the host and encroaching Other.
Similarly, Wittman affirms that he is a citizen in, and not a stranger to, the United States. He maintains his steady
trajectory toward self-discovery, for he locates himself in his true “home” country while cultivating his pride in his
Chinese roots.
87

In a tirade against the depiction of the popular Chinese American detective Charlie Chan, Wittman gripes:
[Chan’s] got a widow’s hump from bowing with humbleness. He has never caught a criminal by fistfighing
him. And he doesn’t grab his client-in-distress and kiss her hard, pressing her boobs against his gun” (320).
Created by Anglo American author Earl Derr Biggers, Chan was played in the movies by Caucasian actors
in yellowface who would reflect offensive Chinese stereotypes such as subservience, an inability to speak
proper English and natural unattractiveness. Wittman later complains, “All we do in movies is die. (323)
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Kingston explains that Wittman directly compares with Madame Bovary and Don Quixote in their thorough

consumption of literature; however, “literature took them to all the wrong places,” while the author aims to see
“whether Wittman can take all this wonderful literature and make the world a better place, given what he knows”
(qtd. in Chin 60). Wittman’s eclecticism steers him toward inclusivity and a yearning for community, in contrast to
the alienation and madness that Bovary and Quixote experience after having escaped into literature.
Additionally, Jeanne Smith aptly argues that Kingston depicts the “chaotic, multilingual, many-layered”
American landscape of overlapping cultures through her irreverent mixture of canonical American, British, and
Chinese literature, as well as Beat poetry (73). She adds that the diverse dialects and street language present
throughout the novel is as multi-voiced and conflicted as American culture (74). Suzuki-Martinez considers such
carnivalesque hybridization and use of the postmodern pastiche model to be one of Kingston’s “trickster strategies”
in subverting exclusive American society (162).
89

Kingston has acknowledged the difficulty in ignoring such stereotypes because they frequently encroach upon

one’s life. She admits, “Quite often, I write against the stereotype and I react against the stereotype” (qtd. in Fishkin
788). This is evident throughout Tripmaster, particularly during Wittman’s “one-man show” as he elucidates
Kingston’s disfavor toward Orientalist stereotypes.
90

He summarizes:
One moonlit night, [the child] seems to be asleep in a silk Chinese gown. [The Chink] yearns for her.
Ripped on opium, he looks at her out of stoned, taped eyes. His fingernailed hand quivers out for her, and
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barely touches a wisp of her gossamer hair, lacy and a-splay and golden in the moonbeams. The audience is
in nasty anticipation of perversions, but before he can do some sexy oriental fetishy thing to her, his yellow
hand stops. He kills himself. The Yellow Man lusts after a white girl, he has to kill himself – that’s a
tradition they’ve made up for us. (319)
91

For Kingston, this mark has been misleading because it signifies a seeming balance between the “home” country

and its American “host,” yet the vast majority of plural agents experience a significant imbalance due to identitary
dislocation and delegitimization. The hyphen dismisses cross-cultural and intersubjective exchanges which, in turn,
invalidates the syncretic base of America’s character. Still, Kingston remains aware that merely erasing a
punctuation mark and changing parts of speech will not solve the problem for the disenfranchised multicultural
subject. In fact, Wittman concludes his soliloquy by saying, “Not okay yet. ‘Chinese hyphen American’ sounds
exactly the same as ‘Chinese no hyphen American.’ No revolution takes place in the mouth or in the ear” (Kingston
327).
92

These include “daring,” “reticent,” “laughter,” “fearful,” “easygoing,” “conscientious,” “direct,” “devious,”

“adventurous,” and “cautious,” among other adjectives.
93

See Jonathan Shaw (177-94) for a discussion of how “yellowness” rests in between the black-white (racial) color

binary. He highlights how Kingston removes the wedge between “yellow” and “black” by pronominal articulations
(for example, “I”) which discursively affiliate the Chinese American subject with his African American counterpart
(186-87).
94

In another example of the author’s heteroglot aesthetic, Kingston pulls the other epigraph from German-language

author Rainer Maria Rilke’s 1910 novel The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge. Throughout his quest, Wittman
frequently reads from and recalls selections from this semi-autobiographical expressionist text which “forms a
prescription or template for Wittman’s existence” (Wu 265). The epigraphic selection ends, “but now, in their fear
of the worst, they were already breaking into applause: as though at the last moment to ward off something that
would compel them to change their life” (qtd. in Kingston 305). This passage effectively pulls the curtain up on
Wittman’s one-man show where he pioneers a communal and transcultural aesthetic that cannot be drowned out
with applause.
95

Several analysts have examined Kingston’s emphasis of the “I” of Chinese American subjectivity. See Shaw’s

study (177-94) in which he posits that Kingston’s maneuverings of pronoun references “model a more radical
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openness in which identity is an imminent, explicitly constructed product of linguistic and social negotiation” (180).
Shaw later elaborates on how Kingston reminds readers of “the constructed nature of the matrices of reference we
draw upon when we use pronouns” through her linguistic play with pronominal instabilities (188). Narcisi also
closely examines Wittman’s scrutinization of the Chinese letter “I” and avers that this scene involves individualcommunity convergence while also suggesting a solution to Wittman’s prior issues concerning multilingualism
(104). S. Lee asserts that Wittman’s articulation of the “I” makes him more scrutable and drives him toward
reconstructing, declaring and legitimizing the Asian American identity (137-38).
96

As J. Smith states, “The idea that community must be continually imagined, practiced, and recreated reiterates its

dynamic, transient status, and highlights the artist’s active role in creating it” (76-7). Kingston does not provide the
facile solution of an ideal community, for many struggles arise in forming and maintaining a unified community
which still preserves individuality (J. Smith 76). Kingston again relates such self-articulation to the jazz aesthetic
where one continues practicing or improvising upon the standard base (“fake book”) of the subjective “I” before
something catches on and gets implemented into one’s identity.
97

They inadvertently fall into this second wedding ceremony (as discussed, they are already married) because their

audience and fellow actors misconstrue Wittman’s musings about his and Taña’s courtship to be an announcement
of their intention to get married.
98

Narcisi argues that although the novel does not imply that total inclusivity will be easy, it “suggests a utopian

dream” of the multivocal experience which may be approached through art (106). Moreover, Narcisi accurately
emphasizes how Wittman and Taña’s marriage is best characterized as a “both/and” relationship (107) which allows
for “multiple possibilities and variable endings” (109). This complexity and potential chaos symbolize the
complicated endeavor of eliminating binarisms (Narcisi 107-08).
99

Wittman muses, “If he wanted to drop out and hide out, he had heard of the tunnel that goes under a hill between

the old Army Presidio and the Marina for a subway never built. And somewhere in Fresno, there’s an underground
garden of fifty rooms. And he himself had been beneath the Merced Theater in Los Angeles” (340). Contrary to the
Invisible Man, Wittman’s potential withdrawal from society involves questing movement, including a reference to
having hid beneath a transmitter of popular culture (the Merced Theater).
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Chapter Four
1

Díaz has elucidated the transcultural spirit of the Genres:
[Critics and others] seem to forget that science fiction is one of those really bizarre American imports. It
was imported from France, from England, and it was somehow perfected in a bizarre way. And the comic
book is an even more American form. They think the blues and the comic book are two of the most
indigenous forms. But it’s so strange that they’re completely marginalized … they’ve been an important
part of what we would call the North American narrative, what we would call the formative literary
experience (qtd. in Celayo and Shook 15).

2

It is acknowledged that the fantasy, science fiction and comic book genres all differentiate themselves in technique,

content, ethos and aesthetic mode. However, for the sake of brevity, this study will utilize the umbrella terms of
“nerd culture” and/or “geek culture” for general references even though distinctions will be made when discussing
specific “nerd” texts or genres.
3

Monica Hanna proposes that Díaz creates a “resistance history” that reflects a Dominican history cognizant of its

various and dissonant elements through this employment of an assortment of narrative modes/genres
(“Reassembling” 500).
4

Díaz has noted that he has “always thought of [Brief Wondrous Life] as a really interesting choose-your-own-

adventure book at the level of signification” (qtd. in Miranda 35). This reference is drawn from the popular “Choose
Your Own Adventure” book series in which the reader is given several options (“If X, then turn to page Y”) at key
moments in the plot as to how to continue the narrative.
5

Díaz recognizes the multivalence of diasporic subjectivity as he discloses, “I have a sense of … the Dominican

diasporic experience, and the American experience, all hooked together. I always lived in a situation of
simultaneity” (qtd. in Lewis).
6

Rama outlines the dynamics of interchange and selectivity between the dominant/donor culture and the “receiving”

culture during transculturation (22). He states: “The same selectivity is found in the receiving culture in every case
where a predetermined norm or product is not strictly forced on it, allowing the culture to choose from a rich range
of foreign contributions, or to search for other contributions from among the hidden elements of the dominant
culture” (22, emphasis mine).
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7

María del Pilar Blanco argues that Díaz’s utilization of science fiction as a “multivalent hermeneutic model” (53)

permits him to establish a tone of “hyperbolic strangeness, and ultimately estrangement” (58). Diana Pifano
maintains that these popular cultural intertexts form a more accessible “auxiliary narrative” or “secondary reference
system” that attends to Dominican and American cultural differences (par. 9).
8

To this point, Tim Lanzendörfer considers Western fantasy to be a “mediating genre” that facilitates a greater

understanding of Dominicans’ “marvelous” heritage which can conceive a “new idea of Caribbean history” (12728). Chris Schulenburg observes that the nerd genres grant Oscar a sense of order and belonging amidst the
transnational chaos (503).
9

Joy Sanchez-Taylor (93-106) identifies this method as Díaz depicting Latinx “futurity” with science-fiction/fantasy

texts illustrating contemporary and “future possibilities for Dominican and Dominican American cultures” (95).
10

Sean O’Brien argues that this further consigns Oscar to “multiple outsider statuses” (75).

11

Díaz similarly interrogates the myth of uniformity to nerd culture. According to Rune Graulund, the author splits

and cross-pollinates multiple registers of “nerd-speak” (fantasy-speak, science fiction-speak, comic book-speak) to
disrupt the majority discourse’s attempts at homogenization (33). These terms are additionally pejorative since
“nerd” and “geek” carry negative connotations signifying social awkwardness, virginity, being an outsider and
generally being “uncool.” Yet, the so-called “nerd” and his culture prove significantly more dynamic and variegated
than their discursive profiles.
12

In fact, the author models this need to integrate multiple cultural frames of reference throughout his novel.

Although Brief Wondrous Life alludes to an abundance of Western popular cultural (as well as literary) intertexts,
Díaz also includes a similarly eclectic array of Hispanophone and Caribbean intertexts, including those from Gabriel
Garcia Marquez, Alejo Carpentier, Julia Alvarez, Édouard Glissant, Mario Vargas Llosa, Ortíz and the McOndo
movement – not to mention his plentiful references to Latinx historical figures and an occasional nod to Latinx
music and telenovelas. Furthermore, Díaz partially filters his narrative through the magical realist mode principally
associated with Latin American writing.
Blanco claims that these “references point to the diverse hermeneutic levels that have been employed to
understand [the Antilles], which range from the biographical to the theoretical” (51). Ignacio López-Calvo insists
that Díaz owes an unacknowledged debt to magical realism and observes that Brief Wondrous Life carries traces of
Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s style, including his tone and sentence structure (82). Daniel Bautista terms Díaz’s
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subversive reworking of Latinx magical realism through his mixture of “gritty realism” and the nerd genres as
“comic book realism” (42). Bautista suggests that this mode captures the mystifying assortment of cultural signs
Dominican American immigrants continually face (42). Hanna similarly recognizes Díaz’s manipulation of magical
real techniques (“Reassembling” 500) and how Díaz connects magical realism and comic books through their
comparable historical visions and handling of characterization and temporality (“Reassembling” 513). Hanna justly
reasons that Díaz modifies the magical real style because he regards it from the perspective of diaspora
(“Reassembling” 500).
13

Ana Rodriguez Navas (55-74) views such equivocal phrasing as indicative of Yunior’s deployment of gossip as a

weaponized narrative form to gain discursive power.
14

Juanita Heredia (207-19) suggests that Díaz positions Dominican (and thus, American) history within Silvio

Torres-Saillant’s model of the “double diaspora” – “a two-part journey from Africa to Hispaniola … and then to the
United States” (208). The Mongoose also qualifies as a totem of the double diaspora.
15

He adds, “No matter what its name or provenance, it is believed that the arrival of Europeans on Hispaniola

unleashed the fukú on the world, and we’ve all been in the shit ever since” (1).
16

Thus, as Bautista affirms, these elements’ very existences remain an open question (48).

17

For instance, after the Trujillo-affiliated Gangster has his men brutally beat a pregnant Beli, Yunior speculates,

“Whether what follows was a figment of Beli’s wracked imagination or something else altogether I cannot say. Even
your Watcher has his silences, his paginas en blanco” (149).
18

Díaz thus aligns with the McOndo movement which rails against the tendency to overemphasize the “magical”

over the “real” in the mode’s maneuverings in the space between those sensibilities.
19

Term quoted from Brygida Gasztold, p. 210.

20

Morgoth declares:
The shadow of my purpose lies upon Arda, and all that is in it bends slowly and surely to my will. But upon
all whom you love my thought shall weigh as a cloud of Doom, and it shall bring them down into darkness
and despair. Wherever they go, evil shall arise. Whenever they speak, their words shall bring ill counsel.
Whatsoever they do shall turn against them. They shall die without hope, cursing both life and death. (qtd.
in Díaz 5)
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21

Díaz discloses, “The book was supposed to take the shape of an archipelago; it was supposed to be a textual

Caribbean. Shattered and yet somehow holding together, somehow incredibly vibrant and compelling” (qtd. in
O’Rourke).
22

Kezia Page fashions this sensibility as a “close transnationalism,” which is an “acceptance of both spaces, aligned

in such a way that the region and the diasporic location, despite their borders, are conceived as proximate spaces”
(227). In turn, close transnationalism generates a “psychological closeness between ‘homes,’ one that facilitates a
two-placed gaze and a double tongue” (227).
23

To this point, Díaz connects his novel’s ostensible unintelligibility to the immigrant’s epistemic displacement. He

states:
And so if you’re an immigrant, you’re so used to not being able to understand large chunks of any
conversation, large chunks of the linguistic, cultural codes.
And part of what I was trying to get at when writing this book is that … I wanted everybody at one
moment to kind of feel like an immigrant in this book, that there would be one language chain that you
might not get. And that it was OK. (qtd. in Gross)
24

See Neilson 256-77; Rader 1-23; Gantz 123-53. Díaz presents Oscar’s family as an overall representation of the

trauma resulting from Trujillo’s treacherous reign. Plot-wise, Oscar’s grandfather Abelard is imprisoned (or
“disappeared”) for nebulous reasons that include denying Trujillo (sexual) access to his beautiful daughter
Jacquelyn, writing a book that supported the belief in Trujillo’s supernatural powers and the “official” version that
he made an off-hand, slanderous joke about the dictator to a neighbor. Before he and Lola are born, Oscar’s mother
(Beli) sets the de León family diaspora in motion when she is forced to flee the Dominican Republic because she
gets romantically involved with the husband (the Gangster) of Trujillo’s sister. She leaves the country after the
Gangster’s goons nearly beat her to death in a canefield. In a display of trauma’s and history’s circularity, Oscar is
later thrashed and eventually killed in the same canefield.
25

Díaz outlines, “I come from an area of the world that has been blown up so many times, that has suffered so many

damn apocalypses, where literally all sorts of weird science-fiction stuff happens, from the breeding of human
beings to the first contact with aliens. There are all these things inscribed over the Caribbean” (qtd. in Ch’ien). In the
same interview, he admits that since he grew up in the 1980s with its global fears of nuclear war, he has always been
obsessed with the end of the world.
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26

Oscar, Lola (his sister) and Beli (his mother).

27

Richard Patteson deems Walcott’s passage the novel’s “’zafa’ epigraph, demonstrating a way out of erasure

through words” (15).
28

Term quoted from J. Saldívar, p. 135.

29

Elisabeth Mermann-Jozwiak identifies Trinidad as a habitual contact zone for encounters between indigenous

populations, African slaves and colonial interests (Dutch, French and English) (1). Hanna observes that Walcott’s
narrator considers himself “a representative figure of the nation” because his story “contains the elements of the
nation’s entire history,” including his language (“Reassembling” 499).
30

As discussed above, this is a theme Ellison pursues throughout Invisible Man in his misadventures, specifically

with the Brotherhood.
Mermann-Jozwiak brands Walcott’s poem as a critique of national discourses that ratify ethnic sameness (1).
31

Hanna aptly argues that Díaz’s dual epigraphs preface the author’s thematic interplay between the individual and

the collective, “with the Fantastic Four quote suggesting a natural antipathy between power and lived ‘ordinary’
experiences while the Walcott poem suggests the intimate relationship between official history and the experiences
of a nation’s citizens” (“Reassembling” 500).
32

This is partly because he transgresses Dominican customs of machismo. For a discussion on the theme of

hypermasculinity in Brief Wondrous Life, see Neilson 256-77; Ramírez 384-405; M. Gonzalez 279-93. Ashley
Kunsa also suggests that the New Jersey Dominicans ostracize him because his intelligence – indicated by his
fondness for reading – is associated with whiteness (219).
33

Díaz confesses, “As a writer, what fascinates me is how people ‘un-see.’ How societies are trained to not see …

[Most immigrants are] as good at un-seeing as anyone else. In fact, immigration gives you a license to un-see in two
cultures” (qtd. in Miranda 37).
34

For instance, when he is a youth, his mom Belicia (Beli) castigates him for crying over Maritza dumping him. Beli

chastises, “Tu ta llorando por una muchacha?” [You are crying for a girl?] before suggesting he “dale un galletazo”
(Díaz 14), which loosely translates to “bitch-slap her” (Translation: Annotated Oscar Wao). His failing masculinity
follows him throughout his life as he remains a virgin and is reduced to pariguayo status (Díaz 19) by watching on
the sidelines while his friends (even fellow Dungeons and Dragons players and nerdy school chums, Al and Miggs)
complete sexual conquests.
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35

Readers may wonder along with Yunior why Oscar continues to purposely select these nonnormative modes of

identification when they only reduce his social currency. In effect, he maneuvers within that liminal space of
Dominican-American hyphenation through what Bhahba deems a “strategy of subaltern agency” of “unpicking and
incommensurable, insurgent relinking” (265, emphasis mine). Díaz adjusts Bhabha’s postcolonial perspective into a
hemispheric outlook with his subaltern hero “unpicking” from both cultural establishments, even if it deepens his
estrangement to the point of existing as a multicultural “mutant.”
36

His readings range from the modern “father” of science fiction, Englishman H.G. Wells, to the Russian-born

American Isaac Asimov, to those Americans authors who, according to Díaz, have “perfected” the sci-fi genre. This
latter group includes Ray Bradbury, Frank Herbert, E.E. “Doc” Smith and H.P. Lovecraft, as well as woman author
Margaret Weis. Blanco asserts that this diverse canon of minor literature welcomes readerly assimilation into the
varied Antillean diasporic experience (52).
In terms of national origin, Oscar imbibes other British exports such as J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings fantasy
trilogy and BBC science fiction programs, including Dr. Who and Blake’s 7. Likewise, he soaks up Japanese popular
culture, including kung fu movies, animé such as Robotech and Akira along with Japanese science fiction narratives
such as the post-apocalyptic film Virus and the popular television series Ultraman.
For a comprehensive investigation into Díaz’s use of the Lord of the Rings intertext in relation to Dominican
history, see Lanzendorfer 127-42.
37

Yunior’s frequent use of “maybe” emphasizes his lack of authority while he reconstructs this history which proves

reminiscent of Tim O’Brien’s uncertain narrator in his postmodern mystery/war story In the Lake of the Woods. See
Miller 92-114; Gantz 123-53; Patteson 5-20; Machado Sáez 522-55 for more on Yunior’s unreliability or
manipulativeness as a narrator and J. González 57-72; Vargas 8-30; Hanna (“Portrait”) 90-108 on how Yunior takes
dictatorial control of the narrative (mirroring Trujillo) and its characters.
38

Both creatures are products of transculturation, particularly la Ciguapa which is derived from Taino mythology.

39

See Rader 1-23 for an examination of how the paginas en blanco inspire Yunior to locate myriad narrative

possibilities, leading to his eventual writing career. See Hanna (“Portrait” 90-108) for an application of
künstlerromane elements to Díaz’s novel with a focus on Yunior’s development as a writer from a “cannibalizing,”
dictatorial scribe to the heroic, committed diasporic artist. In fact, Hanna relates Yunior’s narratival ingestion to the
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early-twentieth century Brazilian modernist antropofagia movement – a movement that involves the transcultural
process of “cannibalizing” or consuming both European and indigenous traditions.
40

Oscar’s craft forms a double escape in which his fervor for the Genres feeds into his foremost channel for self-

expression. His writing self-reflexively nests within Díaz’s “alternative hybrid aesthetic” (Hanna, “Portrait” 98) as
he tries to establish order and coding control amidst the cacophony of voices influencing and rejecting his identity.
But, as his comparison to the famed horror writer indicates, he initially replicates established Western scripts. He
lacks the imagination to produce his own self-affirming codes.
41

Hanna argues that the Genres allow for a more flexible narrative structure than the regular historical narrative

because they more often entail exploring alternative worlds, countering traditional realism (“Reassembling” 514),
42

Rama states, “[The] selective capability is directed not only at the foreign culture but also particularly at the

community’s own culture, vast parts of which are destroyed or lost” (23).
43

As Yunior relates, “What Latino family doesn’t think it’s cursed?” (Díaz 32).

44

For instance, in the heteroglot preamble, he immediately outlines how the Conquest unsuspectingly permitted the

African diaspora to bring over the fukú – a curse which has indiscriminately jinxed generations of New World
peoples, no matter where they fall on the hierarchical power grid. As a result, numerous populations have remained
under numerous “curses” of power that range from the political to the discursive. For instance, the Eurocentric mode
has codified the myth of monolithic homogeneity which effaces the differences amongst African and Caribbean
peoples. However, transnational theorists such as Hall, Bhabha, Rama and Ortíz argue that these beliefs in univalent
identity formation (which foreground acculturation) are severely reductive and blind to the true dynamics of
diasporic identity. Once one is distanced from naturalized discourses or “those embedded myths of culture’s
particularity,” the displaced agent understands that culture is constructed (Bhabha 248). Moreover, the author’s
constant interlinking of Dominican and U.S. history and his liminal Dominican American characters challenges
“nativist pedagogies” (Bhabha 248) that set the Third and First Worlds in binary opposition. They exist more in
interpenetrative reciprocity which corresponds with a transcultural mindset.
45

Jennifer Vargas contends that Díaz “zafas” oppressive domination through his “counter-dictatorial” (11) methods

such as treating Trujillo as a minor character (11-13) and privileging unofficial sources via underground storytelling
and polyvocal footnotes (19-21).
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46

For an astute analysis of Lord of the Rings’ role as a literary “nation” in providing a sense of belonging and

stability normally unavailable to nerds in the United States and the Dominican Republic, see Schulenburg (503-16).
47

As Bhabha attests, culture is “an uneven, incomplete production of meaning and value, often composed of

incommensurable demands and practices” (247).
48

Heredia considers this shift as characteristic of Díaz’s plot pattern where the transmigrant suffers a defeat after

achieving some form of triumph (212).
49

See Kunsa (211-24) for an examination of the different conceptions of blackness between the United States and

the Dominican Republic. Kunsa focuses on how Díaz installs hair as a signifier for racialized conceptions of beauty
and/or inclusion into the position of privileged whiteness.
50

Díaz undercuts the traditional “feel-good story” of college freedom and self-realization, which reflects Bhabha’s

forewarning that the transnational subject’s enunciative process will not be comfortable and clean. Ellison likewise
disposes of this progressive design since his protagonist’s collegial experience initiates his existential crisis of
displacement and alienation.
51

Numerous scholars have analyzed Díaz’s “revenge on English” (Díaz qtd. in Céspedes and Torres-Saillant 904)

through his unmarked code-switches and untranslated inclusion of Spanish phrases/idioms. See Casielles-Suárez
475-87; Page 226-33; Lee 23-43; O’Brien 75-94.
52

Yunior quips that Oscar majors in “getting no ass” (Díaz 50) and cannot dance with stereotypical Dominican

expertise.
See Ramírez (384-405) and Neilson (256-77) for discussions on the Dominican tiguere model, specifically as an
enduring emblem of Trujillato hypermasculinity. Additionally, although his article focuses solely on Díaz’s Drown,
Jason Frydman’s argument that Drown’s Yunior-narrator lacks upward mobility due to prevailing issues of
masculinity (279) could be applied to Oscar and Yunior in Brief Wondrous Life.
53

Yunior does not catch on that he is effectively greeted by transculturation because he remains invested in

hegemonic scripts, particularly tiguere hypermasculinity.
54

Blanco observes that science fiction persists as the “expressive machine that best represents his particular

experience of cultural displacement” (65-6).
55

Schulenburg shrewdly contends that Oscar’s door functions as a real border between his desired “nation” of nerd

cultural insiders and those predominantly “cool” individuals who do not speak the language (510). This is
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illustrative of his greater feeling of discursive belonging in Tolkien’s fantasy world than in either the United States’
or the Dominican Republic’s national discourses (Schulenburg 508).
56

Joori Lee emphasizes this point in pronouncing Oscar as a complex “American nerd” who “immerses himself in

escapist consumerism that represses the reality of his suffering” (40). Lee reaches this conclusion because Oscar
does not develop into the subversive, defiant nerd who welcomes his unbelonging through the “countercultural
gesture that undermines solid societal frameworks” (25). Instead, Oscar adopts American nerds’ collective tastes
(Lee 38) and eventually mimics American superhero clichés and stock imagery in his writing and language (Lee 3940). Although Lee aptly detects Oscar’s retrograde slippages into comic book hyperrealities and stock codes, she
overlooks how Oscar possesses more expansive transnational tastes as he consumes Japanese and English popular
cultural forms. His attachment to the Genres may be too passive an act of escapism, but by no means has Oscar been
fully assimilated into the “hive-mind” of Western normative standards, despite his lack of Dominican influence.
57

Thus, Oscar falls into the mass cultural trap of uniformity (Adorno and Horkheimer 30).

58

Díaz performs a similar juxtaposition with the novel’s title which alludes to Ernest Hemingway’s short story,

“The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber,” and science fiction/fantasy tropes of heroic hyperbole. Caren Irr says
Díaz’s use of the Hemingway intertext presages how Brief Wondrous Life “upends the romance of exile” (15).
59

Melissa Gonzalez shrewdly notes that the narrator Yunior conjoins Oscar with the Victorian writer through both

individuals’ failed heterosexuality (286).
60

See Elena Machado Sáez (522-55) for a compelling queer reading of Díaz’s novel. Machado Sáez chiefly argues

that the controlling narrator Yunior suppresses a homosocial romance with Oscar because it cannot be included as a
part of Dominican diasporic history. Yunior accomplishes this by silencing Oscar’s traits that point to his queer
Otherness – his virginity and sentimentality (524). See M. Gonzalez (279-93) for a critical response to Machado
Sáez in which the critic reads Yunior’s narration as illuminating the overall constructedness of sexuality.
61

Rochelle Spencer identifies “Wao” as the name of an anime website. Spencer attributes “Oscar” to the nickname

of the Academy Award (214).
62

The author also forwards the dangers of essentialized hegemonic attitudes, for Oscar rebukes Jenni by calling her

a “whore” and then ransacks her room (Díaz 187). In asserting his patriarchal cultural heritage, Oscar risks
becoming a Trujillo-like oppressor (Flores-Rodríguez 101). Díaz cautions that despite one’s steady resistance to
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prescriptive ideologies such as heteropatriarchal misogyny, one can still internalize and act upon them. The
“unpicked” feature can eventually be selected, even if momentarily.
63

Díaz describes the Dominican Republic’s bacá as the “shape-shifter that has no original form” (qtd. in Miranda

37). See the Conclusion below for a full examination of the baca’s reflection of ethnic identitary “chaos.”
64

Dixa Ramírez states, “The discourse surrounding [bacás] in Dominican popular culture and in texts like Oscar

Wao suggests that they are otherworldly manifestations of historical trauma” (388). This supernatural power thus
engenders the “ultimate migrant” and a “salvational force” that additionally functions as a multinational figure for
the powerful mediated imagination (Irr 16).
65

Díaz here utilizes the epic trope of the hero experiencing a (symbolic) death with a visit to the Underworld, where

he acquires some form of destiny-changing knowledge often related to filial or cultural obligations; i.e., Aeneas
learns of the Roman line that descends from him after founding Rome.
66

Previously, Oscar’s creativity comes in fits and starts, and his involvement in unreciprocated relationships (such

as his dark period after Jenni Munoz) often dictates his writerly dedication.
67

Lanzendörfer claims that Oscar’s generation will not accept the marvelous unless it is “mediated through prior

acceptance of a related, but less threatening, marvelous discourse, a discourse available in the diaspora only through
full immersion in Western fantasy” (138). However, despite Oscar’s overexposure to Western popular culture, he
still does not acknowledge the “marvelous” Mongoose on the bridge. An ingredient to be added to Lanzendörfer’s
brew involves a grounding in reality - to be awake.
68

Dorothy chants, “There’s no place like home.”

69

Although analyzing Brief Wondrous Life through the lens of collective, historical trauma lies outside the scope of

this study, Díaz may refer to the victims of the Trujillato (as well as Balaguer and U.S. imperialism) as those who
can “save themselves.” Their “awakening” involves breaking the historical silences (the paginas en blanco) by
composing their own counterhistories – an action Díaz takes by composing this novel.
70

See Lee (23-43) for a comparison of Stephen Dedalus’ (James Joyce) and Oscar’s “nerd” attributes.

71

In fact, Oscar’s influence has spread to Yunior whose own writing evolves past one-note, “shoot-em-up” mafia

stories to a character study of a Dominican prostitute who used to babysit him. He ostensibly assumes the role of the
contemporary U.S. multicultural writer who composes realistic, “authentic” representations of his homeland (Hanna,
“Portrait” 99). Yunior thus similarly adds depth to his own Dominican sensibility beyond the paradigm of
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hypermasculinity. However, Yunior is disappointed when his shift to realism is not rewarded with top writing
honors from the college. Hanna suggests this may be Díaz’s commentary on the ivory tower’s lack of recognition for
writers of color (“Portrait” 99). This may be true, but it also indicates that Yunior is still not projecting his authentic
self onto the page, for at this point, he neglects his preferred mode of expression (popular culture).
72

According to Lanzendörfer, Díaz suggests those Dominican American youths who had tormented him for these

tastes are ironically further removed from their Dominicanness (190). Oscar therefore functions as the “binding
link” between the Western Genres and Dominican marvelous reality (Lanzendörfer 190).
73

Victor Figueroa argues that Díaz’s emphasis on supernatural elements such as the fukú and Genre scripts in

relation to Trujillo’s power, in fact, contributes to the tyrant’s mythification (85-6).
74

This includes speculating on the Mongoose’s existence and why Trujillo jails Abelard.

75

For an examination of Brief Wondrous Life as a collective trauma narrative, see Ibarrola-Armendáriz (135-45).

76

This suggests that he remains as a hegemonic outsider, for his “low-frequency” transmissions lack an audience.

77

Oscar’s new existential crisis results, in part, from realizing “his projected world gets obsolete before even being

translated into reality” (Pǎtrascu 7).
78

His abhorrence for these games may stem from his aversion to the “violent binarisms” that characterize

nationalistic discourses (Schulenburg 513).
79

This engenders Bhabha’s belief that hybridity requires maneuverability, “but it does not require a temporality of

continuity or accumulation” (265).
80

Yunior succinctly voices this existential torpor: “Fukú” (Díaz 268).

81

See M. Gonzalez (279-93) for a Foucauldian examination of how the characters resist and are shaped by social

forces of productive power.
82

Yunior summarizes, “He was wandering around the evil planet Gordo, searching for parts for his crashed

rocketship, but all he encountered were burned-out ruins, each seething with new debilitating forms of radiation. I
don’t know what’s wrong with me, he said to his sister over the phone. I think the word is crisis but every time I
open my eyes all I see is meltdown” (Díaz 268, emphasis in original).
83

Blanco contends that Oscar, therefore, participates in the “sci-fi” journeying from his adopted home in the north to

the island region that has been left behind (73).
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84

Yunior reports, “He’d finally repaired his ion drive; the evil planet Gordo was pulling him back, but his fifties-

style rocket, the Hijo de Sacrificio, wouldn’t quit. Behold our cosmic explorer: eyes wide, lashed to his acceleration
couch, hand over his mutant heart” (Díaz 271).
85

The ship’s appellation directly reflects how Oscar is the actual son of a mother in Beli who was forced to

“sacrifice” her homeland by the Trujillato when she was ordered to be beaten and killed for her tryst with the
dictator’s brother-in-law.
86

Oscar’s spiritual “return” after ten years invokes the epic hero Odysseus’ ten-year voyage back home to Ithaca

after the Trojan War ends.
87

This includes Dominican women’s beauty (275), thus marking them as the site for cultural fertility.

88

See Rogobete (98-107), in which the critic characterizes this return trip to his barrio cerrado (in contrast to living

in a U.S. “neighborhood” in Paterson, New Jersey) as a “real journey of initiation” (105).
89

“Ybón” appears to be a creolization of the French-derived “Yvonne” which is a significant choice given the

French’s history in Hispaniola through its rule over Haiti.
90

Díaz thus continues his through-line of epic conventions through his use of a female source for invaluable

knowledge imparted upon the epic hero or his companions. The transgressive woman often resides on the margins of
society as a witch (The Odyssey’s Circe), sinner (Genesis’s Eve) or as a prostitute (The Epic of Gilgamesh’s
Shamhat the Harlot) – most of which equates knowledge with carnality/fertility.
91

In this scenario, Ybón’s murdering “hounds” (Grod and Grundy) do not belong to her but rather to El Capitán,

who represents the “divine” authority figure (here linked to the government) punishing the transgression.
92

Yunior’s emphasis on her golden or lighter skin fosters echoes of the continually contentious race relations

spurred by Negrophobia present throughout Hispaniola.
93

Another example includes how Ybón often code-switches from Spanish to Italian when she gets drunk (Díaz 282).

94

For example, when reviewing Oscar and Ybón’s photos together, Yunior perceives how Ybón “perks up her body

for every shot as if she’s presenting herself to the world, as if she’s saying, Ta-da, here I am, take it or leave it”
(Díaz 285).
95

Earlier, Oscar considers whether “his threadbare Skein of Destiny had accidently gotten tangled with that of a

doper, more fortunate brother” (Díaz 280) once Ybón starts talking to him. The Skein of Destiny refers to the Three
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Fates of classical mythology, but it also alludes to a loosely controlled role-playing game in which one has more
freedom to choose the impact of his character’s attributes instead of a pre-determined value.
Coelho’s most well-known novel The Alchemist primarily concentrates on the theme of fate and the impact of
one’s choices,
96

Díaz similarly filters the open-ended selectivity of transculturation through a lower frequency text with an allusion

to The Matrix: “If blue pill, continue. If red pill, return to the Matrix” (285). The red pill signifies facing the trauma
of reality while the blue pill sends one to a fantasy world of blissful ignorance (Patteson 12). Through Oscar’s
increasing balance, flexibility and maturity, Díaz advocates the delimiting choice of both as a metaphor for
inclusionary choice in transnational identity formation. This directive’s wording and tone recall the prevailing
narrative trope of “Choose Your Own Adventure” novels. This conceit matches Díaz’s thematization of transcultural
blending and self-authorship in his polymorphic novel.
97

Once his assailants take him to the canefields, Yunior interjects, “How’s that for eternal return?” (Díaz 296). This

qualifies as another nod toward transculturation by Díaz. This concept has lasted through antiquity by passing
through India, Egypt and the Greeks before eventually resurfacing as “eternal recurrence” in Friedrich Nietzsche’s
The Gay Science.
98

In effect, Beli has bequeathed the fukú onto her son, who recognizes that the New World’s troubled history of

colonization and despotism somehow still governs his life (Vargas 17). Furthermore, such circularity is a trope of
magical realism. These doubled scenes of canefield beatings are indicative of Díaz’s time-warping aesthetic.
99

This uncanny feeling of déjà vu quickly disappears due to his real-world fear, but Díaz situates his protagonist in a

magical realist mode of repetition reminiscent of numerous Latin “boom” writers such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez
and Juan Rulfo. The faceless man stands as a figure for the continuing indiscriminate violence against the “brief,
nameless lives” (Díaz ix) in the region.
López-Calvo insists that Díaz owes an unacknowledged debt to magical realism and observes that Brief
Wondrous Life carries traces of Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s style, including his tone and sentence structure (82).
100

Yunior relates, “___, ___, ___, said the Mongoose, and then the wind swept him back into darkness” (Díaz 301).

101

An American actor who often played on-screen villains as in The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly.
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102

The kiss only results from Ybón’s intoxication, so his triumph is both pyrrhic and hollow. Thus, a true

transference of Ybón’s transnational “knowledge” has yet to transpire, leaving Oscar to the staggering revelation
that he will not morph into American kung-fu artist Jim Kelly to battle his way out of danger.
103

Both these objects surfaced previously, as Díaz propels reflects transculturation project with these allusions from

his text’s own “remote past” (Rama 19). Daniel Bautista argues that Oscar’s science fictive dreams have bridged the
gap between his beloved Genres and the “marvelous” Dominican tradition to which he has been mostly indifferent
(49).
104

Díaz writes:
[Oscar] was out for three days.
In that time he had the impression of having the most fantastic series of dreams, though by the time he
had his first meal, a caldo de pollo, he could not, alas, remember them. All that remained was the image of
an Aslan-like figure with golden eyes who kept trying to speak to him but Oscar couldn’t hear a word
above the blare of the merengue coming from the neighbor’s house. (302).

Oscar’s “death” of three days coincides with the duration of Jesus Christ’s “death” after crucifixion in the JudeoChristian tradition. His re-awakening thus represents his own “resurrection,” which results in a shift of worldview.
105

Loving Ybón is “forbidden” because of her association with the capitán and because his mother prohibits it.

106

The island of Hispaniola carries a troubling history of racism against its darker-skinned inhabitants, particularly

Haitians. Most infamously in 1937, Trujillo ordered the mass slaughter of Haitians in what has been called the
Perejil Massacre. This appellation derives from reports that Trujillista soldiers requested for their victims to
pronounce perejil (parsley). If a speaker had difficulty enunciating the “r” sound because their first language was
Kreyol, the soldiers would murder them – often with machetes to avoid leaving evidence (Gantz 148). Through
Oscar’s rumination and numerous other interactions amongst the characters, Díaz shows that the effects of this
genocide and the widespread racist attitudes against blacks still dominate social relations on Hispaniola as well as in
the United States. On such historical Negrophobia on the island of Hispaniola, see Rader 1-23; Heredia 207-19;
Kunsa 211-24. Rader’s analysis includes a compelling application of racial and colonial themes in William
Shakespeare’s The Tempest to Brief Wondrous Life.
107

I.e., Rama’s “lower frequencies.”
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108

Jose Saldívar observes that Oscar creolizes his science-fictive writings, mirroring his subjecthood’s increased

creolization (131).
109

Oscar thus welcomes the “hidden element” derived from his Dominican culture (the fukú) and uses it as a

springboard to the next articulation of his identity.
110

In fact, Díaz circles back to the mellon iteration after Oscar’s suicide attempt when his narrator Yunior starts

acknowledging his own nerdery. Upon their reunion as roommates at Demarest, Yunior relays Oscar’s version of
their greeting:
I raised my hand and said, Mellon. Took [Oscar] a second to recognize the word.
Mellon, he said finally. (Díaz 200, emphasis in original)
Although the typically circumspect Yunior (Miller 98) undermines this scene’s accuracy by claiming it is Oscar’s
version of events, Oscar’s heightened grounding in reality after his suicide allows the reader to infer that the
characters have nominally switched roles from their initial introduction as dormmates at Rutgers. Yunior now voices
the symbolic password that opens the door to a deeper friendship through Oscar’s preferred nerd-speak register,
suggesting he accepts Oscar’s nerdery (Graulund 41). In turn, Yunior metaphorically joins Oscar’s Tolkienian
“fellowship” in diasporic reinvention through the Genres. Oscar does not immediately identify mellon as the Elvish
word for “friend” even though his previous posting of the Elvish (Sindarin) riddle indicates he surely knows the
Tolkien-invented language. This crisscrossing demonstrates the fluidity of identity formation. The two diasporic
subjects continue to (de-)select and evolve, depending on existential priorities and shifting positionalities. Curiously,
Díaz italicizes Yunior’s mellon even though he does not signify language shifts when he switches linguistic codes
from English-to-Spanish within his prose. The italics thus functions as more than an indicator of a foreign tongue.
Rather, its emphasis displays which character is more prominently incorporating and focusing on such popular
cultural forms at that time. They both establish a greater equilibrium in threading multiple cultural frames into their
identity. For Oscar, this salutation also hints toward him distinguishing his voice from his idols. Díaz’s readers may
recall Oscar’s earlier attempts at science fiction writing which proved derivative. Now, Oscar has commenced
differentiating his voice from those of his forerunners (i.e., künstlerroman). The same inference can be made
concerning his identity.
111

He has internalized Ybón’s edict to “travel light” which, in turn, assists him in welcoming a more syncretic

variety of knowledge bases and cultural frames to include in his plural subjecthood.
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112

Díaz’s narratival shift to Oscar’s new life aligns with Rama’s thoughts on transculturation’s orientation toward

the future. It also reflects Bhabha’s principles concerning the continual “opening out” of differential identities such
as Oscar’s, for they “find their agency in a form of the ‘future’ where the past is not originary, where the present is
not simply transitory” (313).
113

As Oscar succinctly expresses it, he had “finally decided to live” (Díaz 312).

114

Equating a woman (Ybón) to the “mother” country continues the tradition of feminizing the “homeland.”

115

See J. González (57-72).

116

In effect, Díaz underlines his authorial endorsement of his hero’s transnational movement by giving him an

“ovation.”
117

Family friend and taxi driver.

118

M. Gonzalez contends that Oscar finds pleasure in “going in” for the purposes of revision and rereading even

though he cannot completely escape hegemonic power (291).
119

Pamela Rader contends that this is emblematic of Díaz’s use of the paginas as an “alternative space” (1) in which

to carve an assortment of lenses and literary traditions (4).
120

The ambiguous pronoun could also point to him nearly achieving his quest for a real-life reciprocal romantic

relationship (which the reader later learns he has achieved). As he does through most of such unanswered questions
posed in Brief Wondrous Life (his own paginas en blanco), Díaz adheres to the postmodern sensibility of openended irresolution. This forces the responsibility of interpretation upon the reader.
121

Wyndham’s triffids are sinister and predatorial, making them comparable to authoritarian political (Trujillato)

and social (repressive hegemonies) regimes.
122

Even words are easily streamed and modified, as Díaz presents an argot variation of “Creole.”

123

After all, this frame of reference is most reflective of the anxiety-laden diasporic experience, according to Díaz.

124

“No matter how far you travel … to whatever reaches of this limitless universe … you will never be …

ALONE!” (qtd. in Díaz 321).
125

Therefore, Oscar has conducted the “lower frequency” into the “mainstream” so that his audience can reciprocate

and relate to his ideas.
126

Several critics have matched Brief Wondrous Life’s characters to the Fantastic Four superheroes. Hanna

characterizes Oscar as Thing because he is the “freak” of the Fantastic Four (“Reassembling” 515). Meanwhile,
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Durthy Washington matches the novel’s four generations of women to the Fantastic Four characters with a focus on
Beli, the title “Third World Girl” as the Human Torch (256-60).
127

Yunior chronicles:
[Oscar] told them that it was only because of [Ybón’s] love that he’d been able to do the thing that he had
done, the thing they could no longer stop, told them if they killed him they would probably feel nothing and
their children would probably feel nothing either, not until they were old and weak or about to be struck by
a car and then they would sense him waiting for them on the other side and over there he wouldn’t be no
fatboy or dork or kid no girl had ever loved; over there he’d be a hero, an avenger. (Díaz 321-22)

128

He still adheres to some codes of normativity when he vows that he will exist as a hero and not a fat nerd in the

afterlife; however, this reflects that his identity is ever in process. His identitary future extends beyond death. He has
not evolved past every fixed societal stereotype, which is likely an unachievable task.
129

Oscar’s final word, “Fire” (Díaz 322), then proves appropriate, for he pledges to reemerge anew from the ashes

like the Phoenix - another indication of future-orientation. See Gantz (123-53) for a comprehensive explication of
how the novel’s cover art depicts the moment of Oscar’s death and its intertextual implications.
130

Such a storyline frequently occurs in superhero texts such as in Marvel’s The Avengers series which Oscar here

directly references.
131

Marvel Comics creator Stan Lee affectionately dubs his fanboy readership the “true believers” (Howe 4). With

his famous summons, “Face front, true believers,” Lee also symbolically motivates his readers to look to the future.
132

Lanzendörfer argues that the author thus demarginalizes popular cultural scripts and privileges the previously

disregarded nerds who possess sufficient knowledge of the Genres’ terminology (136).
133

Through his eponymous hero, Díaz allies himself with Salman Rushdie’s declaration that a migrant’s survival

depends on finding “how newness enters the world” (qtd. in Bhabha 324).
134

Díaz thus forms a connection through the hidden and “untranslatable” elements of literature and life (Bhabha

324-25).
135

In true postmodern fashion, this foregrounding of choice extends meta-fictively as Díaz puts the onus on the

reader to extrapolate meaning from Yunior’s problematic blurring of fact and fiction. T.S. Miller affirms that
Yunior’s spotty narration “intentionally shift[s] the burden of ‘truth-making’ to his audience” (100). The readers
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then realize that they already collapse and reassemble generic boundaries to create their own interpretation of the
novel (and history) (Miller 104).
O’Brien believes Díaz repeatedly underlines readerly choice, partially through his uneven Genre literature
allusions (77). This strategy “reveals to readers not only their own patterns of inquiry and (sometimes willful)
ignorance, but also the personal and political consequences of such choices in a broad variety of social and cultural
interactions beyond the reading of this particular novel” (O’Brien 78). O’Brien notes that Díaz puts reader
subjectivity in focus, for he compels readers to confront their roles in collecting the novel’s narrative fragments and
assembling meaning from them (82). This simulates the diasporic agent’s mindset in amassing an amalgamation of
cultural signs and sorting through them to cobble together his personhood. See Oh (415-32) for a discussion of how
Díaz fixes the reader as a cultural outsider through his use of extra-textual narrative supplements (i.e., footnotes and
code-switching).
136

In fact, Yunior pens what amounts to a circular, ever-perpetuating sequel through his archiving and creation of

his de León family epic.
137

This is a particularly jarring response considering that the once-human Dr. Manhattan has acquired omniscience

due to a nuclear-industrial accident (as happens to the Fantastic Four).
138

Díaz reflects, “You come to the United States and the United States begins immediately, systematically, to erase

you in every way, to suppress those things which it considers not digestible” (qtd. in Céspedes and Torres-Saillant
896). This is reminiscent of Ellison’s tack which informs his central motif of African American invisibility resulting
from systemic racism and willful ignorance in U.S. society.
139

Gantz compellingly links Manhattan’s statement to Thor’s fate of unendingly fighting the same battles for

eternity due to the prophecy of Ragnarok. Gantz also notes that like Oscar, Thor experiences unrequited love (Jane
Foster, who marries a mortal man) and that the cover art shows wings sprouting from Oscar’s head a la Thor’s
helmet (142-44).
Alternatively, Sanchez-Taylor shrewdly affirms that Manhattan’s proclamation then implies that Dominicans will
never receive retribution for past injustice and that issues of colonization and transmigrancy will persist (102).
140

What Yunior does not relate is the section’s final panel in which a disconcerted Veidt faces the wall with his

enlarged shadow extending behind him as he turns his head toward the page-front in deep rumination (Moore and
Gibbons xii.27). This tableau symbolizes Yunior’s burdensome plight as the looming shadows of the past continue
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to haunt him as he struggles to turn away from the “wall” of restrictive cultural expectations. Like the transnational
migrant seeking answers in incommensurable worlds, Yunior must uncover the answers without the aid of an
omniscient companion. Despite his self-assignation of being Uatu the Watcher from the Fantastic Four series, he is
not all-seeing and must constantly be involved in the diasporic drama of configuring his identity. In this case, Dr.
Manhattan arises as the stand-in for the Watcher, for he takes permanent leave from humanity even though his
omniscience and ability to materialize anywhere imply that he can return to monitor it at any given moment. Veidt’s
sidewise stare suggests the two-placed gaze of the diasporan’s in-between status. Ultimately, Yunior, Oscar and
other transnational subjects must turn away from the encoded mimetic shadows on the cave’s wall and move toward
enlightenment via the enunciative process of “becoming.” Yunior’s narration of Oscar and his family’s lives arises
as the next extensive series of graphic novel panels in this procedure. Díaz has reflexively done the same for the
diasporic Dominican agent by composing this novel.
141

See R. Saldívar 574-99; Ibarrola-Armendáriz 135-45; Figueroa 95-108; Patteson 5-20; Gantz 123-53.

142

This also may be an allusion to José Vasconcelos’ conception of the “cosmic race,” which hypothesizes a

progressive hybridization of all major ethnicities into a multi-racial line. Vasconcelos privileges the Latinx “race” as
originary.
143

Several critics have observed that Oscar’s missing tome and science-fiction tastes are part of his inheritance from

his grandfather Abelard. See Flores-Rodríguez 91-106; J. Saldívar 120-36; Rader 1-23 (for Abelard’s influence on
Yunior).
144

Hanna argues that Oscar also stands as Yunior’s literary rival (“Portrait” 94). O’Brien speculates as to whether

Yunior has adopted Oscar’s writerly voice in homage to his late friend or whether he is only now allowing it and his
otakuness to surface (85). The latter option appears to be the case since Yunior expresses an in-depth knowledge of
nerd culture and adds his own hip-hop cadences throughout the text.
145

This plural assemblage diametrically opposes the alienation Kurtz expresses in his final utterance (“The horror!

The horror!” [Conrad 111]) in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness – a novel about the exploitation and colonization
of a different Third-World region of the globe (the African Congo).
146

Ecaterina Pǎtrascu concludes that prior to his death, Oscar’s imagination has become his reality which carries

him beyond the common worldview governed by the fukú and its operatives (8).
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This includes generations with the present (Oscar, Yunior) impacting the future (Oscar’s niece, Isis). See the

Conclusion below for an in-depth examination of Isis’ role as the next generation of transcultural evolution.

Conclusion
1

Analysts have not bestowed much critical attention to Rinehart, despite his pivotal role in the Invisible Man’s

development. In examining the title character’s journey to “to a position of empowered abjection” (581), Shelly
Jarenski argues that Rinehart’s “world of fluidity” attracts the Invisible Man, but the latter chooses “not body” while
rejecting the narrow subject positions that the former embodies (102). Christopher Shinn affirms that the trickster
Rinehart stands as one of Ellison’s several elements of “carnival poetics” which is mediated through “the space of
creative distortion and experimentation in the African-American tradition” (243). According to Shinn, Rinehart is
“the master of carnival disguise” who possesses the supernatural power of invisibility and who eventually
“possesses” others to the point that, for a time, the Invisible Man speaks on his behalf as if Rinehart is a deity or loa
(253). In contending that Invisible Man emerges as a “trickster manifesto” (71), Paul Sheehan identifies Rinehart as
part of Ellison’s casting of the trickster “fully as a (late) modernist archetype” (80), who “affirm[s] first the multifaceted, deviant, paradoxical cast of modernity, and then the matrix of black identities within it” (81). However,
Rinehart ultimately fails because he does not rely enough upon the blues, for he lacks the “performative control”
necessary for the blues (Sheehan 81-2). Lastly, Brooke Conti traces the origin of Rinehart’s name, concluding that it
either originated with a Jimmy Rushing (Ellison’s friend) song (181) or a turn-of-the-century Harvard rallying cry,
“Oh, R-i-i-i-n-e-HART!” that refers to James B.G. Rinehart (182). Conti reports that Ellison had learned about the
Harvard Rinehart after having created the Rinehart in his novel (183).
2

He also personifies the rebellious measures that the Invisible Man’s grandfather touts in the novel’s Prologue, for

Rinehart has entered the lion’s mouth and maneuvers around racial injunctions to find success as a “master of
carnival disguise” (Shinn 252).
3

Ellison casts Rinehart as “an American virtuoso of identity who thrives on chaos and swift change; he is greedy, in

that his masquerade is motivated by money as well as by the sheer bliss of impersonation” (“Slip the Yoke” 110).
4

Such fluidity assists him as “an outsider trying to become an insider” (Conti 183) which serves as a momentary

model for the Invisible Man in his analogous quest for identity.
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5

In “The Shadow and the Act,” Ellison repudiates Hollywood’s illusory depiction of African Americans. Ellison

derides these negative images of “Negro subhumanity” for having led to the justification for all acts labeled under
Jim Crow (“Shadow and Act” 305). Such codification has surfaced through derogatory depictions of the submissive
Sambo character and of white actors in blackface performing a cartoonish caricature of black people for the sake of
ribald entertainment in the minstrel tradition. Although Hollywood has not created the anti-Negro image, Ellison
charges the industry for having ritualized it through its medium (“Shadow and Act” 305). Ellison shows this
influence in his depiction of Clifton’s tragic demise which the narrator details as though he is beholding a slowmotion action scene. Like Kingston, Ellison highlights the interpellative power of racialist popular cultural
messaging, which he resists by privileging popular musical arts such as jazz and the blues because they are not as
homogenizing or exclusionary.
6

In fact, Ellison derived Rinehart from a Jimmy Rushing-Count Basie song and was later cognizant of the name

being part of a call Harvard students used to riot (Ellison, “Art of Fiction” 223; Conti 181-3). By including a critical
character who is drawn from a blues song, Ellison underscores black popular culture’s importance in building one’s
plural American character.
7

Initially, the Invisible Man successfully produces the bodily stylization and musical vocabulary to occupy the

performative space of the shifty jazz cultural figure. After obtaining a wide-brimmed hat to compliment his darktinted glasses, one of Rinehart’s mistresses mistakes the protagonist for her lover (Ellison, IM 483). The Invisible
Man briefly manages to impersonate his shape-shifting foil physically and verbally before the woman discovers her
error. These incidents do give him practice in improvisation and to hone his jazz skills in call-response dialogue. For
instance, he happens upon some hipsters with whom he successfully engages in folksy wordplay without being
discovered (Ellison, IM 484). Upon encountering a group of zoot suiters hailing him with a familiar, “Hey now,
daddy-o,” the Invisible Man muses, “It was as though by dressing and walking in a certain way I had enlisted in a
fraternity in which I was recognized at a glance – not by features, but by clothes, by uniform, by gait” (485). He has
entered the subcultural space and gradually feels more comfortable within that cultural terrain. As such, he has
momentarily regained the popular artist’s connection to his audience. Also, he catalogues the bodily expressions that
form part of black popular culture’s ability to introduce other traditions of representation (Hall, “Black Popular
Culture” 470). Contrary to his disastrous eulogy for Clifton, he receives a response, and so this momentary foray
into hustler masquerade hones his expressive skills and underlines transculturation’s interactivity.
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8

Thorpe Butler observes that the Invisible Man, rather, subsists in “existential poverty” as an actor in somebody

else’s production (325)
9

This qualifies as a mass cultural production which “discloses the fictitious character of the ‘individual’ in the

bourgeois era,” unjustly “boasting on account of this dreary harmony of general and particular” (Adorno and
Horkheimer 42).
Todd Lieber asserts that such an individual relinquishes his autonomy and power when “chaos is being shaped and
reality defined by some one or some group … [who then] will have power over all who decline the opportunity to
define it for themselves” (96-97).
10

This is analogous to a karaoke singer crooning a cover band’s version of an original song.

11

Kingston also explores these issues, particularly within the U.S. film industry, throughout Tripmaster Monkey.

12

Ellison exhibits the slippery slope of mimicking regressive black stereotypes when his protagonist visits the Jolly

Dollar. This scene tests the Invisible Man’s improvisational skills, but his masquerade as the jazzy hustler backfires
because his comrade, Brother Maceo, does not recognize him and then assumes that “Rinehart” intends to rob him.
During the skirmish, the Invisible Man ponders how the ensuing madness has overcome him: “Here I’d set out to
test a disguise on a friend and now I was ready to beat him to his knees – not because I wanted to but because of
place and circumstance” (489). Soon thereafter, when telling Brother Maceo to drop his weaponized broken bottle,
the narrator asks, “Why am I acting from pride when this is not really me?” (489). The Invisible Man considers how
boundary breaking Rinehartism promotes self-possessiveness, depravity and opportunism. Moreover, the narrator’s
“possession” exposes his lack of identitary autonomy. Outside circumstances control him, keeping him invisible.
13

Andrew Radford argues that Rinehart’s identity has fragmented into “shards and splinters … that fail to coalesce

into a coherent portrait” (124), and he is thoroughly apathetic to black expressive forms which stand as ennobling
forces for Ellison (127-28). Radford adds that Rinehart’s “only signature is a profound plurality that signifies an
evacuated zone” (126).
14

Notably, the Invisible Man is still a contributing member of the mass culture-aligned Brotherhood at this point.

15

The Invisible Man meditates, “I thought and began trying to place Rinehart in the scheme of things. He’s been

around all the while, but I have been looking in another direction … What on earth was hiding behind the face of
things? If dark glasses and a white hat could blot out my identity so quickly, who actually was who?” (Ellison, IM
493).
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16

Several critics have offered thorough studies of Ellison’s feelings toward bebop and how he reflects these

judgments in his novel. Michael Borshuk contends that Invisible Man most resembles the bebop aesthetic due to its
revolutionary tack and form, along with its emphasis on “assertive performance” and innovation (262). A. Timothy
Spaulding concurs as he likens the protagonist to a “literary bebop improviser” who re-frames and re-phrases other
characters’ voices and thoughts to create his own improvisational voice (482). However, Paul Allen Anderson
counters by claiming that Ellison virulently critiques bebop, which he considers to be too mechanistic, impersonal
and chaotic to truly inspire democratic interaction (299-300). It must be noted that Borshuk and Spaulding also
consider Ellison to be ambivalent (at best) toward the bebop mode.
17

Rinehart thus emerges as an “illusion … because of the standardization of the means of production,” for “he is

tolerated only so long as his complete identification with the generality is unquestioned” (Adorno and Horkheimer
41).
18

This metaphor reflects the interplay between individual (heart) and the collective (rind) within society and black

popular art.
19

This boundless elasticity correlates with Hall’s process of identitary “becoming” (“Who Needs” 3-4) and Angel

Rama’s process of transculturation.
20

This reflects a Baudrillardian simulacrum.

21

Ellison additionally depicts Rinehart as a symbol of the culture industry since the shadowy hustler “perpetually

cheats [his] customers of what [he] perpetually promises” and “draws on pleasure [which] is endlessly prolonged”
(Adorno and Horkheimer 38). With Rinehart, Ellison exhibits how if the artistic heart is corrupted, the rind (creative
product) will soon decay.
22

In fact, Kingston has discussed the convergence of the African American and Chinese Monkey in the U.S. She

states, “When I find out that they are both monkeys and they are both here in America, then I feel connected to
African American people and again inspired that we are all one human race. I think it’s so important for us to find
figures like that, so that we can make our human connections” (qtd. in Seshachari 206).
23

During this announcement, he rips off his glasses and subsequently unbuttons his shirt (as if revealing his

Superman’s “S”), followed by him asking Nanci to promise not to tell his secret to the San Francisco Chronicle
(Kingston 33). This request is reminiscent of Clark Kent hoping Lois Lane does not divulge his identity to The Daily
Planet.
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24

Wittman later articulates the same argument with regards to comic books which “were brainwashing us for atomic

warfare” and “getting us inured so we could entertain the possibility of more nuclear fallout” (98). This observation
consents to Adorno and Horkheimer’s position on the uniformity of mass cultural products.
25

This is akin to a Rinehartian world devoid of morality or that of the Dominican Republic under the Sauron-esque

panoptic tyranny of Rafael Trujillo.
26

He states, “The monkey brains had tuned themselves in to an open channel to a possible future. If this many

bombs were to fall, light would flash through time, backwards, forwards and sideways. Images would fly with the
speed of light-years onto this screen and onto receptive minds” (Kingston 96).
27

Like Ellison’s Invisible Man after withdrawing from society and Díaz’s Isis.

28

This coincides with the Invisible Man acknowledging his invisibility and reinterpreting it as an opportunity to

validate his authentic, evolving subjecthood.
29

“How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb”

30

This is a common metaphor for the above transnational theorists as well as Díaz through Oscar Wao’s

identification with the X-Men.
31

Wittman reinterprets another apocalyptic film which caters to anxieties about miscegenation with ethnic outsiders,

Invasion of the Body Snatchers. Wittman recasts the nefarious title pods both as psychedelic mushrooms which
liberate one’s mind and as purveyors of syncretism. He describes the music accompanying the dreadful pod-picking
scene as “beautiful” (97), recharacterizing the eerie tune as underscoring the positive outcome of multiculturalism
instead of encoded doom that instills apprehension at being assimilated by the cultural Other. Through his aptitude
at decoding, Wittman avoids becoming one of the “zombie” recipients interpellated by monocultural ideology.
Instead, he emerges from the pod as a divergent, “mutant” voice that endorses his cultural multiplicity. As such,
Kingston rebrands “chaos” into Ellisonian “possibility.”
32

Kingston here also combines allusions to Dante, classical, and Christian texts (the hall of virtues and vices), Greek

mythology (the moly herb from The Odyssey, among other texts) and comic book lore (Billy Baston transforming
into Shazam).
33

Gwan Goong’s “hood-eyes” like the Hawkman’s; Chang Fei’s “blue-and-black-ovoid” face like the Atom’s; and

Cho Cho’s blackened face like Dr. Midnight (Kingston 280).
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34

Kingston, in fact, frequently targets “the hyphen” which grammatically signifies the liminal space that multiethnic

subjects must negotiate. The interceding hyphen signifies these subjects as the “Other” within U.S. society, for one’s
“Americanness” is thus qualified according to ethnicity. Indicating “Chinese,” “African,” “Mexican,” or any other
ethnic designation before being classified as “American” has been projected into a dual subjectivity that negotiates
between cultural and national loyalties. The hyphen functions as the linguistic liminal space, literally separating
one’s ethnicity from one’s Americanness – a practice which has promulgated exclusionary practices. Kingston
judges such uncomplicated identities to be “impossible fictions” (Furth 37).
Additionally, Kingston here proposes to subtly recode such multicultural designations so that they clearly
establish that the multiple subject (i.e., Wittman as a fifth-generation American) is affiliated with his actual home
country (the United States) while utilizing his culture or ethnicity as a descriptor signifying genotypal and cultural
influence. With an eye toward having her protagonist “transcend race,” Kingston explains, “Even as [Wittman is]
talking about being a Chinese, it’s really an American problem” (qtd. in Janette 155). Accordingly, the U.S.
consciousness must no longer continue to be distracted with capturing all the angles of demarcation leading to a war
of differences. Instead, the vanishing hyphen will lead to the democratic acceptance of these differences, generating
and establishing intersubjective and intercultural peace. Kingston subtly epitomizes this exercise through her
Tripmaster’s shape-shifting summons. Initially, Kingston replicates society’s inclination toward separating the
cultural Other through hyphenation as Wittman yells, “Bee-e-een!” (Kingston 34). However, Kingston closes her
novel by declaring that Wittman “changed – beeen! – into a pacifist” (340). Kingston thus models her objective of
removing the hyphen from U.S. ethnic identity. Instead of having his subjectivity interrupted, the continually
“becoming” multiethnic subject is now included within the action of disrupting monoculturalism.
35

In his interview with Katherine Miranda, Díaz mentions Ellison in a list of writers who have influenced him (29).

Additionally, he has admitted, “I’m the biggest fan of Ralph Ellison. If anything would put the fear of writing into
you, it is The Invisible Man” (qtd. in Céspedes and Torres-Saillant 900).
36

The author identifies the bacá as the “operating spirit of the novel” since he intends for his book to resist limiting

descriptions (qtd. in Ch’ien).
37

This premise extends to the construction of race and ethnicity, which is represented by the multiple roles the

Invisible Man adopts, particularly through his most “bacá” of characters, the trickster Rinehart whose lack of
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physical presence parallels the bacá’s lack of original form. Kingston follows suit as she links Wittman Ah Sing’s
identitary “transformation” to those of the Chinese trickster Monkey King.
38

Yunior queries, “You really want to know what being an X-Man feels like?” (Díaz 22). Díaz’s inclusive

intertextuality considers “othered peoples-hybrid species” (i.e., mutants) as most reflective of the DominicanAmerican bicultural experience (Sanchez-Taylor 97). Yunior’s comment also contains intersectional implications
since his concentration on intellectual pursuits distances Oscar from fulfilling expectations relating to
hypermasculine Dominican pursuits of women. The “X” thus crosses out his manhood (he is an “Ex-Man”).
39

The members of Díaz’s other primary comic book intertext, the Fantastic Four, also fit within the narrative of

mutant Otherness, for they acquire their supernatural and grotesque powers from a cosmic bombardment of radiation
(Gantz 138-9). Monica Hanna observes that Díaz features such forcibly marginalized antiheroes (as opposed to
Superman) to further his production of a resistance (Dominican) history reflective of its dissonance (“Reassembling”
515).
40

These include: Superheroes from their secret identities, physical mutations (the X-Men); robotics (The

Transformers); catastrophic city/planetary destructions (apocalyptic visions/texts); and mind/psychological control
(i.e., alien, zombie films).
41

Díaz has admitted, “I’ve always wanted to write epic books. My favorite books as a kid were all epics. Watership

Down, Lord of the Rings, the Lensmen series” (qtd. in Danticat 90). Bhabha paints emergent migrant or minority
discourses in epic terminology when he declares they must be discovered in medias res (325). Díaz consistently
implements and revises classical epic elements and embraces Bhabha’s notion by commencing his epic in medias
res with reference to New World history, the de León family history and Oscar/Yunior’s transculturation.
42

Isis’ name carries multiple levels of signification. The name invokes the major Egyptian goddess associated with

motherhood, wisdom and marriage, and so her godly significance appears in several forms. Indeed, Díaz’s character
represents the continuing “marriage” of various cultures through diasporic movement and transculturation. Yunior
almost desperately hopes that Lola’s daughter will acquire and preserve the wisdom of transnationality that Oscar
(Isis’ predecessor) bestows upon her through his writings. Another way to interpret the name is to separate its
syllables into “I-sis,” which connects her to Oscar’s sister, Lola. The “I” thus signifies the affirmation of her
subjectivity and authentic identity. Moreover, the name stands as a haunting reminder to the novel’s narrator (and
composer of Oscar’s saga), Yunior, and how he allowed the only woman he loved (the “sis,” Lola) to get away. The
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narrator anticipates this will be the case, but one’s destiny (like one’s identity) is not fixed. Regardless, Isis can
fulfill the role of a mother who can then confer said knowledge onto the next generation. The reader can thus
speculate that Isis’ provision of knowledge will be more viable than Rinehart’s empty declaration, “Let there be
light!” (Ellison, IM 498), in his aims to exploit his community.
43

Daniel Bautista argues that Isis’ multiethnicity symbolically conjoins modern popular culture to conventional

Dominican beliefs (51-2).
44

Díaz states:
The joke is [the diasporic Dominican] neither Billy Baston or Captain Marvel, you’re basically “shazam!”,
you’re the word, you’re that lightning which transforms, that runs back and forth between [the two
cultures/countries] and holds them together … I’ll be Billy Baston when I’m in Santo Domingo and look
around, and then I go to the United States and you’re “shazam!” (qtd. in Celayo and Shook 17)

45

Furthermore, as Joy Sanchez-Taylor aptly observes, Isis and her unknown future symbolize Díaz’s “hybrid vision

of Dominican cultural history” (100).
46

This parallels with Rinehart’s avowal, “I See all, Know all, Tell all, Cure all. / You shall see the unknown

wonders” (Ellison, IM 495), as inscribed on his church service program.
47

Yunior foresees he will safeguard Oscar’s writings in four refrigerators in his basement – a subterranean hovel

reminiscent of the Invisible Man’s hermitage where he transmits through the “lower frequencies.”
Hanna (“Portrait” 90-108) considers this mode of preservation as indicative of Yunior’s “aesthetic of
consumption” (105) in which he “cannibalizes” the characters and their histories into his narrative, culminating in
him integrating Oscar’s oeuvre into what becomes Brief Wondrous Life.
48

Yunior ruminates, “If she’s her family’s daughter – as I suspect she is – one day she will stop being afraid and she

will come looking for answers” (Díaz 330).
49

Per usual, Yunior shows an inability to commit to a narratorial plot choice. In other words, he “decide[s] not to

decide” (Miller 101). T.J. Miller detects that Yunior leaves explanatory gaps particularly when wrestling with the
fantastic (101). These vacillations reflect his hybrid confusion and reveal he is still acquiring the transcultural “Jedi”
skill of selectivity.
50

The One Ring is a metaphor for Sauron’s ongoing tyranny.
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51

Miller identifies how Díaz symbolizes his theme of circularity by how he bookends his novel with high literature

and comic book pairings, as manifested by its epigraphs and the Watchmen-Heart of Darkness finale (103).
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